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Foreword
On behalf of the European Academy of Wind Energy
(EAWE) and the European Wind Energy Association
(EWEA), we have the pleasure of presenting the
Scientific Proceedings of the EWEA 2015 Conference in
Paris.
EWEA’s annual conference has included a Science &
Research Track since 2007. This track has served
both as a platform for engineers and scientists to
present their latest results, and has tried to engage
the audience and the presenters in in-depth technical
discussions and exchange of ideas. In our opinion, it
has demonstrated that European wind energy research
benefits from the synergy between industrial and
academic research. It is a very lively discipline that
supports the industry in developing novel competences
and relevant solutions, while adhering to strict research
standards. The sessions in the scientific track have
been characterized by novelty, care for details, and
scientific excellence.
In contrast to previous years, for EWEA2015 the
Scientific Track has been merged with the General
Track, such that most sessions during the conference
now feature both scientific and industry presentations.
The main benefit to the audience is that this allows for
covering more diverse topics, with 36 sessions in total.
These sessions were jointly developed by the Scientific
and Industry Topic Leaders from the 400+ abstracts
received. Conference delegates will thereby be exposed
to both the latest ideas and analyses from academia as
well as to the latest experiences and developments from
industry. As in previous years, the individual sessions
were carefully prepared to showcase highlights of

current academic thinking and industry practice, striking
a balance between international experts and the new
generation of upcoming young researchers. Although
the Scientific Track has been discontinued, abstracts
could be either submitted as a general or as a scientific
abstracts, and presentations are clearly marked as
scientific in case of the latter.
These proceedings include the full papers of all oral,
scientific presentations given during the conference
sessions; these were selected due to their novelty,
relevance and interest to a general audience. In
addition, a poster session has been organized for works
of a more technical nature. The full papers of both the
oral presentations and of all posters from the Science
& Research Track are also available in the online
proceedings at: www.ewea.org/annual2015/conference/
conference-proceedings/
The European Academy of Wind Energy (EAWE) is
responsible for organizing the review process for
scientific contributions, has contributed to develop the
sessions, and provides scientific chairs for all sessions.
All papers were peer-reviewed by a Scientific Committee,
consisting of scientists from EAWE member institutes
and their associates. Each abstract received a review
by at least two of these experts. We thank all authors
for their willingness to take part in this procedure, and
the reviewers for their hard work alongside their daily
business.
EWEA is responsible for the organisation and logistics of
the conference, and we thank their highly professional
staff and their associates for the excellent collaboration.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Sandrine Aubrun
Université d’Orléans
Editor of the EWEA 2015 Scientific Proceedings
President of the European Academy of Wind Energy (EAWE)

Prof. Dr. Jakob Mann,
Technical University of Denmark (DTU)
Editor of the EWEA 2015 Scientific Proceedings
Past-President of the European Academy of Wind Energy (EAWE)

Prof. Dr. Michael Muskulus
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU)
Chair of the Scientific Committee and Editor of the EWEA 2015 Scientific Proceedings
Past-President of the European Academy of Wind Energy (EAWE)
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Indeed, wind turbines with rated capacity of 10 MW
are being developed [1]. Their sizes necessitate
suitable support structures that can withstand the
engendered loads and last the intended life. Plus,
their capacity needs enough wind resources to be
fully exploited. This obliges that multi-megawatt
turbines should be located in sites where wind

Offshore wind energy is moving towards larger
turbines and into deeper waters. However, the wind
energy industry is relatively recent and needs
continuous improvements to its design practices.
Two paths are used to improve wind energy
productivity: reliability and more powerful wind
turbines. The crossroads of these paths places the
problem at the edges of the state of the art.

1 Introduction

Keywords: Multi-megawatt wind turbines, large
diameter monopile, deep water, ultimate design

The design of a monopile substructure for wind
turbines of 10 MW capacity installed at 50 m water
depth is presented. The design process starts with
the design of a monopile at a moderate water depth
of 26 m and is then up scaled to a 50 m water
depth. The baseline geometry is then modified to
specific frequency constraints for the support
structure. The specific design requirements
including the soil boundary conditions of this large
diameter monopile has been described and fully
coupled hydro-aero-servo elastic simulations are
performed for ultimate limit state design. Soil
plasticization is also considered. Analyses have
shown that the design of large diameter monopile is
not a straightforward extrapolation process, but it
requires specific checks and iterations. An
appropriate design scheme is proposed with
perturbation analysis for robustness.

Abstract:

wilw@dtu.dk

Wilfried Njomo Wandji
DTU Wind Energy

Thomas Buhl
DTU Wind Energy
thbu@dtu.dk

The present paper proposes a preliminary design
for large diameter monopiles at 50 m water depth.
The study departs from current practices (middle
size monopile) to accomplish its objectives. Precise
design constraints are stated and large diameter
monopile specifics are presented. Once a final

A monopile substructure solution at 50 m water
depth is gaining more and more traction, due to the
fact that its manufacturing process just consists of
rolling and welding and its small footprint eases its
transportation and its installation. This technology
has been employed in many wind farms up to 30 m
water depths composed usually of 2 to 5 MW wind
turbines. For wind farms that combine larger wind
turbines and deeper waters, significant design
adaptation of the monopile is necessary to ensure
structural integrity and cost effective manufacturing.
Upscaling from present designs at lower water
depths cannot be regarded as a straightforward
process because of specific design requirements for
large diameter monopiles.

Facing this challenge, space frame substructures
have been proposed. However, their manufacturing
process is daunting. In addition, there is a need to
maintain the strength and stiffness requirements at
the lowest possible cost [2]. In particular, a jacket
structure has been proposed within the
INNWIND.EU project [3] for a 10 MW turbine at 50
m water depths, but it has been extremely
challenging to ensure jacket durability for 25 years
with respect to its fatigue limit state. Besides the
space frame solution, floating support structures are
also a potential solution, but are economical at
greater water depths over 100 m [2].

resources are abundant. For this reason, recent
potent sites have been found at deep waters (50+
m). They are able to provide enough wind resources
as required by 10 MW wind turbines, but they also
add to the challenge related to support structures.

Nikolay Dimitrov
DTU Wind Energy
nkdi@dtu.dk
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Below the seabed, soil-structure interaction is
modeled as beam-on-nonlinear Winkler foundation
with uncoupled responses of axial friction (t-z) and
lateral force (p-y). American Petroleum Institute [9]
recommends an algorithm to obtain p-y and t-z
curves. Although [9] suggests using loaddisplacement behavior at unit tip, in the present
study the nonlinear spring is replaced by a joint,
restrained for vertical displacement and yaw
rotation.

The wave height is modeled based on a JONSWAP
spectrum at the expected value of significant wave
height and spectral peak period at each mean wind
speed. Wave kinematics are computed according to
the irregular Airy model with Wheeler stretching [8].
The hydrodynamic forces are computed based on
the Morison equation [8] evaluated from water
surface to seabed.

The turbulent wind field in the aeroelastic
simulations is defined using the Mann model [7].
Tower shadow and aerodrag on all exposed
elements are also accounted for. Random Gaussian
10-minute realizations are simulated over 11 mean
wind speed bins between cut-in and cut-out wind
speeds, and one mean wind speed related to the
extreme load case. Each mean wind speed has
been linked to a particular sea state.

HAWC2 utilizes a multibody formulation which
couples different elastic bodies together. Bodies are
composed of Timoshenko beam [5] finite elements
whereby their stiffness, mass and damping are
assembled into the governing equations of motion,
whose solution is obtained using the Newmark-
method [6]. The damping coefficients are adjusted
using Rayleigh coefficients to obtain desired
damping ratios for the global structure. Blade
Element Momentum (BEM) theory is employed for
the rotor subjected to aerodynamics.

In addition to the controller, three media (air, sea,
and soil) concurrently act on a given offshore wind
turbine mounted on monopile. To ensure that all
ambient interactions are adequately considered, a
fully coupled design loads computation has been
performed using the aero-hydro-servo-elastic
software package HAWC2 [4].

2 Fully coupled aero-hydro-servoelastic analysis

design is obtained, perturbation study is carried out,
drawing additional conclusions.

Peak
period,
Tp [s]
5.820
5.715
5.705
5.810
5.975
6.220
6.540
6.850
7.195
7.600
7.950
13.700

The monopile is considered as made of hollow
3
cylinder rolled from a steel plate of 7850 kg/m
whose characteristic strength is 500 MPa, which
corresponds to high-strength steel. The monopile
safety is assumed to be of component class 3. It
can be fully defined by its outer diameter (D), wall
thickness (t) and length. Its length consists of the
part within the transition piece (26 m), the
submerged part (50 m), and the embedded part
below the soil level whose length is to be defined.
The design of the monopile is carried out based on

The DTU 10 MW reference wind turbine (DTU 10
MW RWT) [1] is used as mounted on a monopile
substructure, whose design is sought. The tower is
3
made of steel whose density is taken as 8500 kg/m
to account for the mass of secondary structures.
Based on the rotor speeds, the corresponding
Campbell diagram is drawn in Figure 1. This figure
shows that 1P, 3P and 6P ranges are respectively
in hertz [0.099, 0.158], [0.300, 0.480] and [0.600,
0.960].

Table 1: Metocean conditions [3]
Wind
Significant
Turbulence
speed
height, Hs
Intensity [%]
[m/s]
[m]
5
43.85
1.140
7
33.30
1.245
9
27.43
1.395
11
23.70
1.590
13
21.12
1.805
15
19.23
2.050
17
17.78
2.330
19
16.63
2.615
21
15.71
2.925
23
14.94
3.255
25
14.30
3.600
42.73
11.00
9.400

In this study, the site conditions are taken from
those described in [3]. The soil is made of
superimposed sand layers of various properties
each. The complete description of the adopted soil
properties can be found in [3]. Above the soil, sea
states are defined according to the atmospheric
conditions (Table 1). Considering the JONSWAP
wave spectrum, 95 % of the wave energy is realized
under 0.225 Hz in the critical case. The offresonance range related to wave excitation is hence
restricted to above 0.225 Hz.

3 Site conditions, structure, and
design constraints

smaller outer diameter leads to larger wall
thickness and to deeper piles, but with reduced
wave loading.

•

100

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚]

(1)

Besides the constructability and stability criteria, the
monopile should also possess stiffness such that
deformations are limited. In that respect, Krolis et al
(2010) [10] have adopted a maximum displacement
at the mudline of 120 mm and a maximum toe
deflection of 20 mm. They found that these
limitations can be fulfilled with embedded pile length
between 5.3D and 4.4D for 3.0 MW turbines, and
between 5.0D and 3.3D for 5.0 MW turbines.

In order to ease the rolling process, the wall
thickness is restricted within the range [1, 1.1] times
its recommended minimum value.

𝑡𝑡𝑡[𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚] = 6.35 +

Practically, an upper limit of 10.00 m has been set
for outer diameter in order to limit fluid-shaft
interactions and to resort to large hammer. The
selected wall thickness should withstand the
stresses generated during pile-driving. In the
absence of detailed analyses or past experiences,
API (2005) [9] recommends that the minimum wall
thickness should be taken as:

Figure 1: Campbell diagram

larger outer diameter leads to large bending
stiffness, but also to higher wave loads;

•

The wall thickness has been fine-tuned to a value of
about 120 mm as shown in Table 2 because the
lower wall thickness cases of 100 mm and below
provides a design too close to the resonance

Table 2: Wall thickness adjusting for 26 m sea
depth
Wall
Eigen frequencies [Hz]
thickness
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
[mm]
90
0.224
0.227
0.544
0.584
100
0.229
0.232
0.545
0.584
120
0.238
0.242
0.546
0.585

The steps required to tune the first natural
frequencies outside resonance ranges are made by
adjusting the wall thickness and the embedded
depth of the monopile. From the initial design
estimate, one parameter is varied and modal
analysis is carried out with each of its value. The
obtained natural frequencies are then checked
against the admissible frequency range. Once a
minimum satisfying value of the said parameter is
obtained, it is set constant and another parameter is
now varied till its minimum value that also satisfies
the frequency requirement. This iterative process is
repeated for all parameters.

The overall aim of this study is to determine the
characteristic monopile properties so that the full
structure has its first natural frequencies outside the
resonance ranges. In order to achieve this target,
the 10 MW wind turbine has been considered
placed at a mean water depth of 26 m as a starting
point. A corresponding monopile has been designed
to fit the natural frequency requirements. As a first
trial, a pile of 8.0 m outer-diameter and 100 mm wall
thickness has been extruded from 26 m above
mean water level till 50 m (= 6.25D) below the
seabed i.e. a total of 102 m. The hub height above
mean sea level is maintained at 119 m.

4 Standard monopile at 26 m sea
depth

larger outer diameter and smaller wall
thickness lead to lighter piles and are easy to
roll manufacture;

•

In addition, the resulting design should provide
enough dynamic stiffness such that the first
frequencies of the overall structure lie between
[0.225, 0.300] and [0.480, 0.600] in hertz. This
requirement is important to minimize the fatigue
effects generated by the vibrations, which are due
to wind, wave, and rotor excitation during the
structure lifetime.

the constructability and mass minimization. The
following conflicting design aspects are analysed:

9
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0.227
0.238

0.230
0.242

0.548
0.546

0.587
0.585

When placed at 50 m water depth, an initial
monopile design estimate would be a cylinder with
outer diameter of 10.0 m, wall thickness of 120 mm,

6 Geometry design

Another factor to be taken into consideration is the
soil-structure interactions wherein several issues
are associated. For example, the p-y curve
traditionally used has been developed for slender
monopiles with up to approximately 2 m diameter
([12], [13]).

Furthermore, the wave diffraction phenomenon (for
pile diameters greater than 20% of the wave length)
for a vertical cylinder extending from the sea bottom
through the free surface is proposed by MacCamy
and Fuchs (1954) [11] as a correction for the inertia
coefficient in the Morison equation at each
metocean state.

For a given turbine moving from moderate to deep
water, the longer cantilever length requires a wider
monopile to provide enough stiffness to maintain the
natural frequencies above that of wave excitation.
However, it can be beneficial to distribute the added
stiffness along the whole length by modifying the
tower dimensions.

The model as described above works well for small
to medium water depths but for greater depths,
closer attention needs to be given to the structural
stiffness distribution, influence of wave diffraction
and soil-structure interaction.

5 Specificity of large diameter
monopile

As a result of this process, a monopile of 8.0 m
outer diameter, 120 mm wall thickness and 30 m
the
frequency
embedded
length
satisfies
requirement for the DTU 10 MW RWT placed at 26
m water depth.

30.00
50.00

Table 3: Embedded length below soil using a wall
thickness t = 120 mm
Eigen frequencies [Hz]
Embedded
length [m] Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
0.218
0.221
0.548
0.580
25.00

frequency boundary. Further, considering this wall
thickness, the embedded length has been adjusted.
Table 3 shows that a satisfying value is 30 m.

0.225

0.227

0.549

0.565

0.239

0.241

0.563

0.576

0.239

0.241

0.563

0.576
By changing the tower from A to B, a global material
save is made: from 3525.591 t to 3211.254 t. Plus,
the rolling effort is preserved as wall thickness
moves from 120 mm to 110 mm; the required
driving power is made smaller; and the wave loads

120

Table 6: Wall thickness adjustment with Tower B
Wall
Eigen frequencies [Hz]
thickness
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
[mm]
0.234
0.236
0.563
0.575
110

B: 511.131

Table 5: Tower selection
Tower type
Eigen frequencies [Hz]
and mass
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
[t]
0.218
0.267
0.548
0.564
A: 426.293

10.00

Table 4: Outer diameter adjustment with Tower A
Outer
Eigen frequencies [Hz]
diameter
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4
[m]
0.218
0.267
0.548
0.564
9.50

Here, the outer diameter and the corresponding
tower geometry are selected having in mind the
necessary stiffness distribution along the structure
height. This implies a thinner monopile but a wider
tower. Table 4 shows adjustments of the outer
diameter. In this table, diameter 10.0 m satisfies the
resonance
frequency
requirements
whereas
diameter 9.5 m does not. Although the value of 9.5
m is found unsatisfactory in comparison to 10.0 m,
the former is chosen and change is done on the
tower geometry to compensate (Table 5). Table 6
shows that with the new tower, named B, there is a
possibility to decrease monopile’s wall thickness.
Finally, a wall thickness of 110 mm is obtained. A
value of 100 mm for wall thickness satisfies the
frequency criterion but violates the minimum
thickness as calculated by Eq. (1). The whole
process as well as the obtained results is illustrated
in Figure 2.

and embedded length of 30 m, similar to what was
achieved in the earlier design, but with a wider
diameter. An iterative process similar to the one
above is carried out.

EWEA 2015 Scientific Proceedings

Figure 3: Power curve

Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively illustrate the
curves of the generated power and of the aero rotor
thrust plotted against the reference curves. These
figures show that the present design performs as
good as the reference as the curves almost
superimpose each other.

The global performance of the present design
needs to be checked against that of the DTU 10
MW RWT. Generated power and aero rotor thrust
as obtained from steady conditions are used as
comparison criteria. The steady conditions are
achieved by the application of steady wind whose
speed linearly goes from cut-in to cut-out speed in
2500 s.

7 Characteristic curves

Figure 2: Design evolution

have been decreased. For next paragraphs, outer
diameter of 9.5 m, wall thickness of 110 mm,
embedded length of 30 m and Tower B are
considered.

DLC 6.2a: 42.73 m/s wind has been applied
along 24 directions: from 0⁰ to 345⁰ in 15⁰
steps. Waves were directed along wind
direction with ±30⁰ yaw error. With no active
controller, the structure was loaded with an
extreme current (1.2 m/s) of parabolic type at
0⁰. Blades were pitched at 90⁰ with no dynamic
induction. This leads to a total of 24 × 3 = 72
scenarios.



Typical resultant shear force and bending moment
curves are illustrated in Figure 5. In this figure,
loads reach their maximum values in the embedded
part. At about 7 m under the mudline, the moment
value is maximal and the shear force is zero. At
about 21 m depth in the soil, the monopile
experiences maximal shear force. That location
corresponds to zero-crossing point as it can be
seen in Figure 6, which depicts a typical lateral
displacement curve of the pile embedded portion. At
that point, the monopile does not move laterally.

8.2 Ultimate loads and deformation

DLC 1.3: six wind seeds for each of 11 wind
speed bins have been applied each with no
yaw error. Waves were aligned along wind
direction. That makes 11 × 6 = 66 scenarios.



The design at ultimate limit state has considered the
model with articulated pile tip and shaft friction. Two
load cases have been used here according to IEC
61400-3 [14]:

8.1 Design load cases

8 Ultimate limit state

Figure 4: Aero rotor thrust curve
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Figure 7 illustrates the design maximum von Mises
stress distribution together with the steel design
strength. The maximum design stress is about
251.9 MPa for a utilization factor of 72 %. This
proves that the thickness is enough to withstand
ultimate loads.

Based on the internal forces and moments,
maximum von Mises stresses are obtained for
various sections along the pile portion going from
mean water level to the tip. Three directional
stresses have been combined according to the von
Mises yield criterion: they are the axial stress, the
circumferential stress, and the shear stress. Further
details can be found in [15].

8.3 Stress check

Figure 6: Typical lateral displacement

Figure 5: Typical resultant force and moment

Figure 8: Elastic/Plastic zones

The maximal displacement at the mudline is about
81 mm and the maximal tip deflection 22 mm.
These values are globally acceptable with respect
to the design constraints set above. However, as
shown in Figure 8, the soil yield strength has been
exceeded in approximately the first 10 meters from
seabed. This value is intolerable as it represents
one third of the foundation depth. The yielded zone
shall be reduced. The perturbation analysis below
investigates the possibilities for achieving this
reduction.

8.4 Deformation

Figure 7: Design maximum von Mises Stresses

Perturbation A – Toe boundary condition. The
pile tip is fixed, i.e. all degrees of freedom are
restrained.

Perturbation B – Axial skin friction contribution.
The contribution of skin friction to the pile axial
equilibrium has been annihilated.

Perturbation C – Deeper pile. The embedded
length of the pile has been changed from 30 m
to 50 m.

Perturbation D – Thicker wall. The wall
thickness has been increased to 150 mm.

Perturbation E – Soil friction angle. The soil
around the pile is set denser; its internal angle
has been improved from 35⁰ to 38⁰.











The dynamic stiffness is measured in terms of
eigenfrequencies of the whole structure. As
depicted in Figure 9, modal analysis results show
that the respective modal frequencies are
insignificantly different one from others. This
observation reveals that none of the perturbation
meaningfully influences the structure dynamic
stiffness.

9.1 Dynamic stiffness

The effects of each of these perturbations are
investigated in terms of dynamic stiffness,
deflections and yielded zone, and ultimate loads.

Baseline – The toe is modeled as a joint with
restrained yaw and vertical motions. The
contribution of the axial skin friction is
accounted for. The monopile has a wall
thickness of 110 mm, and is 26 m deep
embedded into the soil whose internal friction
angle is 35⁰.



Holding the above design as baseline, five
perturbation cases are considered for perturbation
analysis. In addition to the baseline, the five other
cases consist of:

9 Investigation of perturbations

Figure 10: Deflection and yielded zones (Perturb. A,
B, C, D)

However, Figure 10 shows some differentiation
about the behavior of the perturbations regarding
pile deflection. On the one hand, the skin friction
contribution or the wall thickness increase does not
bring any improvement. Their respective deformed
shapes are similar to that of the baseline. On the
other hand, fully fixing the toe or deepening the
monopile leads to milder deformations (below 40
mm in each direction), and substantially reduces the
yielded zone to about 5 m. On Figure 11, with the
new internal friction angle, deformations have also
decreased (between 40 and 60 mm in each
direction). Considering the corresponding yield limit,
the yielded zone is now about 7 m.

9.2 Deflection and plastic zone

Figure 9: Modal frequencies for different
perturbation
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Baseline
2700
-

A, B, E
2700
0.00

C
3210
18.87

D
3666
35.78

Baseline
Pert. A
Pert. B
Pert. C
Pert. D
Pert. E

Fres [kN]
3500
0.0%
0.0%
-2.9%
-2.9%
2.9%

Fz [kN]
13000
0.0%
0.0%
7.7%
0.0%
0.0%

Mres [kNm]
290000
3.4%
0.0%
-3.4%
3.4%
3.4%

Mz [kNm]
-38000
36.8%
-234.2%
-415.8%
-218.4%
36.8%

Table 8: Characteristic representative loads at
interface – Deviation from the baseline

The maximum ultimate loads are given in Table 8
and in Table 9. They represent the load maxima
obtained for each perturbation and for the baseline
at the interface and at the mudline. They do not
necessary occur simultaneously. It can be seen that
these loads are respectively of the same ranges
except the torsional moment from the deep pile
case. This exceptional load value is more than twice
the value of the other cases.

9.4 Ultimate load

Case
Mass [t]
Rel. diff. [%]

Table 7: Bill of quantities

Table 7 recapitulates the material mass used for
each perturbation and for the baseline. It shows
mass increase of 35.78% for the wall thickness
change, and 18.87% for the length increase
compared to the baseline mass. The other
perturbations have the same mass as that of the
baseline.

9.3 Bill of material

Figure 11: Deflection and yielded zones (Perturb. E)

Fres [kN]
11000
0.0%
9.1%
9.1%
0.0%
9.1%

Fz [kN]
40000
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
17.5%
0.0%

Mres [kNm]
730000
2.7%
0.0%
8.2%
2.7%
5.5%

Mz [kNm]
-38000
39.5%
-236.8%
-442.1%
-221.1%
39.5%

In conclusion, the design of monopile for multimegawatt wind turbines at 50 m water depth is
carried out. The process started with the design of a
monopile at 26 m water depth. Then, its upscaling

10 Conclusion

Fixing all toe degrees of freedom produces a
positive effect. However, the monopile toe is
factually fixed if it is rooted into a rock, for example.
If this is not the actual circumstance, this modeling
approach may lead to misrepresentative results. In
this case, results show that the best solution is to
lengthen the monopile. Deepening the monopile
increases the mass to some extend but significantly
enhances the design. However, a drawback is the
increase of torsional moment in the structure. It is
expected that the account for the soil torsional
resistance (M-θ curve) can contribute to mitigate
this shortcoming.

In particular, increasing the wall thickness does not
bring any improvement. On the contrary, it
introduces additional inconveniences. For example,
it adds on to the total mass and requires more
rolling effort. Consequently, the total cost will be
increased. Similarly, shaft friction contribution
happens to be non-influential. This may be due to
the fact that the vertical degree of freedom has
been restrained. Further investigations on axial skin
friction may be carried out with a pile tip
unrestrained in all directions.

Although all the cases (perturbations and baseline)
have similar dynamic stiffness, they demonstrate
different performance with respect to lateral
deformations. This observation reveals that a
design, exclusively based on dynamic stiffness, may
be misleading. A thorough design process should
continue till soil plasticization check as some
perturbations
have
exhibited
unchanged
performance.

9.5 Discussion

Baseline
Pert. A
Pert. B
Pert. C
Pert. D
Pert. E

Table 9: Characteristic representative loads at
mudline – Deviation from the baseline
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The current guidelines for designing laterallyloaded monopiles rely mostly on the methods
developed for oil&gas industry, and are based on
the behaviour of small diameter piles (1 to 2 m). It
is known that, as the pile dimensions shift towards
the larger diameters common in the wind industry,
the rigid body behaviour becomes more prominent,
leading to an increase in the lateral resistance.
Taking into account this excess resistance in the
geotechnical design of monopile foundations can
lead to more economical designs and potential cost
savings. It has been advised that the range of
application of monopiles, most importantly in terms
of the suitable water depths can be increased
through the use of optimised and more accurate

Monopiles comprise a large share of the offshore
wind market and are likely to be the most preferred
type of foundation for the offshore wind turbines in
the future developments. Their simple design
makes them suitable for standardisation of the
manufacturing process, as well as quicker and
cheaper installation procedures. These features are
of high importance, as the offshore wind industry
strives to lower the Levelised Cost Of Energy
(LCOE) in order to be competitive with the fossilfuel sources of energy.

1. Introduction

Bekken (2009) [5] compared the mobilised lateral
resistance of the soil as estimated using the API
and the Finite Element method for two model
monopiles with diameters of D=1.0m and D=4.3m.
The analysis found that the API design method
overestimates the initial soil stiffness as was also
observed by Achmus et al. (2009) [6] and Lesny et
al. (2007) [7]. Recently, FEM analysis has also led
to the proposal of modified numerical approaches
for the design of stiff laterally loaded monopiles as

In recent years Finite Element Modelling (FEM) has
been used to further analyse the response of
laterally loaded monopiles. Kim and Jeong (2011)
[2], Fan and Long (2005) [3], and Byrne et al. (2015)
[4] discussed several methods of calculating P-y
curves using the results of FEM. Fan and Long
(2005) found that the P-y response of the piles in
sands was not sensitive to the EI stiffness of the
pile, as in the API guidelines, but the ultimate soil
resistance had a non-linear relationship with the pile
diameter. This was also found to be the case by Kim
and Jeong (2011). The analysis also concluded that
the ultimate soil resistance was increased
significantly with increased horizontal earth
pressure and soil dilatancy –none of which are
directly considered in the API method.

design methods which are tailored to the
specifications of the offshore wind industry [1].

Key words XL monopiles, Lateral capacity, Plaxis, p-y curves, Offshore wind

The conventional method of determining the lateral resistance of piles by using the load-displacement
(p-y) springs has been initially developed for the oil&gas industry, and is based on the behaviour of
piles at much smaller diameters compared to those common today in the offshore wind industry. The
large diameter monopiles are expected to mobilise higher resistances in soil due to the contribution of
rigid body behaviour. Hence, it is generally believed that the conventional methods underestimate the
capacity of these monopiles. In the absence of abundant full-scale test data for supporting this theory
and determining the extent of divergence between the predicted vs. actual capacity, this study employs
Finite Element modelling for predicting the lateral resistance of monopiles with variable diameters. A
comparative study is undertaken to investigate the disparity in the capacity of monopiles determined
using numerical vs. analytical methods. The impact of the design method on the estimated lateral
capacity of large diameter monopiles is discussed, as well as the impact of monopile diameter on the
accuracy of conventional design approaches.

Abstract
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At present there is no lateral test data for piles in the
range of 4-6m for which the code is currently being
applied which is resulting in growing scepticism
about the validity of the design code. When
examining the design of offshore wind turbine
foundations a validation of stiff piles with low
slenderness ratios is needed. The slenderness ratio
and bending stiffness of the steel pile will have a
significant effect on the initial stiffness response of
the structure as discussed in Doherty et al (2012)
[11]. The API methods [12] for calculating the
ultimate soil resistance (pu) assumes a frictionless
pile-soil interface and therefore a Rankine type
failure. However, in reality the pile wall is neither
perfectly rough nor perfectly smooth. Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that the pile will exhibit some
degree of friction as the sand flows around the pile
shaft. The current design codes also neglects the
shear resistance mobilised along the pile shaft due

This paper aims at investigating the efficiency of
conventional methods for analysing the lateral
capacity of XL monopiles in the dense sand profiles
and under loading scenarios corresponding to the
larger capacity wind turbines which are expected for
future developments in the offshore wind industry.
The analyses have been performed with the
assumption of static loading for the comparative
evaluation which was the purpose of the current
study. However, it should be noted that the design
of wind turbine substructures is usually governed by
the fatigue limit state, which cannot be reliably
assessed using a static analysis. Taking into
account the dynamic behaviour of monopiles and
the degradation of soil due to cyclic loading are
important considerations when making realistic
assessments of the fatigue life of the structure.

Haiderali and Madabhushi (2013) [9] reported a
numerical study on monopiles with 5m and 7.5m
diameter installed in soft clay. Based on
comparison of p-y curves back-calculated from the
numerical model with those derived using the
conventional approaches for soft clay, they
concluded that the API method underestimates the
lateral capacity of large diameter monopiles in soft
clay, and yield an overly conservative design. Van
Buren and Muskulus (2012) [10] discussed the
shortcomings of the conventional p-y curve
methods in detail and proposed a method for
incorporating more advanced models, which
account for the effects of nonlinearities, dynamic
behaviour and damping of the soil, into the wind
turbine substructure design procedure.

discussed by Thieken et al. (2015) [8] and Byrne et
al. (2015) [4].
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Considering the trend in recent offshore wind farm
developments towards implementing larger
turbines, located further offshore in deeper water
sites, the model piles have been analysed using the
loads corresponding to 8MW turbine, and at 40m
water depth. The focus of this study is on the
interaction of soil and the monopile and the

5.0

1

2.1 Loads

Diameter
(m)

Model
No.

Table 1 Geometry of the model piles

Four different variations of monopile geometries
were considered, with diameters ranging from 5.0
to 9.5m (representative of the current designs as
well as the anticipated future developments). The
embedment length of the monopiles varies in order
to maintain a constant L/D ratio of 5 in all the
models. This slenderness ratio was adopted by
giving consideration to the common geometries
used to date for offshore wind monopiles as
discussed in [11]. The wall thickness has been
considered to remain constant along the length of
the pile. Even though this is not a realistic
assumption in real projects, the influence of
variation of thickness of monopile on its lateral
resistance was not included in this analysis, in order
to limit the model variables. Table 1 provides a
summary of the four model piles considered.

2. Model Geometries

to the rotation of the pile and the additional shear
component at the pile base [13]. The stiff failure of
the pile consists of rotation of the pile about a point
of zero deflection near the base of the pile. As the
pile fails, the rotation will also result in additional
passive and active earth pressures beneath the
point of rotation which are also disregarded in the
API design methodology. Achmus et al. (2009) [6]
found that for large diameter rigid monopiles the
resistance of the pile tip will have a significant effect
on the pile capacity compared to long slender piles.
As these components of resistance due to the rigid
pile behaviour are not accurately included in the API
RP2A it is largely uncertain how the method
prescribed in the code can be extrapolated to larger
pile diameters.

EWEA 2015 Scientific Proceedings

4704 kN

110 m

411450 kN.m

558 Tonnes

Vertical Force (V)

Hub Height

Moment at pile head (M)

Tower mass

× 𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 exp(3.73𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟 + 2.52)

Eq.1

Various guidelines and empirical equations have
been proposed for determining the strength
parameters from the CPT profiles, e.g. Robertson
and Cabal (2015) [18]. In this study the equations
proposed by [19] and [20] were employed to
determine the friction angle (𝜑𝜑) and dilation angle
(𝜓𝜓) of the sand from the qc values. The in-situ soil
stress states (OCR, K0 and K0,NC) were calculated
using the procedure proposed by [21] and [22].
Depending on the required accuracy, a number of
soil layers are considered and average strength
parameters are determined for each layer. A
saturated unit weight of 18 kN/m 3, was assumed for

𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐 =

√𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣′

Generic soil profiles were utilised in this study to
represent the North Sea layered dense sand
deposits. A relative density of 80% was assumed
(as a typical dense sand deposit) and synthetic CPT
profiles were generated using Eq.1 (rearrangement of the formulation proposed by [17]).
This results in CPT profiles where the qc values are
consistently increasing with the depth of the soil.

2.2 Soil Profiles

The design of LEANWIND 8MW turbine is primarily
based on the publicly available data relating to the
Vestats V164-8.0 MW turbine [15]. Scaling between
the NREL 5MW and the DTU 10MW turbine models
have been conducted with the application of
engineering judgement to make up for the
unavailable information. The LW turbine design has
been validates by DNV-GL using an internal turbine
engineering tool, Turbine Architect [16].

2743 kN

Horizontal Force (H)

Table 2 Loads and characteristics for the 8MW LEANWIND
turbine

accuracy of the p-y curves for predicting the
mobilised lateral soil resistance. Therefore, the
effect of hydrodynamic forces and the axial loads
resulting from the weight of turbine and monopile
have not been considered in the analysis. The 8
MW model turbine developed by the LEANWIND
consortium [14] has been used in this study (Table
2).

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑚𝑚

𝐸𝐸50 = 𝐸𝐸50 ⁄(

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑐𝑐 cos 𝜑𝜑 −  𝜎𝜎′3 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
)
𝑐𝑐 cos 𝜑𝜑 + 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑚𝑚

𝜎𝜎′
𝑐𝑐 cos 𝜑𝜑 −  𝐾𝐾 3 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
0
𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ⁄(
)
𝑐𝑐 cos 𝜑𝜑 + 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

3

Eq

Eq
2

𝐸𝐸50 , 𝐸𝐸𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 have been calculated for each layer, as
the input of the Plaxis software. These parameters
have been determined by back-calculating the
following power function curves (Eq 2 to Eq 4) which
are used by the Plaxis software to determine the
stress-dependent stiffness of the soil elements [26].

Several layers of soil have been considered, each
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
2m deep, and the corresponding values of 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ,

Application of this model requires knowledge of the
initial stiffness of the soil (𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ), the secant stiffness
(𝐸𝐸50 ), and the modulus of elasticity for unloadreload (𝐸𝐸𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 ). Kulhawy and Mayne (1990) [20] have
proposed correlations for determining the moduli of
elasticity of the soil based on qc and relative density.
Using these correlations, the profiles of variation of
the three parameters with the depth of soil are
obtained.

Figure 1 Hyperbolic stress-strain relation in primary loading
[24]

The Hardening Soil (HS) model has been used for
modelling the soil deposit in the 3D Finite Element
software PLAXIS. The hardening soil model, unlike
the Mohr-Coulomb elastic perfectly plastic model,
does not fix the yield surface in the principal stress
space, but rather allows for plastic straining of the
material, by considering the hyperbolic stress-strain
curve presented in Figure 1 [24]. More information
about this model can be found in [25].

2.3 Plaxis Soil Model

the soil, along with a constant volume friction angle
′
(𝜑𝜑𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
) of 30 degrees. The detailed approach for
determining the soil parameters is explained
elsewhere [23].
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𝑐𝑐 cos 𝜑𝜑 −  𝜎𝜎′3 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
)
𝑐𝑐 cos 𝜑𝜑 + 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

4

Eq

The most widely used method of obtaining p-y
curves for lateral loading of piles is the method
proposed by API (2011) [12]. The API method is
based on the method proposed by Reese et al.
(1974) [27], and the modifications suggested by
O’Neill and Murchison (1983) [28], and adopts a
hyperbolic equation for determining the p-y curves
(Eq. 5).

3.1 API method

3. Methodology

Using the synthetic soil profiles, the four model piles
have been analysed under the effect of lateral loads
resulting from the 8.0MW LEANWIND turbine. The
mobilised lateral resistance of the soil is estimated
using the p-y curves, depending on the deflection of
the soil at the corresponding depth. In this study,
two different methods have been employed for
constructing the p-y curves and predicting the
deflection curves along the piles. The results have
then been compared with the numerical results
obtained from analysis of the model piles using
Plaxis 3D software.

Figure 2 Profiles of the soil stiffness generated in the Plaxis
model in the in-situ condition

Figure 2 illustrates the synthetic stiffness profiles
as generated by the Plaxis software along the
depth of the monopiles (in the Strain Hardening
soil model).

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝐸𝐸𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 𝐸𝐸𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 ⁄(

Eq. 5

Plaxis 3D have been employed for performing the
finite element analyses. Determining the soil
properties has been conducted according to the
method explained in the previous section, and the
input parameters in the Hardening Soil (HS) model
have been determined for the various soil layers.
The monopile structure was generated by inserting
a cylindrical shaft into the Plaxis structures space.
The surfaces of the cylinder were then decomposed
into several simple surfaces, and were modelled
using a plate structure. The final horizontal load at
the corresponding height of the turbine relative to
the seabed (150m) was imposed on this model in
20 consecutive steps. The model dimensions were
selected in order to prevent boundary effects
influencing the failure zone around the foundation
(Figure 3). The equivalent weight of turbine and
tower (as listed in Table 2) are imposed at the top
of the piles as a uniformly distributed stress.

3.2 Finite Element modelling

The API formulation has been calibrated by backanalysis of the experimental data obtained in smallscale piles under lateral loads [29], and is reported
to have underestimated the initial stiffness of piles
compared to the full-scale monitoring results based
on Eigen frequency estimation [30]. The LPile
software was used for analysing the model piles
listed in Table 1, using the suggested API
approach.

In this equation, A is a factor to account for the
cyclic/static loading conditions, p u is the ultimate
bearing capacity at the specified depth of H, k is the
initial modulus of subgrade reaction (dependent on
the friction angle), and y is the lateral deflection of
soil at the corresponding depth.

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑃𝑃 = 𝐴𝐴 × 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢 × tanh(
× 𝑦𝑦)
𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢

The deflection curves obtained from the three
explained methods are presented in Figure 4. It can
be seen that application of the API method in the
smallest model pile (D=5m) resulted in smaller
deflections at the upper section of the pile,
compared to the results of the numerical model. As
the pile diameter increases, the deflections
predicted using the API approach become larger
than the numerically determined values.

4. Results and discussion

Figure 3 The Plaxis model of pile and the soil mass
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This trend can be explained by giving consideration
to the range of stresses developed in the soil as a
result of the applied turbine loads. The stiffness of
soil in the hardening soil model (Figure 1) depends
on the range of stresses the mass of soil
undergoes. The considerable softening of the soil in
the vicinity of the 5m diameter monopile modelled
using Plaxis occurs as a result of the large stresses

Figure 4 Lateral deflection of the model piles predicted using
different methods

Depth (m)

20

Depth (m)
Depth (m)

Deflection (mm)

Comparison of the deflection curves of the 5m
diameter monopile, obtained using the Plaxis and
API methods, at various reduced load steps also
revealed that as the horizontal load applied to the
model decreases, the response predicted using the
numerical model becomes stiffer when compared to
the response from the API approach. This shows
that the accuracy of the API approach for realistic
prediction of the monopile behaviour is not only

Figure 5 Formation of hardening soil elements at the final
stage of loading: a) D=5.5m, b) D=6m, c) D=8.5m

c)

b)

a)

induced by application of the loads equivalent to an
8MW turbine. This has counteracted the
contribution of rigid body behaviour of the monopile,
resulting in an overall lateral capacity lower than
that predicted using the API approach. Figure 5
illustrates the extent of formation of the hardening
points in the models with various diameters and at
the ultimate stage of loading. It can be seen that in
the 5m diameter monopile, all the soil elements in
the vicinity of monopile have entered the hardening
phase.
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). It
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Considering the significant contribution of initial
stiffness in the results of the numerical model, it is
expected that the application of the Hardening Soil
model with small-strain stiffness (HSsmall) would
result in even stiffer responses from the numerical

5.0

Figure 6 Percent reduction in the estimated head
∆ −∆
deflection(100 × 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴∆ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)
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can be seen that while in the smallest model
(D=5m) the deflections predicted by the numerical
approach are higher than the API method, as the
diameter of the monopile increases the costbenefits of the numerical analysis becomes more
clear, resulting in 15% reduction in the head
deflection in the 8m diameter monopile and 24%
reduction in the 9.5m diameter monopile. As the
monopile behaviour becomes further distinct from
the flexible, bending dominated behaviour of smalldiameter piles, and the contribution of shear in the
lateral resistance becomes more significant, the
efficiency of accurate FE analyses over the
conventional
approaches
becomes
more
considerable. Considering that the recent
developments in the offshore wind industry are
shifting towards wind farms with larger capacity
turbines and increased water depths, the need for
soil-structure interaction models that can predict the
behaviour of structure under the more demanding
service loads, with higher certainty becomes clear.

conventional API approach (100 ×

Comparison of the deflection curves obtained from
the numerical vs. analytical methods for other
monopile diameters can also confirm this. Figure 6
shows the reduction in the head deflection of the
monopile estimated using Plaxis vs. the

dependent on the diameter of the monopile, but
also on the range of stresses that the loading
conditions induce in the soil. While at lower stress
levels the API method overestimates the monopile
deflections, resulting in the API method being prone
to overestimating the lateral capacity at larger
stress levels, leading to un-economical designs.

% reduction in the head
deflection
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A fully coupled nonlinear simulation tool (CAsT) using Morison based theory was developed to predict
dynamic response of Floating Offshore Wind Turbine (FOWT) . Performance of the simulation tool in
prediction of dynamic response to sea states was validated through one water tank experiment in this
paper. Besides, hydrodynamic coefficients were evaluated from numerical simulation and were validated
with another water tank experiment. Significance of radiation damping, axial Froude-Krylov force on
slender members and dynamic behavior of mooring system were investigated and clarified. In addition,
systematic comparison of results from FAST and CAsT was carried out and discussed in this research.
Keywords: Floating Offshore Wind Turbine, Dynamic response, Morison equation, Radiation damping,
Froude-Krylov force, Mooring tension
necessary for fatigue design of platform . In
contrast to potential flow theory, Morison
1. Introduction
equation is well known to predict in-line
hydrodynamic force (normal force) on slender
Three main types of floating foundations,
members and it can be used to evaluate
namely spar
foundation,
semi-submersible
distributed loads on each immersed member
foundation, and tension leg platform(TLP)
which makes it possible to capture high-order
foundation can be applied to floating wind
resonance of flexible floating system due to
turbines in waters deeper than 30m. Accurate
nonlinear wave loads (Phuc and Ishihara [5]).
evaluation of hydrodynamic force and the way of
Phuc & Ishihara[5] and Waris & Ishihara[6] used a
modeling mooring system are significant in
modified Morison equation to analyze the
prediction of dynamic response of FOWT to
dynamic response of a semi-submersible FOWT,
current, wave and combination of these two . In
nevertheless, the difference between simulation
evaluation of hydrodynamic loads, Morison
and
water
tank
test demonstrates that
equation and potential flow theory are widely
conventional Morison equation needs to be
used. Sethuraman et al.[ 1 ] examined the
further investigated and expanded to provide
hydrodynamic response of a floating spar wind
much more accurate prediction of dynamic
turbine under regular and irregular waves with full
response since sufficient accuracy in prediction
Morison equation[2] using the industry standard
of dynamic response is indispensable for
time-domain modelling tool, OrcaFlex. Numerical
cost-effective design of FOWT. Basically, Morison
model and simulation results were validated with
equation is limited to slender structures. Apart
a 1:100 scale model in water tank test. Browning
from that, conventional Morison equation
et al.[3] validated the performance of simulation
assumes small relative motion and radiation
tool FAST which is developed by National
damping could be ignored as a result, but
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) using
outgoing wave might be generated by the
potential flow theory through a 1:50 scale
remarkable motion of FOWT and in this sense
spar-type floating offshore wind turbine model.
evaluation of significance of radiation damping is
Kvittem et al. [4] examined the dynamic response
needed. Secondly, only in-line force acting on
of a single semi-submersible wind turbine based
platform could be evaluated with conventional
on different hydrodynamic models-Morison
Morison equation, but axial loads along members,
equation and potential flow theory. From the
like heave plate in vertical direction might be
foregoing, numerical model using potential flow
crucial for heave response. To cope with this,
theory for spar-type and semi-submersible
Ishihara et al. [5,7] put forward a Morison-like
support system has been validated through water
equation using dynamic pressure to account for
tank test. However, potential flow theory accounts
hydrodynamic axial loads on heave plates.
for the Froude-Krylov forces and diffraction
However, axial force on the other slender
effects for large and rigid body but distributed
members (such as braces) were ignored at that
hydrodynamic
loads
on
each
immersed
time. Whether this portion can be ignored or not is
component of FOWT cannot be predicted which is
needed to be investigated and confirmed with
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The general non-linear time domain equations

2.1 Equation of motion

A finite element scheme with beam, truss and
spring type elements is developed to calculate
dynamic response of full coupled wind turbine,
support platform and mooring system. The time
domain analysis enables the FEM to efficiently
capture nonlinear characteristics of system.
Morison equation is implemented to evaluate the
hydrodynamic load on platform and mooring
system. Non-hydrostatic model proposed by
Waris and Ishihara[6] is used to evaluate
hydrostatic force. In this model, not only the
motion of platform itself but the wave elevation is
considered in calculating the change of
hydrostatic force. Nonlinear restoring load from
mooring system of floating platform can be
estimated from either quasi-static model[12] or
dynamic model.

2. Numerical model

validation through water tank experiment. From
what mentioned above, the significance of
radiation damping and axial force on those
slender
members
are
not
clear
for
semi-submersible FOWT and therefore it is
necessary to investigate and clarify the effects of
radiation damping and axial force on dynamic
response of FOWT.
Mooring system is critical for station-keeping of
FOWT in sea states. A comprehensive literature
review in terms of dynamic modeling and
quasi-static modeling of mooring system can be
found in the research by M. Hall et al.[ 8 , 9 ].
Quasi-static model in the form of either
force-displacement relationships or analytical
solutions for catenary cables in static equilibrium
is commonly used in simulation tools because of
computational
efficiency,
such
as
FAST
(v8.08)[10] and Bladed (v4.6)[11]. It is thought to
be conservative approach to predict dynamic
motion of platform and the tension in mooring line.
However, in order to achieve cost effective design
for the floating system, much more accurate
prediction of mooring tension by using dynamic
model is necessary.
The outline of this paper is as follows.
Numerical model is described in section 2,
encompassing equation of motion, hydrodynamic
loads, numerical scheme and wave theory.
Section 3 briefly introduces the setup of 1/50
scale water tank experiment and covers
validation of finite element method (FEM).
Section 4 aims to discuss dynamic response of
FOWT to various load cases and the paper is
finalized with conclusions in Section 5.

1
wCd A(u  X ) u  X
2

( 2)
Where first term in right of Eq. (2) account for
diffraction
effects
and
second
term
is
Froude-Krylov force due to undisturbed waves
while the third terms is viscous drag force.  w is
density of water; u and u are vector of undisturbed
fluid-particle
velocity
and
acceleration
respectively; { X } , { X } and { X } are vector of
support platform displacement and their time
derivatives;  is the displaced volume of fluid by
each segment when the support platform is in its
undisplaced position; A is cross-sectional area;
CM and Cd are inertia coefficient and drag
coefficient respectively which depends on

FH } w (CM  1)(u  X ) + wu +
{

Morison equation is well known in estimation of
wave exciting force on slender bottom -mounted
cylinders. The equation assumes total in-line
forces exerted by unbroken surface waves can be
represented by linear superposition of two
components, namely: inertia force and drag force.
An inertia force is proportional to the local flow
acceleration as well as the mass displaced by the
cylinder. A drag force is proportional to the signed
square of the instantaneous flow velocity. When
the body moves instantaneously in an oscillatory
flow, the relative flow velocity and acceleration
should be taken into consideration. The in-line
hydrodynamic force on a segment of cylinder can
be written in Morison equation as following
relative form:

2.2.1 Hydrodynamic force

The term of gravitational force {F } includes
loads from wind turbine, platform and mooring
line. {F
}  g represents the buoyance force
from Archimedes’ Principle and is nonzero only
for vertical heave-displacement platform DOF of
the support platform. It balances with the
gravitational force and tension in mooring line
when platform is at rest.

2.2 External force

Where, {F }  {F }  {F }  {FH }  {FR }  {FG }
[ M ] , [C ] and [ K ] are mass matrix, damping matrix
and stiffness matrix of system respectively. { X } ,
{ X } and { X } are unknown displacements in six
degree of freedom and their time derivatives. {F }
is the total external force changing with time,
including gravitational force {F } , buoyancy force
{F } , hydrodynamic force {FH } , restoring force
(hydrostatic force) {FR } , and force from mooring
line system {FG } .

( 1)
[M ]{ X }  [C ]{ X }  [ K ]{ X } 
{F}

of motion for the coupled wind turbine and
support platform system can be written as
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Dh2 pb 
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( Dh2  Dc2 ) pt

( 3)

(6)

Where 1 , 2 and  1 ,  2 are natural frequency and
damping for heave and pitch modes. Numerical
scheme is summarized in Table 1.

    2 1 
 1 1  2 2 

 2
12  1 22
,  2

2
2
2
 1  2 
 1  2 

Where [ M

w (CM  1) is added mass in
a]
Eq.(2), [CAdd ] is additional damping, which can be
used to account for radiation effect from outgoing
wave generated by motion of FOWT itself, [C ] is
the structural damping matrix which is estimated
using Rayleigh damping as follows,
(5)
[C ]   ([M ]  [M a ])   [ K ]

Motion of equation in numerical solution is
rewritten as follows
([M ]  [M a ]){X }  ([C ]  [CAdd ]){ X }  [ K ]{ X } 
{F} (4)

2.3 Numerical Model

Where, CMz is the added mass coefficient in the
heave direction,  z is volume of heave plate, w
is the vertical wave particle acceleration , X 3 is
the heave acceleration of the heave plate, Cdz is
the drag coefficient in the heave direction, AC is
the cross-sectional area of the heave plate in the
Z-direction, w is the vertical wave particle
velocity, X 3 is the heave velocity of the heave
plate, Dh is the diameter of the heave plate, Dc is
the diameter of the upper column (which is placed
on top of the heave plate), and pb and pt are the
dynamic pressure acting on the bottom and top
faces of the heave plate. Dynamic pressure at
position z in regular wave is evaluated using Airy
theory.



1
{
Fz }  w (CMz  1)z ( w  X 3 ) +  wCdz AC ( w  X 3 ) w  X 3
2

Keulegan-Carpenter
number KC  umaxT / D ,
frequency parameter   D2 / T and relative
roughness etc. Where umax is the maximum water
particle velocity, T is incident wave period, D is
diameter of cylinder and  is the kinematic
viscosity of water.
In order to effectively increase the hydrodynamic
damping in heave direction and reduce heave
response[13,14,15], appendage such as a disk
(heave plate) are commonly added to the keel of
a vertical cylinder such as the disk used in
WindFloat and heave plate employed in
Fukushima MIRAI[7]. Ishihara et al.[7] proposed a
Morison like equation to evaluate hydrodynamic
force on heave plate in axial direction.
Hydrodynamic force acting on a heave plate is
formulated using modified Morison equation as
given below,
Newmark-  method
Total Lagrangian formulation
Newton -Raphson Method
Rayleigh damping
Beam / Truss element
Morison equation
Non-Hydrostatic Model
Quasi-static/Dynamic model

exp 1.25(TP f )
4



 (T f 1)2 


exp  P 2 
2





0.0624
0.230  0.0336  0.185 /(1.9   )

5

( 8)

( 7)

To obtain viscous drag coefficient, towing
experiment was conducted. A 1/50 scale Froude
platform based on 2MW Fukushima MIRAI FOWT
was tested in Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding
Co., Ltd. in 2015 (Japan). Dimension of water
tank is 100m(length)×5m(width)×2.65m(depth),
water depth set up in the experiment is 1.7m.
Figure 1(a) exhibits the scaled model in towing
experiment. Towing experiment was conducted
with three different speed- 0.2m/s, 0.5m/s and

3.1 Towing experiment

Two water tank experiments were carried out in
this research. One was used to validate
performance of CFD in evaluation of viscous drag
coefficient. The another water tank experiment
was utilized to validate performance of in-house
code CAsT in prediction of dynamic response of
FOWT to sea states.

3. Description of water tank
experiment

W her e, f is wa ve f r eq uenc y (H z), H S is
s ignif ic ant wa ve he ig ht, TP is peak wa ve
period,  is peak f ac tor a nd  is s hape f ac tor
(   0.07 for f  (1 /TP ) and   0.09 for
f  (1/ TP ) ).

 

S ( f )  H T f

2 4
S P

Linear Airy wave is used in regular wave
condition to provide water particle velocity and
acceleration for Morison equation. Wheeler
stretching is employed to account for the
kinematics of water particle above mean water
level.
As for the dynamic response of FOWT to
irregular wave, JONSWAP wave spectra was
used both in simulation tool and water tank
experiment. The spectrum is given as

2.4 Wave theory

Dynamic analysis
Formulation
Convergence
Damping estimation
Element type
Hydrodynamic force
Restoring force
Mooring force

Ta b l e 1 : Description of the finite element numerical scheme

18
(9)

A 1/50 scale Froude model based on 2MW
Fukushima MIRAI FOWT was tested in National
maritime Research Institute (Japan) to validate
the performance of in-house code CAsT in
prediction of dynamic response of FOWT to sea
states. Dimension of water tank is 40m(length)
×27m(width) ×2m(depth) and water depth set up
in the experiment is 1.7m. Figure 1(b) shows the
scaled model in water tank test and three video
markers on the platform and tower were used to
record the motion of platform in 6DOFs. Six
mooring lines are distributed symmetrically along
XZ plane as shown in Figure 2. The information of
chain consisting mooring line is summarized in
Figure 3 and Tabl e 2.
The platform DOFs translated in the X, Y, and Z
directions are called surge, sway and heave; and
rotations about X, Y and Z axes are called roll,
pitch and yaw respectively. Origin of the
coordinate is located above center column and
still water level is where Z equals to 0.
Cases conducted in the simulation and
experiment are shown in
Table 3. Case 1 was conducted to determine
the initial position of the platform and tension in
the mooring line. Besides, it was used to verified
the initial state in the simulation. Cases 2.x were
carried out to determine the natural period and

tank experiment

3.2 Dynamic response test in water
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Length
P
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24

Nominal
Diameter
d
mm
3

5

mm

Spacing
W

0.146

kg/m

Weight
in air
(Exp.)

kg/m
0.127

Irregular wave

Still water

case 2.5

case 4

Still water

case 2.4

Still water

Still water

case 2.3

Regular wave

Still water

case 2.2

case 3

Still water

case 2.6

Still water

Hs=0.06m;
Tp=1.34sec.

H=0.06m;
T=1.6~3.0sec.

Free decay test in
Surge, Sway, Heave,
Roll, Pitch and Yaw

Description
Static equilibrium test

Conditions
case 1
case 2.1

Cases

X

Weight
in water
(Exp.)

Table 3:Definition of cases in experiment and simulation

steel

Material

Figure 3: Image of chain consisting mooring line
Table 2: Gross chain properties

Figure 2: Plan (left) and Side (right) view of the floating
system (units:mm)

㻤㻣㻜

板厚5t

φ280

Y

(a): Towing experiment
(b): Response test
Figure 1: Images of water tank experiments

damping ratio of floating system in each DOF.
Case 3 was conducted to analyze the response
amplitude operators (RAOs) of platform in regular
wave. Case 4 was employed to test the transient
response in irregular wave. In case 3 and case 4,
the wave propagates along positive X -axis.

where FD is total drag force experienced by
3
whole platform,  is the water density (9807N/m ),
U is the towing speed, S is the characteristic
2
T1
area. In case of scaled model, S (=0.3216m )is
wave
the projected area from components in YZ plane
2
including center column (0.0469m ), three side
T6
2
columns with heave plates (0.1896m ), two
2
pontoons downstream (0.0463m ) and three
2
braces (0.0388m ).

D
d

FD
C 
0.5U 2 S

1.0m/s. Dimension of platform is shown in Figure
2. Origin of the coordinate is located above center
column and still water level is where Z equals to
zero.
In the towing experiment, platform was
attached to the towing vehicle through one
instrument known as force balance which is used
to measure the three-components force (Fx, Fy
and Mx) acting on platform while vehicle is
moving with one constant speed. One minute
data at least was measured in each case and
then the averaged force was used to evaluate
D
D
equivalent Cd . Equivalent Cd identified from
experiment is defined in following way

To use Morison based theory to evaluate
hydrodynamic
loads
on
the
platform,
hydrodynamic coefficients, namely viscous drag
D
coefficient ( Cd ) and inertia coefficient ( CM ) have
to be determined firstly. Reference value from
D
data base[16,17] is one way of confirming Cd a n d
CM , but effect of interaction between individual
members cannot be evaluated from the data base
D
which will result in inaccurate Cd and CM .
Alternatively, numerical simulation provides one
possibility to evaluate those hydrodynamic
coefficients.
To evaluate inertia coefficient, program
AQWA(ANSYS) based on potential theory was
used in this paper. Equivalent CM in horizontal
direction is obtained based on the added mass in
surge direction evaluated from AQWA. CM in
vertical direction is same as that in horizontal
direction expect for heave plate. The axial added
mass coefficient for heave plate shown in Tabl e 4
is resulted from fitting the total added mass in
heave direction from AQWA simulation. Due to
limitation of potential theory itself, AQWA cannot
be used to evaluate viscous drag coefficient.
Alternatively, program FLUENT(ANSYS) was
D
used to estimate Cd in this research.
D
To evaluate Cd , Large-eddy simulation (LES) in
FLUENT was adopted in this paper to simulate
flow field around platform. Fr om num er ic al
D
s im ulation, e quivalent Cd in horizontal direction
was estimated to be 0.86 which matches well with
that (0.84) obtained from experiment.
Drag coefficient in axial direction for heave
plate is in accordance to what identified in water
tank experiment as shown in the research by A.
Robertson et al.[18].
As for mooring system in dynamic model,
added mass coefficient and drag coefficient for
mooring line are taken from DNV[19]. It should be
noted that recommended Cd (2.4) of studless
chain is defined by nominal diameter of the chain.
In this paper, mooring line is modeled as
m
cylindrical members and Cd is estimated to be
1.2 as a result. It is believed that effects of drag
force on mooring line should be considered if
quasi-static model is used to deal with mooring
system. In this research, the drag force on
mooring line is evaluated mathematically, and
Q
then the equivalent Cd considering contribution
of force on mooring line could be expressed in
following way,

simulation

coefficients using numerical

4.1 Identification of hydrodynamic

4. Results and discussion
(10)

N

i 1

i

F

CD

1
U i2 DLi
2

(11)

Description

Drag coefficient in normal
direction

Added mass coefficient in
normal direction

Drag coefficient in axial
direction for heave plate

Axial added mass
coefficient for heave plate

Drag coefficient (dynamic
model)

Drag coefficient
(quasi-static model)

Added mass coefficient in
normal direction

C

m
d

CMm

Cdz

CMz

CdD

CdQ

CM

Value

1.2

2.0

4.8

4 ( D / 2)3 /(3z )

0.86

1.05

1.835

F i g u r e 4 : Image of full FEM of scaled FOWT

Full FEM of scaled FOWT is shown in Figure 4.
In quasi-static model, only platform (73 elements),
tower (11 elements) and rotor including blades
(33 elements)were simulated with FEM. In
dynamic model, each mooring line was molded
with 50 truss elements as shown in F igure 4 .

4.2 Verification of FEM model

Mooring
line

Platform

Part

Ta b l e 4 : Hydrodynamic coefficients for floating system

Hydrodynamic coefficients for floating system
are summarized in Table 4.

CdQ CdD  CDMooring line 0.86  0.19 1.05 .

Where Fi is the force on segment i , CD is drag
coefficient of studless chain (2.4), U i is velocity
of water on segment i whic h f oll o ws s ub - s urf ac e
c urrent v eloc it y prof il e with s tan dard po we r
la w ex ponent  (1/7) , D is nominal diameter of
the chain (0.003m), Li is length of projected
segment i in vertical direction.
As a result, CDMooring line equals to 0.19. Then
equivalent CdQ used in quasi-static model is
estimated to be

line
FDMooring

Where CdD , CDMooring line are equivalent viscous drag
coefficient of platform and mooring line
respectively. FDPlatform , FDMooring line are drag force on
platform and mooring line respectively. FDPlatform is
evaluated by numerical simulation and FDMooring line
is evaluated in following way by using CD =2.4.

FDPlatform FDMooring line
CdQ 
CdD  CDMooring line 

0.5U 2 S 0.5U 2 S
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Morison equation is well known in estimation of
hydrodynamic load on bottom -mounted structures.

in free vibration

4.3 Significance of radiation damping

F i g u r e 6 : D am p i n g r a t i o o f f l o a t i n g s y s t e m i n 6 D O F

F i g u r e 5 : Natural period of floating system in 6 DOF

Natural period of floating system and damping
ratio calculated from cases 2.x are listed in Figure
5 and F igur e 6. It can be found from Figur e 5
that there is negligible difference in terms of
natural period between quasi-static and dynamic
model. And the resulting natural period from
simulation matches well with that confirmed in the
water tank experiment which ensures the
reliability of established floating system. From
Figure 6, one can conclude that dynamic model
contributes much more damping than quasi-static
model, especially in DOF of yaw which is due to
hydrodynamic damping and friction between
contacted mooring segments and seabed. It
should be highlighted here that radiation damping
effect has been taken into account in all cases 2.x
which make damping ratio in surge and sway
approximate with that in the experiment. The
significance of radiation damping effect will be
investigated and clarified in section 4.3 by using
free vibration in sway direction.
According to the results from potential theory
by FAST(V8.08), one can find natural period in
surge, sway and heave direction matched well
with the experimental data, while roll and pitch
natural period were underestimated and natural
period in yaw mode was overestimated. FAST
underestimated damping ratio in DOF of yaw
which is due to the same reason as argued in the
quasi-static model implemented in CAsT.



f2
f1

f 2  f1

Cr ( fi )dfi

(12)

1
 wCd A(u  X ) u  X
2

(13)

Figur e 7 exhibits measured and predicted time
series of sway motion in case 2.2 in condition of
quasi-static model. Damping ratio identified from
measurement was estimated to be 9.0%. Without
radiation damping effect, predicted damping ratio

 [CRdtn ] X

{
FH }  w (CM  1)(u  X ) +  wu +

Where Cr ( fi ) is wave frequency dependent
added damping in each mode, [ f1 , f 2 ] is the
possible wave frequency (units: Hz) range scaled
from specified sea field.
For
the
conducted
experiment,
[ f1 , f 2 ]
is[0.33Hz, 0.625Hz].Then resulting [CRdtn ] is
estimated to be 4.1Kg/s in surge and sway mode.
Added damping in the other modes are negligible.
Morison equation after introducing proposed
linear radiation damping model reads

[CRdtn ] 

Even though relative form is employed in m odified
Morison equation (Eq.2 and Eq.3) to expand its
application to floating structures, it still overlooks
wave-radiation load. The radiation loads are
brought about as the platform radiates waves
away from itself (i.e., it generates outgoing
waves). It can be ignored only if the motions of
the
platform
are
very small,
otherwise
wave-radiation damping should be taken i nto
consideration. It should be stressed here that
radiation problem has been separated from the
diffraction problem in Morison equation and the
wave-radiation loads are independent of the
incident waves. The frequency dependence of the
hydrodynamic-added damping from potential flow
theory means that damping coefficients depend
on the oscillation frequency of the particular
mode of floating platform motion. And the
platform is assumed to oscillate at the same
frequency as the incident wave frequency.
Therefore, the frequency dependent radiation
damping coefficient can be used in regular
incident wave and irregular incident wave
conditions.
To simplify the problem, one unique linear
radiation damping coefficient in each mode rather
than
frequency
dependent
m atrices
was
evaluated and employed in Morison equation.
This is reasonable because frequency dependent
radiation damping coefficient is stable within
concerned wave periods.
Equivalent linear radiation damping [CRdtn ] can
be estimated based on the frequency dependent
added damping resulted from potential flow
theory. In this paper, [CRdtn ] is e valu ated b y
follo win g wa y.
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Recall that Morison equation is limited to
calculate the in-line hydrodynamic force which is
perpendicular to the cylinder. Ishihara et al.[7] put
forward a Morison-like equation(Eq.3) using
dynamic
pressure
to
account
for
the
Froude-Krylov loads on axial-direction along
members
for
heave
plates.
However,
Froude-Krylov loads on the other slender
members (such as braces) were ignored at that
time. The significance of those forces will be
investigated and be clarified from what follows.
Figure 8 shows measured and predicted
dynamic RAOs and phase difference between
motion and incident wave in case 3. Due to the
limitation of equipment used in experiment,
maximum of incident wave period is 2.8s which
covers the possible wave range in real site. In site
measurement, wave region is estimated to be
scaled down between 1.0s and 2.0s in
operational condition. The dynamic response of
FOWT to regular wave periods higher than 2.0s is
important as well for the reason that long wave
component in irregular wave such as case 4 could
excite heave and pitch resonance which will
impact tension in mooring line significantly.
Therefore, accuracy of prediction in higher wave
period is needed to be ensured. It was found that
dynamic motion to regular wave were improved
when axial Froude-Krylov force on slender
members were considered, especially in heave
RAO. It should be noted here that phase
difference between incident wave and dynamic

dynamic response

4.4 Significance of axial force on

F i g u r e 7 : Time series of sway motion in case 2.2.
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To further explain the significance of axial
Froude-Krylov force acting on slender members,
components of the external force in Eq.1 were
extracted to conduct detailed comparison. The
buoyance force, gravity load and steady mooring
force will be cancelled out in vertical direction,
thus only hydrodynamic and hydrostatic force will
be discussed here. Figure 9 exhibits time series
of hydrodynamic force Fz in case 3 with wave
period of 2.0s. From the figure one can find each
component of the force does not change so much
after considering axial Froude-Krylov force on
slender members. However, the phase difference
between hydrodynamic (F Hz ) and hydrostatic force
(F Rz ) changes dramatically which will lead to
remarkably different total force on the platform .
From Figure 9(b) , one can find resulting total

3

(e) Phase difference in heave
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(f) Phase difference in pitch
Figure 8: Dynamic RAO and phase difference between
motion and incident wave in case 3.  a  H 2 , X a , Z a and  a are
amplitude of motion in surge, heave and pitch. W/O DynPre
indicates Froude-Krylov force on slender members in axial
direction is omitted, With DynPre indicates Froude -Krylov
force on slender members in axial direction is considered.
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Figure 10( a) dep ic ts power spectrum density
(PSD) of incident wave (case 4) which used in
CAsT and FAST. From the figure, one can find
that incident wave in CAsT and FAST can be used
to represent the wave condition in water tank
experiment
except
for
a
small
amount
underestimation
in
low
wave
frequency
region([0,0.4Hz]) in which FAST underestimates
the wave energy much more. Figure 10 (b),(c)
and (d)exhibits measured and predicted PSD of
dynamic response in surge, heave and pitch
respectively. In PSD of pitch motion, the peak at
around 0.26Hz corresponds to natural pitch
frequency of floating system and the resonance
phenomenon was excited by low wave frequency
components in irregular wave. The peak at
around 0.75 Hz corresponds to peak period of
incident wave and the predicted wave-induced
response
was
improved
since
the
underestimation of predicted dynamic RAO in low
wave period region was solved after axial
Froude-Krylov load on slender members is taken
into account as shown in Figur e 8 . Compared
with PSD of heave and pitch in CAsT, FAST
underestimates the amplitude much more in the
wave frequency range [0,0.4Hz] for the reason
that FAST underestimates the wave energy in this

100

HdrDyn-With DynPre
HdrStc-With DynPre
Total-WithDynPre

( a ) without axial F-K force
( b ) with axial F-K force
Figure 9: Time series of hydrodynamic F H z, hydrodynamic
F R z and total Fz in case 3 (T=2.0s) with and without
consideration of axial Froude-Krylov (F-K) force
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force Fz in case of T=2.0s is decreased after
taking account of axial Froude-Krylov force which
yields reduced heave motion. As for cases in
other wave periods, same analysis can be
conducted. Main contributions of fluctuation of
total force on platform are from hydrodynamic (F Hz )
and hydrostatic force (F Rz ). Combination of those
two could make the resulting motion amplified or
reduced in one specified wave period because
there is certain phase differences between
hydrodynamic force and hydrostatic force.
To sum up, when axial Froude-Krylov force
acting on slender member ends is considered,
underestimation of dynamic response in heave
and pitch direction in low wave period range is
solved. In addition, the overestimation of dynamic
response in high wave period range is resolved.
Furthermore, phase difference in all sea states
were improved as a result as shown in Figure 8.
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Provided translational motion in sway direction
and rotational motion in roll direction is negligible,
tension in T1, T2 and T3 are identical with the
tension in T6, T5 and T4 respectively due to
symmetric arrangement of mooring line as shown
in Figure 2. Thus only tension in T1, T2 and T3
will be discussed. Fig ur e 11 exhibits measured
and predicted time series of tension within T1
using quasi-static model and dynamic model
respectively in case 3 (T=2.4s). Initial tension in
each mooring line is removed in the total tension
and only the fluctuation of tension is remained
and shown in Figur e 11. It should be noted here
that the tension from simulation is under condition
of that dynamic pressure effect has been
considered on all immersed members. From the
Figur e 11(a), one can find that predicted tension
T1 is overestimated and predicted crest in tension
lags behind what measured in experiment. In
addition, harmonic response in tension was
observed in measured data which was not
reproduced by quasi-static model. It should be
stressed here that even though the mooring

prediction

of mooring system on tension

4.5 Significance of dynamic behavior

(c) PSD of Heave motion
(d) PSD of Pitch motion
Figure 10: Power spectrum of incident wave and dynamic
response of motion to irregular wave in case4.
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wave region much more as indicated in Figure
10(a). The small amount of difference in the PSD
of incident wave especially in low wave frequency
region between CAsT and experimental data is
needed to be solved in future study since the long
wave period is crucial for prediction of tension in
mooring system. Consequently, the dynamic
response of FOWT is expected to be improved as
well.
2

motion were improved as well after taking that
axial force into consideration. Accuracy in
prediction of this phase difference is considerably
crucial for evaluation of hydrostatic force in
vertical direction because hydrostatic force is
dependent on both incident wave height and
resulting heave motion itself.
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Power Spectrum-Pitch [rad s]

was only 5.35% while it increased to be 9.46%
when radiation damping was introduced. Error in
terms of damping ratio prediction was reduced
from -40.5% to 5.2%. Therefore, effect of
radiation damping on translational modes is
significant in free vibration. Not unexpected, in
the situation where wave loads are primary, the
effect of radiation damping is minimal. From the
figure, one can also find that FAST yields good
agreement in terms of natural period and
amplitude because radiation damping is taken
into account automatically from diffraction
analysis.

20

Effects
of
radiation
damping,
axial
Froud e - Kr yl ov force on slender members and
dynamic behavior of mooring system were
investigated using Morison based theory in this
paper. Main conclusions are as follows,
1. Potential flow based theory is proved to be
sufficiently accurate in evaluation of inertia
coefficient, but drag coefficient cannot be
obtained because of inviscid assumption in
potential flow theory. Alternatively, the distributed
drag coefficient was evaluated using CFD in this
paper and the equivalent value was validated by
water tank experiment.

5. Conclusions

system is coupled with platform and wind turbine,
overestimated amplitude of tension has negligible
effect on prediction of hydrodynamic res ponse of
floater since fluctuated tension is proved to be
sufficiently small compared with the fluctuation of
hydrodynamic force on platform which makes the
quasi-static model be acceptable to be used to
predict dynamic response of floating platform .
From the F igure 11(b), one can find amplitude of
tension from simulation matched well with that
from
experiment.
In
addition,
harmonic
components in the tension were reproduced
successfully by using dynamic model. The reason
why harmonic components were observed in
experiment and could be reproduced in
simulation is that nonlinear viscous drag force is
dominant in total hydrodynamic force acting on
mooring line.
Figure 1 2 shows measured and predicted
tension RAO and phase difference between
tension and incident regular wave in mooring line
T1, T2 and T3. Phase difference shown in the
figure is normalized by  . It was found that
quasi-static model overestimates tension RAO of
T1 by 56% while dynamic model in CAsT only
yields 14% difference compared with measured
tension. Even though dynamic model in CAsT still
overestimates the tension in T2 and T3 in some
extent, it is proved to be conservative in the
design of mooring system. But the improved
accuracy will contribute cost reduction in design
process. The predicted tension RAO using FAST
is consistent with that in CAsT using quasi-static
model. The little difference is due to the
discrepancy of dynamic motion predicted by
CAsT and FAST as exhibited in Fi gure 8.
Recognized that influence of dynamic behavior
of mooring line is significant in evaluation of
tension amplitude and drag force is dominant in
total hydrodynamic loads on mooring line, one
should realize that drag coefficient of chain
consisting mooring line is a key parameter in
dynamic analysis of mooring system.
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2. Radiation damping plays an important role in
free decay test. Without radiation damping effect,
predicted damping ratio in DOF of sway was 5.35%
and with radiation damping effect it was predicted
to be 9.46%. Error in terms of damping ratio
prediction was reduced from -40.5% to 5.2%. But,
in the situation where wave loads are primary
force the role of radiation damping is minimal.
3. Froude-Krylov loads on slender members
are crucial in prediction of dynamic response of
FOWT to regular wave. Conventional Morison
based theory is enhanced. Consequently, in
irregular wave, wave-induced response was
improved in low wave period region as well.
4. Predicted tension by using quasi-static

(c) Tension RAO-T3
(f) Phase difference in T3
F i g u r e 1 2: Measured and predicted tension and phase
difference between tension and incident regular wave by
using quasi-static model, dynamic model and FAST.
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F i g u r e 11 : Measured and predicted time series of tension
within T1 in case 3 with wave period 2.4sec.
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Lifetime of large wind turbines depends on the
aerodynamic and structural loads experienced
during operation. Most of these loads exhibit
periodic variation in multiples of the rotational
frequency. To minimize these loads, control
systems should be able to reduce the fluctuations
of the aerodynamic loads or add damping to the

1 Introduction

Keywords: Trailing edge flap simulation, viscousinviscid interaction, CFD, transition models.

Trailing edge flap is one of the most common flow
control devices aiming at reducing the loads on the
wind turbine blades. From the modelling point of
view the dynamic character of flap introduces
challenges, including unsteady flow phenomena
and moving/deformable meshes. In the present
paper airfoils with flapping trailing edge are
simulated using two different computational tools,
one viscous-inviscid interaction code and one
compressible Navier-Stokes code. The predictions
of the codes for static and dynamic flap situations
are compared to the existing measurements. In the
static flap cases, predictions of both models were
satisfactory in the linear region. In free transition
the better predictions of the drag coefficient by the
viscous-inviscid interaction code are attributed to
the different transition model. In the dynamic flap
cases, combined with a harmonic pitching motion
of the airfoil, part of the differences emanates from
the fact that the actual (measured) flap angle
deviates from the nominal one as reported by the
experimenters.

Abstract:

Foil1w: Foil1w is a viscous-inviscid interaction
code developed at NTUA. The potential flow part is
simulated by singularity distributions along the
airfoil geometry and the wake. The wake is

2 Numerical models

In the present paper, trailing edge flap is
investigated using simulations by two in-house
computational tools developed at NTUA. The first
is the Foil1w viscous-inviscid interaction code [1]
and the second is the MaPFlow compressible
Navier-Stokes solver [2]. Two different cases with
available experimental data were chosen: The first
refers to static TE flap for which steady state
simulations are performed. For that case, the
experimental
data
are
taken
from
the
measurements of the TL190-82 airfoil performed in
the course of the European UPWIND project at the
wind tunnel of the Institute of Aerodynamics and
Gas Dynamics (IAG), University of Stuttgart [3].
The second case refers to dynamic TE flap for
which unsteady state simulations are performed. In
that case the experimental data are taken from
measurements on NACA0012 carried out by
Krzysiak and Narkiewicz in the trisonic N-3 wind
tunnel located at the Institute of Aviation Warsaw,
Poland [4].

structural modes. On the other hand the
aerodynamic performance of the airfoils along the
blade span should be maximized. Flow control
devices, such as trailing edge (TE) flaps or vortex
generators, aim at mitigating the fatigue loads and
improving the aerodynamic performance of an
airfoil. In the framework of AVATAR.EU FP7
project the effect of flow control devices on large
wind turbine blades is investigated.
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Evaluation of the performance of a Navier-Stokes
and a viscous-inviscid interaction solver in trailing
edge flap simulations
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Figure 2: CL polars for TE static flap, TL190-82
airfoil, Re=2.5·106. Flap angle takes the values -5o,
+5o and +10o. Clean conditions correspond to free
transition and tripped conditions correspond to
fixed transition

Figure 3: CD polars for TE static flap, TL190-82
airfoil, Re=2.5·106. Flap angle takes the values -5o,
+5o and +10o.. Clean conditions correspond to free
transition and tripped conditions correspond to
fixed transition
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In order to estimate the effect of the phase shift
correction, as suggested by Nestor, to the
predictions, some initial simulations are performed
with Foil1w. In Figure 6, the modified CL, CM loops
for φ=148ο are compared with those of φ=135ο
which is the corrected phase shift. Differences with
measurements have been decreased suggesting
that an even better correlation with the measured
flap angle may result in a better and more fair
comparison

The different test cases refer to different phase
shifts between the airfoil pitching motion and the
flap angle. Figure 5 shows the variation of the flap
angle with the angle of attack for φ=148ο, φ=206ο
and φ=298ο. Measurements deviate from the
nominal values provided by Equations (1),(2)
possibly due to elastic deformations occurred
during the experimental campaign or delay/errors
in the response of the actuators controlling the
motion of the airfoil and the flap. In order to fit the
measured airfoil phase /flap relative motion, Nestor
[10] suggested corrections to the phase shift from
φ=148ο to φ=135ο, from φ=206ο to φ=196ο and
from φ=298ο to φ=280ο. The double frequency of
the flap movement results in the appearance of two
loops, one corresponding to a whole flap cycle
when AoA is positive and another one
corresponding to a whole flap cycle when AoA is
negative.

Figure 4: Computational mesh around the
NACA0012 airfoil

MaPFlow uses a C-type mesh of 88000 cells
generated by ICEM CFD (Figure 4) and performs
fully turbulent simulations. One flapping period is
discretized using 720 time steps. The code runs
initially for constants AoA= αm and flap angle= βm
until a steady state solution is reached and then
the harmonic variations of both angles are
imposed. A periodic solution is achieved after 6
flapping periods. Foil1w considers fixed transition
at 5% chord from the leading edge. One flapping
period is discretized using 400 time steps and
convergence is achieved again after 6 flapping
periods.

(c)

(b)

(a)

For the comparison between predictions and
measurements, the corrected phase shift is

Figure 5: Theoretical and measured variation of the
flap angle with the angle of attack (i.e. pitching
angle) for (a) φ=148ο, (b) φ=206ο and (c) φ=298ο.
Nestor [12] suggested phase corrections from 148o
to 135o, from 206o to 196o and from 298o to 280o in
order to fit the measured airfoil / flap relative
motion

.
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Figure 6: Modification in CL, CM coefficients
predicted by Foil1w when the phase shift is
corrected from 148o to 135o

For example, in Figure 5a, it can be observed that
during the upstroke measured flap angles are
lower than the nominal (positive AoA, negative
flap), reducing the lift. A similar observation can be
made in Figure 5b, where the measured values of
the flap deflection are again more downwards than
the theoretical used in the simulations, when the
airfoil is in the downstroke phase (negative AOA,
negative flap). Estimation of the 3D effect on the
slope of the lift loops could be made by comparing
predicted and measured lift polars at static TE
flaps. However, no measurements have been
reported for static TE flap.

adopted. In Figures 7,8, the predicted CL, CM loops
are presented. The overall shape of the loops is
reproduced by both models, however, lift is
generally
overpredicted
and
moment
is
underpredicted. Larger differences are observed at
the positive AoAs and are responsible for the
overestimation in the slope of the double loop (CLAoA diagrams, Figure 7). A part of these
differences can be attributed to the deviation of the
measured flap angles from the theoretical values
or to the 3D effects related to the experiment, such
as the creation of stall cells along the blade model.

Another reason for the differences between
predictions and measurements could be the 3D
effects, such as the creation of stall cells along the
blade model. Nevertheless, the comparison is
encouraging because the shape of the lift and
momentum variations was well reproduced and the

Several static and dynamic TE articulated flap
cases were simulated by two solvers, the MaPFlow
CFD solver using the k-ω SST turbulence model,
and the viscous-inviscid interaction Foil1w model
using the eN transition model. Regarding the static
TE cases, numerical models give acceptable CL
errors in the linear region. In free transition cases,
the eN transition model showed a better behavior
than the γ-Reθ transition model, probably because
it predicts the transition locations more accurately.
The location of the CL, max was not well reproduced
by the numerical models. Therefore, in the poststall region the predicted errors were almost
doubled compared to those found in the linear
region. In the tripped condition cases, drag was
better predicted by the fully turbulent simulations of
the CFD code using the k-ω SST model.
Regarding the dynamic TE flap cases (along with a
harmonic movement of the airfoil), the measured
flap angle deviated from the one obtained from the
theoretical relationships to be used as input to the
simulations. This is a first reason for the
differences
between
predictions
and
measurements of the lift and moment coefficients.
Although the correction suggested by Nestor partly
improved the correlation with the experimental
data, an even more accurate representation of the
input flap angle must be sought. One way to do
this is by approximating the flap angle variation by
a Fourier series in which higher order harmonics
are retained. A first attempt was made for the
ο
φ=206 case as shown in Figure 9. The flap
representation is much closer to the measured one
(six coefficients of the Fourier series are retained in
this case), and the Foil1w CL, CM predictions have
been considerably improved. CL comes close to
the measurements during the downstroke of the
airfoil at positive flap angles, while CM comes close
to the measurements again during the downstroke
of the airfoil but at negative flap angles. More
simulations using both Foil1w and MaPflow codes
must be performed to evaluate the effect of a more
accurate flap angle representation on the
predictions.

4 Conclusions

It should be noted that Foil1w predictions are
closer to the measurements compared to those of
MaPFlow. One possible reason is that MaPFlow
used fully turbulent simulation instead of fixed
transition. On the other hand, there are no
experimental data for drag, which is expected to be
better predicted using the k-ω SST turbulence
model implemented in MaPFlow.
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(c)
Figure 8: Comparison of predicted CM coefficients
with measurements. Phase shift is (a) 135o, (b)
196o and c) 280o

(c)

(b)

(a)

Figure 7: Comparison of predicted CL coefficients
with measurements. Phase shift is (a) 135o, (b)
196o and c) 280o

(b)

(a)

mean level was predicted satisfactorily in many
cases.

Figure 9: Representation of the flap angle variation
using Fourier series and predicted CL, CM by
Foil1w. Comparison with the predictions derived by
the nominal flap angle variation: (a) Flap angle
variation, (b) CL and (c) CM

(c)

(b)

(a)
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CRTEF: Controllable Rubber Trailing Edge
Flap
Flap testing
Morphing airfoil
Rotating test rig
Pressure measurements

The morphing trailing edge system or flap
system, CRTEF, has been developed over
the last 10 years at DTU Wind Energy. After
a promising wind tunnel test of the system
in 2009 the INDUFLAP project has been
carried out from 2011-2014 to transfer the
technology from laboratory to industrial
manufacturing and application.
To narrow the gap between wind tunnel
testing and full scale prototype testing we
developed the rotating test rig. The overall
objectives with the rotating test rig are: 1) to
test the flap system in a realistic rotating
environment with a realistic g-loading; 2) to
measure the flap performance in real
turbulent inflow and 3) to test the flap
system in a realistic size and Reynolds
number when comparing with full scale
applications..
The rotating test rig consists of a 2.2m
blade section attached to a 10m boom and
mounted on a 100kW turbine platform. It
was installed in June 2014 and a short
measurement campaign was conducted in
the autumn 2014.
An important result of testing the flap
system on the rotating test rig was
operation of the flap system up to 30 rpm.
which a g-loading of 9-10g comparable with
the conditions on a 2-3MW turbine.
Another important result was the measured
performance of the flap system. We found
that about 5.0deg. flap angle gives the
same load change as 1deg. pitch. This is
somewhat lower than simulations have
shown which are in the range of 2 to 3 deg.
flap angle to 1deg. pitch angle for a 15%
flap. The realistic, turbulent inflow is
probably a major cause of this lower
performance.

Considerable research on SMART blade
technology has been conducted for more
than 10 years and has shown big potentials
for load reduction on MW turbines using
distributed control for alleviation of the
fluctuating loads along the blade span [1].
However, the requirements by the wind
turbine industry of robust actuator solutions
where the strongest specifications mean no
metal and electrical parts in the blades
have so far limited the use of the smart
blade technology on wind turbines.
The development and testing of the
morphing trailing edge flap system to be
presented in the present paper, also called
the Controllable Rubber Trailing Edge Flap
(CRTEF), was initiated in 2006. The first
prototype was tested in the laboratory in
2008 and in late 2009 wind tunnel
measurements in the Velux wind tunnel in
Denmark were conducted on a blade
section of 1.9m span and 1m chord with a
15% trailing edge flap system [2]. From
2011 to 2014 the INDUFLAP project,
funded by the Danish national funding
board EUDP, was conducted with the
overall aim to transfer the technology from
laboratory
conditions
to
industrial
manufacturing and application [3]. An
important part of this work was the testing
of the flap system on an outdoor rotating
test rig in order to reduce the gap in test

1. Introduction
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Figure 1 – Deflection of the flap by
pressurizing the lower and upper layer
of voids, respectively.

The initial flap concept studies back in 2006
led to the design of the so-called
Controllable Rubber Trailing Edge Flap
(CRTEF) which comprises a morphing
trailing edge manufactured in an elastic
material with a number of voids inside.
Their geometry are designed so that
pressurizing some or all of the them will
create a deflection of the flap.
In an actual design shown in Figure 1 the

2.1 The flap actuation concept

2. The developed flap
technology – the CRTEF
system

conditions between wind tunnel testing and
full scale testing on a MW turbine.
In the present paper the developed flap
technology will first be briefly described.
Then the design and construction of the
rotating test rig will be presented followed
by a section with results from a few weeks
test campaign in the autumn 2014

Figure 3 – The two actuation flap
elements assembled with the load
carrying part.

Figure 2 – The passive, load carrying
part of the flap system.

During the above mentioned INDUFLAP
project carried out by DTU Wind Energy in
cooperation with the two industrial partners
Hydratech and Rehau a flap design well
suited for manufacturing in an extrusion
process was developed. It consist of three
main parts; a passive, load carrying part as
shown in Figure 2 and two actuation parts
containing the voids as shown in Figure 3
where they are assembled with the passive
part.

2.2 Flap design and manufacturing

voids are orientated in the spanwise
direction in two layers which is a design
suited for manufacturing by extrusion.
Pressurizing the lower layer will give an
upward deflection as shown in the upper
part of Figure 1. Likewise, pressurizing the
upper row of voids will give a downward
deflection as shown in the lower part of
Figure 1.

The integration of the flap system into the
blade is an important part of the concept. It
should allow an easy mounting of the flap
so that a possible replacement of the flap
segments can be carried out without any
heavy tools and equipment. If a spanwise
length of e.g. 3m is chosen it should be
possible for two technicians climbing on the
blade to dismantle a flap segment and
mount a new one. Further, if the extrusion
process is used for manufacturing the flaps,
they will have a constant chord. It is
therefore proposed to use different sizes of
flaps along the blade span with passive, 3D
mold manufactured flaps in between to
enable a more continues blade planform.
By passive flaps are meant flaps that don´t
have voids and they can therefore easily be
manufactured in a full 3D geometry, e.g. by
a molding process, with variable chord
length so they can be inserted between the
active flaps with constant chord and thus
give a smoother planform distribution.
One overall blade design could therefore be
a blade manufactured without the last about
10% of the trailing edge region along the
whole span. On the inboard part of the
blade with the thick airfoils this would form
the flat back airfoils commonly used to
improve aerodynamic performance of thick
airfoils.
From e.g. 1/3 of the radius and to the tip,
passive and active flap sections could then
be mounted. During the INDUFLAP project
[3] the attachment elements shown in
Figure 4 were developed. A big advantage
of the design is that it will reduce the
requirements for blade trailing edge
finishing a lot as the rest material from the
gluing does not need to be removed. It also
enables a fast attachment of the flap to the
blade and in the lab. it took less than a
minute to mount the 2m flap on a blade
section as shown in Figure 5.

2.3 Flap integration into the blade
and overall blade design

The manufacturing of the 2m long actuation
parts was performed by Rehau in a
continuous thermoplastic extrusion process
in form of a quasi endless 12 chamber
hollow profile using the santoprene
material. For manufacturing the sealed
ends of the hollow profiles, a special
method of a contact welding process was
developed.

At an early stage of development of the flap
system wind tunnel tests were carried out in
2009 to verify the aerodynamic response
characteristics of the system [1]. Pressure
measurements were carried out on a blade
section of 1.9m span, 1m chord and with a
15% CRTEF system in the VELUX wind
tunnel in Denmark. The unsteady
aerodynamic response characteristics were
derived showing a characteristic time
constant of about 100ms.
However, there is big step from wind tunnel
testing on a stationary blade section to full
scale turbine application and therefore a socalled rotating test rig has been developed
in the INDUFLAP project [3].

3. The rotating test rig

Figure 5 – Demonstration in the lab. of
mounting the 2m flap on a blade section.

Figure 4 – The flap attachment to the
blade.
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variable speed drive was installed so the
rotational speed with the boom mounted is
controllable between 0 and 60 rpm.

Figure 6 – Sketch of the rotating test
rig.

To fulfill the above requirements to the test
set-up we designed the rotating test rig
comprising: 1) a blade section of 2.2m span
and about 1m chord with aerodynamic
shaped end caps; 2) a 10m pitchable boom
where the blade section is attached to the
one end and a counterweight at the other
end and 3) a turbine platform where the
boom is mounted on the shaft instead of a
normal rotor, Figure 6.
The basic platform for the rotating test rig is
the 100kW Tellus turbine positioned at the
old turbine test site at DTU, Campus Risoe.
The original three bladed rotor has been
taken down, Figure 7 and a new 100kW full

3.1 Rotating test rig design

The idea behind the test rig is that the
testing should be as close as possible to
the rotating environment on the real turbine.
So exposing the flap system to a g-loading
comparable with the conditions on the
fullscale turbine is one of the main
objectives but also measuring the flap
performance in unsteady inflow conditions
as on the real turbine operating in the
atmospheric boundary layer is another
important aim. Finally it is desirable that the
size of the flap is not that far from full scale.
It is expected that testing the flap system on
the rotating rig will reduce the time for
prototype testing on a full scale turbine
where the costs for a test hour are several
times bigger than for a test hour on the
rotating test rig.

The blade section has the NACA0015
aerofoil shape and a constant chord length
of 1m. The overall concept consists of a
spanwise 2.2 meter long wing section
covered with side pods in each end giving a
total length of 3.4 meter. The blade section
is built up on an inner aluminum structure
covered with two shells of glass-epoxy
composite material, Figure 8 and Figure 9.
The aluminum structure consists of an
110mm hollow tube, two rib structures and
a U-profile web. The aluminum parts were
welded together.
The tube makes it possible to mount and
dismount the wing section on a boom and
the U-profile web at the trailing edge is for
fixation of different morphing flap systems.

3.2 Blade section design and
manufacturing

Figure 7 – The 100kW Tellus turbine is
used at the platform for the rotating test
rig.
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Figure 10 – The boom design.

The boom is built up of four thin-walled
tubular sections (three of aluminium alloy
6082 and one of steel St52) and the
connection pieces and flanges between
them, Figure 10. The blade section is
attached with a 100mm diameter rod sliding
into the tube in the blade section Figure 8.

3.3 Boom design and installation

Figure 9 – The blade section ready for
instrumentation and mounting the flap
system.

Figure 8 – The inner aluminium
structure of the blade section.

Figure 12 – Rotating test rig ready for
measuring.

Figure 11 – Installation of the boom and
blade section in June 2014.

The boom is fully pitchable so that a
combined pitch and flap control can be
investigated.
The boom with the blade section and flap
system was installed in June 2014, Figure
11, and the test rig was ready for
measurements in September 2014, Figure
12.
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Besides the advantages by the rotating test
rig mentioned above, one other major
advantage by testing the flap system on a
blade section is that it is possible to install a
surface pressure measurement system
which would be very complicated to
implement on a full scale blade. By
measuring the pressure distribution, the
instantaneous aerodynamic loading can be
derived and the performance of the flap
system investigated.
The installed pressure system comprised
59 pressure holes distributed along the
chord at the mid span position and
additional 16 pressure taps at the 25%
chordwise position to monitor the spanwise
load distribution. The pressure taps were
connected to two 64 channel Scannivalve
pressure scanners mounted inside the
blade section.

3.5 Instrumentation

Pressurizing the voids can be done either
by a hydraulic or a pneumatic system or by
a combination of the two systems. The
choice of system depends e.g. on the
requirements for the actuation time
constant and on how strong the restrictions
are on having valves/wires in the blade.
In the present case a first option has been a
pneumatic
system
developed
and
implemented by Hydratech Industries which
were one of the industrial project partners in
the INDUFLAP project.
A compressor at the hub supplies
pressurized air into 3 accumulators which
are the black tubes mounted in the blade
section shown in Figure 8. They have three
different pressure levels: low, medium, and
high. A series of 3 switches per flap side
(’positive’-upper, negative’-lower) control
which of the three pressure levels is
connected to the flap voids (on-off). A fourth
switch per flap side controls the release of
pressure. Controlling the switch valves
allows for dynamic control of the pressure
in the voids and therefore the flap
deflection. The pressure at the flap inlets,
the switches, the accumulators and the
compressor are measured using pressure
transducers.

3.4 Pneumatic system for flap
actuation

Figure 14 – The blade section with the
CRTEF flap system. Inflow measured
with two five hole pitot tubes.

Besides the pressure measurements
several accelerometers and strain gauges
were mounted on the boom and the
nacelle. In order to correlate the pressure
measurements to the unsteady inflow, two
five hole pitot tubes were mounted on the
leading edge with the sensor head about
½m in front of the leading edge, Figure 14.
A meteorology mast was positioned about
three rotor diameters west of the test rig
where wind speed and direction was
measured in several heights. In total, 196
data channels are recorded.

Figure 13 – Pressure taps installed on
the suction side at the mid span position
and along the span at 25% chord from
the leading edge.

Figure 16 – Example of flap deflection
calibration correlating the activation
pressure (blue curve) to the flap
deflection (red curve – [Volt]).

Figure 15 – Set-up for calibrating the flap
deflection correlation to pressure in the
voids.

It was not possible to measure the flap
deflection directly with a sensor (e.g. a
strain gauge built into the flap) on the
rotating test rig and therefore a calibration
in the lab. correlating the flap deflection to
the pressure in the voids has been used.
The calibration set-up shown in Figure 15
was used. A laser sensor measured the flap
deflection and the supply pressure in the
two layers of voids was likewise measured.
An example on how the flap deflection
correlates with the pressure is shown in
Figure 16. It is seen that there is a close
correlation between pressure and deflection
although there might be minor hysteresis
effects.
The result of the calibration was 1.85
deg./bar to the one side and 1.48 deg./bar
to the other side.

3.6 Calibration of the flap deflection
correlated to actuation pressure

10s. The aerodynamic normal force
integrated from the measured pressure
distribution is seen to change with the flap
angle. The unsteadiness in the inflow due
to the turbulence and tower shadow is also
clearly seen in the aerodynamic loading.
This makes the visibility of the flap action
more unclear. It should be noted that the
tower shadow is quite strong in this case
due to downwind operation of the rotor
during this particular test.
One way of characterizing the flap
performance was carried out in the
following way. A few 10min. time series
were measured at a constant rotational
speed of 20 rpm. with a square change
pattern of the flap angle with a period of
10s. as shown in Figure 18. The flap angle
variation was not completely symmetrical
around 0deg. but the mean total amplitude
was around 15deg when using the time

Figure 17 – The normal aerodynamic
load force on the blade section (blue
curve) for a flap angle variation of total
10 deg. (red curve) each 10 sec.

An important result of testing the flap
system on the rotating test rig was
operation of the flap system up to 30 rpm.
which combined with a 10m radius gives a
g-loading of 9-10g which is the same range
as the system will be exposed to on a 23MW turbine.
Then during the relative short measurement
period that was available for the first
measurement campaign on the rotating test
rig in the autumn 2014 the focus was on
characterization of the flap performance
using prescribed flap variations. An
example is showed in Figure 17 where the
flap angle was changed with 10 deg. each

4. Experimental results
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The calibration and interpretation of the
inflow angle is the uncertain parts of the
above
analysis.
Another
way
of
characterizing the flap performance would
be to derive the lift and drag coefficients for
different flap angles on basis of the
measured aerodynamic loading from the
pressure measurements and using the
inflow angle and the relative velocity from
the five hole pitot tube to derive these nondimensional coefficients. However, this is
not a straight forward data reduction for
turbulent, unsteady inflow data and in

Figure 19 – Normal force data for
extreme flap positions plotted against
inflow angle. Data averaged every
0.5deg inflow angle.

Figure 18 – A square pattern change of
flap angle with a period of 10s.

sequencies marked with red and blue,
respectively, in Figure 18. To achieve a
wide range of inflow angles the pitch setting
was changed from one 10min. time series
to the next.
The normal force loading was derived from
the pressure data and then binned on the
measured inflow angle derived from the five
hole pitot tube measurements, Figure 19.
From that figure we can now derive that the
average change in normal force due to a
degree change in flap angle is about 32%
of the average change in normal force due
to a degree change in inflow angle.

The morphing trailing edge system or flap
system, CRTEF, has been developed over
the last 10 years at DTU Wind Energy. After
a promising wind tunnel test of the system
in 2009 the INDUFLAP project has been
carried out from 2011-2014 to transfer the

5. Conclusion

Figure 20 – the normal force on the
blade section for plus/minus 5 deg. flap
angle as function of the pitch setting of
the flap angle.

particular due to the low aspect ratio of the
blade section and how this influence the
local inflow angle.
Therefore another measure of the flap
performance is presented. Often we are
interested in comparing the capability of the
flaps to change the loading with the well
known control by pitching the whole blade
section.
The result of this analysis is shown in
Figure 20 where the normal force is plotted
for a number of different pitch settings and
again for the same data set as used in
Figure 19
The data show a considerable scatter due
to the changes in wind speed but deriving
the mean normal force for the different pitch
settings a clear effect of the flaps are seen.
From these mean data we can derive that
the total about 15deg. change in flap angle
gives almost the same change in
aerodynamic loading as 3.0deg. change in
pitch. This means that the lift change from
about 5 deg. flap angle is the same as for
one degree pitch.
This is somewhat less than simulations
typically have shown which are in the range
of 2 to 3 deg. flap angle to 1 deg. pitch
angle for a 15% flap, Troldborg 2005 [4].
The turbulent, unsteady inflow is probably a
major cause of this lower performance.
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The collected data indicates that utilising
measurements from multiple range gates on a pulsed
LIDAR system can result in rotor averaged wind speed
(RAWS) estimates with greater levels of correlation
with wind speed at the rotor than using a single range
gate. The LACs showed higher levels of speed control
performance with significantly reduced levels of pitch
activity and generally lower levels of tower excitation.
Although the loading spectrum for the test turbine was
dominated by responses at twice the rotor speed (2P)
and the first tower fore-aft natural frequency, the
reduction is likely to show greater relative significance

In this work a field-testing campaign to test LIDAR
Assisted Control (LAC) has been undertaken on a 600kW turbine using a fixed, five-beam LIDAR system.
The campaign compared the performance of a
baseline controller to four LACs with progressively
lower levels of feedback using 35 hours of collected
data.

A severe challenge in controlling wind turbines is
ensuring controller performance in the presence of a
stochastic and unknown wind field, relying on the
response of the turbine to generate control actions.
Recent technologies such as LIDAR, allow sensing of
the wind field before it reaches the rotor.



Testing has been conducted on the Controls
Advanced Research Turbine (CART2) wind turbine at
the National Wind Technology Center in Colorado,
USA. The CART2, a two-bladed variable-speed,
variable-pitch turbine with a 42.7-m rotor diameter [2],
is nominally rated at 600 kW, however, for the
purposes of this study, the turbine has been de-rated
to 128 kW to maximise the time during which pitch
control is active because the measurements took place
during a period of low wind speeds. The resulting set
points for rated rotor speed, generator speed and

A. CART2 Wind Turbine

II. Approach

In this work we present the results of field testing a
feedforward control algorithm that utilises LIDAR
measurements on a full-scale wind turbine. This work
contributes the first set of public field tests of a
feedforward controller in conjunction with a five-beam
pulsed LIDAR system. This paper makes use of
approximately 35 hours of data in a range of wind
conditions and multiple controller tunings to show the
impact on rotor speed control, pitch actuator usage and
tower loading from LAC.

A number of methods have been researched using
simulation studies to exploit preview wind information
ranging from basic [2] and advanced [3]–[5]
feedforward algorithms to model predictive control
methods [6]–[8]. Although most methods have been
tested in simulation on models of various fidelity,
feedforward controllers have begun to be field tested
on full-scale turbines [9]–[11].

A severe challenge in controlling wind turbines is
ensuring controller performance in the presence of a
stochastic and unknown wind field, relying on the
response of the turbine to generate control actions.
Recent technologies such as LIDAR, allow sensing of
the wind field before it reaches the rotor. This
information allows controllers to work in an anticipatory
mode, potentially improving control performance [1]
and leading to reduced costs of energy through load
reduction and reduced actuator usage.

I. Introduction

on typical full-sized turbines, which show lower
excitation levels due to harmonic clashes.

Avishek A. Kumar, Ervin A. Bossanyi, Andrew K. Scholbrock, Paul A. Fleming, Matthieu Boquet,
Raghu Krishnamurthy

Field Testing of LIDAR Assisted Feedforward Control
Algorithms for Improved Speed Control and Fatigue
Load Reduction on a 600 kW Wind Turbine
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The CART2 was de-rated to have a rated wind
-1
speed of 8 ms (128-kW rated power) in order to
function in the pitch control regime as much as
possible for this study. The CART2 has separate
generator torque and blade pitch controllers to maintan
the required rotor speed. The generator torque is
applied as a function of filtered generator speed,
attempting to track the optimal power coefficient until
the rotor speed is 19.2 rpm, after which the torque is

C. Baseline Feedback Controller

Figure 1. LIDAR mounting and scanning schematic. Red lines
indicate LIDAR beams, green dots indicate scan points, dashed lines
indicate orientation axis and dash-dot lines indicate range gate
plane.

For the purposes of this testing campaign, the
feedforward control algorithm makes use of the RAWS
data from three range gates focused at 50 m, 65 m and
80 m. These gates correspond to covering the centre
and approximately 63%-100% of the rotor radius using
a beam angle of 15° from horizontal.

The preview wind information used for control was
obtained by a nacelle-mounted LIDAR system created
by Avent LIDAR Technology. The Avent five-beam
LIDAR unit uses a pulsed LIDAR with five fixed beams,
each capable of sampling the line-of-sight (LOS) wind
speed at up to 10 ranges simultaneously. The LIDAR is
mounted on the nacelle facing upwind, as shown
schematically in Fig. 1 and on-site in Fig.2. The LIDAR
also processes the LOS data to return the current
RAWS estimate, wind shear estimate and wind
direction estimate for each range gate. The RAWS is
defined as the mean wind speed over the rotor swept
area at a defined plane (not necessarily at the rotor).

B. LIDAR System

generator torque were set at 24 rpm, 1036 rpm and
1182 Nm, respectively.

Avent five-beam LIDAR sytem mounted on the CART2.
(Photo Credit: Lee Jay Fingersh, NREL 33621.)

ˆss (V (t   ))  ˆss (V (t ))
,



T

Di
 ,
Vc

The LIDAR system used for this study provides an
estimate of the RAWS at three range gates
V (t    T ) , where T is the time-to-rotor (TTR)
determined by:


ˆ
where FF is the feedforward pitch rate, ss is the
steady-state pitch angle for a given wind speed and 
is the look-ahead time (LAT). The feedforward control
signal is then added to the feedback signal as shown in
Fig. 3.

FF (t ) 

The feedforward controller is designed to use
preview wind measurements to assist the feedback
controller in speed control, with the aim of achieving
higher levels of speed control performance and/or
reduced levels of pitch activity. We approximate the
entire wind disturbance acting on the rotor by a RAWS
at the rotor plane (V) and focus on rejecting low
frequency aspects of the disturbance. We can then
apply a static control law based on the steady-state
blade pitch as a function of RAWS. This method has
been shown to be successful at reducing rotor speed
variance in both field testing and simulation [9], [10].
The control law moves the pitch actuators preemptively to the correct steady-state pitch angle for the
incoming wind field through the following algorithm:

D. Feedforward Controller

increased linearly until it saturates at 1182 Nm
coinciding with a rotor speed of 22.9 rpm. The pitch
controller becomes active to regulate the rotor speed to
24 rpm once the turbine reaches maximum torque.
This speed is obtained at wind speeds of
-1
approximately 8 ms . The controller is implemented as
a gain-scheduled PI controller using the filtered
generator speed as feedback, typical of full-scale wind
turbines.

Figure 2.
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Lidar

V

Feedforward
Controller

θFB

θFF

+

Feedback
Controller

Wind Turbine

ωg

137

197

54

1423

100%

75%

38%

10%

Baseline 45-s Chunks

614

43

234

110

LAC 45-s Chunks

RECORDED DATA VOLUMES

Gains

TABLE I.

To analyse the control performance, the CART2 was
run in a de-rated state, cycling between LAC and
Baseline control every 5 minutes. Data was binned into
contiguous 45-second samples in which the minimum
rotor speed was above 23 rpm (96% rated) and the
minimum generator torque was 1000 Nm, both
indicating above-rated operation with pitch action. The
sample length choice was based on a trade-off
between environmental condition distribution (wind
speed, turbulence intensity and number of samples)
and the ability to analyse spectral responses at lower
frequencies. Each chunk was processed to return
environmental data, speed control performance, pitch
actuator duty and structural loading metrics. Data was
gathered with the LAC using feedback gains of 100%,
75%, 38% and 10% of Baseline gains (LAC100,
LAC75, LAC38, and LAC10). A summary of data
volumes is given in Table I and distributions according
to wind speed and turbulence intensity are illustrated in
Fig. 4. The analysis presented in this paper used more
than 35 hours of data.

III. Results

where Di is the distance between the rotor plane and
the focus plane of range gate i, Vc is the convection
speed and  represents any processing delays. The
convection speed is determined by low-pass filtering
V (t   ) . The TTR decreases on each controller time
step and when a RAWS estimate has a TTR equalling
the LAT or has reached the rotor (TTR of 0) it is lowpass filtered (to avoid discontinuities caused by
combining data from multiple range gates) and used in
the feedforward algorithm.

Figure 3. Schematic of pitch control architecture. Vw is the wind
field, V is the LIDAR-estimated RAWS data, θFF is the feedforward
pitch angle, θFB is the feedback pitch angle and ωg is the generator
speed.

VW


e  k 1  ˆ k 1 ;

1
Ar C p (, V ,  )V 3
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ω is the rotor speed;

Cp is the power coefficient;

Ar is the rotor area;

ρ is the air density;

P is the mechanical power from the rotor;

where:

P

Given that in quasi-steady-state conditions the
following relation is held:

where:

ek 1  ( A  KC)ek

The linearised error dynamics of this estimator are
defined by:

K is the estimator gain.

A is the state transition matrix; and

α is the rotor acceleration;

VWSE is the wind speed estimate;

k is the time step index;

^ denotes an estimated value;

where:


VWSE|k 1 AVWSE|k  K ( k 1  ˆ k 1 )

A wind speed estimator (WSE) was used to give the
closest approximation to the “true” RAWS, which is
used to test the coherence of RAWS estimated
reconstructed from LIDAR signals. The estimator takes
the following form:

The Avent LIDAR system is able to sample winds at
multiple distances in front of the turbine. RAWS
reconstructions taken closer to the turbine are likely to
have a higher correlation to the “true” RAWS at the
rotor plane. However, because the plane is closer, the
sample points at the range gate are closer to the
centre of the rotor, possibly losing data from spatial
turbulence acting at the edge of the rotor. Using
multiple gates can allow larger correlations while still
maintaining adequate rotor coverage.

A. Rotor Average Wind Speed
Reconstruction Performance

Data from LAC100, LAC75 and LAC38 shows
similar distributions and volumes to the baseline
controller during their respective periods of operation,
whereas LAC10 shows much lower levels of data
collected compared to the baseline. Overall, the
amount of data collected from LAC10 is still much
greater than the other controller tunings.
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Figure 4.

Data wind speed distribution according to mean wind speed for each controller setting.

Figure 5.
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N is the gearbox ratio;

Q g is the generator torque;

Q A is the aerodynamic torque;

where:

ˆ 

3

To find ̂ , we use the torque imbalance equation
for a rigid drivetrain:

To find α, we differentiate and low-pass filter the
measured rotor speed with time. The low-pass filter is
a second-order, Butterworth filter with a natural
-1
frequency of 3 rads and a damping ratio of 0.707.

 is set to 1 s for this study. C is recalculated online,
allowing K to be updated each time step. In this
realisation, the wind speed estimate is adjusted until
the estimated and measured rotor accelerations match.

C


  Ar  C p (, V ,  ) 3


V  3C p (, V ,  )V 2 
V  2 J R  
V

By modelling the wind as a step input, A = 1, the
estimator gain can be described in terms of an
approximate time constant,  , for the error dynamics:

we get:

θ is the mean blade pitch angle,

Fig. 6 shows a magnitude squared coherence
between VWSE(t) and V(t) as reconstructed using data
from each range gate individually and using data from
all range gates together for a 200-minute data sample.
The results demonstrate that combining data from all
the gates results in the best performance, slightly
outperforming data from Range Gate 1 above 0.1 Hz.
The levels of coherence from Range Gate 1 are close
to the combination of all range gates; this is likely due
to the relatively large rotor coverage at a short focus
distance, 63% and 50 m, respectively. As turbine sizes
increase, we would expect a greater trade-off between
LIDAR range and rotor scan area (assuming similar
beam angles), amplifying the benefits of combining
LIDAR measurements from multiple distances.

WSE outputs have been checked against
meteorological (met) mast measured data and LIDAR
reconstruction data; a time series sample is given in
Fig. 5. The met mast is positioned 80 m away from the
CART2 with an anemometer at the CART2’s hub
height (36.5 m). Due to the changing wind directions,
the phasing between the RAWS and met mast
measurements will be somewhat random, but the
magnitude trends coincide very well. The LIDARreconstructed RAWS and the WSE reconstructions
also coincide well, with slight phasing error.

Cp can be found by interpolating over a lookup table
of Cp as a function of pitch angle and tip-speed ratio.
The resulting RAWS estimate, VWSE, will show a lag
relative to the “true” RAWS due to filtering. This lag will
be similar to the lag from LIDAR-reconstructed RAWS
signals because the latter is also filtered with a time
constant of 1 s.

J R is the rotor inertia.

 is the drivetrain efficiency; and

Time series sample of meteorological mast wind speed measurement, VWSE and V.

V is the rotor effective wind speed; and
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Magnitude squared coherence between VWSE(t) and VL(t)
using different range gates.

The reduction in controller gains from LAC100 to
LAC10 resulted in decreasing levels of actuator usage
beyond 0.1 Hz as expected (Fig. 8). Although overall
levels of pitch rate activity fall dramatically beyond 0.1
Hz, the relative contribution of pitching at 1P (0.4 Hz),
2P and the tower first fore-aft modal frequency (0.87
Hz) is still relatively high until LAC38. In terms of speed
control, it is a very positive result to see that the speed
control performance of LAC75 and LAC38 outperforms

Rotor speed spectral response is the primary
performance metric used in this study, chosen because
the control algorithm is designed to assist the speed
controller. The average normalised power spectral
densities (PSDs) of the rotor speed for each controller
are given in Fig. 7. LAC100 already shows a reduction
in speed variance relative to the Baseline below 0.075
Hz, with a 19% reduction in peak spectral response
(PSR). This frequency coincides with relatively high
levels of coherence between the actual RAWS and the
estimated RAWS (Fig. 5). Surprisingly, detuning to
LAC75 actually shows a further reduction in relative
rotor speed variance (64% reduction in PSR); this may
indicate that the baseline gains are not necessarily
optimal for rotor speed control on the de-rated turbine.
Detuning further to LAC38 shows that the speed
control performance begin to deteriorate — albeit
slightly, at 58% reductions in PSR relative to the
Baseline. The final detune to LAC10 shows that we
have detuned enough for the speed control
performance to fall and cause a 55% increase in PSR.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain a finer
resolution of controller gains to determine the level at
which speed control levels were at parity with the
Baseline.

B. Controller Performance

Figure 6.

The wind conditions for each calculation have
not been binned according to similar
turbulence intensity levels.


These results indicate that LAC can achieve
comparable speed control with reduced levels of pitch
activity. The reduction in pitch activity resulted in tower
spectral response reductions, and if targeted correctly,
these reductions can imply reductions in tower base
DELs. Although the CART showed a strong tower
response at 1P, 2P and tower first fore-aft frequency,
turbines typically operate with a larger gap between
rotor harmonics and structural frequencies, and
controllers are typically tuned to avoid resonance at
rotor harmonics, meaning that the relative impact on
baseline loading levels from LAC could be much more
significant on a more typical turbine.

With that in mind, LAC100 and LAC75 show no
clear tower load reduction trends relative to the
Baseline. LAC38 shows reductions in the 10-ms-1 and
-1
11-ms wind speed bins where a significant portion of
-1
data is collected, and an increase at 12 ms where
there is much less data. LAC10, on the other hand,
shows a clear trend in the reduction of tower base
-1
DELs at all wind speeds above 8 ms relative to the
baseline. This indicates that the reduction in pitch
actuation at 1P and 2P in addition to the general midhigh frequency pitching reductions have resulted in
lower fatigue damage levels.

The DEL comparisons have been taken with
45-s chunks, they do not include the lower end
of the turbulence spectrum; and


Tower loading is further quantified in Fig. 10, which
presents maximum, minimum and mean damage
equivalent load (DEL) results for each operating
condition and controller tuning. DELs were calculated
using a rainflow counting algorithm with a 1-Hz cycle
and an inverse S-N slopes of 4 [12]. Note that:

The final piece of analysis of this campaign was to
determine the impact of the reduced pitching levels on
thrust-related fatigue damage. Fig. 9 shows the
spectral response of the tower base fore-aft moment
under different controller tunings. The results show that
as the controller is detuned, the tower response
between 0.13 Hz and 0.6 Hz shows less activity.
However, the plots also show that the spectral
response is dominated by activity at the tower natural
frequency (0.87 Hz), which sits very close to 2P (0.8
Hz), with a much smaller peak at 1P. Fig. 7 (a)-(c) and
Fig. 9 (a)-(c) show that the pitching around 1P and 2P
for LAC100, LAC75 and LAC38 results in similar
relative tower response levels at 1P and 2P despite the
reduction in pitching away from these frequencies.
LAC10, which showed very low levels of 1P and 2P
pitching, shows much lower levels of 1P and 2P
response levels relative to the Baseline (Fig. 9 (d));
however, the tower will be consistently excited at 2P
because the CART2 is a two-bladed turbine.

the baseline even though actuator usage levels have
fallen.
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Figure 8.

Figure 7.

PSD of pitch rate with different LAC tunings compared to the Baseline controller binned by wind speed. Blue: Baseline; Green:
LAC.

PSD of rotor speed with different LAC tunings vs the Baseline controller binned by wind speed. Blue – Baseline, Green – LAC.

PSD of tower base fore-aft moment with different LAC tunings compared to the Baseline controller binned by wind speed. Blue:
Baseline; Green: LAC.

Figure 10. Tower base fore-aft DEL with different LAC tunings compared to the Baseline controller binned by wind speed. Markers indicate
range and mean of data in each wind speed bin. Blue: Baseline; Green: LAC.

Figure 9.
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For wind turbines, wind is the energy source as well
as the main disturbance to the wind turbine control
system. The control system has to balance competing control objectives: increasing the energy yield
while reducing the structural loads. However, traditional feedback controllers are only able to react to
the disturbance of the inﬂowing wind ﬁeld after it has
already impacted the turbine. With the recent development of lidar technology, the information about incoming disturbances can be made available ahead of
time and used for feedforward control. A comprehensive overview of lidar-assisted control can be found in
[1].
In an initial ﬁeld testing on the two- and three-bladed
Controls Advanced Research Turbines (CART2 and

1 Introduction

CART3 at the National Wind Technology Center in
Boulder, Colorado), a collective pitch feedforward controller using lidar wind disturbance preview was able to
reduce the rotor speed variation [2, 3]. However, this
reduction cannot be directly converted into a reduction of the levelized cost of energy (LCOE). Thus, one
of the long-term research challenges identiﬁed by the
European Academy of Wind Energy is the transformation from scientiﬁc proof-of-concept to studies that
provide a measurable beneﬁt of lidar-assisted control
[4]. A ﬁrst study shows an LCOE reduction of 6.5% for
large offshore wind turbines [5].
Lidars are only able to measure the wind speed
along the line-of-sight (LOS) of the laser beam. Multiple LOS measurements can be put together to form
a general wind ﬁeld, with a longitudinal wind speed,
as well as horizontal and vertical shear. Additionally,
these wind speed measurements are taken upstream
of the wind turbine, and as the wind travels toward the
wind turbine, it will change due to the turbulence in the
atmosphere. A coherence measurement between the
lidar wind measurement and the rotor effective wind
speed measured by the wind turbine helps to quantify
the turbulent wind evolution. Higher and higher coherence values will lead to further and further improvements in the controller’s ability to use the lidar preview information for feedforward control. An example
of this is in [6], where simulation studies showed that
improving the coherence will lead to improvements in
feedforward control for load reductions.
Having a high coherence between the lidar measured wind speed and the rotor effective wind speed
is quite challenging, as the coherence has to take into
account the lidar measurement techniques as well as
the turbine dynamics. From an industrial standpoint,
lidars and wind turbines come from different manufacturers and have their own individual data acquisition
systems. Additionally, due to the multi- and interdisciplinary character of the problem, there is a gap in
knowledge: on the one hand, a thorough understanding of lidar measurement principles and limitations is
mandatory for providing usable signals to the con-

Stuttgart Wind Energy (SWE) @ Institute of Aircraft Design, University of Stuttgart, Germany.
2
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Boulder, Colorado, USA.
3
Avent Lidar Technology, Orsay, France.

This paper presents ﬁrst steps toward an adaptive lidar data processing technique crucial for lidarassisted control in wind turbines. The prediction time
and the quality of the wind preview from lidar measurements depend on several factors and are not constant. If the data processing is not continually adjusted, the beneﬁt of lidar-assisted control cannot be
fully exploited or can even result in harmful control action. An online analysis of the lidar and turbine data is
necessary to continually reassess the prediction time
and lidar data quality.
In this work, a structured process to develop an
analysis tool for the prediction time and a new hardware setup for lidar-assisted control are presented.
The tool consists of an online estimation of the rotor
effective wind speed from lidar and turbine data and
the implementation of an online cross-correlation to
determine the time shift between both signals. Further, we present initial results from an ongoing campaign in which this system was employed for providing
lidar preview for feedforward pitch control.

Abstract

1

David Schlipf1,2 , Paul Fleming2 , Steffen Raach1 , Andrew Scholbrock2 , Florian Haizmann1 , Raghu Krishnamurthy3 , Matthieu
Boquet3 , and Po Wen Cheng1

1. Feedforward Controller Development: Assuming
perfect wind preview, the feedforward controller

The code development for lidar-assisted control is
structured in ﬁve stages: feedforward controller development, data processing development, real-time environment development, hybrid simulations, and ﬁeld
testing.

2.1 Structured Code Development for
Lidar-Assisted Control

As discussed in the introduction, this paper presents
a system for producing an accurate wind preview that
can be used for maximally effective feedforward control of wind turbines.
In this section, we present the approach taken for
designing this complete system, from the design of
the feedforward controller that will apply the lidar signal, the development of the data processing that produces the signal, and the stages of reﬁnement and
implementation that would be expected in an industrial application.

2 Approach

trol system. On the other hand, detailed knowledge
about wind turbine dynamics and controls are necessary to determine which signals can be used for preview control. These challenges make it hard for lidars
and wind turbines to relate to one another in order
to effectively enhance the turbine control system with
lidar wind preview. Instead, a centralized system—
developed by a joint project between industry and
research institutions—which has access to real-time
data from both the wind turbine and the lidar, would
be better suited to close the gap between lidars and
wind turbines.
A consortium of NREL, SWE, and the lidar manufacturer Avent Lidar Technology started to test advanced lidar-assisted control on the CART2 in January 2015. The same lidar-turbine combination has
been used in an previous campaign [7]. A new adaptive data processing technique independent from lidar
and turbine control software and hardware was developed during this campaign. The improved setup and
the combination of lidar- and turbine-speciﬁc knowledge enables a comparison of the rotor-effective wind
estimates from turbine and lidar data. With a crosscorrelation calculated in real time, the lidar estimate
can be aligned with the turbine’s reaction via a graphical user interface (GUI). The feedforward control action can be applied to the turbine with the desired preview time, which improves the overall control performance.
This system was then used to provide a feedforward
pitch update to the feedback controller, and a campaign to assess the improvement in performance from
the baseline controller was performed. Initial results
from this campaign are provided to show the value of
the approach.
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2. Data Processing Development: In the previous
stage, the feedforward controller was designed to
perform well assuming perfect wind preview. In
this stage, we develop the data processing that
will be used given realistic lidar measurement of
the wind. Using the FAST model, we now simulate the turbine operating in a turbulent wind
ﬁeld, rather than a uniform ﬂow, which can be
easily represented by a single velocity. A lidar
simulator [11] is used to scan the incoming wind
ﬁeld. The data is condensed to an estimate of

is ﬁrst designed and tested using the Simpliﬁed
Low Order Wind turbine (SLOW) model [8] with
only 2 degrees-of-freedom (rotor and tower motion). In this case, the simulation model is identical to the controller design model and the control performance should be as desired. Then, the
same wind is used in simulations with an aeroelastic model (FAST [9]) to test the robustness of
the controller against model uncertainties. Figure
Figure 1 shows simulations with the FAST model
for an extreme operating gust (EOG). The feedforward controller is able to reduce the impact of
wind speed changes to the rotor speed following
its design objective [10]. Figure 2 (left) shows a
diagram of the SLOW model.

Figure 1: Reaction to an EOG at 12 m/s: Feedback only
(dark blue) and with additional feedforward (light
blue).
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• Each stage has a deﬁned goal. This helps to develop several controllers in parallel.

• The feedforward controller, the data processing,
and the real-time environment are developed independently. Thus, the data processing can be
combined with different feedforward controllers.

The approach has several advantages:

5. Field Testing: Finally, following the above iterations, the Gateway is connected to the actual lidar and turbine controller, as shown in Figure 2
(right).

4. Hybrid Simulations: Effects such as the wind evolution can be included [14] in simulations, but effects such as measurement errors and changing
lidar data quality are difﬁcult to simulate. Thus,
the approach of the Hybrid Simulations [15] is
used to adjust the lidar data processing and feedforward controller: The rotor-effective wind speed
is extracted from real turbine data [16] and together with simultaneously measured lidar data
used for simulations, as shown in Figure 2 (center).

3. Real-Time Environment Development: The data
processing system and the feedforward controller
are compiled to be used within a real-time capable frame (TwinCAT) on a separate computer (referred in this work as “Gateway”). The same simulations from Stage 2 are done and thus allow a
direct veriﬁcation of the real-time environment.

the rotor-effective wind speed, ﬁltered, and transferred to the feedforward controller. The data processing can be evaluated by comparing the correlation between the lidar estimate and the real
rotor-effective wind speed to a correlation model
[12, 13]. Simulations are done over the full operation range to test the robustness of the controller
against measurement uncertainties.

The CART2, located at the National Wind Technology Center (NWTC), is a 600-kW turbine heavily instrumented with sensors. A control system (CARTSCADA) was developed and implemented in Labview
by NWTC engineers running at 400 Hz, containing a
dynamic link library (DLL) compiled from the Simulinkbased feedback controller.
The Avent 5-Beam pulsed system was installed on
the nacelle of the CART2 (see Figure 3) and measures at 10 distances in front of the rotor. At each distance, ﬁve line-of-sight measurements are taken sequentially within 1.25 seconds and are transferred to
the CART-SCADA via an Ethernet connection in real
time.

2.2 Hardware Setup for Lidar-Assisted
Control

• The code is developed in the control-engineerfriendly Simulink environment and is organized in
one single library. Thus, adjustments can be directly transferred to other stages.

Figure 3: The Avent 5-Beam installed on the nacelle of the
CART2 at the NWTC. (Photo Credit: Lee Jay Fingersh, NREL 33621)

Figure 2: Code development. Stage 1 (left): Simulation within Simulink with perfect wind preview; the rotor-effective wind v0
disturbs the turbine and the feedforward controller (FF) is designed to assist the feedback controller (FB). Stage
4 (center): Hybrid Simulations within Simulink; the rotor-effective wind speed from ﬁeld test turbine data v0R and
simultaneously measured ﬁeld test raw lidar data (RLD) are used to adjust the data processing (DP). Stage 5
(right): Field Testing; the DP and FF are compiled for TwinCAT on the Gateway and the FB for Labview on the
CART-SCADA.
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Similar to previous work, the rotor effective wind
speed estimated from the raw lidar data and from the
turbine reaction has been compared before the feedforward controller was applied. Figure 4 compares
both signals in the time domain. Larger trends, such
as the gust at the end of the period, are very well detected by the lidar.
This is conﬁrmed by Figure 5, which compares both
signals in the frequency domain: for small wavenumbers (large turbulent eddies) the coherence is close
to one (1 means perfect correlation), and for larger
wavenumbers (smaller turbulent eddies) the coher2
is going toward zero (0 means no correence γRL
lation). The correlation is veriﬁed by the analytical
model [12]. The longitudinal decay parameter for the
wind evolution was set to 0.2 based on the detected
value from [17].
The detected correlation is used to design an adap-

3.1 Correlation Study

3 Results
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tive ﬁlter, which adjusts the cut-off-frequency depending on the mean wind speed. In future work, the adaptation needs to be extended to detect changes in the
correlation and adjust the ﬁlter accordingly.

Figure 6: Cross-Correlation between the lidar and turbine
estimate of the rotor-effective wind speed over the
last 10 s: Newest (dark blue) and oldest (light blue)
data.

Figure 5: Coherence between the lidar and turbine estimate
of the rotor-effective wind speed: From data of
Figure 4 (dark blue) and from analytic correlation
model (light blue).
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Figure 4: Rotor effective wind speed: from CART2 data (light blue) and lidar data (dark blue).
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The data processing and feedforward controller are
realized on the Gateway, which is a deterministic, realtime capable industrial PC and is connected to the
CART-SCADA via an Ethernet connection. The lidar data is condensed into an estimate of the lidarmeasured rotor-effective wind speed. Additionally, the
Gateway receives turbine data, including rotor speed,
blade pitch angle, and rotor shaft torque, to obtain
the turbine-measured rotor-effective wind speed. The
Gateway provides its feedforward update signals to
the CART-SCADA, and the CART-SCADA can independently choose whether or not to use the signals in
order to provide robust operation.
A separate computer connected to the Gateway visualizes the processed data and offers a way to directly interact with the Gateway via a GUI. Further,
the feedforward control action (blade pitch, generator
torque, desired rotor speed) are compared to measured data. Additionally, the software provides the
possibility of adjusting parameters used for the online
cross-correlation that will be described in the next section.
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Finally, a ﬁeld-campaign was conducted in which the
baseline feedback pitch controller was augmented by
the lidar-preview feedforward pitch update. Because
the lidar preview measurement was shown to have
good coherence to turbine measurements and was
robust over time, the feedback controller could be detuned to maximize the beneﬁt of using lidar feedforward. Detuning the feedback controller allows the
feedforward controller to handle the lower wind disturbance frequencies, up to the coherence limit, which
should be the optimal combination.
The ﬁeld test is set up so that the controller cycles
between 5 minutes of running the normal baseline
feedback controller and 5 minutes of combined a feedforward and detuned feedback controller as described
above. By cycling in this way, the two controllers are
tested in wind conditions that are as similar as possible.
Currently, ﬁeld tests have been run intermittently
over several months, across a range of seasons and
atmospheric conditions. While still somewhat initial,
the data is already demonstrating promising trends.
To analyze the data, we process each 5-minute data
ﬁle as follows. The ﬁrst 30 seconds of each ﬁle are
ignored, to allow the change in performance of transitioning from one controller to another to be established. The remaining time is divided in 45-second
continuous chunks and processed. For each chunk,
statistics such as mean and standard deviation are
computed for all signals, and for signals related to
fatigue, a damage equivalent load (DEL) is likewise

3.3 Initial Results of Field Testing

In this work a solution is presented that allows the
data processing and feedforward control to be independently calculated of the lidar system and the turbine controller. This setup allows robust operation of
the wind turbine and intensive calculations on time
scales different from the feedback control loop.
Further, the setup provides the possibility to determine not only the rotor-effective wind speed estimate

4 Conclusion and Outlook
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Figure 9: Comparing controller effects on loads. Blade ﬂap-wise bending (left) and tower fore-aft bending (right). The points
are the mean value for each bin, while the error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 8: Comparing controller on standard deviation of pitch rate (left) and tower acceleration (right). The points are the
mean value for each bin, while the error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 7: Comparing controller effects on rotor speed regulation. Left: standard deviation of rotor speed. The points are
the mean value for each bin, while the error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. Right: frequency of
occurrence of each per-chunk maximum rotor speed.
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The feedforward control inputs are calculated based
on the lidar estimate of the rotor-effective wind speed
and sent to the CART-SCADA with an adjustable preview time before the wind disturbance reaches the
turbine. This timing is crucial and the lidar estimate
needs to be aligned with the rotor-effective wind speed
from the turbine data. The preview time of the lidar
estimate is based on Taylor’s Frozen Turbulence Hypothesis and calculated by dividing the measurement
distance by the mean wind speed. Changes in the
preview can be due to the changing impact of the induction zone or inaccuracies in Taylor’s hypothesis or
the measurement distance.
On the Gateway, the timing is evaluated online by
calculating the cross-correlation between the rotoreffective wind speed from lidar and turbine data. The
normalized cross-correlation gives a measure of the
similarity of the estimation and the timing of the estimation. An example of the online cross-correlation
over the last 10 seconds is given in Figure 6. The timing can be adjusted manually by shifting the lidar preview via the GUI, and the changes can be observed
in real time. During the ongoing ﬁeld testing, an offset
of 1 second was identiﬁed and corrected.

computed.
We ﬁrst consider the speed-regulation performance
of the lidar-enhanced controller compared to the baseline. The collective pitch controller regulates the rotor
speed to the rated setpoint. The ﬁrst question to answer is how has our modiﬁcation affected this performance.
Figure 7 compares the performance of speed regulation. Note that for the plots, the statistics computed from the 45-second chunks have been binned
by wind speed, and for each wind speed and controller
the mean value and standard error of the mean are
computed. First, in Figure 7 (left), the standard deviation of the rotor speed is compared across the collected 45-second chunks of data. From this plot, it appears that the speed regulation performance has not
been impacted, which is the desired result. Had lidar
feedforward been ineffective, detuning the feedback
controller would have signiﬁcantly worsened and rotor
speed variation would have increased. Figure 7 (right)
plots the frequency of occurrence of each per-chunk
maximum rotor speed. While the highest observed
rotor speeds did occur with the lidar-enhanced controller, there is not much noticeable change in performance. Finally, Figure 8 (left) shows the pitch
rate standard deviation, which indicates the amount
of pitch activity. Here, it is clear the lidar-enhanced
controller is achieving similar results in speed-control
with signiﬁcantly less pitch actuation when compared
to the feedback-only controller. Because the feedback
controller can only react after a wind event, it would
normally need to pitch more aggressively than a controller that previews the upcoming wind event and can
begin acting ahead of time.
Additionally, the standard deviation of the tower acceleration in Figure 8 (right) is reduced. We can now
compare the controllers in terms of the fatigue loads
by plotting the per-chunk DEL statistics. Because collective pitch is most tightly coupled to fatigue loads
related to rotor thrust, we focus on those—speciﬁcally
blade ﬂap bending moment and tower fore-aft bending
moment.
The comparison of ﬂap bending is shown in Figure 9 (left). Although additional data collection in
higher winds would greatly aid in drawing conclusions,
a reduction in this load is evident in wind speeds
above rated. Fore-aft tower bending, shown in Figure 9 (right), is signiﬁcantly reduced by the experimental controller.
number of chunks [-]
tower acceleration STD [m/s2 ]
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tower fore-aft DEL [kNm]

3.2 Online Calculation of
Cross-Correlation
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In the last years, the incessant increase of
size of wind turbines, combined with an
increment of the structure complexity for
offshore wind turbine designs, has
introduced new challenges in the control
systems. These control systems have to be
more complex to match tight design
specifications in terms of loads and
performance. Such design targets have
often opposite trends, for instance lighter
mechanical structures with lower resonance
frequencies are required but loads must be
kept limited, and the best trade-off must be
found. In this way, the number of control
objectives has increased and, due to
coupling of variables and components of
wind turbines, the present tendency of the
control strategy design is to use multi-

1 Introduction

Keywords:
Robust
Control,
Load
Mitigation, Commercial Wind Turbine, H∞
Control, Controller Interpolation, LMI
Interpolation

The design and analysis of different robust
control strategies applied to a commercial 3
MW wind turbine are presented in this
paper. An exhaustive simulation analysis is
developed with the proposed robust
controllers and they are compared to the
baseline controller – LTI based – installed
in a commercial wind turbine by means of
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). The
family of linear models extracted from a
high-fidelity aeroelastic code is used to
design the robust controllers and this
software package is also used to perform a
full set of calculations including both
extreme and fatigue load cases.
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Figure 1: ALSTOM’s wind turbine

In previous work of the authors [1][4][5]
gain-scheduled (GS) robust controllers
were designed for the public 5 MW ‘upwind’
wind turbine model. The controllers
obtained had a higher capacity to adapt
their behaviour according to the different
operating points in wind turbine non-linear
systems, therefore they improved closed
loop performance, compared to Linear Time
Invariant (LTI) controllers. Bearing in mind
that those GS robust controllers are based
on high-order H∞ controllers, used
interpolation
methods
implicate
an
important contribution in the LTI control
interpolation field due to the mathematical
calculation convergence problems.

objective and multivariable schemes.
Several
applications
of
advanced
multivariable control techniques – such as
robust control – are found in the literature,
and some of them have also been fieldtested in wind turbine prototypes [2].
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This paper compares the different control
structures based on robust control theory
and designed for a multi-megawatt
commercial wind turbine against its LTI
based baseline controller. The comparison
of these controllers has been developed by
means of simulations in a high-fidelity
aeroelastic code. Four control structures
are analyzed, named BCS (Baseline
Control Structure), RCS1 (Robust Control
Structure 2), RCS2 (Robust Control
Structure 2) and RCS3 (Robust Control
Structure 3). In the case of the control
structure RCS2 two controllers are
considered: RCS2a without tower side-toside compensation and RCS2b with this
compensation. The comparison is made by
means of Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs).

Recently, robust control techniques have
been applied to a commercial multimegawatt wind turbine (Fig. 1) and this
paper focuses on the results achieved. The
controllers were designed according to
design procedures presented in [4] and [5].
The different robust controllers obtained
were integrated in the control code and in
the control hardware. As a previous step
before field-testing, the robust controllers
have been tested by Hardware in the Loop
(HIL). To consolidate the results presented
in this paper with field data, an
experimental test campaign will be carriedout at the real wind turbine in the coming
months.

In the robust controller structure RCS1 a
unique collective pitch H∞ controller is
designed for the whole above rated zone
[4]. The robust control structures RCS2 and
RCS3 are based on three collective pitch
H∞ controllers, designed with the same
structure of the RCS1 controller but for
three operating points in the above rated
zone, corresponding to wind speeds of 13
m/s, 19 m/s and 25 m/s, and covering,
covering robust stability up to cut out wind
speed. The main goal is to improve the

The control objectives for the novel
proposed robust control algorithms are as
follows: 1) improving the regulation of the
generator speed, 2) mitigating the wind
effect on the tower fore-aft and side-to-side
first modes and 3) damping the drive train
mode – both with the main objectives of
mitigating the loads in the wind turbine –,
and 4) improving the generation of electric
power. Fig. 2 shows a general view of the
robust control structure used in this work,
which is based on two multivariable
collective pitch and generator torque
controllers. Finally the tower fore-aft
compensation was not activated in any of
the robust controllers and the tower side-toside compensation was not considered in
the RCS2a controller, but it was in the other
robust controllers.

The four control structures developed for
the commercial wind turbine (BCS, RCS1,
RCS2 and RCS3) are briefly described in
next sub-sections.

2 Controllers

Figure 2: General view of the robust control structure in the above rated control zone
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The results obtained with the different
controllers are compared by means of KPIs
(Key Performance Indicators) of main
coordinate systems. The four robust
controllers are evaluated in comparison to
the baseline controller BCS. Performance is
evaluated by means of KPIs of ‘over
speed’, ‘Annual Energy Yield (AEY)’, ‘tower

Load Cases DLC1.1, DLC1.2, DLC1.3,
DLC1.4, DLC1.5, DLC1.6, DLC1.7, DLC1.9,
DLC2.1a, DLC2.1b, DLC2,2 and DLC4.2 of
the standard IEC 61400-1:1999 [6] have
been considered.

Some simulations have been performed in
a high-fidelity aeroelastic code with the five
controllers.

3 Result Comparison

Figure 8: Comparison results for the four controllers with a turbulent production wind at 18 m/s

As examples of the robust designs, Fig. 5
shows the Bode diagram from the
generator torque to the generator speed for
the baseline controller when the drive train
damper is not activated and activated, and
the case of the robust controllers, where the
generator torque loop is the same for the
four
controllers.
As
observed
the
compensation of the drive train mode is
less aggressive with the robust controllers.
Fig. 6 shows the Bode diagram between
the wind speed and the tower side-to-side
acceleration. As observed, the generator

control zone considered in the design
process [5].

Figure 7: Effect of robust controllers on pitch
plants compared to the baseline controller

torque loop of the RCS1, RCS2b and RCS3
robust controllers compensates the 1st
tower side-to-side mode, which is not
performed with the baseline BCS and
RCS2a controllers. Related to differences
obtained with the pitch control loops of the
different controllers, Fig. 7 shows the Bode
diagram of the open loop pitch control of
the RCS3 controller compared to the
baseline controller. As observed, in general
the robust controller has more pitch activity
in medium-high frequencies.
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Time domain results

Performance

Annual Energy Yield

The increments are especially relevant in
the range 6-14 m/s because one of the
basic H∞ controllers considered was
developed to be optimum at 13 m/s. In high
wind speeds the results with the robust
controllers are worse in general due to the
characteristics
of
the
interpolation
techniques.

Using the power production simulations
(DLC1.2) KPIs of the Annual Energy Yield
(AEY) weighted with a Weibull distribution
(hours/year) was calculated. Fig. 9 shows
the results obtained with the robust
controllers compared to the baseline
controller. As observed, the AEY decreases
with the RCS1 controller: this is because
being a unique pitch controller for the whole
above rated zone, the performance is
optimized for the nominal operation point
considered for the design – 15 m/s – and it
gets worse when moving away from this
optimum point. AEY increases 0.3% and
0.2% with the RCS2 and RCS3 controllers.

3.1.2

regulation improve with the GS robust
controllers.

Figure 10: KPI Table for Tower Base My in fatigue comparison to BCS controller

As an example of results in the time
domain, Fig. 8 shows the generator speed,
generator torque, blade pitch angle and
electric power signals for a power
production wind with a mean speed of 18
m/s by using the four analyzed controllers.
As observed, the generator speed is better
controlled with the robust controllers. The
pitch angle and the generator torque
signals are very similar with all the
controllers. Similar results are obtained with
other turbulent wind speeds. Generator
speed regulation and electrical power

3.1.1

3.1

Next subsections present some results,
which appear summarized in Table 2.

clearance’ and ‘pitch duty’ values. Fatigue
loads are assessed with KPIs of Tower
Base Mx and My, Blade Root Mflap and
Medge, and Stationary Hub Mx, My and
Mz. Finally, for the evaluation of ultimate
loads, KPIs of Tower Base Mxy, maximum
and minimum Blade Root Mflap and
Medge, and Stationary Hub Mx and Myz
are taken into account.

Figure 9: KPI Table for Annual Energy Yield in comparison to BCS controller

Fatigue loads

Mechanical loads
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As an example of a load which degenerates
with the new controllers, Fig. 13 shows the
case of the Stationary Hub Mx variable. In
this case the load increases, especially
when the tower side-to-side compensation
is activated and at high wind speeds. The
equivalent load increases 4.4% for RCS1
controller, 2.9% for RCS2b controller and
3.0% for RCS3 controller. However, the
load increment is only 0.2% in the case of
the RCS2a controller. The design of the
drive train damper using robust control
techniques is less aggressive than the one
used in the baseline controller (Fig. 5), and

with the controller RCS1 at high wind
speeds. In the end, the total equivalent load
increases with the three controllers, 0.5%,
1.7%, 1.5% and 1.6% respectively. The
Medge fatigue load increases quite a lot
with the controller RCS1 at high wind
speeds and it remains very similar with the
RCS2 and RCS3 controllers. In the end, the
total equivalent load increases 0.3% for the
controller RCS1 and 0.1% for the RCS2b
and RCS3 controllers. As observed, the
activation of the tower side-to-side first
mode damping channel in the above rated
zone has not influence in this load. The
higher activity of the robust controllers –
see ‘pitch duty’ in Table 2 and Fig. 7 – has
negative effects on the Blade Root loads.

Figure 12: KPI Table for Blade Root Medge in fatigue comparison to BCS controller

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the comparison
tables for the fatigue of Blade Root Mflap
and Medge coordinate systems. As
observed, the Mflap load increases with the
four controllers at low and intermediate
wind speeds and it decreases especially

Fig. 10 shows the comparison table for the
fatigue of Tower Base My variable. As a
result, after calculating Damage Equivalent
Loads (DEL) weighted with a Weibull
distribution, this load decreases 1.2% with
the RCS1 controller and 1.7% with the
RCS3 controller but it increases up to 1.7%
with the RCS2 controllers. This increment
with the RCS2 control structure is due to an
increment of the pitch activity around the
first tower fore-aft mode, whose frequency
is close to the 1P frequency.

Simulations were performed in the DLC1.2
case with all controllers for turbulent
production wind files between 4 and 24 m/s.
After that, Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) were calculated for the main
coordinate systems and compared with the
baseline controller BCS.

3.2.1

3.2

Figure 11: KPI Table for Blade Root Mflap in fatigue comparison to BCS controller
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Summary
Table 2 shows a summary of the KPI
values obtained for the four robust
controllers in comparison to the baseline
controller.

3.3

Table 1: KPI of ultimate loads in comparison to BCS controller

After taking into account all DLC cases
simulated the extreme loads were
evaluated for the coordinate systems under
analysis. Table 1 shows the results
obtained with the four robust controllers in
comparison to the baseline controller. With
the controller RCS1 ultimate loads improve
in all coordinate systems except in Blade
Root Medge, where loads increase 1%
compared to the baseline case. The

One of the main advantages of using robust
control techniques is the capability for
adapting closed loop shapes by means of
weighting functions and therefore to
improve the bandwidths of the control loops
compared to the baseline controller’s ones.
The effects of an improvement in
bandwidths could be observed especially in
ultimate load cases, which are very
important when evaluating the performance
of a wind turbine with a specific controller.

With the RCS3 controller all of the ultimate
loads improve, being the improvement
relevant in maximum Blade Root Mflap
(2.4%), maximum Blade Root Medge
(1.6%) and Stationary Hub Mx (1%).

Stationary Hub Myz increases 3.2% with
the RCS2b controller and only 0.5% with
the RCS2a controller. Influence of the tower
side-to-side compensation can be observed
also in Stationary Hub Mx and Tower Base
Mxy, but in some cases loads improve and
in others do not compared to the baseline
BSC controller. With the RCS2 control
structure the loads on the other coordinate
systems decrease, but in general less than
with the RCS1 controller.

3.2.2

Ultimate loads

decrement in Tower Base Mxy is very
significant (4.9%). This improvement is
much higher than improvements obtained
with the GS robust controllers: the reason is
that the worst case is an emergency stop
DLC case in combination with a coherence
gust where the pitch bandwidth of the
RCS1 controller has very positive effects.

this may justify this small divergence versus
baseline. As a conclusion, the activation of
the tower side-to-side first mode damping
channel increases this fatigue load due to
its generator torque contribution. As
observed, the increments increase with the
wind speed for the three robust controllers
with tower side-to-side compensation.

Figure 13: KPI Table for Stationary Hub Mx in fatigue comparison to BCS controller
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Ultimate loads improve in general with all
controllers. With the RCS3 controller loads
are improved in all the coordinate systems
under analysis, especially in Blade Root
Mflap, Blade Root Medge and in Stationary
Hub Mx. With the controllers RCS2 the
results are also fairly good but there is an
important load increment (3.2%) in
Stationary Hub Myz with the RCS2b
controller.

Related to fatigue loads, the results are
very similar except in cases where the
robust controllers introduce new features:
Tower Base Mx is improved considerably
when the robust controllers include in the
torque loop the tower side-to-side
compensation – all controllers except the
RCS2a controller –. Tower Base My
improves slightly with the RCS1 and RCS3
controllers. It must be remarked as well as
a negative feature that Stationary Hub Mx
increases with the robust controllers having
the tower side-to-side compensation
activated, due to the extra generator torque
contribution from that compensation
feature. No relevant conclusions to be
extracted on the other coordinate systems.

The pitch duty, which is an indicator of the
pitch activity, increases considerably with
the three controllers, especially with the
RCS1 controller (59.8%) due to the limited
performance obtained with a unique
controller for the whole above rated zone.
The increment is lower (13.6%, 13.8% and
17.8%) with RCS2 and RCS3 controllers
due to the adaptability to the operating
points of the gain scheduling. In general
multivariable controllers lead to increase
the pitch activity.

In relation to AEY (Annual Energy Yield),
maximum speed and tower clearance, the
results are very similar to the values
obtained with the baseline BCS controller.
However, AEY improves 0.3% and 0.2%
with RCS2 – RCS2a and RCS2b – and
RCS3 respectively. The tower side-to-side
compensation has not any influence on
AEY (same results with RCS2a and RCS2b
controllers).

Table 2: Summary KPI Table
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Overall, the results obtained from this study
are very promising in terms of loads and
performance. Load levels are generally
aligned with the baseline controller, and
even allowing some extra load reduction,
which is a good result considering that the
baseline is a mature turbine product. In
addition, it is expected that the robust
control approach, being intrinsically multiobjective and multivariable, is particularly
suitable for complex systems such as
offshore floating wind turbine.

The generator speed regulation is improved
with the gain-scheduled controllers in the
above rated zone and, inherently, the
electric power production is regulated in the
above rated control zone with more
accuracy near the nominal value of 3 MW.
Also, a generator torque control loop to
mitigate the wind effect in the tower side-toside first mode is proposed and analyzed
for this commercial Alstom’s wind turbine.

As expected, the use of gain-scheduled
collective pitch control based on the
interpolation of three H∞ controllers
improves the response of the loop in this
control zone due to a better adaptability of
the controller to the wind turbine operating
points. The two methods analyzed to
develop the interpolation are based on the
gain-scheduling of the controller’s state
space
matrices
by
polynomials
approximations or solving Linear Matrix
Inequalities (LMI) systems. In the first one,
the stability is not guaranteed in the control
design and it has to be demonstrated with
simulations in the non-linear closed loop.
However, the stability in the second method
is guaranteed because it is considered in
the formulation of the LMI system.

This paper presents a comparison of
different robust controllers, designed for a
commercial Alstom’s 3 MW wind turbine, to
its baseline controller. The family of linear
models, extracted from a linearization
process in a high-fidelity aeroelastic code,
is used to design the proposed collective
pitch and generator torque robust
controllers. Also, this software package is
used to develop the battery of simulations
for the calculations of the extreme and
fatigue load cases and to determine the
values of the KPIs (Key Performance
Indicators).

4 Conclusions
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It is common practice in industry to design
separate control loops for speed control and
tower damping. The controller structure typically consists of simple PID schemes or filters that
are designed in an iterative process. In many
cases, an existing speed controller is augmented with an additional control loop for active tower damping [2]. Clearly, this approach
will not result in an optimal controller parame-

Furthermore, the resulting MIMO-controllers
are not very comprehensible and, depending
on the control design model, may be of high
order. In practice, this can cause problems for
gain scheduling or pitch actuator saturation /
controller switching between part- and full-load
operation.

If collective pitch is used for both rotor speed
control and active tower damping of a wind
turbine, control design effectively becomes a
multivariable problem. Speed control and axial
tower motion are highly coupled, as changes in
pitch angle always influence both the aerodynamic thrust and the aerodynamic torque acting on the rotor. Modern control design
methods, in principle, can optimize both control
loops in parallel once the overall optimization
criterion is defined, e.g. [1]. This, however,
requires proper weighting of different control
objectives as a starting point, which in many
cases is not obvious. As a consequence, the
problem of controller parameter tuning is often
shifted towards tuning of weighting matrices or
weighting functions.

1 Introduction

Keywords: Pitch Control, Active Tower Damping, H∞

This paper considers how structured H∞control design based on a given wind spectrum
can be used as a systematic, transparent and
efficient way for tuning the parameters of fixedstructure controllers for rotor speed control and
active tower damping for a horizontal-axis wind
turbine using collective pitch actuation.

Abstract

As described in [5], fatigue due to tower fore-aft
bending can be estimated directly based on

Since information on the wind field is typically
given in the frequency domain, an H∞-norm
based approach is chosen. The original control
objectives, which are actually time domain
criteria, are translated into weighting functions.
While some authors propose “black-box” numerical optimization of weighting function parameters, see e.g. Ozdemir [4], in this paper
the dependency between weighting function
parameters and the original control objectives
should be made transparent. For this purpose,
tower bending fatigue and maximum speed
deviations must be related to the frequency
domain properties of the wind turbine, i.e. the
shape of the closed-loop transfer functions.

For a given wind spectrum,
 minimize the fatigue damage related
to the fore-aft tower base bending
moment
 while keeping the rotor speed deviations below a defined threshold
 and keeping pitch speed and pitch
acceleration below given limits

The assumed control objective in this study is:

2 Formulation of Control Objectives in the Frequency
Domain

The results and conclusions presented in this
paper have been derived for the well-known 5
MW NREL reference wind turbine [3]. However, similar results have been observed also for
models of different multi-MW wind turbines.

The approach taken in this paper is to apply a
pragmatic multivariable control design to a
controller with predefined, i.e. fixed structure.
The advantages of a simple and comprehensible controller structure should be combined
with those of a systematic multivariable control
design.

terization regarding both speed control and
tower fatigue objectives.
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st

nd

1 and 2 tower bending modes foreaft
st
1 flapwise blade bending collective
and whirling modes
nd
2 flapwise blade bending collective
mode
st
1 drivetrain mode coupled with edgewise collective blade bending
If the model is further reduced, the interaction
between tower and blade bending modes is
not properly described.

-

-

-

-

In order to reduce complexity and calculation
time for the full-order H∞-control design, the
linear control design model was derived from a
th
40 order reference wind turbine model by
model reduction using modal condensation.
For full-order and structured H∞-design, an
th
18 -order wind turbine model was found to be
sufficient, which describes the relevant system
dynamics up to approximately 4 Hz, including

In this paper, a linearized model for only one
operating point at 18 m/s mean wind speed is
considered for control design. As we consider
only full-load operation, the generator torque
was assumed to be constant and pitch speed
reference was used as single control input.

3 Wind Turbine Model
Control Design

The evaluation of controllers with regard to the
control objective formulated above can thus
conveniently be carried out on the basis of
PSDs. As long as the assumption that the turbine behaves linearly is valid, these PSDs can
be calculated directly from the transfer function
and the assumed wind spectrum without any
time domain simulations, see e.g. [2]. Thus,
optimizations are computationally very efficient. Note that the linear system assumption
will be violated for large deviations from the
operating point and especially if the transition
between full-load and part-load is considered.
However, for optimizing the controller for individual operating points in the full-load region of
the wind turbine, the approach is considered to
be very useful.

Also, the maximum speed deviations can be
estimated based on the PSD of the generator
speed signal using the Rice-method for estimating the probability distribution of maximum
amplitudes of a normally distributed signal [7].
In this paper, the value of 2 times the amplitude corresponding to 95% in the cumulated
probability distribution was used as (conservative) estimation for the maximum rotor speed
deviation from mean in a 600 s time series.

the power spectral density (PSD) of the bending moment signal, using the Dirlik-method [6].

Instead, the observation was made that
weighting functions crossing the open loop
transfer function GOm with zero slope, in general, result in smaller tower bending fatigue.
For this reason, an inverse weighting function
as shown in Figure 9 (a) was chosen, having
proportional behavior around the desired controller bandwidth and derivative behavior at low
frequencies, resulting in zero steady-state
speed deviation of the closed-loop system. The
first corner frequency is denoted as f c,WOm. At a
frequency of 0.8 Hz, the slope again changes
to 20 dB/decade to avoid interaction with higher frequency modes of the wind turbine.

The first idea was to put a threshold kWOm on
the transfer function NOm(j)GWind(j), where
GWind(j) is a transfer function describing the
wind turbulence spectrum. The type of the
transfer function was chosen according to [9]
and the parameter adjusted to fit the magnitude to the square root of the considered PSD
of wind speed variations. The corresponding
weighting
function
would
thus
be
kWOm*GWind(j). However, while for this choice
there is a tight correlation between weighting
function gain factor kWOm and the resulting
bandwidth of speed deviations, it was found
that this specific weighting function did not
result in minimum tower bending fatigue.

Weighting function for generator speed

By means of suitable weighting functions, it is
possible to define an upper bound for the
magnitude of transfer functions from wind
speed to generator speed, denoted as NOm(j),
and from wind speed to tower top acceleration
NaT(j). The schematic of the control design
model combined with weighting functions is
shown in Figure 1. The applied types of
weighting functions are shown in Figure 9 as
inverse bode magnitude plots and will be discussed in the following.

H∞-control design in this paper is considered
in the interpretation of shaping closed loop
transfer functions. In the first step, full-order
H∞-control design is carried out as a reference, using the hinfsyn-function in MATLAB
[8].

4 H∞-Reference Control Design

To be more accurate, however, the resulting
transfer functions, step responses and frequency domain performance indicators are
computed based on the more detailed linear
model of order 40.

The aim of this weighting function is to represent the actuator limits in terms of pitch speed
and pitch acceleration. Furthermore, it should
provide sufficient roll-off to the controller for

Weighting function for pitch speed

For tower top acceleration, a simple constant
kWaT is used as inverse weighting function, see
Figure 9 (b). The aim is to attenuate the peak
in the transfer function from wind speed to
tower top acceleration, which corresponds to
an active damping of the tower fore-aft-motion.

Weighting function for tower top acceleration

As a consequence, a pure D-controller acting
on pitch rate reference (or a pure P-controller
acting on the pitch angle reference) seems to
be most suitable if steady-state rotor speed
deviations can be tolerated. If zero steadystate error is required, a desired time compensation constant for the steady state error can
be specified. In the following it will be assumed
that fc,WOm is set to a defined value corresponding to a comparably large time constant of 10s.

Considering Figure 8, if tower bending fatigue
is compared for different controllers with equal
maximum generator speed deviation (Riceestimate), it turns out that controllers with small
values of fc,WOm achieve lower values of tower
bending fatigue damage.

The free parameters of the inverse weighting
function are thus corner frequency fc,WOm and
the gain in the horizontal part kWOm.

(1)

In the following, the weighting function for pitch
speed is considered as fixed, while the gains
kWOm and kWaT of the weighting functions for
generator speed and tower acceleration are
considered as free parameters for control design. One of the advantages of the control
design using parametric weighting functions is
the interpretation of these free parameters in
terms of upper limits on transfer functions. To

Influence of weighting function parameters
on tower bending fatigue and maximum
speed deviation

For higher frequencies, two zeros are placed in
order to limit the bandwidth of the pitch controller. The bandwidth of the inverse transfer function was chosen at approximately 2 Hz to roll
off above the first flapwise blade bending
mode.

Here the maximum pitch speed Pitch,max was
assumed to be 5 deg/s.

W p(j) = GWind(j) / Pitch,max

The inverse of the chosen weighting function is
shown in Figure 9 (c). In the low frequency
region, the requirement to limit the pitch speed
results in

higher frequencies in order to avoid interaction
with high-order structural modes and noise,
and to increase robustness against model
uncertainties. Additionally, it was observed that
proper bandwidth limitation is effective to avoid
the calculation of unstable controllers by the
hinfsyn function.

Figure 1: Augmented Model Scheme considered for control design
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Considering the dependency of tower bending
fatigue damage DMYT on the individual maxima
of |NOm(j)|, |NaT(j)| the relation is shown by
the color map in Figure 3. The red dots denote
the calculated controllers. For constant max
|NOm|, a decrease in max|NaT| will result in reduced fatigue damage. On the other hand, for
constant max|NaT|, also a decreasing max|NOm|
will result in reduced fatigue damage. In the
considered case, the minimum is located on
the lower border of the plane which is deter-

The dependency of the Rice estimate for maximum generator speed deviation on the maximum magnitude of the transfer function
NOm(j) is shown in Figure 2. Here, the relation
is quite clear: a reduction in max|NOm| - as
expected - will result in a proportional reduction of the maximum speed deviation. There is
almost no dependency on max|NaT|. If the
slope of the linear dependency is known, the
maximum value of kWOm,0 as upper bound on
kWOm can thus be directly derived from the
maximum admissible speed deviation.

For every H∞-controller computation, the function hinfsyn returns a performance value 
which is smaller than 1 if all specifications in
terms of weighting functions have been met.
For  > 1 this is not the case and some closed
loop transfer functions exceed the weighting
functions. The lower limit of the parameter
space is thus given by the combinations [kWOm,
kWaT] that result in  = 1, forming the border to
the parameter region that is not feasible in
terms of actuator limits or robustness requirements.

For that purpose, the parameters kWOm and
kWat have been reduced stepwise beginning
from starting values kWOm,0, kWat,0. These starting values can be interpreted as absolute upper bounds on the magnitude of the transfer
functions NOm(j), NaT(j). For kWat,0 the natural
choice is to set the starting value to the maximum of the open-loop transfer function from
wind speed to tower top acceleration GaT(j).
This means, the controller should not reduce
the damping in comparison to the open loop.
Regarding the speed control loop, an upper
bound for |NOm| can be easily found from the
admissible maximum speed deviation, as
shown below.

illustrate this, a number of H∞-controller calculations have been carried out on a grid in the
2-dimensional parameter space [kWOm, kWaT].
For the resulting controllers, the dependency
of maximum speed deviations and tower bending fatigue damage on the maximum magnitude values of NOm(j) and NaT(j) have been
investigated.

For finding the optimum set of weighting function parameters, the most transparent way, as
described above, is to apply H∞-control design
for all parameter points [kWOm, kWaT] on a sufficiently dense grid in the feasible region.

mined by the condition  = 1, and is thus mainly influenced by the pitch speed weighting
function. Since max|NaT| and max|NOm| are not
independent of each other, the optimum tradeoff has to be found. Especially, for the NREL
wind turbine, it is not true in any case that a
more aggressive active tower damping (reduced max|NaT|) will result in lower tower bending fatigue as it might mean an increase in max
|NOm|. Also relaxing the speed controller will
not in any case result in lower fatigue loads.

Figure 3: Dependency of tower bending fatigue damage on the maxima of transfer functions NOm(j ) and
NaT(j ), red dots: calculated controllers, black
dashed line: border =1 in the [max |NOm|, max|NaT|]
plane, red circle: controller with minimum DMYT

Figure 2: Dependency of Rice estimate for maximum
speed deviation on the maximum of the transfer
function NOm(j )
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For the tower damping controller, it was not
possible to identify a transparent transfer function structure, e.g., a bandpass filter. Instead,
a state space model with free parameters was
assumed. The order of this model was increased, until the hinfstruct algorithm provided
sufficient agreement with the H∞-reference
th
controller. It was found that a 5 -order state
space model is sufficient to meet the design
objectives, however, the pitch speed weighting
function had to be relaxed somewhat by shifting the roll-off to higher frequencies.

As supported by experience, it was found that
the speed control objectives can be achieved
by a simple PD-controller, where an additional
nd
2 -order low-pass filter was applied for roll-off
in the high frequency region.

For that purpose, the hinfstruct function in
Matlab was used [8], which applies non-smooth
optimization to find the free parameters of a
prescribed controller structure. Especially, the
same weighting functions for specifying the
control design objectives can be used for the
H∞-design. Refer to [10] for more detailed information on the method.

In the second step, structured H∞-control design was carried out. The idea was to use the
optimum H∞-controller described in the previous section as a reference and find a fixedstructure controller that is sufficiently close.

5 Fixed-Structure Control Design

Even faster solution is possible by applying a
numerical search algorithm, e.g. Nelder-MeadSimplex. The regions kWOm > kWOm,0 , kWaT >
kWaT,0 and  > 1 can be excluded from the
search area by suitable penalty offsets.

The whole procedure can be easily automated.
The gridding approach is feasible as each
controller calculation and evaluation takes only
a few seconds. For the grid, in the present
case, a logarithmic step size for kWOm, kWaT
of 1dB was found to be reasonable.

(5) Select the controller for the grid point
with minimum DMYT.

(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) until stop.

(3) Reduce kWOm by one step. If  > 1,
stop.

(2) Reduce kWaT in sufficiently small steps,
until  > 1. Calculate the H∞-controller
and evaluate DMYT for each point.

(1) Start with kWOm = kWOm,0, kWaT = kWaT,0.

The simple algorithm is as follows:

Figure 4: Performance comparison of H∞ (red) and
fixed-structure controller (green): (a) step response
wind speed to rotor speed; (b) step response wind
speed to tower top acceleration fore-aft; (c) max.
speed deviation (Rice), (d) tower base fore-aft
bending fatigue damage (Dirlik)

d)

c)

b)

In order to make the time domain simulations
fully comparable with the linear model predictions of the control design, a homogeneous
wind field was applied. Furthermore, the tower
shadow was disabled. A turbulence intensity of
10% at 18 m/s mean wind speed was assumed, leading to considerable deviations from

For verification of the control design results,
nonlinear simulations have been carried out
with the IWES in-house wind turbine simulation
tool WTsim [11]. This simulation tool is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink. It includes a
structural dynamics description comparable to
the full order linear model, which is scheduled
with operational point, as well as a nonlinear
aerodynamic model based on a state-of-the-art
BEM implementation.

7 Verification with nonlinear
Simulations

All controllers considered in this paper are then
listed in Table 1.

However, if similar performance specifications
were used, as have been for the controllers in
the previous sections, the hinfsyn-algorithm
calculated controllers with unstable poles.
These controllers are clearly not practicable for
use in real wind turbines. With relaxed speed
controller specifications, still it was possible to
find stable controllers that provide active tower
damping. These controllers, however, proved
to be unstable in nonlinear simulations. A possible explanation was found by considering the
robust stability for higher frequency unstructured uncertainty, as will be discussed in Section 8.

The H∞-design methodology was also used to
design a controller for speed control and active
tower damping based on solely the generator
speed input. This is possible, in theory, since
the H∞-controller includes a full model of the
plant and the tower acceleration is observable
in the generator speed.

6 Tower Damping Controller
without Tower Acceleration
Measurement

The comparison with the H∞-controller is
shown in Figure 4 in terms of performance and
in Figure 9 regarding the resulting transfer
functions. For the fixed-structure controller, it is
interesting to see that although the step response and the result of fatigue estimation are
very similar, the transfer function of the tower
damping part of the calculated hinfstructcontroller is quite different from that of the H∞controller, compare Figure 10.

23

Khinf,Om

K_ref

K_hinf

K_struct

time series Rainflow
time series Dirlik
linear model Dirlik

H∞-controller with only generator speed input

H∞-controller with generator
speed and tower acceleration
input

Figure 5: Comparison of tower base bending
fatigue DMYT for nonlinear simulation (time series) and linear model prediction.
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Reference Speed controller
with same speed controller
settings as Kstruct

2

Kref

Fixed structure controller, PD
th
speed controller and 5 order
tower damping controller

Description

Order

Controller

Table 1: Overview of considered controllers

The comparison of the results for fatigue damage related to the tower base fore-aft bending
moment MYT and rotor speed deviations are
shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. It can be concluded that there is good agreement with the
linear model predictions, even though only one
turbulence seed was simulated. The decrease
in tower bending fatigue by means of active
tower damping as well as the deviations in
rotor speed are well predicted by the linear
control design procedure, as compared to the
nonlinear simulation results.

the steady-state operational point of the wind
turbine model. Only a single turbulence seed of
600s duration was simulated, leaving some
room for statistical uncertainty in the time domain results.

fatigue damage DMYT

a)
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Robust Stability Analysis

output

uncertainty

(2)

T

-1

-1

(3)

(4)

that can be tolerated without losing closed-loop
-1
stability, where P0 = ML NL is a left coprime
factorization of the nominal plant P0.

Pp = (ML+M) (NL+N)

-1

is a measure for the unstructured combined
input / output uncertainties M , N in the perturbed plant

M = [K I] (I+P0K) ML

T

This is a fairly general description for unstructured uncertainty, which has proven useful in
practical applications [13]. The key statement is
that the maximum singular value of the expression

2. Normalized coprime factor uncertainty NCFM:

where Om, aT are complex perturbations at
the generator speed and tower acceleration
outputs of the nominal turbine model P0.This is
a structured uncertainty which would cover for
instance uncertainties in the damping of the
tower and blade bending modes. Equivalently
to the classical gain and phase margin for SISO systems, multivariable output margins
MMO can be calculated that provide the value
of gain and phase variations which can be
tolerated independently on both outputs [12].

Pp = (I+diag(Om, aT))P0

Here, the perturbed plant Pp is described by

1. Multiplicative
margin MMO:

In order to evaluate the robust stability of the
four different controllers discussed above, two
uncertainty descriptions have been considered:

8

Figure 6: Comparison of maximum rotor speed
deviation for nonlinear simulation (time series)
and linear model prediction.
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1.02

1.24

9.09

1.68

Freq [Hz]

0.074

Margin

Kref

NCF

NCF

Table 3: Comparison of minimum NCF gain
(for frequencies > 0.3 Hz) and the corresponding frequencies for the considered controllers

6.6

6.7

Khinf

Khinf,Om

7.0
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[°]

[dB]
7.1

Phase tol

Gain tol

Kstruct

Kref

MMO

MMO

Table 2: Comparison on multivariable output
gain and phase margins for the considered
controllers

Future research is required for improving the
understanding of the stability measures and
considering also robust performance aspects.

On the other hand, the robustness regarding
unstructured uncertainty as described by the
NCF is quite different, as can be seen in Table
3 and Figure 7. Especially the H∞-controller
without acceleration measurement provides
poor robustness to unstructured plant variation
in the frequency region close to the first flapwise blade bending mode.

Table 2 shows an overview of MMO multivariable output gain and phase margins. As can be
seen, all considered controllers show very
similar results regarding the MMO. This is
somewhat unexpected, especially for Kref
which includes no active tower damping. It was
observed, however, that the MMO is mainly
influenced by the speed control loop and the
minimum value occurs just below the first tower bending eigen frequency.

For the current control problem, we consider
the MMO as a useful measure of uncertainty
for frequencies up to the first flapwise bladebending eigen-frequency, whereas the NCFM
is additionally evaluated as a measure for tolerated unstructured uncertainty. NCFM is considered only for frequencies larger than the first
tower eigen-frequency.

Overview of robustness measures
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H∞-criteria can be conveniently used
to formulate relevant pitch control objectives in the frequency domain. If
speed controllers with sufficiently large
compensation time constants for the
steady state error are applied, the
maximum magnitude of the transfer
function from wind speed to generator
speed is directly related to the maximum values of speed deviations for a
given turbulence spectrum.
Unfortunately, such a direct link between weighting function and time domain control objective was not found
for the tower bending fatigue damage.
Here, the minimum results from a
trade- off between tight speed control
and active tower damping, which can
be found, e.g., by applying a numerical
search algorithm on weighting function
gain parameters. In comparison to direct controller parameter optimization,
however, the H∞-approach allows to
restrict the search area by considering
upper bounds on the closed-loop
transfer functions.
If both generator speed and tower top
acceleration feedback are used, structured control design can achieve simi-

-

-

-

A pragmatic multivariable approach for parallel
design of rotor speed control and active tower
damping is proposed. The control design is
carried out in the frequency domain and provides a high level of transparency to the control
engineer. In detail, the following conclusions
can be drawn:

9 Summary and Conclusions

Figure 7: Inverse max. singular value of M in
Eq. (3) for the different controllers as a measure for the NCF margin at different frequencies

inverse singular value

2

For the full order H∞-control design, in
principle, both speed control and active tower damping would be possible
using only generator speed feedback.
For robustness reasons, however,
omission of the tower top acceleration
feedback is not recommended.

For the speed controller, D-control
(acting on pitch speed reference)
seems to be most effective to minimize
tower bending fatigue while restricting
speed deviations to a prescribed
threshold.
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lead to deviations.
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to a number of operating points. Especially for
the fixed order control design, gain-scheduling
between the different controllers is then quite
straightforward because of the low order and
the transparency of the prescribed controller
structure.
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lar results as full order H∞-controllers.
The prescribed controller structure,
however, is more transparent and easier to handle in a practical arrangement including gain scheduling and
handling of actuator saturations. It has
also been shown to provide more robustness to unstructured uncertainty in
the higher frequency region.
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Figure 10: Bode Magnitude Plots of H∞ (red)
and fixed-structure controller (green); speed
controller (top) and active tower damping controller (bottom).

blue: open loop, black dashed: inverse
weighting functions, red: closed loop H∞controller, green: closed loop fixed-structure
controller

(c) from wind speed to pitch speed

(b) from wind speed to tower top acceleration
fore-aft;

(a) from wind speed to generator speed;

Figure 9:(left) Bode Magnitude Plots of open
loop and closed loop, comparison of H∞- and
fixed-structure controller:
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In wind turbines, bearing failures have been a
continuing problem and a significant proportion of all
failures. Bearing-related downtime is among the
highest of all components of wind turbines. [1] The
location of wind turbines is moving offshore because of
higher wind speeds and less turbulence, and limited
space to install the turbines on land and onshore.
However, to access offshore is difficult thus the wind
turbines with high reliability and availability are required
offshore. Direct-drive wind generators have been
discussed as the generator type with higher energy
yield than geared generators. However, direct-drive
generators require large diameter, which results in
large mass and high cost, in order to get high torque
rating compared to geared generators. To construct
direct-drive generators with large diameter as a single
module (one-body structure) is disadvantageous in
terms of manufacture and maintenance. It is thus
necessary to significantly reduce both bearing failures
and mass, and to facilitate manufacture of large directdrive wind generators.
In order to reduce bearing loads and bearing wear that
cause bearing failures, the reduction of an unbalanced

1. Introduction

Keywords: Bearingless,
Direct-drive

The aim of this paper is to verify both the magnetic
circuit analysis model of a permanent magnet (PM)
machine with magnet and iron core modules and the
control algorithm of a bearingless PM machine with the
modules and double-sided air-gap configuration for
large direct-drive wind turbines. The proposed magnet
and core modules and bearingless PM machine
configurations enable to facilitate manufacture and
maintenance and to reduce bearing failures. The
magnetic circuit analysis model is verified by both the
measurements of the flux density and the induced
voltage of a downscaled machine in a no-load case,
and the three-dimensional analyses (3D FEA) to
identify the torque in a load case. The main windings of
the machine are used to simultaneously control both
the torque and the bearing force in the air-gap between
the rotor and the stator. The torque and the air-gap
length of the machine are controlled by the control qaxis and d-axis currents, respectively. In order to verify
the control algorithm, the downscaled PM machine is
used and the new bearingless machine control concept
is achieved experimentally in generator mode.

Abstract:

2

2. New ring-shaped direct-drive
bearingless PM generator with a
buoyant rotor and double-sided airgaps

magnetic pull (UMP) for the ocean generator has been
discussed in [2]. To reduce bearing failures of large
wind generators, the use of magnetic bearings,
bearingless drive or hydraulic bearings could be an
alternative instead of the use of mechanical bearings
[3][4]. In order to reduce the mass of large direct-drive
wind generators, different generators such as an
ironless permanent magnet (PM) generator with a
spoke structure, a PM generator with the bearings
close to the air gap, and a high temperature
superconducting generator (HTSG) [5][6][7]. In order to
facilitate manufacture and maintenance of large directdrive wind generators, it is required that a modular
construction easily produced, assembled, transported
and installed [3].
In previous researches by the author [8][9], a new
generator
concept,
ring-shaped
direct-drive
bearingless PM wind generator with a buoyant rotor as
shown in Figure 1, has been proposed as a solution to
reduce the structural mass and bearing failures. The
total mass of the proposed generator for 10 MW directdrive wind turbines has been estimated at 235 tonnes
rated at 8.6 rpm, which is comparable with the mass of
HTSG, 230 tonnes rated at 8.6 rpm [9] and 225 tonnes
rated at 8.1 rpm [10].
In this paper, it is focused on verifying both the
magnetic circuit analysis model and the control
algorithm of the proposed bearingless PM machine
with magnet and core modules. This paper begins with
a description of the new ring-shaped direct-drive
bearingless PM wind generator with a buoyant rotor
and double-sided air-gaps. Second, the configuration
and feature of magnet and iron core modules of the
proposed machine is described, and the magnetic
circuit analysis model of the proposed machine is
developed. Third, the proposed control algorithm for
the bearingless PM generator is described. Next, the
magnetic circuit analysis model is verified by the threedimensional finite element analyses (3D FEA) and the
experiments of a downscaled machine. The control
algorithm to simultaneously control both the torque and
the bearing force of the machine with double-sided airgaps is discussed and implemented by the
experiments in generator mode.
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The construction of the buoyant rotating part and the
stationary part of the new ring-shaped direct-drive
bearingless generator is represented in Figure 1. In
order to make the rotor afloat, we could remind the
principle of buoyancy:
 A body wholly or partly immersed in a fluid is
buoyed up by a buoyant force equal to the mass of
the fluid displaced by the body.
This principle does not mean we need more fluid than
the mass of the body in order to make the body afloat.
Thus it is possible to make the rotor afloat with less
mass of fluid than the mass of the rotor. For more

Conventional
direct-drive
generators
have
disadvantages such as large mass and difficulties in
manufacture, assembly, transport, installation and
repair. These disadvantages raise their cost. When a
component of a conventional generator fails, the
generator systems cease operation. The failure of large
scale generator systems is more serious than the
failure of small scale generator systems. In order to
overcome these disadvantages of large direct-drive
generators, the following concepts have been
discussed by the author in previous researches.
 Bearingless generator that would enable a
significant reduction of the downtime related with
bearing failures
 A ring-shaped generator without a shaft and without
torque arms
 Buoyant rotor structure to easily support a heavy
structure, to reduce the structural mass and to
provide flexibility in supporting a heavy structure
 Modular structure of rotor and stator which is easy
to assemble, transport, install and repair
 Multi-sets of three-phases generators to continue
electricity production in case of failure in a few
components

Figure 3: Conceptual construction of power
converters of ring-shaped generator with multi-sets

Figure 2: Conceptual construction of ring-shaped
generator with multi-sets of 3-phase double-sided
configuration

Figure 1: Sketch of new ring-shaped bearingless PM generator with a buoyant rotor and double-sided air-gaps
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Figure 6: 3D sketch of PM machine with claw poles
and new magnet and core modules

Figure 5: New magnet and core modules

Figure 4: Bonded magnets to affix iron cores

This section describes on a new configuration of PM
machine with magnet and core modules. In order to fix
the magnets on the iron cores in the conventional
configuration, bonding is widely used. However, when
bonding magnets to affix iron cores, the magnets can
detach as shown in Figure 4. In order to avoid the
detachment of magnets and to facilitate manufacturing
of the rotor with magnets and iron cores, a new
configuration of magnets and iron cores is proposed as
shown in Figure 5. The parts with grey color are nonferromagnetic parts to assemble magnets and iron
cores. The configuration in Figure 4(a) is modified to
the configuration segmented as Figure 5(a). The

3.1 Machine configuration

3. New PM machine with magnet and
iron core modules

information about the new generator, please refer to
the previous researches [8][9]. Figure 2 depicts the
conceptual construction of a ring-shaped generator
with multi-sets of 3-pahse double-sided configurations.
Multi-sets of the generator’s converter system are
represented in Figure 3, which shows that each stator
set has its own converter set. The number of the rotor
and stator sets can be changed depending on the
applications.

Figure 8: Modified equivalent circuit of magnetic
reluctances of the proposed PM generator

Figure 7: Equivalent circuit of magnetic reluctances

Electromagnetic reluctances in every pole pair are the
same and repetitive, and the electromagnetic
reluctances in a pole are symmetrical with the
reluctances in the next pole. Therefore, the equivalent
circuit of electromagnetic reluctances in one pole is
considered for the magnetic circuit analysis model.

3.2 Magnetic circuit modelling

magnet and iron core segment are rearranged as in
Figure 5(b). This new configuration allows for an
increase in the volume of magnets while maintain the
pole pitch length without increasing the volume of the
iron cores. The configuration in Figure 5(b) makes
easier mass-production and can be used for both the
longitudinal flux PM machine and the transverse flux
PM machine. Figure 6 depicts a sketch of the proposed
flux-concentrating PM machine with the configuration
of single-sided, single-winding, racetrack-shaped
windings, claw poles, multiple-modules of magnets and
cores and multiple-slots per phase. The yellow
racetrack-shaped structure represents the copper
winding. The sky blue hexahedra with black arrows
represent the PMs.
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machine

bearingless

machine
The proposed ring-shaped bearingless machine
discussed in this paper does not need the power
consumption to support the rotating part against the
gravity because the part is supported by the buoyancy
force. Additionally the new bearingless drive concept
needs only one winding to produce both the torque and
the bearing force to control the air-gap length.
In this paper, an algorithm of phase angle shift is
applied for the proposed bearingless PM machine in
order to control the air-gap length by controlling the
normal forces between the rotor and stator. Using the
results of the 3D-FEA, the variation of those forces can
be represented as a function of phase shift angle, rotor
position, air-gap length and magneto-motive force by
currents. The normal force at 6mm air-gap length could

4.2
Proposed
concept

bearing force with bearing winding. In order to achieve
extensive decoupling between the generators of the
torque and the bearing forces, those windings are
designed with different numbers of poles as shown in
Figure 10. In the case of large direct-drive machines,
the mass of the rotating part is large. Thus it is
expected that the power consumption of producing the
bearing force, for supporting the rotating part against
the gravity, will be large for large direct-drive wind
generators.

Figure 11: Control block diagram of the bearingless PM machine

As discussed in previous research, a significant feature
of the bearingless machine compared to the electric
machine with the magnetic bearing is that the bearing
winding is integrated into the electric machine.
Conventional bearingless machine drives need to
control both the torque with torque winding and the

4.1 Conventional
concept

4. New bearingless machine concept

Figure 7 illustrates the equivalent circuits of the
reluctance model of the PM generator. The white
rectangles represent iron core reluctances, and the
white rectangles with bold lines represent air gap
reluctances. The blue rectangles hatched represent
PM reluctances and the red rectangles dotted
represent leakage flux reluctances. In order to
formulate the flux equations of the equivalent circuit in
Figure 7, the equivalent circuit is modified as Figure 8.
The procedure to determine the flux density, the flux,
the flux linkage and the no-load induced voltage of a
magnetic circuit including nonlinear characteristics is
made as the following steps represented in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Process to determine the flux density, the
flux, the flux linkage and the no-load induced voltage
of the magnetic circuit of the proposed PM generator

Figure 10: 4-pole and 2-pole winding arrangements
of a primitive bearingless drive [Chiba 2005]
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Table 1: Electromagnetic dimensions and parameters

Figure 12: Tangential and axial views of the generator
with dimensional parameters

Figure 12 depicts the tangential and axial views of the
PM machine with dimensional parameters. The
electromagnetic dimensions and parameters of the
machine are given in Table 1. In order to identify the
thrust force and the normal force of the machine in
terms of air-gap length, current and rotor position, the
3D-FEA is done. The model for the 3D-FEA model is
depicted as Figure 13. The 3D-FEA results of the thrust
force and the normal force as a function of current and
rotor position are represented for different air-gap
length, 2mm and 6mm, in Figure 14 and Figure 15,
respectively.
In order to verify the analysis model in no-load case,
the air gap flux density and the no-load induced

5.1 Magnetic circuit analysis model

5. Verification of the
bearingless PM machine

(2)
Where, n is 0 for A-phase, 1 for B-phase and -1 for Cphase.
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be controlled to be larger than the force at 2mm air-gap
length by shifting the phase angles and by changing
the magneto-motive forces. Therefore, it is possible to
achieve the air-gap controls of both sides to be equal
when the air-gap 1 is not equal with air-gap 2. The
control block diagram for the air-gap control and the
rotor position control is represented as Figure 11. The
air-gap length reference is produced by the
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers. After
operating the gap controller, the currents to control the
air-gap length are generated by shifting the phase
angles. These signals are added to the outputs of the
PI speed controller. The phase currents to control the
normal forces and the air-gap length can be written as

(1) and (2) as a function of the phase shift angle shift .

(b) Normal force
Figure 14: Thrust force and normal force at 2mm airgap length by 3D-FEA

(a) Thrust force

Figure 13: Mesh model of the proposed PM machine
for 3D FEA

voltage calculated by the model are compared with
those obtained by the measurements. The peak flux
density in the air gap of 4 mm length is calculated to
0.93 T, and the flux density measured is 0.924 T. In the
analysis model at the same air gap length, 4 mm and
the speed of 0.25 m/s, the peak no-load induced
voltage per a phase is calculated to 18.96 V, and the
voltage measured is 18.73 V. In order to verify the
analysis model in load case, the thrust force per a
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In order to verify the concept of the proposed
bearingless PM machine, the experimental setup can
be constructed as shown in Figure 16. The mean
diameter of the machine is 1.16m. The machine
consists of multiple-modules of the stator and the rotor,
and a hinge with roller mechanism is set on between
the bottom of rotor and the stationary part. As the first
step to verify the bearingless machine control concept,
the air gap lengths are set to 9 mm for both sides.
Figure 17 depicts the experimental set up built with two
inverters for the generators located in upper side and
the driving motors located in lower side, instruments
and control PC. In the experiments the speed of the
rotor is 16.4 rpm (1 m/s). The q- and d-axis currents
and the air gap length are controlled and measured in
both no-load case and load case. Figure 18 represents
that the air gap length is controlled without consuming
the d-axis current to control the flux and the bearing
force in the both cases. Thus it has been achieved to
verify the proposed bearingless machine control
concept in generator mode as the first step. In further
researches, the authors will continue to verify the
bearingless machine with increasing power rating.

5.2 Control
machine

phase (two pole pairs) is calculated to 1057 N, and the
force obtained by the 3D-FEA is 903 N. Building the
downscaled PM machine to the rotating type, the mean
diameter of the rotor is 1.16 m and the designed air
gap length is 4 mm. The stators consist of 2-sides of 3sets (phases). The designed torque and power at 4
mm air gap length and 1 m/s (16.4 rpm) speed are
3.14 kNm and 5.4 kW, respectively.

(b) Normal force
Figure 15: Thrust force and normal force at 6mm airgap length by 3D-FEA

(a) Thrust force

This paper discussed on a new modular construction of
magnets and iron cores that enables to facilitate
manufacture and maintenance of PM generators for
large direct-drive wind turbines. A new concept of the
bearingless PM machine with the modular construction
and the double-sided air-gaps has been discussed to
reduce bearing failures for large direct-drive wind
generators. The magnetic circuit analysis model of the
machine with the modular construction has been

6. Conclusions

Figure 18: Experimental results of q-axis and d-axis
currents, and air-gap length in the control at 1m/s
speed

Figure 17: Experimental setup built

Figure 16: Sketch of experimental setup of PM
generator with multiple-modules
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Finally
an
experimental
INNWIND.EU
demonstration
showing
that
the
current
commercial MgB2 wires can be wound into
functional field coils for wind turbine generators is
discussed.

This question is investigated by assuming some
unit cost of the different materials and then
minimizing the cost of the active materials of a 10
MW and 9.65 rpm direct drive wind turbine
generator intended to be mounted in front of the
INNWIND.EU King-Pin concept nacelle. A series
of topologies are investigate by adding more iron
components to the generator, such as rotor back
iron, field winding pole, magnetic teeth and
armature back iron. This method is used to
investigate 6 topologies and to determine the
optimal cost of the different topologies by using
the current cost of 4 €/m for the MgB2 wire from
Columbus Superconductors and also a possible
future cost of 1 €/m if a superconducting offshore
wind power capacity of 10 GW has been
introduced by 2030 as suggested in a roadmap.
The obtained topologies are compared to what is
expected from a permanent magnet direct drive
generators and the further development directions
are discussed.

Topologies of superconducting direct drive wind
turbine generators are based on a combination of
superconducting wires wound into field coils,
copper armature windings, steel laminates to
shape the magnetic flux density and finally
structural materials as support. But what is the
most optimal topology for superconducting wind
turbine generators?

Abstract

In 1986 a new class of ceramic superconductors
was discovered and since these superconductors
become superconducting at a much higher
temperature they are called high-temperature
superconductors (HTSs). They can be cooled with
o
liquid nitrogen, boiling at 77 K (-196 C) and this
relatively high temperature was believed to
facilitate commercialization of superconducting
machines for power generation and ship
propulsion[4]. The higher operation temperature
also allowed for the use of closed-cycle helium
based cooling machines, which only need
electricity and not a supply of a cryogenic liquid

Superconducting electrical machines have been
investigated since the successful manufacturing of
the NbTi wire, which is made of many filaments of
the superconducting NbTi metal alloy enclosed in
a copper matrix. The NbTi wire has developed
gradually since the 1960s and a series of
machines were investigated until the 1980s [1],
but a serious barrier for commercialization was
the need for liquid helium for cooling the machines
o
to 4 K (-269 C) and the challenging thermal
insulation. Today NbTi is used heavily in about
20000 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Scanners in hospitals around the world [2]. The
critical temperature, Tc, is 9.8 K, the critical
2
current density, Jc, is approximately 2000 A/mm
at 4.2 K & 10 T and finally the unit cost is about
0.4 €/m [3].

1. Introduction

Superconducting generator, direct drive, wind
turbine, cost optimization, MgB2, INNWIND.EU,
MgB2 coil demonstration
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Potential of MgB2 superconductors in direct drive generators
for wind turbines
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wind

turbine

2) The high current density of the superconductor
is used to magnetize conventional magnetic steel
providing as closed a magnetic flux path as
possible of the generator.

1) The high current density of the superconducting
wire is used to make field coils with no iron cores
that produced a magnetic flux density, which is
exceeding the saturation flux density of the usual
magnetic steel.

There are basically two philosophies behind the
design of superconducting generators:

The application as a compact high torque and
slow speed generator for direct drive wind
turbines was identified as a shift from ship
propulsion and into the wind sector by American
Superconductors (AMSC). The 10 MW SeaTitan
turbine from AMSC is based on their high
temperature superconducting tape [8]. Several
other companies and research institutions have
also proposed wind turbine generators based on
the HTS[9,10] as well as both NbTi[11,12] and
MgB2 wires[13].

2 Superconducting
generators

In 2001 it was discovered that the simple metal
alloy MgB2 became superconducting at a
o
temperature of 39 K (-234 C). This temperature is
high enough to still use the close-cycle cooling
machines and MgB2 therefore holds the potential
to be a cheaper alternative than the high
temperature
superconductors
for
many
superconducting applications[3]. MgB2 provides a
compromise between a reasonable super2
conducting current density Je ~ 100-200 A/mm in
1-2 Tesla and an operation temperature in the
range 15-25 K [3]. MgB2 wires have been
developed and are offered by only two
manufacturers today: Columbus Superconductors
SpA [6] and Hyper Tech Research Inc [7]. The
unit cost of the MgB2 is shown in table 1.

such as liquid helium or liquid nitrogen. The
processing of the HTS wires is however
expensive and the unit cost is in the order of 30
2
€/m [3] with current densities of 200 A/mm at 2030 K and 1-3 T [5].

In order to investigate the impact of the amount of
iron in the machine a general generator pole
model was described in the finite element code

2.1 MgB2 model generator

In this paper it is investigated how the cost of the
active materials can be reduced by increasing the
amount of iron in a series of superconducting
machine topologies. This will provide useful input
for the final design of the cryogenic cooling
system, because the thermal insulation will be
very different for the two philosophies outlines
above.

This second option was originally proposed by
Technalia for a 10 MW MgB2 turbine and is
investigated in the FP7 project SUPRApower [13],
in their case with a slotless armature winding. This
salient-pole concept with HTS has been
investigated more extensively for wind turbine
applications [9].

The second option is quite close to the normal
way of building generators, because the only
function of the superconducting winding is to
provide very compact amp-turns in a relatively low
magnetic field. However, the use of magnetic
steel in the center of the superconducting field
coils increases the cold mass and result in longer
cool-down times as well as larger forces acting
inside the thermal insulation. One may however
consider to position the magnetic steel outside the
cryostat at room temperature. This will provide an
almost closed magnetic flux path and the
challenge is then to construct the thermal
insulation of the superconducting coils.

A consequence of option 1) is that more
superconducting wire is needed to provide the
amp-turns for producing the needed magnetic flux
of the machine and secondly the magnetic flux
density at the superconducting winding will be
several teslas, which is suppressing the critical
current density of the superconductor. The
thermal insulation of the superconducting coil
might be more simple. This philosophy is well
suited for the cheap NbTi wire and has been
applied by GE in a 10 MW design [11], which
basically transfers the MRI technology to the wind
turbine generator. AMSC has also applied
philosophy 1) for the SeaTitan generator [8].

EWEA 2015 Scientific Proceedings

Material
Unit cost [€/kg]
MgB2 wire (MgB2)
4 €/m → 1 €/m
3.0 mm x 0.7 mm
(m = 16.7 kg / km)
240 → 60
Copper (Cu)
15
Steel laminates (Fe)
3
Glass-fiber (G10)
15
Permanent Magnet(PM)
50-75
Table 1: Unit cost of active material of MgB2
superconducting generator [14].

The topology optimization routine is checking if
the operational current density J of the
superconducting windings are at least 25 % lower
than the critical current shown in figure 2 using 2D
FE calculations taking into account the non-linear
saturation of the steel laminates for a given
generator configuration. Then the length of the
generator is determined to match the torque
requirement of the turbine and the cost of the
active materials is determined from the active
masses and the assumed unit costs from table 1.
If the cost of a topology configuration is lower than
the previous then this is used for further
optimization [14].

2.2 Generator topology optimization

Figure 2 shows the critical current density of a
number of MgB2 tapes from Columbus
superconductors,
which
is
used
for
a
INNWIND.EU
coil demonstration [15]. The
question is at what magnetic flux density and
temperature it is best utilized. The magnetic steel
used for the generator is standard steel for
electrical machines.

COMSOL as shown in figure 1. First the main
topology T4-T9 is chosen by specifying the
materials which the different parts of the generator
are made of according to table 1. The topology T4
consists of an air-cored superconducting field
winding supported by non-conducting glass fiber
material, G10. The armature winding is also of the
air-cored type in order to reduce the magnetic flux
ripple, which is causing AC losses in the
superconductor. Only the Armature winding back
material is chosen to be magnetic steel to confine
the magnetic flux inside the machine. The
subsequent topologies T5-T9 are obtain by
choosing the field back, the field pole piece and
the armature teeth to also be made of magnetic
steel [14].

The MgB2 wire is however not a mature
technology and it is relevant to ask what is
expected to happen with the wire cost in the future
in case it will be used more. Figure 4 shows a
suggestion to a scenario of how to introduce 10
GW of superconducting offshore capacity
compared to the current capacity and future
predictions [17]. The basic idea is to introduce the
first 10 MW turbine around 2020, but then to scale
up the production of superconducting turbines
considerable in order to have approximately 10
GW by 2030. From figure 3 it can be determined
that 200-60 km of MgB2 wire is needed for a 10
MW machine for the topologies T4-T9 with a wire
unit cost of 4 €/m. This will result in a wire
demand of about 60000 – 200000 km up until
2030. The current production volume of Columbus
superconductors is about 3000 km per year [6],
whereby the lower limit can be met with only a
limited investment. The cost of the wire is
however also expected to decrease if the scenario
of figure 4 is realized and a lower level of 1 €/m
could be considered. Using such a unit cost and
running the optimization for the T4-T9 topologies
result in the second set of active material costs
marked with * in figure 3. The active material cost
will then decrease from about 1000 k€ to 600 k€
going from T4-T9 and the MgB2 usage will be 340100 km. In figure 4 the MgB2 wire usage is shown
in terms of tons of wire and is compared to the
usage of PM for a permanent magnet direct drive.

2.3 Supply chain investigation

Figure 3 shows a series of magnetic flux density
maps of the topologies (T4 to T9) with an
increasing amount of iron in the generators as
well as the cost of the active material after the
minimization. It is seen that more iron in the flux
path of the magnetic circuit reduces the amount of
superconductor needed. Thus the total cost is
decreasing from about 1800 k€ for T4 to 800 k€
for the iron based topology T9. By using the
permanent magnet unit cost in table 1 then the
cost of the PM materials is expected to be in the
order of 350 k€- 525 k€ by assuming a usage of 7
tons PM for a 10 MW turbine [16]. This is the
same order of magnitude as the iron based MgB2
machines indicating that the two technologies will
be quite similar from an active material cost
perspective.
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It is found that the SCDD 10 MW generator [25]
can reach a full load efficiency of 96.5 % [19],
which is reduced to about 94.9 % when including
the losses of the power electronics [26]. This is
basically the same effeciency as the medium
speed drive train in [22]. The SCDD is expected to
have a constant loss of about 50 kW used to run
the cryocoolers even when the wind speed is
below the cut-in wind speed of 4 m/s. Using the
class Ia wind distribution one can estimate that
this condition is found in 1550 hours per year and
correspond to a loss of 77.5 MWh per year, which
is 0.2 % of AEP. Thus this loss will have an

It might seems like the MgB2 generator would
become cheaper than the PM, but it should be
remembered that the cost of the cryogenic cooling
system have still not been included. A first attempt
to include the cryogenic costs have been done for
a warm iron cored field winding similar to the T9
topology and it was shown that the amount of
MgB2 wires needed could be reduced from 100
km in the analysis above to about 20 km for the
entire 10 MW generator [18]. An evaluation of the
Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) of the
INNWIND.EU 10 MW reference turbine holding
such a MgB2 generator indicated a relative
decrease in the order of ∆LCoE ~ - 0.4 % ± 2 %
as compared to a medium speed drive train [19].
The uncertainty in the LCoE is estimated by the
uncertainties in the cryogenic cooling and
generator
structural
support
design.The
INNWIND.EU reference turbine used for the
analysis has a power rating of 10 MW provided by
a 178 m diameter rotor elevated to a hub height of
119 m [20]. The turbine is designed for the wind
class Ia with an average wind speed of 10 m/s
representing an offshore environment with a water
depth of 50 m. The turbine is installed on a jacket
foundation [21] and the reference drive train is of
the medium speed type scaled from 4 MW to 10
MW [22]. The evaluation of the LCoE of different
INNWIND.EU turbines are done by combining the
cost estimates for the blades, the drive train, the
tower and the foundation adding an estimate for
the operation and maintenance (OPEX) and then
deviding the total cost by the Annual Energy
Production (AEP) of the different concepts taking
the partial load efficiency into account [23, 24].

3. Discussion

The cost analysis shows that the cheapest MgB2
direct drive generator will have as much iron as
possible in the magnetic circuit and is pointing to
the salient pole generator concept introduced by
the SUPRApower project [13]. The cost analysis
also indicate that the MgB2 direct drive generator
will have a hard time to compete with the
permanent magnet direct drive in terms of active
material cost if the philosophy is to use a lot of
iron in the generator and to only expect lower
MgB2 cost in the future. An additional

4. Conclusion

Before a 10 MW MgB2 generator can be realized
the coil winding technology must be established at
an industrial scale. Figure 5 shows the design of a
MgB2 race track coil in the INNWIND.EU project
[15]. A challenge with the MgB2 wire is that the
tension along the wire must not exceed 110 MPa,
because interfaces between the MgB2 grains will
break and the critical current will be permanently
reduced. Work is ongoing to calculate the thermal
stress building up in the coil as it is cooled to 1520 K and the additional stress from the Lorentz
force. The winding of the double pan-cake coils is
ongoing and the testing of the magnet is expected
in the spring of 2016 to provide high field
experimental data on the wire properties as they
are integrated into a large race track coil.

The above analysis indicates that the
superconducting MgB2 wind turbine generators
have the potential to become as cheap as the PM
direct drive, but further analysis and experimental
demonstration is needed to clarify if any issues
with
reliability
and
availability
of
the
superconducting wind generator will make the
PMDD superior.

impact similar to the estimated LCoE, but is
believed to be included the uncertainty estimate of
the LCoE. The cost of the SCDD is estimated to
be similar to the medium speed drive train as
analysed in 2012 using prices of permanent
magnets ranging from 60 – 150 €/kg [22]. It is
however shown by Schmidt and Vath in [22] that
the medium speed drive train only shows a small
sensitivity to the PM price due to the presence of
the gearbox. Thus the cost comparison is believed
to be resonable.
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Finally demonstrations of coil winding techniques
are needed to mature the MgB2 technology for the
wind sector and the INNWIND.EU MgB2 racetrack
coil demonstration is expected to provide
experimental data on the wires in coils and for
verification of finite element models of coils for
further generator design.

A roadmap of introducing 10 GW of
superconducting offshore turbines is used to
argue that the volumes of MgB2 wire needed is
not too far from what Columbus Superconductors
can produce in EU, but the small number of
possible suppliers of MgB2 wires will probably be
considered a risk in the supply chain. On the other
hand the MgB2 technology is lifting the potential
dependence on Rare Earth Elements(REE), which
has previously been considered a major supply
chain risk for the production of R2Fe14B
permanent magnets. From figure 5 it can be seen
that 10 GW of PMDD will correspond to about
7000 tons of PM material over a period of 10
years.

improvement of the critical current density of the
wires must probably also have to be considered
as suggested by Hypertech proposing a 5-fold
increase of the critical current density in some
years [27].
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Cryostat wall

armature
winding

armature
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Figure 2. Critical current density of 3 different
MgB2 superconductor wires as function of
operational magnetic flux density at different
temperatures. Inset: Cross section image of the
tape. MgB2 filaments (black) are enclosed in
anickel matrix and a copper strip is soldered on
top.

Figure 1. Model layout of a generator pole with
the following components from left to right: field
winding back, superconducting coil, field pole
piece, air gab, cryostat wall, armature windings,
armature teeth and armature back.

Field pole
piece

Field back

Superconducting
field winding

Figure 3. a) Topologies of 10 MW direct drive
wind turbine generator with an increasing amount
of iron components included in the design of the
rotor and armature configuration (T4: iron behind
armature, T5: add rotor back iron, T6: add field
coil iron pole, T7: iron teeth for support of
armature, T8: add rotor back iron and T9: add
field coil iron pole) [14]. Topologies T1-3 have no
back iron of the armature and has been omitted
due to high cost. b) Active material cost of
topologies after minimizing the cost for a D = 6.0
m generator intended as front mounted on the
INNWIND.EU king-pin nacelle configuration [25].
The solutions indicated with a star is assuming
that the price of the MgB2 wire is reduced to 1 €/m
from the current level of 4 €/m [14].

b)

a)
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Figure 4. Scenario for market introduction of 10
GW superconducting wind turbines (green) in
comparison with the past and expected future
development of installed wind power capacity for
all of EU (black) and offshore (red). The needed
supply of permanent magnet (PM) material and
MgB2 wire are plotted with reference to the right
hand axis by assuming a usage of 700 kg PM
/MW for the direct drive and 10-35 km MgB2 / MW
for the superconducting MgB2 direct drive
generators.

Figure
5.
Illustration
of
INNWIND.EU
superconducting race track coil demonstration
based on a stack of 10 double pan-cake coils of
MgB2 superconducting wire with a 3.0 mm x 0.7
mm cross section. a) A stainless steel cover is
fitted around the MgB2 race track coil (gray) and
enclosed between copper plates (brown) to
provide the cooling at the circular end-plate (blue).
The straight section of the coil is 0.5 m and the
inner opening is 0.3 m. b) Assembled race track
coil with the thermal and mechanical support. c)
Mounting of the MgB2 race track coil by hanging it
inside a cryostat with the outer wall holding the
top plate at room temperature. A cryocooler cold
head is inserted into the cryostat wall and cools
down a radiation shield (lower plate) to about 70
K. The coil is hanging in two glass fiber plates
(yellow) and is supported by two rods going
through the coil and a glass fiber support inside
the coil. d) The second stage of the cryocooler
coldhead is cooling the thermal support of the coil
(blue circle of b) to the operation temperature of
10-20 K.
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Further established WT concepts are based on
medium-speed (100 – 400 rpm) or high-speed
(up to 2,000 rpm) generators. Medium-speed
generators are also synchronous machines
(most common with permanent magnets).
Usually they are integrated with an one- or a

Direct driven WTs are designed with no
gearbox, which results in low speeds and high
torques at the generator. The generators are
commonly synchronous machines with high
pole pair numbers. Their excitation is realized
on the rotor with an electrical winding or with
permanent magnets. These generators are
large, heavy, challenging to transport and
require a high amount of copper for the
windings. In case of permanent magnet
excitation, rare earth magnets are required,
which represent a financial insecurity, due to the
price fluctuations over the last years [2].

Today’s wind energy market displays a variety
of drive train topologies with different generator
concepts, which impose different challenges on
the gearboxes and power converters [1].

3. Wind Turbine Concepts

Wind power generation, wind turbine drive train,
power split gearbox, permanent magnet
synchronous machine, high-speed generator.

2. Keywords

Conventional wind turbines (WTs) have large
weight and size, reliability issues and show
potential for efficiency increase at partial load.
This paper describes an alternative 6 MW WT
drive train, which uses the power split concept
to enable its high-speed generators to operate
in their optimal operating point. A design with
more carry-over parts is possible, which
reduces maintenance time and leads to an
efficient manufacturing process. The system is
also redundant when individual drive trains fail.
Different gearbox configurations and generator
topologies are evaluated for the proposed
concept and an operating strategy is developed.

1. Abstract

2

Today’s available WT concepts do not take full
advantage of the modularity and redundancy of

Another WT gearbox configuration with power
split is the Multi Duored concept from Winergy
[5]. This gearbox uses spur gear stages for an
eight-fold power split with subsequent four-fold
power summation, leading to only two outputs.
The combination of power split and power
summation and the exclusive use of spur gears
yields a high number of carry-over parts, but
also leads to a large weight (62 t for 6.5 MW).

Additional alternative concepts have also been
developed. Clipper’s Liberty is a 2.5 MW WT
with a similar construction to the concept
proposed in this paper [4]. The gearbox consists
of two spur gear stages and the power is split
between four permanent magnet synchronous
generators, which rotate at 1,133 rpm. For the
individual drive trains, the power is split and
then summated in the gearbox from two
different power paths. This mechanical
redundancy has led to significant issues in the
gearbox.

WTs with high-speed generators mostly use
doubly-fed induction machines combined with a
three-stage gearbox. For this concept the stator
is directly coupled to the grid and the frequency
adjustment is realized by a converter in the rotor
winding system. Disadvantages of this concept
are the reduced speed variability and the faultprone gearbox. Being a mature technology, this
is nevertheless the most cost-effective concept
on the market.

two-stage gearbox. This results in a more
compact construction compared to direct driven
generators [3]. However, higher maintenance
and an increased cost factor, due to the design
with gearbox and the use of permanent
magnets, are still an issue. Both direct driven
and medium-speed generators require a full
power converter for the adjustment of the grid
frequency, due to dynamic operation with
fluctuating wind conditions. This adds to the
overall costs, because of the relatively high
prices of the power electronics components.
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Different gearbox concepts have been
developed and evaluated in order to determine
the best solution for this drive train concept. In
a multi-level rating scheme there have been
four concepts identified for the further
examination. Depending on the requirements
for space and durability, shafts, bearings and
gears are dimensioned based on the rated load

The predesigned gearbox concepts for the highspeed multi-generator drive train are basically
similar to the structure of conventional WT
gearboxes. They are built as a combination of
planetary and spur gear stages. The planetary
stages are considered exclusively in the twoshaft mode (drive: planet carrier, driven: sun
shaft) in order to restrict the solution space. With
the use of planetary gears a compact space with
high power density and high transmission ratios
can be obtained. To implement the power split
to six generators, a spur gear is used. Since the
intended rated speed of the generators is
5,000 rpm, the gearbox needs to have a
transmission ratio higher than 1:400. To realize
this ratio, only gearbox concepts with four gear
stages are considered. In order to develop a
modular configuration, the gearbox concepts
consist of standard and independent gear
stages, joined together through couplings. In
case of a malfunction the faulty gearbox
component can thus be completely replaced
and the downtime of the WT can be reduced.

5. Gearbox Configurations

production and improvements in maintenance
can be achieved. Mechanical power split with
subsequent electrical power summation on the
grid side is also a more robust solution, than a
purely mechanical split and summation of the
power inside the gearbox. A certain redundancy
of the system is given as well, since energy will
still be produced, even when one or more
generators fail.

Figure 1: Concept and CAD model of the proposed alternative WT drive train.

The gearbox used for this concept needs a
higher transmission ratio compared to
conventional configurations. Higher losses due
to the higher transmission ratio can be
compensated by an optimized operating
strategy and the benefits of the high-speed
machines. The targeted higher speed results in
an increased power density, which leads to a
considerable reduction of weight and size of the
generators. Furthermore this reduces the
amount of active magnetic material and
decreases investment costs. The design with
multiple identical generators enables the
utilization of more carry-over parts. These parts
are at the same time smaller and more
lightweight due to the power split configuration.
As a result increased economic efficiency in

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of the 6 MW WT
drive train with six 1 MW high-speed
(5,000 rpm) generators and a four-stage
gearbox with power split. The gearbox in
Figure 1 consists of one spur and three
planetary gear stages and realizes the power
split in the first stage. The generator is designed
as a permanent magnet synchronous machine
(PMSM). These gearbox and generator
topologies are described in sections 5 and 6,
alongside other configurations that were also
considered in the development process.

4. Proposed Drive Train

a drive train with power split, or the material and
cost reduction of high-speed electrical
machines. In order to achieve these goals, an
alternative drive train is proposed and its
development is described in the following
sections. The potential of an efficiency increase
over a wide operating range at partial load
(especially below 30 % rated power) is shown,
where typical efficiencies of conventional WTs
drop significantly to under 80 %, irrespective of
the used concept [6], [7].
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PPSP
≈ 49 t
3.4 × 3.4 m
193
31
6.23

A challenge of these gearbox concepts is the
shaft bearing for the spur gear used to realize
the power split. Switchable couplings are
designated behind the power split, which are
opened or closed depending on the input
power. The generators are ramped up to the
synchronous speed before the couplings are
activated, which reduces the wear. Positive fit
and frictionally engaged couplings, both dryand wet-running, are evaluated for this
application. While a coupling is opened the
associated spur gear output shaft is rotating
anyway, because the gearing is still in
operation. Though the shaft is not transmitting
power – other than the friction in the bearings –
the tooth forces in this operational state are
quite low. The bearings are pre-stressed with an
initial tension, in order to reduce the operating
risk of the bearings below minimum load. This
initial tension is 2 % of the load rating for the
used tapered roller bearings [8].

for these four gearbox concepts (see Figure 2).
The four gearbox configurations in Figure 2
consist of three planetary stages (P) and a spur
gear stage (S). The concepts differ in the
position of the spur gear stage and thus the
power split in the gearbox.

SPPP
≈ 40 t
4.2 × 3 m
370
31
11.94

In Table 1 the four gearbox concepts are
compared. The use of planetary gear units in
the first three stages leads to a compact gear
design with a low modularity. The concept with
power split in the first stage stands in direct
contrast to this structure. For this concept six
individual 1 MW gear trains, each with three
planetary stages, are arranged after the first
stage. This leads to a very modular gearbox
structure, increases the number of identical
parts and reduces the mass of the individual
components. The remaining concepts provide
the power split in the second and third stage,
respectively.

The developed concepts are rated regarding
space, weight, modularity and efficiency. To
give a statement on the modularity of the
different concepts, a parameter is introduced
that rates the total number of identical parts to
the number of different parts. The result is the
average number of used elements in the entire
gearbox. The higher this parameter is, the
higher is the modularity of the concept. Only the
parts from the bottom level of the bill of
materials are considered to be single parts.
Only shafts, bearings, planet carrier and gears
are regarded.

Table 1: Comparison of different gearbox concepts.

PPPS
≈ 47 t
3.4 × 3.4 m
90
28
3.21

- module 2: ≈1563 kg
- module 3: ≈570 kg
- module 4: ≈250 kg

PSPP
≈ 45 t
3.4 × 3.2 m
275
30
9.17

- module 3: ≈586 kg
- module 4: ≈252 kg

Gearbox concept: PSPP Gearbox concept: SPPP

Figure 2: Studied gearbox concepts.

- module 4: ≈305 kg

Gearbox concept: PPSP

Gearbox concept
Weight (Gears, shaft, bearings)
Size (Width × length)
Total number of parts
Number of different parts
Modularity

Gearbox concept: PPPS
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There are commonly hydrodynamic and friction
losses occurring in the tooth contact. In the used
calculation model these friction losses are
divided into rolling and sliding friction and
calculated for every tooth engagement [9]. The
hydrodynamic losses are divided into churning
and squeezing losses. These losses cannot be
calculated in AMESim using the underlying
empiric equations by Terekhov [10]. Terekhov’s
calculation method is based on research on
spur gears with a maximum module of 8 mm,
which
are
evaluated
at
maximum
circumferential speeds of 50 m/s [11]. However,
the developed gearbox concepts use big teeth
with modules of 10-24 mm, in the gear stages
before the power split. Moreover, the
circumferential speed in the PPPS gearbox
concept is higher than 50 m/s in the fourth stage
which means that Terekhov’s methods lose
their validity. According to Strasser, the loadindependent losses (churning and squeezing

To calculate the efficiency the power losses of
every component are determined for all
operating points of the gearbox based on
analytic equations. These power losses are –
regarding the bearings and gears – both loaddependent and -independent. The bearing
losses are calculated for the main bearing and
other bearings used in the gearbox, according
to established calculation methods [8].

nGen

PGen, out

The anticipated result, that the gearbox concept
with the highest number of rotating parts
(SPPP) would show the worst and the concept
with the smallest number of parts (PPPS) the
best efficiency, has not been confirmed. This
can be traced back to the use of different roller
bearings and the slightly different transmission
ratio of the different concepts, due to their

The variation during the entire operating range
between the different concepts is less than 1 %,
which is within the accuracy of the model. The
drive train concept with power split in the third
stage (PPSP) exhibits the best efficiency with
93.7 % at full load. The concepts with power
split in the first (SPPP) and last stage (PPPS)
basically display identical efficiency curves with
a maximum efficiency of about 93.5 % at full
load. The concept with power split in the second
stage (PSPP) has 0.25 % lower efficiency.

The efficiency is defined as the relation of the
generator output power and the rotor input
power. First simulations are carried out at a
lubricant temperature of 65 °C and for a start-up
procedure of the WT up to rated power. No
operating strategy regarding power split is
implemented at this point, which means that all
generators are symmetrically loaded at partial
load. Figure 4 depicts the efficiencies of four
different drive train configurations, where only
the gearbox concept varies.

losses) represent 1-13 % of the entire losses in
the gearbox, depending on the operating point
[11]. As long as there is an oil injection
lubrication instead of a flood lubrication for
every stage, no churning losses occur. The
squeezing losses can be estimated at 0.3710 % [11]. The relative comparability of the
gearbox concepts based on their efficiency is
still given, because the operating points of every
concept are identical and due to the fact that the
squeezing losses depend mainly on the
circumferential speed and the lubricant viscosity
[12]. For the seals, load independent losses are
calculated using the approach according to [13].

Figure 3: Structure of the efficiency calculation model.

PGear, in

TRotor

The comparison of the four gearbox concepts
regarding their efficiency is carried out on a
system level. In order to perform efficiency
calculations for the entire drive train – including
main bearing, gearbox with six-fold power split
and generators – an AMESim model of the
entire system is created (see Figure 3). The
main bearing is designed as a fixed-floating
bearing system, as it is typically used in WT
drive trains with four point suspension. For the
developed gearbox structures, the used seals,
bearings and gear parameters are implemented
in the model. The generators are modeled
based on the efficiency map of the PMSM
described in section 6.
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A = 40,000 A/m
B = 1.2 T

A = 40,000 A/m
B = 1.2 T

A = 40,000 A/m
B = 0.8 T

cosφ = 0.85
ξ = 0.95
η = 0.95
cosφ = 0.90
ξ = 0.95
η = 0.96
cosφ = 0.90
ξ = 0.95
η = 0.97

Typical values

28.15

27.57

17.36

Tangential
force σ
[kN/m2]

4.63

4.54

2.86

Esson power
coefficient C
[kW·min/m3]

The synchronous machine with permanent
magnet excitation (PMSM) offers the highest

Table 2 shows the tangential forces and the
Esson power coefficients for the considered
electrical machines. Typical values of other
machine parameters needed for the calculation
(power factor cosφ, winding factor ξ and
efficiency η), are given as well.

The tangential force depends on the design of
the machine and can therefore be used to
compare different machine types. σ is
proportional to the current distribution A and the
normal component of the magnetic field
induction B. The magnetic field induction is
limited by the nonlinear saturation of the soft
magnetic electrical sheets in the stator and rotor
of the machine. The current distribution
depends on the electrical utilization and thus on
the cooling of the machine [14].

utilization of an electrical machine. The Esson
power coefficient directly relates the power that
can be obtained from an electrical machine to
its volume and speed. It can be calculated
based on the tangential force σ, which acts on
the surface of the machines rotor [14].

Table 2: Tangential force and Esson power coefficient for different electrical machines (compare [14]).

Squirrel cage
induction machine
SCIM
Electrically excited
synchronous machine
EESM
Permanent magnet
synchronous machine
PMSM

Electrical machine

Three common electrical machine topologies
are evaluated for their application in the
proposed drive train. The evaluation is mainly
based on the Esson power coefficient C, which
is a parameter for the performance and

6. Generator Topology

Besides the advantages of modularity and
weight, the SPPP gearbox concept also offers
the greatest potential to improve the utilization
capacity of the components and the increase in
efficiency during partial load operation. This is
due to the possible integration of switchable
couplings in the gearbox, immediately after the
first gear stage. In the next step of the design
process, a housing including a cooling concept
are developed for the SPPP concept.

design and dimensioning. Particularly, the
discrete steps between the used bearing sizes
lead to different losses that influence the
efficiency graphs. The simulation models for the
different drive train configurations have been
iteratively extended by adapting the gear and
bearing
parameters.
Further
adaptions
regarding the simulation parameters are
expected during the design process, which will
lead to changes in the efficiency graphs.

Figure 4: Results of the efficiency evaluation for different drive train configurations.

Efficiency [%]

93,5
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The cost of the total active magnetic material for
one PMSM amounts to 5,727 €. A specific price
for permanent magnets of 58 €/kg is assumed
[1], [17], [18]. As shown in Table 4, the SCIM
has a cost advantage of about 17 % over the
PMSM. However, it must be considered that the
power factor of the SCIM is lower compared to
the PMSM (see Table 2), which means that the
converter has to provide a higher apparent
power. This leads to a larger size and cost of
the converter.
Due to its high power density, the PMSM is
chosen as generator and regarded in following
simulations.
A SCIM is designed for a rated power of
P = 1 MW and a rated speed of n = 5,000 rpm
based on analytical methods and considering

The PMSM is designed with V-shaped buried
magnets to minimize eddy current losses inside
the magnets [16]. Table 3 lists the main
parameters and Figure 6 depicts the cross
section of the machine. An efficiency map is
calculated for this design by means of the finite
element method (FEM). A maximum efficiency
of 98.6 % can be reached (see Figure 7). The
resulting design has a total volume of 0.1104 m3
and thus a power density of 9.06 MW/m3 (see
Table 4). To analyze the high mechanical
stresses that occur in the electrical sheets of the
rotor, especially in the bridges around the
buried permanent magnets, a FEM calculation
is performed. The geometry is too complex for
an analytical consideration. The evaluation is
based on the von Mises stress. The rotor
geometry is optimized so that the resulting
maximum value is 419.7 MPa, which is less
than typical values of modern electrical sheets.
Thus, the von Mises stress is below the yield
strength of the material.

the values in Table 2. The resulting machine
has a total volume of 0.1116 m3 (including end
windings of stator winding) and a power density
of 8.96 MW/m3. With a specific price of 16 €/kg
for copper and 5 €/kg for electrical sheet [1],
[17], [18], the cost of the active magnetic
material for one SCIM is 4,758 € (see Table 4).

For the high-speed application of the generator
further requirements have to be regarded.
Especially the mechanical stress on the rotor of
the machines due to centrifugal forces has to be
analyzed. For the proposed application, the
circumferential speed should not exceed
100 m/s, which constraints the diameter of the
rotor at D = 0.38 m (for a given speed of
n = 5,000 rpm). The mechanical stress has
local hot-spots, depending on the geometry. For
the PMSM high stress occurs at the bridges
around the permanent magnet slots. Another
important aspect at higher speeds are the iron
losses inside the electrical steel sheets, which
become critical with increasing frequency and
magnetic flux density [16].

Both synchronous machines have higher
efficiency in the base speed range, with the
PMSM being most efficient, since no copper
losses occur inside the rotor due to the
permanent magnet excitation. This is most
advantageous for the application as a WT
generator, which generally operates in the base
speed range. The induction machine has the
highest efficiency in the field-weakening area,
as illustrated in Figure 5.

power density, when compared to the other
machine types. Synchronous machines are
magnetically excited by a winding on the rotor
(EESM) or by permanent magnets (PMSM).
These types of magnetization lead to average
values of the air gap flux density of B = 1.2 T.
For the induction machine with squirrel cage
rotor (SCIM) the magnetization is generated by
the current in the stator winding. Air gap
magnetic flux densities of B = 0.8 T can be
reached. Higher air gap flux densities would
lead to an increase in magnetization effort and
reduce the power factor, due to the nonlinear
behavior of the stator sheet material.

Figure 5: Exemplary efficiency ranges for different electrical machine topologies [15].

Figure 7: Efficiency map of the PMSM.

0.1116 m3

8.96 MW/m3

Volume

Power density

4,758 €

PMSM

5,727 €

98 %

9.06 MW/m3

0.1104 m3

610.00 mm

480.00 mm

Mode 5 (403.6 Hz)

Mode 4 (402.9 Hz)

Mode 6 (460.4 Hz)

Mode 3 (216.4 Hz)

Figure 8: First six modes of the PMSM including mechanical structure.

Mode 2 (216.1 Hz)

Mode 1 (132.2 Hz)

Table 4: Comparison of the SCIM and PMSM concepts.

Active material costs

95 %

621.26 mm

Total length (incl. end windings)

Efficiency

478.23 mm

SCIM

frequencies, that can have other excitation
sources, further simulations are required. A
vibration analysis of the entire drive train will be
carried out in future works by means of
multibody simulation (MBS).

Outer diameter

Electrical machine

The vibration behavior of the developed drive
train has to be evaluated, in order to make sure
that no resonant frequencies are excited and to
guarantee a safe and stable operation. For this
purpose, a modal analysis of the PMSM with its
mechanical structure (housing, shaft, bearings
etc.) is performed by means of structuraldynamic simulations. Figure 8 shows that
resonant frequencies of the PMSM occur above
its maximum operating mechanical frequency of
fm = 83.33 Hz (at 5,000 rpm). This ensures that
no resonant frequency is excited by the
operating speed. To rule out additional resonant

Table 3: Parameters of the PMSM.

During start-up and full load operation the
operating strategy is identical compared to
conventional WTs. The strategy during partial
load operation has to be extended. Using six
generators, the partial load operation needs to
be divided into six individual operating areas.
Each of these areas must be provided with both
a speed control and a pitch control strategy, in
order to protect the WT during short-term
changes of the wind speed. The possible
ranges of operation during partial load operation
are dependent on the torque characteristics of
the electric generators and are limited by the
rated torque.

[Nm]
[Nm]
[Nm]
[Nm]
[Nm]

Time [s]

Pitch angle

Generator speed

Figure 9 depicts a simulated start-up at an
average wind-speed of 14 m/s and a turbulence
of 16 %. In the beginning the rotor blades are
turned away from the wind and the pitch angle
is 90°. The main controller initiates the start-up
sequence if the wind speed is high enough for a
given period of time. Then, the blades are
turned into the wind with a rate of 3°/s. First, at
15s a rise of the generator speed can be
noticed. This late rise is due to the WT operating

The WT analogous model is loaded with wind
loads that are calculated via a wind file
generated using the tool TurbSim from NREL.
According to the wind conditions, the pitch
angle and the necessary number, torque and
speed of generators are simulated by the
controller.

In order to meet these requirements, a generic
WT controller is developed, which in a first step
uses a characteristic-curve based WT
analogous model. Thereby, the inertia is
reduced to a single mass and the aerodynamic
rotor torque and the rotor speed are calculated
depending on the rotors cp-characteristic.

Figure 9: Simulation of the WT operating strategy during start-up with a generic controller.

[Nm]

Figure 6: 120° cross section of the PMSM.

A drive train concept with multiple generators
offers the possibility to switch off individual
generators during partial load operation, so that
the remaining generators can work at their rated
operating point and in their optimum efficiency
range. The decoupling of total gear trains by
using switchable clutches in the gearbox can
offer further potential for increasing the
efficiency during partial load operation.

7. Operating Strategy

TGen,1

TGen,2

TGen,3

TGen,4

TGen,5

TGen,6
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nGen [rpm]

Machine parameters
Rated power
1 MW
PN
Rated voltage
690 V
UN
Rated speed
5,000 rpm
nN
Active length
480 mm
li
Stator
Outer radius
rS,out 240 mm
Rotor
Outer radius
rR,out 150 mm
Inner radius
rR,in 70 mm
PM height
hPM 10 mm
Pole pairs
3
p
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This efficiency increase leads to a higher
electrical output power of the WT and to a
higher energy yield. In low-wind regions the WT
operates up to 70 % of the total operating time

The greatest efficiency increase (more than
7 %) is reached for the drive train configuration
with power split in the first gear stage. For this
concept, three planetary stages per gear train
are decoupled and thus the highest number of
parts is disconnected from the power flow, when
compared to the other concepts.

The results of this efficiency simulation for
different drive train configurations are shown in
Figure 10. The results show a significant
efficiency increase in the lower range of the
partial load operation, due to the connection of
individual drive trains. As soon as all generators
are switched on, the efficiency characteristic is
the same as in the case where no switching
procedure is used. Examining the efficiency
trends for the operating strategy with individual
switching of generators, efficiency drops can be
seen at the switching points. These result from
the additional losses at low torque operating
points, after an individual gear train including
generator has been connected.

section 5, the gear trains which are not required,
can initially also be decoupled and switched on
separately together with the generators. This
behavior simulates the use of a coupling after
the spur gear stage and therefore after the
power split in the gearbox.

Figure 10: Efficiency characteristics without and with power split for different drive train configurations.

Efficiency [%]

Efficiency [%]

An idealized switching procedure; comparable
to the switching procedure presented above,
has been added to the efficiency calculation
model in section 5 to show the potential of
increasing the efficiency during partial load
operation. The moments of connection or
disconnection of several generators are defined
by reaching a multiple of their rated torque
(Tn = 1,900 Nm). In the drive train model in

In the shown start-up process of the WT the
switching procedure of individual generators
takes place until four generators are activated.
The state of operation with five operating
generators will be skipped, because the
generator speed increases rapidly and torque
dynamics have to be avoided. The state
between 106s and 107s shows this switching
procedure. The torque on the fourth generator
drops to switch on to the operation mode with
five generators. Before the torque can drop to
0 Nm, the torque controller activates all six
generators. With increasing wind speed, full
load operating range is reached (from 120s).

point, which is still outside the cp-characteristic
of the analogous model. At 45s the switching on
speed is reached and the first generator is
switched on. While the rotor speed increases,
the torque rises until the generator has reached
rated torque. At this point the second generator
is switched on and the torque is distributed
symmetrically on both generators. Further
generators are connected successively this
way, as soon as the operating generators reach
their rated torque of Tn = 1,900 Nm.
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JURZWKIURPWKHWLSWRWKHURRWRIWKHZLQJ

WKDQ

VLPLODUWRPLFURYRUWH[JHQHUDWRUV)RUWKHಯZLQJ

5HSXEOLFRI&KLQD

REVHUYHG DW KLJK DQJOH RI DWWDFN r  IRU

OHDGLQJHGJH SURWXEHUDQFH WR ERXQGDU\ OD\HU

$OWKRXJK D ORW RI ZRUN KDV EHHQ FRQGXFWHG RQ

>@ IRXQG WKDW ELSHULRGLF FRXOG RQO\ EH

HWDO>@IRXQGWKDWWKHUDWLRRIHIIHFWLYHKHLJKWRI

,QVWLWXWHRI(QJLQHHULQJ7KHUPRSK\VLFV&KLQHVH$FDGHP\RI6FLHQFHV%HLMLQJ3HRSOH V

SHULRGLFSKHQRPHQRQ,QDGGLWLRQ&DPDUDHWDO

DWWDFKHG WR DLUIRLO VXUIDFH )XUWKHUPRUH =KDQJ

VSHFLILFFRQILJXUDWLRQ

YRUWLFHV RI QHLJKERULQJ YDOOH\V WULJJHUHG EL

LQWR ERXQGDU\ OD\HU ZKLFK NHSW WKH IORZ

DQGE\PHDQVRIH[SHULPHQWDOLQYHVWLJDWLRQV

>@ DVVXPHG WKDW WKH LQWHUDFWLRQV EHWZHHQ

SURWXEHUDQFHV FDUULHG KLJKHU PRPHQWXP IORZ

WKLFNQHVVˡVKRXOGOLHLQWKHLQWHUYDOEHWZHHQ

0LQJ=KDR0LQJPLQJ=KDQJDQG-LDQ]KRQJ;X

3URWXEHUDQFHVDW/RZ5H\QROGV1XPEHU

1XPHULFDO$QDO\VLVRI(IIHFWVRI/HDGLQJ(GJH
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VXUIDFHVZHUHUHJDUGHGDVQRVOLSDQGDGLDEDWLF

IRU YLVFRXV VLPXODWLRQ 7KH DSSURDFK ZDV LQ

SDUDOOHO DOJRULWKP XVLQJ GRPDLQ GHFRPSRVLWLRQ

DQG 03, VWUDWHJLHV IRU WKH SODWIRUP RQ 3&

FOXVWHUV DQG WKH FRPSXWDWLRQV ZHUH DOO EDVHG

RI

LQWHUPLWWHQF\ IDFWRU ˠ ZDV LQWURGXFHG 7KH

eff  ZKLFK LV D

WUDQVLWLRQ

FRPELQDWLRQ RI WKH QRQWXUEXOHQW DQG WXUEXOHQW

FRQWULEXWLRQV eff  (1   ) nt  t



t  7KH

WDNHV WKH



x j

 
 

(   eff )
  P      
x j 
x j 

0.5



x j

( u j k )

x j

3/ 2

Lhybrid

k

k


1
   


  ij S ij 





t

 x


j

k





  

1XPHULFDO0HWKRGVDQG9DOLGDWLRQV

/(6PRGH

,W ZDV ZRUWK WR PHQWLRQ WKDW ˠ VKRXOG EH  LQ



UHVSHFWLYHO\ ,Q DGGLWLRQ 7KH WLPH VWHS ZDV VHW

DQG 5HF ZHUH PV DQG 5HF   

rrDQGrDQGWKHIUHHVWUHDPYHORFLW\8

ZHUHVHOHFWHGLHr

IRXUDQJOHVRIDWWDFN



f d  max (1  f dt ), f B ZLWK f dt  1  tanh  8rdt   

3

SUHYLRXVH[SHULPHQWDOUHVXOWV>@7RWKLVHQG

7KH QXPHULFDO ZRUN ZDV YDOLGDWHG XVLQJ

Lhybrid  f d (1  f e ) LRANS  (1  f d ) LLES    

DQG:0/(6VFDOHVFDQEHLPSOHPHQWHGDV

7KH ,''(6 OHQJWKVFDOH FRPELQLQJ WKH ''(6

t

(  k )


)LJ,OOXVWUDWLRQRIDVOLFHRIWKHFRPSXWDWLRQDOPHVK

DQGZLWKRXWZDY\OHDGLQJHGJHUHVSHFWLYHO\

LQWURGXFLQJ D OHQJWK VFDOH /K\EULG WKH 7.(

HTXDWLRQFDQEHJLYHQLQWHQVRUIRUPDV

JULGVZHUHDQGIRUDLUIRLOVZLWK

WXUEXOHQW NLQHWLF HQHUJ\ 7.(  HTXDWLRQ $IWHU

PHVK 6SHFLILFDOO\ WKH VWUXFWXUHG JULG V\VWHP

 GHPRQVWUDWHV D VOLFH RI WKH FRPSXWDWLRQDO

UHFRPPHQGHG LQ >@ 7KH RYHUDOO DPRXQWV RI



WKURXJK PRGLI\LQJ WKH GLVVLSDWLRQ WHUP RI WKH

Eu

$ PP DQG D ZDYHOHQJWK RI ˨ PP )LJXUH

HVWDEOLVKHGVDWLVI\LQJWKHPLQLPXPUHTXLUHPHQW

d

:DQJ WUDQVLWLRQ PRGHO FDQ EH FRQVWUXFWHG

 1  C4
0.5 
(2 Eu ) 


k

ZLWK \ ป  DQG WKH JURZWK UDWLR ป  ZDV

0.5

7KH ZDY\ OHDGLQJ HGJH KDG DQ DPSOLWXGH RI

WKHRQHVLQRXUSUHYLRXVH[SHULPHQWDOVWXG\>@

V  PP ZHUH LQYHVWLJDWHG FRQVLVWHQW ZLWK

PHDQFKRUGOHQJWK F PPDQGVSDQOHQJWK

IORZILHOGVRYHUWKHVPRRWKDQGZDY\DLUIRLOZLWK

8VLQJ WKH GHYHORSHG QXPHULFDO VFKHPHV WKH

6XEVHTXHQWO\ ,''(6 PHWKRG EDVHG RQ )X

    P

P  C3  Fonset   ln(1   )

IROORZV

GLVVLSDWLRQ UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KH\ DUH PRGHOHG DV

ZKHUH 3ˠ DQG ˢˠ UHSUHVHQW WKH SURGXFWLRQ DQG

t

   

  u j 

WUDQVSRUWHTXDWLRQIRULQWHUPLWWHQF\IDFWRU ˠ LV

SODFH RI YLVFRXV HGG\ YLVFRVLW\

HIIHFWLYH HGG\ YLVFRVLW\

RQRXULQKRXVHVROYHU81,7V>@

WDNHQ DV WKH WLPHPDUFKLQJ PHWKRG :DOO

RQ N˶ 667 WXUEXOHQFH PRGHO 7R FDSWXUH IORZ

HTXDWLRQ

ZLWK1HZWRQOLNHVXELWHUDWLRQLQSVHXGRWLPHZDV

,QJHQHUDO)X:DQJWUDQVLWLRQPRGHOZDVEDVHG

WUDQVSRUW

DV 6:(12 ,Q DGGLWLRQ D /86*6 PHWKRG

PDVVLYHWXUEXOHQWIORZVHSDUDWLRQ

DQRWKHU

7KH 679' VFKHPH DGRSWHG FDQ EH VKRUWHQHG

FDSWXUH WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI ODPLQDU IORZ DQG
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0HFKDQLVPV
3KHQRPHQRQ



RI

%LSHULRGLF

5HVXOWVDQG'LVFXVVLRQV

EHWZHHQ

QHLJKERULQJ

WURXJKV

QDPHGWURXJK% )LJXUHF 

WURXJK$ DQG WKH QHLJKERULQJ WURXJK ZDV

WURXJK ZKHUH YRUWLFHV GLVSHUVHG ZDV QDPHG

ZLWK WKH ILQGLQJ LQ >@ )RU FRQYHQLHQFH WKH

SKHQRPHQRQZDVKLJKO\UHODWHGWR˞FRQVLVWHQW

EH LQIHUUHG WKDW WKH RFFXUUHQFH RI ELSHULRGLF

EHFDPH PRUH REYLRXV &RQVHTXHQWO\ LW FRXOG

HTXLOLEULXP

)LJXUH F DQG )LJXUH G DQG WKH QRQ

ZHUH VLPLODU DW  r DQG r DV VKRZQ LQ

GLUHFWLRQ 7KH SURFHVVHV RI YRUWH[ HYROXWLRQ

SDWWHUQ UHSHDWHGO\ DSSHDUHG LQ VSDQZLVH

WR WKH YDOOH\ RI FXUUHQW WURXJK DQG WKLV IORZ

WKH QHLJKERULQJ WURXJK YRUWLFHV ZHUH FRQILQHG

D ˞ r E ˞ r


)LJ9DULDWLRQVRIOLIWDQGGUDJFRHIILFLHQWVZLWK˞

E 'UDJFRHIILFLHQW



OHIW WKH OHDGLQJ HGJH LQGLFDWHG WKDW WKHUH ZDV

KLJKHUZLWKLQWKHVDPHLQWHUYDO

 D /LIWFRHIILFLHQW

YRUWLFHV GLVSHUVHG DW RQH WURXJK DV VRRQ DV LW

EDVHOLQH FDVH )XUWKHUPRUH &G ZDV DW PRVW

IORZLQWHUDFWLRQEHWZHHQQHLJKERULQJWURXJKV$W

DSSHDUHG DV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH E 7KH IDFW WKDW

ZDV DW PRVW  ORZHU FRPSDUHG ZLWK WKH

DQGWKHQGLVVLSDWLRQWRZDUGVWKHWUDLOLQJHGJH

UHVXOWLQJ LQ WKH PD[LPXP  LQFUHDVH LQ &O

1HYHUWKHOHVVDW  rWKHIORZSDWWHUQZDVQR

SURWXEHUDQFHSHDNVQHDUWKHDLUIRLOOHDGLQJHGJH

H[KLELWHGLPSURYHGDHURG\QDPLFFKDUDFWHULVWLFV

ORQJHUSHULRGLFDQGWKHELSHULRGLFSKHQRPHQRQ

WURXJKVFDXVLQJDFRDOHVFHQFHRIIOXLGEHWZHHQ

:LWKLQ WKH SRVWVWDOO UHJLRQ WKH ZDY\ DLUIRLOV

DURXQGWKHVWDOOUHJLRQIRUPRGLILHGDLUIRLOZKLFK

EH REVHUYHG WKDW YRUWLFHV PLJUDWH WRZDUGV

RQO\ZLWKLQ

>@1HYHUWKHOHVV&OVHHPHGWREHDURXQG

VWDEOH $W  r WKH IORZ SDWWHUQ ZDV SHULRGLF

LQVWDQWDQHRXVIORZVWUXFWXUHVDIWHUWKH\EHFDPH

REVHUYHG WKDW WKH FRPSXWDWLRQDO UHVXOWV ZHUH LQ

IURPRQHWURXJKWRWKHQH[W )LJXUHD ,WFRXOG

FRPSOLFDWHG )LJXUH  JLYHV WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ

ZLWK  DUH GLVSOD\HG LQ )LJXUH  ,W FRXOG EH

ZLWKLQ SUHVWDOO UHJLPH DQG WKHLU GLIIHUHQFH ZDV

SURFHVVHV RI YRUWH[ HYROXWLRQ ZHUH UDWKHU

V 7KH YDULDWLRQV RI OLIW DQG GUDJ FRHIILFLHQWV

JRRG DJUHHPHQWV ZLWK H[SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWV

)RU DLUIRLO ZLWK ZDY\ OHDGLQJHGJH WKH

WRVDQGWKHVROXWLRQSURFHHGHGXQWLO
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EHWZHHQ

QHLJKERULQJ

WURXJKV

WKHUHIRUHDIIHFWHG

VWUXFWXUHVZHUHDOPRVWWKHVDPHDWQHLJKERULQJ

WURXJKV )LJXUH )1DQG6UHSUHVHQWHGIRFXV


E 'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWUHDPOLQHVDWWURXJK%


D 'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWUHDPOLQHVDWWURXJK$





+HUH

VWDWLF

SUHVVXUH

ZDV

EURNHQ WKH QRQHTXLOLEULXP ZDV JUDGXDOO\

)LJ'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWUHDPOLQHVDQGWRSRORJLFDO
VWUXFWXUHVDW7

EDODQFH EHWZHHQ QHLJKERULQJ WURXJKV ZDV

ERXQGHG E\ EOXH GDVKHG OLQHV  2QFH WKH

SUHVVXUH GLVWULEXWLRQ HPHUJHG LQ WKH VDPH DUHD

GDVKHGOLQHV ,QWKHPHDQWLPHWKHGLIIHUHQFHRI

JRW LQWR WKH YDOOH\ RI WURXJK% ERXQGHG E\ UHG

ZKLFKLQGLFDWHGWKDWIORZZLWKKLJKHUPRPHQWXP

0DFK QXPEHU DURXQG PLGVSDQ ZDV GLIIHUHQW

FRXOGEHUHFRJQL]HG,QGHWDLOWKHGLVWULEXWLRQRI

HQHUJ\ 'LVWLQFWLRQV EHWZHHQ WURXJK$ DQG %

QRQGLPHQVLRQDOL]HG E\ IUHHVWUHDP NLQHWLF

)LJXUH

SODQH \F   DW 7 ZDV GHPRQVWUDWHG LQ

7RKDYHDQLQWXLWLYHXQGHUVWDQGLQJDVOLFHLQ[]

DLUIRLOZLWKOHDGLQJHGJHSURWXEHUDQFHV

)LJ(YROXWLRQRILQVWDQWDQHRXVIORZVWUXFWXUHVRI


D W 7 E W 7

SUHVVXUHDWWURXJK%

DQLQFUHDVHRI YHORFLW\ DQGDGHFUHDVHRI VWDWLF

VTXHH]H LQWR WURXJK% )LJXUH E  ZKLFK OHG WR

WKH QHLJKERULQJ SHDN DQG IRUFHG WKH IOXLG WR

V  WKH YRUWLFHV IURP WURXJK$ FURVVHG

EHWZHHQ QHLJKERULQJ WURXJKV HQODUJHG $W 7

GHYHORSPHQWRIWKHYRUWH[V\VWHPWKHGLIIHUHQFH

SDWWHUQ EHJDQ WR FROODSVH $ORQJ ZLWK WKH

E 'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWDWLFSUHVVXUH





DFFXUDF\RISUHVHQWVLPXODWLRQDJDLQ

H[SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWV LQ >@ YDOLGDWLQJ WKH

VPRRWKDQGSHDNFDVHVZHUHFRLQFLGHQWZLWKWKH

IRU ZDY\ DLUIRLO 1RWH WKH YHORFLW\ SURILOHV IRU

QRUPDOL]HGPHDQVWUHDPZLVHYHORFLW\DW  r

)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH W\SLFDO SURILOHV RI WKH

GHJUDGDWLRQ

QHFHVVDU\ WR FODULI\ WKH PHFKDQLVP RI WKH OLIW

RSWLPL]H WKH DHURG\QDPLF SHUIRUPDQFH LW LV

LQHYLWDEOH DURXQG VWDOO UHJLRQ 7R IXUWKHU

ZLWKLQ SRVWVWDOO UHJLRQ OLIW GHJUDGDWLRQ LV

PRGLILHG DLUIRLO LV EHWWHU WKDQ WKH EDVHOLQH RQH

$OWKRXJK WKH DHURG\QDPLF SHUIRUPDQFH RI

RQ$HURG\QDPLF3HUIRUPDQFH

 (IIHFWV RI %LSHULRGLF 3KHQRPHQRQ

SUHVVXUHDW\F 

)LJ'LVWULEXWLRQVRI0DFKQXPEHUDQGVWDWLF



D 'LVWULEXWLRQRI0DFKQXPEHU

UHDFKHGDVVKRZQLQ)LJXUHF

)LJXUH D 7KH GHYHORSPHQW RI WKH YRUWH[ ULQJV
ZDV VHYHUHO\ DIIHFWHG DQG WKH VLQJOH SHULRGLF

H[DFHUEDWHG(YHQWXDOO\ELSHULRGLFSDWWHUQZDV

$W 7 WKH FRQGLWLRQ GHWHULRUDWHG DV VKRZQ LQ


E 'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWUHDPOLQHVDWWURXJK%


D 'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWUHDPOLQHVDWWURXJK$

YRUWH[ULQJVDERYHWKHVXFWLRQVXUIDFHZRXOGEH

EHWZHHQ QHLJKERULQJ WURXJKV H[LVWHG DQG IORZ

QRGHDQGVDGGOHKHUH

ERXQGHG

GHYHORSPHQWRIIROORZXSYRUWLFHVHVSHFLDOO\WKH

LWHUDWLRQV  QR GLIIHUHQFH RQ WKH IORZ SDWWHUQV

7KH

ULQJV DURXQG OHDGLQJHGJH ZHUH GLIIHUHQW

$W 7
OLQHV 

'YRUWH[VWUXFWXUHVFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHYRUWH[

WR GHSLFW WKH ZKROH SURFHVV RI YRUWH[ HYROXWLRQ
GDVKHG

DIIHFWHG $FWXDOO\ LW FRXOG EH REVHUYHG WKDW WKH

LQVWDQWV ZHUH VHOHFWHG LH 7 7 7 DQG 7

UHG

PRPHQWXPFRQYHFWLRQDWOHDGLQJHGJHZDVDOVR

IRU H[DPSOH &RUUHVSRQGLQJO\ IRXU W\SLFDO WLPH

E\

EOXHGDVKHGOLQHV ZHUHGLIIHUHQWPRUHRYHUWKH

DLUIRLO VXFWLRQ VLGH ZH WRRN WKH FDVH DW  r

V DIWHU WKH EHJLQQLQJ RI ,''(6

DURXQG QRGH 1 DQG VDGGOH 6ಬ ERXQGHG E\

WRSRORJLFDO VWUXFWXUHV RI WKH VHSDUDWHG IORZ

VXUIDFH LQGLFDWHG LQ )LJ &OHDUO\ WKH

YDULDWLRQV LQ WKH ERXQGDU\ OD\HU QHDU WKH DLUIRLO

HPHUJHG (VVHQWLDOO\ WKLV ZDV UHODWHG ZLWK WKH

GLIIHUHQFH

7R IXUWKHU FODULI\ WKH ELSHULRGLF IORZ RYHU WKH

DLUIRLOZLWKOHDGLQJHGJHSURWXEHUDQFHV

)LJ6NHWFKHVRILQVWDQWDQHRXVIORZVWUXFWXUHVRI

F ˞ r G ˞ r



V  DOWKRXJK WKH ' YRUWH[

VWUXFWXUHV VHHPHG WR UHPDLQ SHULRGLF WKH

$W 7

VWUXFWXUHVDW7

)LJ'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWUHDPOLQHVDQGWRSRORJLFDO
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)LJ9HORFLW\SURILOHVRIVPRRWKDQGPRGLILHGDLUIRLOV

G 9HORFLW\SURILOHVDW7URXJK%

F 9HORFLW\SURILOHVDW7URXJK$

E 9HORFLW\SURILOHVDWSHDN


D 9HORFLW\SURILOHVRIVPRRWKDLUIRLO

VWUXFWXUHV

DW

SHDN

ZHUH

UDWKHU

SODFH

DW

[F 

+RZHYHU

IORZ

DW

WURXJKV

SUREDEO\

LPSRVHG

SURILOHV 0HDQZKLOH DERYH PHFKDQLVPV DOVR

ZDV FRLQFLGHQW ZLWK WKH DQDO\VHV RI YHORFLW\

HVSHFLDOO\ DW   r DQG r 7KLV FRQFOXVLRQ

VXFWLRQ DW WKH OHDGLQJHGJH RI WURXJK$

GHJUDGDWLRQ ZKLFK UHPRYHG WKH DHURG\QDPLF

ELSHULRGLF SKHQRPHQRQ DJJUDYDWHG WKH OLIW

PDVVLYHIORZVHSDUDWLRQDWWURXJKV)XUWKHUPRUH

DHURG\QDPLF VXFWLRQ GHFUHDVHG GXH WR WKH

FRPSDUHG ZLWK WKH UHVXOWV RI VPRRWK DLUIRLO

FRHIILFLHQWV DORQJ [GLUHFWLRQ ,Q JHQHUDO

)LJXUHLOOXVWUDWHVWKHGLVWULEXWLRQVRISUHVVXUH

Cd ZLWKLQ VWDOO UHJLRQ LQ )LJ  7R SURYH WKLV

YDULDEOH DHURG\QDPLF FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI Cl DQG

SURWXEHUDQFHV ZRXOG OHDG WR WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ

7KH IORZ ILHOG IRU WKH DLUIRLO ZLWK OHDGLQJHGJH

WHQGHGWREHPRUHVLJQLILFDQWIRUWURXJK$FDVH

QHJDWLYH HIIHFWV RQ DHURG\QDPLF OLIW DQG LW

VHSDUDWLRQ

PRUHQHDU[F (YLGHQWO\WKHPDVVLYHIORZ

DQG WKH UHYHUVHG IORZ FOHDUO\ DSSHDUHG RQFH

UHDWWDFKPHQW GLG QRW VWLFN WR WKH WUDLOLQJ HGJH

WRRN

[F  DW WURXJK% DQG WKHQ UHDWWDFKPHQW

WKH FRQWUDU\ IORZ VHSDUDWLRQ RFFXUUHG QHDU

VHSDUDWLRQ RFFXUUHG QHDU WKH OHDGLQJ HGJH 7R

REYLRXV )LJXUH F DQG G  $W WURXJK$ IORZ

7KH GLVWLQFWLRQV EHWZHHQ WURXJK$ DQG % ZHUH

UHIOHFWHGLQWKHPHDQYHORFLW\SURILOHVDWWURXJKV

,QDGGLWLRQELSHULRGLFSKHQRPHQRQZDVFOHDUO\

DORFDWLRQEHWZHHQ[F DQG[F 

RFFXUUHQFHRIUHYHUVHGIORZPRYHGEDFNZDUGWR

&RPSDUHGZLWK WKHUHVXOWVRI VPRRWKDLUIRLOWKH

SURILOHVZHUHTXLWHVLPSOHLQWLPHDYHUDJHGIRUP

FRPSOLFDWHG DV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  WKH YHORFLW\

YRUWH[

RFFXUUHGDW[F $OWKRXJKWKHLQVWDQWDQHRXV

)RU VPRRWK DLUIRLO WKH IORZ VHSDUDWLRQ HYLGHQWO\
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FRLQFLGHQW ZLWK )LJE 0HDQZKLOH WKH IORZ

UHJLRQFRXOGWKXVEHVRPHKRZLQWHUSUHWHG>@



LQWXLWLYHZD\,QGHWDLOIORZVHSDUDWLRQZDVPRUH

SKHQRPHQRQ FRXOG EH GLVWLQJXLVKHG LQ DQ

ZHUH DOVR LQGLFDWHG E\ UHG GDVKHV %LSHULRGLF

DWWDFKPHQWV DURXQG WKH FHQWHUOLQHV RI SHDNV

LQGLFDWHG E\ EOXH GDVKHV PHDQZKLOH IORZ

)LJ )ORZ VHSDUDWLRQV DW OHDGLQJ HGJH ZHUH

SUHVVXUH DQG VWUHDPOLQH  r  LOOXVWUDWHG LQ

ZDV DQDO\]HG XVLQJ ' WLPHDYHUDJHG VWDWLF

7RJHWKHU ZLWK DERYH UHVXOWV WKH IORZ SK\VLFV

GLUHFWLRQ

)LJ'LVWULEXWLRQVRISUHVVXUHFRHIILFLHQWDORQJ[

 F ˞ r

E ˞ r





DOPRVW YDQLVKHG DURXQG WURXJK$ ZKLFK ZDV

7KH DHURG\QDPLF GUDJ LQFUHPHQW DURXQG VWDOO

D ˞ r

RI WURXJK% FRQVHTXHQWO\ DHURG\QDPLF VXFWLRQ

ZKLFKFRQVHTXHQWO\HQODUJHGWKHSUHVVXUHGUDJ

 r DQG r ZHUH

FRHIILFLHQWV DURXQG SHDNV DQG WURXJKV ZHUH

GHWDLO 7KH YDULDWLRQ WHQGHQFLHV RI ORFDO OLIW

VHFWLRQV DW   r DQG r ZHUH DQDO\]HG LQ

7KHQ WKH OLIW FRHIILFLHQWV RI WKRVH VSDQZLVH

WKHDQDO\VHVRI)LJ

WKH DHURG\QDPLF OLIW ZKLFK ZDV FRQVLVWHQW ZLWK

(YLGHQWO\ SHDNV FRQWULEXWHG D ODUJH SRUWLRQ RI

WKH\ ZHUH D OLWWOH KLJKHU WKDQ WKDW RI   r

3HDN 0LGGOH 7URXJK$ DQG 7URXJK%  DQG

WKHFRQWULEXWLRQVRIWKRVHVSDQZLVHVHFWLRQV LH

DSSUR[LPDWHO\ HTXDO WR  LQ FRQVLGHUDWLRQ RI

WKH OLIW FRHIILFLHQWV RI 

DORQJ ]GLUHFWLRQ DQG LW FRXOG EH LQIHUUHG WKDW

7RXQGHUVWDQGWKLV)LJJLYHV Cl GLVWULEXWLRQV

EODGH VLQFHWKHVWDOOWHQGHGWREHUDWKHUJHQWOH

ZKLFK ZDV D IDYRULWH IHDWXUH IRU ZLQG WXUELQH

UDQJH RI Cl DURXQG VWDOO UHJLRQ ZDV ZLWKLQ 

,Q DGGLWLRQ DV VKRZQ LQ )LJ 7KH YDULDWLRQ

˞ r 


)LJ'LVWULEXWLRQRIVWDWLFSUHVVXUHDQGVWUHDPOLQHV

SURYLGHGDODUJHSRUWLRQRIWKHDHURG\QDPLFOLIW

&RQVHTXHQWO\ LW FRXOG EH LQIHUUHG WKDW SHDNV

VHSDUDWLRQ DURXQG SHDNV DV VKRZQ LQ )LJE

ERXQGDU\ OD\HU ZKLFK GHOD\HG WKH IORZ

DWWDFKPHQW FDUULHG KLJKHU PRPHQWXP IORZ LQWR

VHYHUHDWWKHOHDGLQJHGJHRIWURXJK$WKDQWKDW

LQFUHDVHGWKHVWDWLFSUHVVXUHDWWKHOHDGLQJHGJH
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7KH DVVRFLDWHG IORZ ILHOG DQG WKH

KLJKHUZLWKLQWKHVDPHUHJLRQ

FDVH )XUWKHUPRUH Cd ZDV DW PRVW 

PRVWORZHUFRPSDUHGZLWKWKHEDVHOLQH

DURXQGIRUPRGLILHGDLUIRLOZKLFKZDVDW

 :LWKLQ WKH VWDOO UHJLRQ Cl VHHPV WR EH

OHGWRWKHIROORZLQJFRQFOXVLRQV

LQKHUHQWSK\VLFV ZHUHDQDO\]HGLQGHWDLO7KHVH



FRXQWHUSDUW ZDV SUHVHQWHG DW D ORZ 5HF RI

OHDGLQJ HGJH SURWXEHUDQFHV DQG LWV VPRRWK
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In the framework of INNWIND.EU FP7
Project CRES and NTUA investigate the
potential of low-induction rotors (LIR) in
improving the energy yield of large offshore
turbines and reducing the cost of electricity
produced. As discussed in [1] and [2] the best
way to implement the LIR concept is by using
low-lift airfoils, e.g. airfoils having their
maximum k = CL/CD at moderate CL-DES
(design CL) values. It is not straightforward,
however, to get a high performance, thick

1 Introduction

Keywords: Airfoil design, low lift profiles,
airfoil performance verification.

The design methodology and performance
verification of a family of low lift airfoils is
presented in this paper. High performance
low lift profiles are well suited to low power
density rotor designs. Such designs are
suitable for increasing the energy yield of
mufti-MW offshore wind turbines using larger
diameter rotors under moderate loading
conditions. For the design of the profiles
numerical optimization techniques are used
for maximizing a suitable performance–based
cost function which is evaluated using XFOIL.
The resulting shapes are assessed by means
of high fidelity CFD tools. The main
uncertainty characterizing the performance of
such profiles, at the relative low flow angles
where the maximum performance occurs,
comes from transition modelling. This
uncertainty is even higher at the very large
Reynolds numbers encountered in the 10+
MW rotors of our interest. To handle the
uncertainty our design options are selected
on the conservative side.

Abstract:

where [CLDES1, CLDES2] is the range of the
design lift coefficient, centred around the actual
design point and Wl, Wt are the laminar and
turbulent flow weights. The reason for
performing the optimisation for more than a
single CL value is to avoid degenerate solutions
that display a rapid drop in performance when

The objective of the design is the maximization
of the airfoil performance (lift over drag) within
a desired range of lift coefficients. This can be
expressed as

The airfoils are parameterized using Bezier
curves with 9-12 control points for representing
the complete shape in one piece. The trailing
edge thickness is directly set, while the position
of maximum thickness and the maximum
thickness are controlled through the Bezier
parameters. The number of control points was
chosen so that the resulting representation
could reproduce well-known families (NACA,
FFA) with less than 0.5% RMS error.

2 Design methodology

enough, airfoil with k values 100+, which is a
normal achievement for the high lift airfoil
families. This difficulty is increasing as CL-DES
gets smaller. The design and performance
verification, with state of the art CFD, of such a
family of low lift profiles aiming to operate in the
range or Reynolds and Mach numbers
corresponding to a 10MW LIR is the scope of
the present work.
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Trailing edge thickness (which is fixed at
the original value)
Maximum thickness (specified for each
design)
Maximum thickness location (allowed to
shift, but retaining a basic similarity
between the airfoil shapes for different
thicknesses)

Following our earlier conclusions of [1] and
[2] the low lift airfoils shall be designed for
CLDES = 0.8, instead of CLDES =1.2 to1.3 which
is the normal range for high lift profiles. To
avoid deep minima (a highly optimized
objective function which rapidly deteriorates
when the design variables are slightly
perturbed) that characterize single point
designs, we shall design the airfoils for a
maximum mean performance within a range

Table 1 shows the operating conditions at
different blade sections of a LIR version of
the 10MW Reference Wind Turbine of
INNWIND.EU. The relative thickness of the
airfoils along the original blade span varies
from 60% in the near-root section to 21% at
the tip. Next to the relative thickness we
present the Reynolds and Mach numbers at
rated conditions as well as their minimum
value within the turbine operating envelope.
Since the same airfoil is used at different
spanwise locations there are multiple rows in
the table sharing the same thickness. From
those we select the highlighted rows as the
operating conditions.

3.1 Design specifications

3 Application on the Design
of Low Lift Profiles

The optimizer used employs a combination of
evolutionary and gradient-free methods. The
latter are used for the final convergence once
the evolutionary method has reached a
minimum The direct solver used for the
calculation of the objective function is XFOIL,
but the results are later assessed using
higher fidelity flow solvers.







The constraints on the design are imposed
through the available range of movement for
the control points. The main parameters that
are affected are

this value is exceeded. In addition, with this
general objective functions we can optimize
the weighted airfoil performance at both
transitional and fully turbulent flow conditions.

7.0×106
11.0×106
14.0×106
17.0×106
20.0×106
16.0×106
13.0×106
20.0×106
16.0×106
13.0×106
16.0×106
16.0×106

Re (rated)

0.05
0.07
0.09
0.12
0.16
0.25
0.30
0.16
0.25
0.30
0.25
0.25

Ma (rated)

0.03
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.10
0.15
0.18
0.10
0.15
0.18
0.15
0.15

Re (Min) Ma (Min)
4.4×106
7.0×106
9.0×106
10.0×106
12.0×106
11.0×106
8.0×106
12.0×106
11.0×106
8.0×106
11.0×106
11.0×106

The laminar / turbulent weighting was set to
30%-70% (denoted as 30-70 from this point
on) for the first low-lift and to 10-90 (or 20-80
for the thicker members) for the second family.
Figure 1 shows the 30-70 low-lift family and
Figure 2 the10-90/20-80 one.

Following the design specifications of Table 1
we produced low-lift profiles with relative
thicknesses 15%, 18%, 21%, 24%, 30% and
40%. With the exception of the two ending
family members (15% and 40%) where a single
low-lift airfoil was designed, we generated for
all other thicknesses two low-lift profiles of
different laminar / turbulent flow weighting.

3.2 Designed airfoils

The transition model used in our analysis is the
XFOIL built-in eN where N is the critical
amplification factor. For conservatism we shall
use in our transitional calculations N=4
corresponding to high ambient turbulence flow
conditions (N=9 is the usual choice for natural
transition).

Table 1: Intended thickness and operating
conditions

Section
Thickness
60.00%
40.10%
35.00%
30.00%
24.00%
24.00%
24.00%
21.00%
21.00%
21.00%
18.00%
15.00%

of design lift coefficients CLDES =[0.7 to 0.9]
instead of using the single CLDES =0.8 value.
An important issue for the design specifications
is the way one handles transition. We are
referring to designs at very high Reynolds
numbers and, therefore, a back-loaded laminar
airfoil may perform significantly better than a
front-loaded one which better suits fully
turbulent flows. On the other hand it is known
that the performance of laminar airfoils may
become very poor when the flow is tripped to
turbulent. But even if a good part of laminar
flow exists over the airfoil it is quite uncertain
how the high turbulence content of the
atmospheric boundary layer will influence the
transition location through the bypass
mechanism. To introduce some conservatism
in our designs we are optimizing the airfoil
shapes for their weighted transitional / fully
turbulent performance as described in section
3.2 below.
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On the contrary, the 30-70 family is
performing better (some members like the
21% and 24% much better) that the 10-90
one when the flow is transitional. Figure 4
demonstrates the statement with calculation
done for N-factor equal to 4. It is also seen
that in all cases (with the exception of the
40% profile) the performance of the airfoils at

Figure
3
shows
the
aerodynamic
performance of the two families at fully
turbulent flow conditions. Clearly the 30-70 is
performing slightly worse than the “more
conservative” 10-90/20-80 one at the design
lift value of our interest. In all cases, with the
exception of the 40% airfoil, L/D at the design
lift coefficient exceeds 70 units even for the
30% thick profile.

Figure 2: The 10-90/20-80 family of Low Lift
profiles

Figure 1: The 30-70 family of Low Lift profiles

The 10-90/20-80 family looks more consistent,
both geometrically (location of maximum
thickness) and performance wise (changing
monotonically with the thickness), than the 3070 one. For the above reasons and for
introducing further conservatism to the
potential energy capture gains we shall focus
our further attention on the 10-90/20-80 family
only.

Using a higher weight for the laminar part the
maximum thickness of the profile is moving
backwards and its performance around the
design point is increasing but at the same time
worsens when the profile operates at fully
turbulent conditions.

Figure 3: Performance (L/D) of the Low Lift
family profiles at fully turbulent flow conditions.
(a) the 30-70 and (b) the 1(2)0-9(8)0

(b)

(a)

design lift exceeds 120 units, even for 30%
thickness.

70
In order to verify the performance of the low
lift 10-90/20-80 profiles, simulations for fully
turbulent and transitional flow conditions are
performed using the MaPFlow [3] and Foil2w
[4] in-house numerical solvers developed at
NTUA. Both methods have been successfully
applied to the simulation of FFA airfoils at
high Reynolds numbers, in the context of the

4.1 Numerical Tools

4 Numerical Simulation of the
Designed Airfoils

Figure 4: Performance (L/D) of the Low Lift
family profiles for transitional (N=4) flow
conditions (a) the 30-70 and (b) the 1(2)09(8)0

(b)

(a)

Figure 6: Predictions of the NACA63-418
transition locations by the Granville/ Schlichting
and the γ-Reθ models using the MaPFlow
solver. Reynolds number is 20·106

Figure 5: Predictions of the NACA 63-418 CD
polar by the Granville/Schlichting and the γReθ models using the MaPFlow solver.
Reynolds number is 20·106

MaPFlow: MaPFlow is a multi-block MPI
enabled compressible solver equipped with
preconditioning at low Mach numbers. The
discretization scheme is cell centred and
makes use of the Roe approximate Riemann
solver for the convective fluxes. The scheme is
second order accurate in space and time and
applies the Venkatakrishnan’s limiter [6]
defined for unstructured grids. Dual time
stepping has been introduced for facilitating
convergence. The solver is equipped with the
Spalart-Allmaras (SA) and the k-ω SST eddy
viscosity turbulence models.

benchmarking
of
aerodynamic
models,
included in the Deliverable 2.2.1 of the
INNWIND.EU project [5].

Foil2w is a viscous-inviscid
interaction code. The potential flow part is
simulated by singularity distributions along
the airfoil geometry and the wake. The wake
is represented by vortex particles which are
allowed to freely move with the local flow
velocity. The viscous flow solution is obtained
by solving the unsteady integral boundary
layer equations. The coupling of the two sets
of equations is achieved through a
transpiration velocity distribution along the
airfoil surface that represents the mass flow
difference over the boundary layer height
between the real viscous flow and the
equivalent inviscid flow.

Foil2w:

The numerical mesh is an O-type grid of
104000 elements, 520 around the airfoil and
200 in the normal to the wall direction,
generated using the ICEMCFD ANSYS
software. The non-dimensional distance of
the first node from the wall is less or equal to
-5
+
10 , resulting in y <1. Steady state
simulations are performed for the whole
angles of attack AOA range.

Simulations using MaPFlow have shown that
the Granville/ Schlichting method gives better
predictions of the drag coefficient compared
to the γ-Reθ model (Figure 5) for high
Reynolds numbers (Re > 3·106). This results
from the fact that transition is predicted at
different locations by the two models as
shown in Figure 6. Therefore, the Granville/
Schlichting is adopted for the present
simulations. Fully turbulent simulations are
performed using the k-ω SST model.

Figure 7 to Figure 10 also indicate that the
predicted differences between fixed and free
transitional flow at the design point CLDES=0.8
reduce with thickness. For the 30% thickness
no significant difference can be observed in the
MaPFlow predictions.

The performance of the designed airfoil
decreases with thickness as expected (Figure
8 to Figure 10). For the 30% 20-80 airfoil the
performance predictions have dropped to 115125 in transitional flow, and to 65-75 in fully
turbulent flow (Figure 10). This implies a total
performance reduction of 16%-21% and 23%25% at the design point for transitional and fully
turbulent conditions respectively. However, the
fact that the performance levels remain greater
than
100
for
transitional
conditions,
demonstrates the high efficiency of the
designed low lift airfoil family.

Performance (L/D) results for the 18% airfoil
are presented In Figure 7. At transitional flow
conditions, all models predict considerably high
values around the design point CLDES=0.8,
ranging between 135 and 150. MaPFlow
predictions using the Sclichting-Polhausen
transition model seem to be the most
conservative ones, predicting the lowest
performance. At fully turbulent flow conditions,
a lower performance around the design point
CLDES=0.8 is expected. Indeed, performance
reduces considerably ranging between 85 and
95, but still remains at high levels. It must be
noted that there is a significant divergence
among the predictions of the different models
in the range 0.8<CL<1.4 which corresponds to
the linear region (2o<AOA<8o). This suggests
that a different slope of the CL-AOA curve is
predicted in that region.

4.2 Performance Verification of the
Designed Airfoils

The boundary layer equations are discretized
using finite differences and the final set of the
non-linear equations are solved simultaneously
using the Newton-Raphson algorithm. The
boundary layer solution is supplemented by a
N
transition prediction model based on the e
spatial amplification theory and by a dissipation
closure equation for the maximum shear stress
coefficient over the turbulent part.
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Figure 8: Performance (L/D) of the 21% Low Lift 10-90 airfoil for transitional and fully turbulent flow
conditions. Comparison among MaPFlow (CFD solver), Foil2w (viscous-inviscid interaction solver)
and XFOIL calculations. Fixed transition locations were taken from XFOIL using the eN model with
N=4
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Figure 7: Performance (L/D) of the 18% Low Lift 10-90 airfoil for transitional and fully turbulent flow
conditions. Comparison among MaPFlow (CFD solver), Foil2w (viscous-inviscid interaction solver)
and XFOIL calculations. Fixed transition locations were taken from XFOIL using the eN model with
N=4

L/ D

L/ D

Two
transition
models
have
been
implemented in MaPFlow, the correlation γReθ model of Menter [7] and the Granville/
Schlichting transition method described in [8].
The first is a two transport equation model for
the intermittency and the momentum
thickness Reynolds number. It utilizes local
variables easily computed in each cell and
does not need boundary layer definition and
parameters. The second one is based on
boundary layer characteristics expressed in
terms of the Polhausen variables. In order to
estimate these variables, the velocity on the
edge of the boundary layer is computed using
the pressure coefficient value on the viscous
wall derived by the RANS solver. The
instability and transition points are then
defined using empirically calibrated diagrams
proposed by Granville.
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Figure 10: Performance (L/D) of the 30% Low Lift 10-90 airfoil for transitional and fully turbulent flow
conditions. Comparison among MaPFlow (CFD solver), Foil2w (viscous-inviscid interaction solver)
and XFOIL calculations. Fixed transition locations were taken from XFOIL using the eN model with
N=4
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Figure 9: Performance (L/D) of the 24% Low Lift 10-90 airfoil for transitional and fully turbulent flow
conditions. Comparison among MaPFlow (CFD solver), Foil2w (viscous-inviscid interaction solver)
and XFOIL calculations. Fixed transition locations were taken from XFOIL using the eN model with
N=4
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Using the 10-90/20-80 polars calculated with
CFD we proceeded to the aerodynamic
design of a 10MW LIR in the framework of
the INNWIND.EU project. Compared to the
10MW Reference Wind Turbine of the project
[9] the LIR yield (capacity factor CF) was
7.5% higher. From that 4.5% is attributed to
the LIR planform and the remaining 3% from
the dedicated low lift profiles that replaced the
high lift FFA-W3-xx (same thickness) profiles
of the reference.

The performance of the selected low lift
airfoils was verified using a CFD and a
viscous-inviscid interaction solver. Both
solvers predict high performance levels at the
design point CLDES=0.8. For the 18% airfoil
the predicted performance is higher than 135
and 85 in transitional and turbulent flow
conditions respectively. For the 30% airfoil
the predicted performance decreases but still
remains higher than 100 and 60 in transitional
and fully turbulent conditions respectively.

The 10-90/20-80 family looks more
consistent, both geometrically (location of
maximum thickness) and performance wise
(changing monotonically with the thickness).
For these reasons and for introducing some
conservatism to the possible energy capture
gains of the low induction rotor this family has
been selected for low induction INNWIND.EU
10 MW rotor design.

Two low-lift profile families were designed,
with relative thicknesses ranging from 15% to
40%. The low-lift families differ in the laminar
/ turbulent weighting which is driving the
design. Using a higher weight for the laminar
part the maximum thickness of the profile is
moving backwards and its performance
around the design point increases but at the
same time worsens when the profile operates
at fully turbulent conditions. In the present
work the weighting was set to 30%-70% for
the first low lift family and to 10-90 (or 20-80)
for the second.

A design method for producing low lift airfoil
profiles was developed and applied to the
different blade sections of a LIR version of
the INNWIND.EU Reference Wind Turbine, at
specific operating conditions.

5 Conclusions
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Wind turbine rotor diameters have been upsized
to increase power and utilize higher wind speeds for
decreasing power costs[1]. Today, investigations on
the realization of wind turbines with a rated power
output of 10 MW are being undertaken[2][3]. When
upsizing the diameter, blade mass and drive train
mass increase, thereby increasing manufacturing
costs. Some solutions to these problems are
suggested as follows: use a slender blade and
change its structure or material [2][4], increase the tip
speed ratio (defined as the tip speed divided by the
inflow speed) to decrease the load on the drive train,
and reduce the number of blades by applying
two-bladed rotors[3][5]. In particular, the application of
two-bladed rotors is an effective solution because it
can reduce both rotor mass and manufacturing costs.
Furthermore, it can easily increase the tip speed
ratio.
However, there are some problems with
two-bladed rotors. For example, because they are

1. Introduction

inferior to three-bladed rotors in terms of their
aerodynamic balance, they are more sensitive to yaw
error and the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).
Furthermore, aerodynamic loads on the blades
increase for two-bladed rotors. Thus, to apply a
two-bladed rotor to a 10 MW-class wind turbine,
investigating the effects that fewer blades would
have on its aerodynamic characteristics is necessary.
When considering the relationship between the flow
characteristics and Reynolds number, investigations
on full-scale wind turbines are desirable. However,
implementing such experiments using actual wind
turbines is difficult. Thus, the aerodynamic
characteristics investigation using computational
simulations such as blade element momentum
(BEM) theory and computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) is important.
BEM theory is widely used in the wind turbine
industry because of its low computational costs and
high accuracy. In BEM theory, the flow around the
blade is considered 2D. However, the actual flow
around the blade is 3D because of stall and flow
separation. Moreover, the aerodynamic airfoil
characteristics used in BEM theory are basically 2D.
As a result, it is likely that rotor performance cannot
be predicted precisely when a stall or flow separation
occurs and the three-dimensionality of the flow

To decrease blade mass for effectively reducing construction costs, the application of slender blades or
two-bladed rotors to 10 MW-class wind turbines is proposed. Since few wind turbine designs have adopted this
approach, it is important to investigate the effects of applying slender blades and two-bladed rotors. Considering this
possibility and the relationship between the flow characteristics around the blade and the Reynolds number, it is
useful to implement an aerodynamic analysis on actual-scale wind turbines using computational simulations such as
blade element momentum (BEM) theory and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). In this study, we executed an
aerodynamic analysis of two- and three-bladed 10 MW reference wind turbines proposed by the New Energy and
Industrial Technology Development Organization. For the aerodynamic analysis, we used the fast CFD solver FaST
Aerodynamic Routines (FaSTAR), which was developed by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency. First, we
validated and confirmed rotor performance by comparing with the results obtained using BEM theory. The power
and thrust coefficients (𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 and 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 ) obtained by FaSTAR are generally in agreement with those obtained using BEM
theory. These results suggest that rotor performance can be captured correctly by FaSTAR. Furthermore, the 3D
effects caused by flow separation are seen only in FaSTAR. Regarding the difference in the number of blades, the
values of 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 and 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 for the two-bladed rotor change more gradually than those for the three-bladed rotor.
Moreover, the 3D effects around the root in two-bladed rotors are more significant than those in three-bladed rotors.
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As the analysis object in this research, we
selected the New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO) 10 MW reference
wind turbine (RWT)[3], which was proposed as the
reference for 10 MW-class offshore wind turbines by
NEDO. The specifications for the NEDO 10 MW RWT
are shown in Table 1. Two- and three-bladed rotor
models are proposed. The rated tip speed and
designed tip speed ratio of the two-bladed rotor
model are greater than those of the three-bladed
model. The blade shape for the two- and
three-bladed rotor models are shown in Figure 1. As
shown in the figure, the two-bladed rotor blade is
more slender than the three-bladed rotor blade.
Moreover, the distributions of airfoil profiles and twist
angles along the blades are different in both rotor
models. However, the Reynolds numbers based on
the chord length in the blades are around 107 in
both rotor models. Thus, it is assumed that the
aerodynamic characteristics of the blade are quite
similar. Also, at Reynolds numbers higher than about
106 , there are few experimental results about the
aerodynamic airfoil characteristics obtained in
wind-tunnel tests. The three-bladed rotor model used
in the CFD analysis is shown in Figure 2. In this
analysis, we used rotor models without nacelles or
spinners in order to generate computational grids
more easily.

2-1. Analysis object

2. Approach

becomes strong.
On the other hand, a CFD analysis can consider
complex flow around the blade when it is governed
by 3D governing equations. As a result, we can
discuss the relations between rotor performance and
flow around the blades using CFD. In addition, more
detailed information about the flow around the blade
can be obtained with CFD. Thus, it is worth
evaluating the effects of applying a two-bladed rotor
to a 10 MW-class wind turbine with CFD.
Furthermore, few studies have focused on these
problems so far.
This study contributes to the development of a 10
MW-class wind turbine by clarifying the aerodynamic
characteristics of two- and three-bladed rotors in the
ABL and with yaw error, which affects aerodynamic
balance. As a first step of this study, we execute the
CFD analysis under uniform inflow conditions for
validating and confirming rotor performance by
comparison with BEM theory results. Moreover, we
discuss the merits of applying CFD to the
aerodynamic analysis of 10 MW-class wind turbines.
Besides, we examine the difference in aerodynamic
characteristics between two- and three-bladed
rotors.
10

12.2
FFA-W3

90

110

BEM can predict the rotor performance of wind
turbines especially at the designed operational point.
Hence, we used the BEM theory results to validate
and confirm the CFD results. For BEM theory
calculation, we used the FAST [6] code developed by
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. FAST is
composed of many modules combining it to a full
aeroelastic code. In FAST, the BEM calculation is
carried out in the aerodynamic calculation (AeroDyn)
module, which has been validated in many past
studies. Thus, it is reliable to use the results obtained
by FAST for validating and confirming rotor
performance obtained by CFD. We mainly used the
AeroDyn module as we focused on the aerodynamic
analysis in this research.
When applying BEM theory to aerodynamic
analysis, the relationship between the flow
characteristics and Reynolds number must be
considered for executing a highly accurate analysis.

2-2. BEM process

Figure 2: Three-bladed rotor model used in CFD.

Figure 1: Blade shapes for NEDO 10 MW RWT [3]
(Upper: three-bladed, Lower: two-bladed).

Rated tip speed
[m/s]
Designed tip speed
ratio [-]
Airfoil profiles [-]

Table 1: Specifications for NEDO 10 MW RWT.
Two-bladed Three-bladed
Rotor position [-]
Upwind
Rotor diameter [m]
200
Number of blades
2
3
[-]
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When using CFD for the aerodynamic analysis
of ultra-large scale wind turbines, it is desirable to
use CFD solver, which has the ability to execute the
analysis with a grid of about one billion cells.
Moreover, it is important to use a parallel
computation such as message passing interface
(MPI) to lower computational costs.
In this research, we used the fast CFD solver
FaST Aerodynamic Routines (FaSTAR)[11], which
was developed by the Japan Aerospace eXploration
Agency (JAXA). FaSTAR was developed for

2-3. CFD analysis code

The aerodynamic airfoil characteristics at a Reynolds
number of about 107 are used, which is close to the
Reynolds number for a rotating blade. Here, the
Reynolds number is based on the chord length. In
the aerodynamic analysis of ultra-large scale wind
turbines, the aerodynamic airfoil characteristics
obtained by 2D CFD analysis at a Reynolds number
of about 107 are often used because there are few
experimental results obtained in wind-tunnel tests at
Reynolds numbers higher than about 106 .
In this research, we used the aerodynamic airfoil
characteristics cited on the DTU 10 MW RWT project
[7]
site for using with BEM theory. We used the 3D
corrected data based on the 2D airfoil data, which
are made by using the correction model [8]. The 2D
CFD solver Ellipsys2D was used to create the 2D
airfoil data. According to the DTU Wind Energy
Report[9], the Reynolds numbers were chosen with
representative values for each airfoil, ranging from
6 × 106 to 1.2 × 107 . These values were chosen to
correspond to the values for a rotating blade. The
meshes were O-type meshes with 512 cells around
the airfoil surface and 256 cells in the normal
direction, and the resolutions are very fine. For this
reason, it is assumed that mesh independence is
ensured in this analysis. In addition, the 2D CFD
analysis of FFA-W3 foils using C-type meshes with
256 cells around the airfoil at a Reynolds number of
1.6 × 106 shows good agreement with experimental
results obtained at the same Reynolds number [10].
This results reinforces the assumption.
Two aerodynamic airfoil characteristics were
available for each airfoil used on the NEDO 10 MW
RWT. One was obtained with the 𝑘𝑘 𝑘 𝑘𝑘 SST model
by assuming a fully developed turbulent boundary
layer on the surface. Another was obtained using the
𝛾𝛾 𝛾 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝜃𝜃 correction-based model assuming a free
transition from laminar to turbulent flow. There are
fairly small differences between the fully turbulent
and transition model. Moreover, it is natural to
consider the flow as fully turbulent when the
Reynolds number is about 107 . Therefore, in this
research, we used the results obtained for the fully
turbulent model. More information about the 2D CFD
analysis is available in the DTU Wind Energy Report.

Grid information from this research is shown in
Table 2. The computational grids were generated by
HexaGrid; the grid near the blade is prismatic, and
the one for the far-field region is Cartesian. Denoting
the rotor diameter as 𝐷𝐷 , the analysis domain is
10𝐷𝐷 𝐷 10𝐷𝐷 𝐷 10𝐷𝐷, and the rotor is set at the center of
the domain. We set the “refinement region” as 1D
downstream from the rotor plane, where the grid is
subdivided so that the resolution around the blade is
sufficiently small. Denoting the chord length at 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟
0.8 as 𝑐𝑐, the grid resolution on the blade is 0.022𝑐𝑐.
Here, 𝑅𝑅 is the rotor radius. We emphasize that the
resolution along the span is the same as that along
the chord. The height of the first cell on the blade is
within 𝑦𝑦 + = 1. The total number of cells is about 80
million in the three-bladed rotor case and 52 million
in the two-bladed case. The computational grid
around the three-bladed rotor is shown in Figure 3,
and the grid around the airfoil at 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟𝑟 is shown
in Figure 4.

2-4. Computational grid

executing low-cost CFD analyses [12]. It can also use
MPI for parallel computation. Moreover, when
executing the computation on a supercomputer
system, we can perform the analysis with a grid of
around several billion cells.
The governing equations in FaSTAR are the
compressible Navier–Stokes equations, which are
discretized using a finite volume method (FVM).
FaSTAR is an unstructured grid flow solver; hence, it
can be used with HexaGrid[13][14], which was also
developed by JAXA for generating unstructured grids
automatically. Using HexaGrid with FaSTAR, fast
preprocessing and CFD analysis can be
accomplished. Consequently, we can shorten the
total computation time effectively.
As an example of previous researches of wind
turbines using FaSTAR, an aerodynamic analysis of
the MexNext wind turbine rotor was executed[15]. This
analysis was executed to clarify whether or not
FaSTAR is applicable to aerodynamic analysis of
wind turbines. In this analysis, the results including
rotor performance and wake characteristics agreed
closely with the experimental results. These results
imply that we can predict the rotor performance and
the flow characteristics around the blade precisely
using FaSTAR. We basically used the same
computational grid information and numerical
analysis conditions used in the MexNext analysis.
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𝜆𝜆 =

𝑅𝑅Ω
𝑈𝑈∞

(1)

The numerical analysis conditions in this
research are shown in Table 3. We used the
u-MUSCL scheme as the reconstruction method.
Thus, the resolution in space is third-order for the
uniform grid. The Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model
with rotational correction is used as the turbulence
model. The rotation of the rotor is represented by
moving grids[16]. The analysis cases in this research
are shown in Table 4. Here, 𝜆𝜆 is the tip speed ratio,
which is defined by Eq. (1). 𝑈𝑈∞ is the inflow velocity,
𝑅𝑅 is the rotor radius, and Ω is the angular velocity of
the blade rotation, respectively. The tip speed is
constant, and the inflow speed is changed for
changing 𝜆𝜆. When decreasing 𝜆𝜆, the angle of attack
at the blade increases. The blade pitch angle is
constant, whereas the power coefficient is maximum
at the designed 𝜆𝜆, shown in red in Table 4. The
inflow velocity is about 9 m/s at the designed 𝜆𝜆 in
both the two- and three-bladed rotor cases.

2-5. Numerical analysis conditions

Figure 4: Computational grid around the airfoil at
𝑟𝑟/𝑅𝑅 = 0.8.

Figure 3: Computational grid around the
three-bladed rotor.

Table 2: Computational grid information.
Analysis domain
10𝐷𝐷 × 10𝐷𝐷 × 10𝐷𝐷
Refinement region
1.5𝐷𝐷 × 1.5𝐷𝐷 × 1.5𝐷𝐷
Resolution in the
1.6𝑐𝑐 × 1.6𝑐𝑐 × 1.6𝑐𝑐
refinement region
Resolution on the blade
0.022𝑐𝑐
Height of the first cell on
𝑦𝑦 + ≈ 1
the blade
52 M (two-bladed)
Total number of cells
80 M (three-bladed)
𝐷𝐷 = 200 m
Remarks
𝑐𝑐 = 1.9 m (at ȀൌͲǤͺ)

The relationships between the power/thrust
coefficients 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 /𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 obtained by FaSTAR or FAST
and the tip speed ratio 𝜆𝜆 are shown in Figures 6 and
7, respectively. In these figures, the results obtained
by FaSTAR are named “CFD”, and those obtained by
FAST are named “BEM.” Also, “Two-bladed” and
“Three-bladed” mean that the corresponding results
were obtained in the two- and three-bladed rotor
cases. The coefficients 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 and 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 are defined by
Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively:

3-1. Power/Thrust coefficients

Figure 5: Vorticity contour of the three-bladed rotor
at 𝜆𝜆 = 10.

In this research, all computations were executed
on JAXA Supercomputer Systems (JSS)[17] or JSS2
SORA (SORA: Supercom puter
for
earth
Obs er vation, Rock ets and Aeronautics )[18]. The
calculation time in each case was about 24 hours.
The vorticity contour around the three-bladed rotor at
𝜆𝜆 𝜆 10 is shown in Figure 5, as an example of the
obtained results. The flow field around the rotor was
captured in this image.

3. Analysis results

Table 4: Analysis cases
(designed λ is shown in red).
Tip speed ratio
Tip speed
𝜆𝜆 [-]
[m/s]
5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
Two-bladed
10.1, 11, 12.2,
110
13, 14, 15, 16
4, 5, 6, 7, 8.3,
Three-bladed
9, 10, 11, 12,
90
13, 14, 15

Table 3: Numerical analysis conditions.
Reynolds-averaged
Governing equations
Navier–Stokes
equations
Space discretization
Cell-centered FVM
Inviscid flux
SLAU
Gradient
GLSQ
Limiter
Hishida’s limiter
Reconstruction
u-MUSCL
Turbulence model
Spalart–Allmaras
Rotation of wind turbine
Moving grids
Time integration
LU-SGS
CFL number
1 (local time stepping)

𝑃𝑃
1 3 2
𝜌𝜌𝑈𝑈∞ 𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅
2
𝑇𝑇
𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 =
1 2 2
𝜌𝜌𝑈𝑈∞ 𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅
2

(3)

(2)

where 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑇𝑇 are the power and thrust of the rotor,
respectively, and 𝜌𝜌 is the density of the inflow.
As shown in Figure 6, the relationships
between 𝜆𝜆 and 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 obtained by FaSTAR are similar
to those obtained by FAST. In particular, the 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃
values at the designed 𝜆𝜆 obtained by FaSTAR agree
with those obtained by FAST. It is known that BEM
theory has high rotor performance predictability near
the designed 𝜆𝜆. Thus, these results suggest that the
rotor performance of 10 MW-class wind turbines can
be predicted using FaSTAR.
As shown in Figure 7, the 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 values obtained
by FaSTAR are larger than those obtained by FAST
at the designed 𝜆𝜆. However, the trends of varying 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇
with changing 𝜆𝜆 obtained by FaSTAR agree with
those obtained by FAST, and these results also
suggest that the rotor performance of 10 MW -class
wind turbines can be predicted using FaSTAR.
When focusing on the difference between the
results obtained by FaSTAR and those obtained by
FAST, both the 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 and 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 values obtained by
FaSTAR are smaller than those obtained by FAST
when 𝜆𝜆 is lower than the designed 𝜆𝜆. In a 2D CFD
analysis
for
FFA-W3
airfoils,
Ellipsys2D
overestimates the stall angle, and this tendency is
more significant than in FaSTAR. Hence, it is
assumed that the decrement of power and thrust in
BEM theory occurs at the lower values of 𝜆𝜆
compared to the results obtained by FaSTAR.
Furthermore, the coefficients obtained by
FaSTAR change more gradually than those obtained
by FAST at lower values of 𝜆𝜆. It is known that the
flow around the blade is 3D, and this tendency
becomes more significant after flow separation
occurs. Moreover, 3D flow inhibits the performance
decrement. Hence, it is inferred that 3D flow makes
the performance declines obtained by FaSTAR less
obvious than those obtained by FAST. The difference
in rotor performance at 𝜆𝜆 𝜆 𝜆 and 𝜆𝜆 𝜆 𝜆 in the
two-bladed rotor case also infers that the
performance decline resulting from a stall is not as
obvious when considering 3D flow on the blade.
These results suggest that it is necessary to consider
the effects induced by 3D flow when flow separation
occurs. Considering that, it is assumed that using
CFD is effective when considering the relationship
between the rotor performance and the flow around
the rotor.
When focusing on the difference in the number
of blades, the 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 and 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 values of the two-bladed
rotor change more gradually than those of the
three-bladed rotor. Moreover, the 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 value of the
three-bladed rotor at the designed 𝜆𝜆 is higher than

𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 =

𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 =

𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥
1 2
𝜌𝜌𝑈𝑈 𝑐𝑐
2 rel

by Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively:
(4)

Figure 10. The coefficients 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 and 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦 are defined

the tangential direction of the rotor plane is shown in

the rotor plane is shown in Figure 9, and 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦 acting in

Next, we focus on the normal/tangential force
coefficient distributions along the blade. The normal
force coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 acting in the normal direction of

designed tip speed ratio

distributions along the blade at the

3-2. Tangential/normal force coefficient

Figure 7: Thrust coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 .

Figure 6: Power coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 .

that of the two-bladed rotor. These trends agree with
general wind turbine characteristics. Also, at the
same inflow speed (𝜆𝜆 𝜆 10 for the two-bladed rotor
and 𝜆𝜆 𝜆 12.2 for the three-bladed rotor), 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 is
almost the same, which implies that the thrust per
blade of the two-bladed rotor is larger than that of the
three-bladed rotor.
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𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥
1 2
𝜌𝜌𝑈𝑈rel 𝑐𝑐
2

(5)

the

trends

of

varying

𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦

with

changing 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 are also in good agreement as shown
in Figure 10. However, the values obtained in the
two-bladed rotor case are generally smaller than
those obtained in the three-bladed case. The twist
angle along the blade in the two-bladed rotor case is
generally smaller than in the three-bladed case, and,

Moreover,

performance can be captured correctly using
FaSTAR.
When focusing in detail on the differences
between FaSTAR and FAST, decreases are
obtained at about 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟15 by FaSTAR only. At
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟15, the blade shape changes from cylinder to
airfoil. At this transition, complex flows can occur,
induced by the flow separation, which may result in a
decrement of rotor performance. Furthermore, the
declines which seem to result from blade tip losses
are obvious only in the results obtained by FaSTAR.
These results suggest that aerodynamic analysis
using FaSTAR can capture the blade tip loss effect,
which is difficult to capture using BEM theory.
When focusing on the differences related to the
number of blades, the values of 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 from 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟𝑟
to 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟𝑟 in the two-bladed rotor case are greater
than those in the three-bladed case as shown in
Figure 9. The angles of attack are different in the
two- and three-bladed rotor cases because the twist
angle distributions and rotational speeds are different.
This may result in a difference in rotor performance,
as shown in Figures 9 and 10. However, the trend of
varying 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 with changing 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and the values from
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟𝑟 onward are in good agreement.

both 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 and 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦 . These results suggest that rotor

forces per unit length acting on the blade and are
defined as shown in Figure 8. 𝑐𝑐 is the chord length,
and 𝑈𝑈rel is the relative inflow speed at each radial
position, respectively. We noted that the relative
inflow speed in the two-bladed rotor case is faster
than in the three-bladed case. However, the
difference between them is quite small. Thus, it is
implied that the flow characteristics around the
blades are quite similar. For this reason, to address
the aerodynamic characteristics of the blade, we
non-dimensionalized the local forces using the
relative inflow speed.
As shown in Figures 9 and 10, the local force
coefficients obtained by FaSTAR are generally larger
than those obtained by FAST. It is inferred that these
differences arise depending on whether or not we are
considering the 3D flow around the blade. However,
the trends show good agreement in the values of

where 𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 and 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 are the normal and tangential

𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 =

declines. Furthermore, the 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦 value at 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟15

Figure 10: Tangential force coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦
distributions along the blade.

Figure 9: Normal force coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 distributions
along the blade.

Figure 8: Definition of local forces 𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥 and 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦
along the blade.

in the two-bladed rotor is negative, unlike in the
three-bladed rotor. These results suggest that the
flow separation induced by the airfoil shape transition
impacts the rotor performance more significantly in
two-bladed rotor case.

consequently the lift action in the 𝑦𝑦 -direction

of

the
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= (𝑝𝑝 − 𝑝𝑝0 )(𝐧𝐧 ⋅ 𝐞𝐞𝐲𝐲 )

𝑐𝑐

𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 ~ ∫𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦′ d𝑠𝑠

(7)

(6)

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟15 is greater in the two-bladed rotor case
than in the three-bladed case. The negative region is
also larger in the two-bladed rotor case than in the
three-bladed case. These phenomena suggest that
the 3D effects around the root are more significant in
the two-bladed rotor case than in the three-bladed
case.

number of blades, the negative value of 𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦′ at about

decreases.
When focusing on the difference related to the

flow separation, and, consequently, the value of 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦

vector in the 𝑦𝑦-direction.
As shown in Figures 12 and 13, a negative value
is shown at the trailing edge at about 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟15.
Moreover, a concentration of streamlines, apparently
induced by the flow separation, is also seen. At
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟15, the blade shape changes, particularly at
the trailing edge. This shape transition can cause

defined as shown in Figure 11, and 𝐞𝐞𝐲𝐲 is the unit

Here, 𝑝𝑝0 is the pressure at the stagnation point, 𝐧𝐧
is the normalized inward normal vector on the airfoil,

𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦′

and (7):

between 𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 and 𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦′ and 𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦′ are defined by Eqs. (6)

two- and three-bladed rotor cases in Figures 12 and
13, respectively. Streamlines on the blade are also
plotted in black lines. Here, the relationships

about 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟15, denoted as 𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦′ , are shown for the

0.15 are assumed to be caused by the 3D flows
induced by the transition of blade shape from
cylinder to airfoil. These phenomena are very
interesting from the point of view of aerodynamics or
fluid dynamics. Therefore, we focused on the flow
separation and the separation-induced effect at
around 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟 𝑟𝑟15.
The dynamic pressure distributions on the blade
acting in the tangential direction of the rotor plane at

The decreases of 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 and 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦 at about 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑟

designed tip speed ratio

separation-induced effect at the

4. Consideration

We executed a CFD analysis of two- and
three-bladed rotors using a 10 MW-class offshore
wind turbine proposed by NEDO as a reference. First,
we validated and confirmed rotor performance
through a comparison with the BEM results.
Moreover, we discuss the merits of applying CFD to
the aerodynamic analysis of wind turbines. Besides,
we investigated the differences in aerodynamic
characteristics when the number of blades was

5. Conclusion

Figure 13: 𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦′ distribution on the blade around
𝑟𝑟/𝑅𝑅 = 0.15 in the three-bladed rotor case
(Upper: pressure side, Middle: suction side, Lower:
trailing edge).

Figure 12: 𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦′ distribution on the blade at about
𝑟𝑟/𝑅𝑅 = 0.15 in the two-bladed rotor case
(Upper: pressure side, Middle: suction side, Lower:
trailing edge).

Figure 11: Definition of the normalized normal
vector 𝐧𝐧 on the airfoil.
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In recent years, with the rapid development of
the global offshore wind power, the R&D on large
turbines by a perceived potential to reduce cost
of energy, has attracted wide attention.
Nevertheless, the aerodynamic load status of the

I. Introduction

Smart rotor control; Offshore wind energy;
Fatigue load; Sensing signal; Flow-blade
interaction

Keywords

This paper presented a numerical study on the
smart fatigue load control of a large-scale wind
turbine blade. Three typical control strategies,
with sensing signals from flapwise acceleration,
root moment and tip deflection of the blade,
respectively, were mainly investigated on our
newly developed aero-servo-elastic platform. It
was observed that the smart control greatly
modified in-phased flow-blade interaction into an
anti-phased one at primary 1P mode,
significantly enhancing the damping of the
fluid-structure
system
and
subsequently
contributing to effectively attenuated fatigue
loads on the blade, drive-chain components and
tower. The aero-elastic physics behind the
strategy based on the flapwise root moment,
with stronger dominant load information and
higher signal-to-noise ratio, was more drastic,
and thus outperformed the other two strategies,
leading to the maximum reduction percentages
of the fatigue load within a range of 12.0 ~ 22.5%,
in contrast to the collective pitch control method.
The finding pointed to a crucial role the sensing
signal played in the smart blade control. In
addition, the performances within region III were
much better than those within region II,
exhibiting the benefit of the smart rotor control
since most of the fatigue damage was believed
to be accumulated beyond the rated wind speed.

Abstract

corresponding long flexible wind turbine blades
becomes much worse due to the influences of
wind shear, turbulence, tower shadow and wake
from the upstream turbine, etc, forming serious
threat to the safety and reliability of the operating
turbine [1]. To improve this situation, it is very
necessary to develop an available blade load
control method, which may also be helpful to
reduce the loads on other turbine components as
well as to ensure the decreased maintenance
requirements and an overall lower cost per kWh
for a large-scale offshore wind turbine.
Considering the complicated and changeable
aerodynamic load within the rotor plane, a new
kind of control concept, i.e. „smart rotor control‟, a
term used in the rotorcraft research [2], was
recently proposed to exert the controllable action
for each blade at any azimuthal position and any
span-wise station. The essence of the control
was to drive the local aerodynamic surfaces
through a combination of sensors, actuators and
controllers, and thus provide a good load control
capacity. This would undoubtedly remedy the
drawbacks of the traditional strategy utilizing the
integral, low response and excessive wear pitch
control method (e.g. collective, cycle or
independent pitch control method), mostly
applied in current wind turbines. Therefore, the
aspect of the smart rotor control has become one
of the hot research areas within the wind
community for more than one decade.
A large amount of work has been focused on
the
development
of
the
available
actuator/aerodynamic surface in the past. By
comparing the different schemes, e.g. micro tab
[3], morphing [4], active twist [5], suction/blowing
[6] and synthetic jet [7], etc, the “deformable
trailing edge flap (DTEF)”, a flap that deformed in
a flexible shape to generate a substantial change
in the lift coefficient of the airfoil by altering the
pressure
distribution
along
the
chord,
characterized by its positive performance, fast
response, small size, wide bandwidth and low
flow disturbance, had been found to be the most
potential actuator candidate for the smart rotor
means [8]. Furthermore, many investigations
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their effects on the fatigue load control on the
blades as well as other typical components of the
wind turbine, were individually examined and
compared. Note these sensing signals could be
easily measured using accelerometer, strain
gauge and displacement transducer in practice.
Like many previous investigations [12-14, 16-21,
28, 33], the variable speed, pitch controlled
NREL UpWind/5 MW offshore wind turbine [31],
with a 126 m rotor diameter and a 90 m hub
height, was selected as a control subject, and the
hydrodynamic properties were not considered for
simplicity. All this work had been conducted
under the Normal Turbulence Mode (NTM) wind
condition, followed by the International
Electro-technical Commission (IEC) standard
[32],
using
our
newly
developed
aero-servo-elastic numerical platform [33], which
was built by improving the FAST/Aerodyn codes
with the integration of the internal DTEF
controller into the Matlab/Simulink software. In
addition, the corresponding modifications in the
coupled aero-elastic interactions between flow
and blade for the three strategies were discussed
in detail.

a -strategy, M y -strategy and Dx -strategy, and

the strain at the blade root) and the blade
flapwise tip deflection ( Dx , or displacement), i.e.

have also been conducted utilizing the DTEFs in
terms of DTEF modeling [9-11], controller
implementation
[12-16],
load
control
effectiveness and analysis [17-21], small-scale
wind tunnel experiments [22-24] and full-scale
field tests [25,26].
On the other hand, the investigations on the
sensing signals, equally important to the control
performance, of the DTEF based smart rotor
system, have been very active lately. Generally
speaking, researchers have deployed and
collected information on many different sensing
signals, including acceleration [27], strain [17,28],
inflow velocity and attack angle [28],
displacement [14] and surface pressure
difference [29], etc, and studied the influences of
the number and location of the sensors on the
control effectiveness, as well summarized in [30].
However, the comparison and analysis among
representative sensing methods were still little
reported before. Moreover, the corresponding
aero-elastic control physics behind has not been
well understood. These unsolved issues might
greatly block the optimal design of the smart rotor
system on the large-scale offshore wind turbine
in the future engineering applications.
To this end, three types of sensing strategies
were mainly studied in this paper based on the
flapwise acceleration on the blade surface ( a ),
the blade flapwise root moment ( M y , relative to

respectively, where very good performance had
been confirmed in our recent investigation [21].
Furthermore, four other built-in models, including
the 3D rotational stall delay model, the Prandtl
tip and hub loss model, and the tower shadow
effect model, were also used in the AeroDyn
code to further improve the accuracy.
In addition, as Lackner and Kuik [13] did, a
quasi-steady assumption was presumed to
neglect the influence of the unsteady dynamic
stall. Correspondingly, the averaged magnitude

range  , were set to be 0.20, 0.10 and 15 ,



the DTEF location, and the deflection angle

normalized by the averaged chord length c at

radius R , the central chordwise length c f ,

After that, these coefficient tables were
pre-processed using the Viterna method to
expand to the  range of −180 ~ +180. The
camber curve of the DTEF was generated by
fitting a cubic spline through the mean camber
line of the baseline airfoil and the new trailing
edge point, and a group of DTEF parameters, i.e.
the spanwise length L f , normalized by the rotor

turbine blade, using the controllable DTEF
actuation by an internal controller. This was
realized by an aero-servo-elastic numerical
platform, consisting of aerodynamic, structural
dynamic and control sub-models, and one might
go through our recent published paper [33] for
more information. Moreover, without loss of
generality, the incoming wind was set to be the
medium wind class (IIB) with the reference
speed Vref and the turbulence intensity Iref of 42.5
m/s and 0.14, followed by the IEC NTM standard
[32]. Wind data was generated using NREL
Turbsim code [34], with 3D turbulent wind
formed using a von Kármán spectrum and a
wind shear power law exponent of 0.2.
The aerodynamic sub-model was mainly built
on the NREL AeroDyn code [35], combining the
Blade Element Momentum (BEM) and the
Generalized Dynamic Wake (GDW) theories, to
calculate the lift, drag and pitching moment
forces at an attack angle  from the
corresponding lookup tables. Specifically, the lift
coefficient (Cl), drag coefficient (Cd) and moment
coefficient (Cm) as a function of  = −20 ~ 23,
were first computed by RFOIL code [36] for each
DTEF deflection angle  in 1 increments.

source, i.e. M y , on the UpWind/5 MW wind

and Dx ) and thus the primary fatigue loading

The purpose of the present smart rotor control
was to effectively suppress the fluctuating
magnitude of the sensing signals (i.e. a , M y

II. Sensing and control schemes

t

0

s

 (0  Q (t ))dt 

TD d (0  Qs (t ))
dt

t

0

c

 (0  Q (t ))dt 

TD d (0  Qc (t ))
dt

or Dxi , originated from three rotational turbine
blades, was separately transformed into the
fixed nacelle/yaw frame of reference using the
inverse Coleman transformation to remove the
periodic coefficients in the equations of motion.
The coordinate system was defined in Fig. 1,

strategy, the signals Qi (i = 1, 2, 3), i.e. ai , M yi

(2)

(1)

the fixed nacelle frame. Thus the control actions

stood for the instantaneous a , M y and Dx in

Here  s (t ) and  c (t ) were the yaw-wise and
tilt-wise DTEF deployment angle, respectively,
defining how the individual DTEF angle varied
from the collective one, and Qs (t ) and Qc (t )

1
TI

 c (t ) k p (0  Qc (t )) 


1
TI

 s (t ) k p (0  Qs (t )) 


referenced variations were set to be zero. The
governing equations were:

where x, y, z axes and origin was orthogonal
with y and z axes, pointing towards the trailing
edge of blade and parallel with the chord line at
the zero-twist blade station, pointing along the
pitch axis towards the tip of blade, and
intersection of the blade‟s pitch axis and the
blade root, respectively. The transformed
variables were then assumed to be
time-invariant and the typical linear time
invariant
control
technique,
e.g.
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control,
could be used, which was based on the error
input between the reference and the actual
feedback input. Furthermore, since the goal of
the flap controller was to minimize the fluctuating
ai , M yi and Dxi , the corresponding
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corresponding standard deviation of ai , M yi

derivative time constant TD to minimize the

in the fixed fram e wer e exerted through
reasonably adjusting the proportional coefficient
k p , the integration time constant TI , and the

Figure 1: Schematic layout of the control sub-model using various sensing strategies.

of the major peak in the PSD of the DTEF angle
(or the majority of energy) was computed to
occur at a reduced frequency k, i.e., k = cω/U,
representing the degree of unsteadiness of an
airfoil section subject to external disturbance, of
about 0.02 (not shown), much less than 0.05,
beyond which the aerodynamics of the airfoil
section could be considered to be unsteady.
Based on this, we had confirmed that even
though the aerodynamics of DTEF sections,
were not entirely quasi-steady, which might
influence the smart rotor simulations to some
degree, it was indeed a safe assumption to do so.
Here c, U and ω stood for the mean chord length
of the section with the installment of DTEFs, the
sectional relative velocity and the frequency of
the disturbance in units of radians per second,
respectively.
The structural dynamic sub-model was based
on the NREL FAST code [37], where a combined
modal and multi-body representation of the
turbine was built to determine its response to the
applied force. By doing so, the structural
dynamic might be aero-elastically coupled to its
aerodynamic counterpart by means of the
structural deformation velocities and the
aerodynamic forces. As a result, the time
histories of the fatigue load on the blades were
generated with the input aerodynamic forces
calculated by the Aerodyn code.
The control sub-model incorporated internal
and external parts. Consuming no noise and
time delay or lag interferences, the former mainly
focused on how to reasonably manipulate the
DTEFs for good control performance on the
fatigue load, shown in Fig. 1. For each sensing
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and the root damage equivalent load (DEL)
M y1,DEL of blade1 under different hub velocity

spanwise location of the accelerometer, i.e. Ra ,
on the reduction percentages in the standard
deviation of the flapwise root moment M y1,STD

blade1 at various hub velocities U hub .

damage equivalent load (DEL) M y1,DEL (b) of

Figure 2: Effect of the central spanwise location
of the accelerometer, i.e. Ra , on the reduction
percentages in the standard deviation of the
flapwise root moment M y1,STD (a) and the root

(b)

(a)

To compare the performances using various
sensing signals, the smart blade control using the
aforementioned aero-servo-elastic platform was
first conducted based on the acceleration signal
a , i.e. a -strategy. The typical results of blade1
were only displayed for simplifying the analysis.
Figure 2 indicates the effect of the central

III. Control performances using
various sensing signals

In contrast, as the turbine was operated into
region III ( U hub > 11.4 m /s), the contr ol

as U hub = 8.0 m/s case, suggesting that the effect
of the flow separation phenomenon on smart
control was still strong at the end of region II.

the rated wind velocity, i.e. U hub = 11.4 m/s [31],

increase with increasing Ra / R and then
suddenly decrease near the tip of blade1 for
U hub = 8 m/s case (typical region II case [31], i.e.
beyond the rated hub velocity (11.4 m/s)),
implying the gradually impaired control
performance towards the tip. According to our
computation, the attack angle of the airfoil (  )
close to the blade tip, where the NACA64618
º
airfoil was deployed, fluctuated around 4.8 for
the uncontrolled condition. Moreover, the Cl - 
relationship deviated from the linear zone as  >
º
3.0 , leading to flow separation from the airfoil
trailing edge to some extent along the chordwise
direction. Furthermore, the variation in the
pressure gradient along the spanwise direction
might also induce the flow detachment. The
resultant complicated outboard flow field around
the blade tip was thought to be responsible for
the lower performance of the DTEF control than
those at most of the blade inboard part.
Interestingly, M y1,STD showed a similar trend at

exponent of 10 was set for the blade, a typical
value for the glass fiber composite material. To
effectively reduce the standard deviation of all
quantities, the present computations were
separately carried out under four turbulence
seeds with a time length of 620 s (the data within
the first 20 s period was not considered since the
computation was unstable) for each, generated
using Turbsim code, and the final results were
then averaged. Note one accelerometer and one
DTEF, with the same central spanwise location,
instead of multi sensors and actuators, were
utilized for the sake of simplification. Even so, a
good performance was still achieved later.
Furthermore, for each location of the
accelerometer, the control effectiveness was also
calculated when the DTEF was placed at
different spanwise stations. It was found that the
best performance was obtained if the center
location of the flap and the sensor was at the
same spanwise place, which we thus choose to
set our configuration.
Obviously, M y1,STD and M y1,DEL tend to

blade for the effective control of ai , M yi and

Dxi . Then the performances of each sensing
strategy on M y were compared.
The external controller originally built by NREL
[31] was still utilized for power regulation through
the generator torque control and the above rated
full-span pitch control.

U hub . Here the DEL magnitude was computed
through the rain flow counting algorithm, followed
by the Miner‟s rule, and the S-N curve of the
material, to determine the number of the cycles in
M y signal at various amplitudes. A Woehler

and Dxi as well as to prevent the saturation of
the DTEF position limits. Finally, the resultant
control was again transformed back into the
rotating frame using the Coleman transformation
to assign the proper DTEF angle  i to each
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cases. This suggested that the pitching action
had played an important role in the control of the
rotor fatigue load. It was worth noticing that
similar influences of smart control on M y in

hand, the blade pitch within region III could
function to reduce  and thereafter greatly
suppress the uncontrolled flow separation
phenomenon. In fact, the section attack angle 
along the blade, computed using Aerodyn code,
had made the corresponding flow pattern
successively enter into the linear zone (attached
flow zone) with enhancing U hub (not shown). In
this way, the DTEF control tended to exert a
better effect on the well-organized fluid field and
then M y1,STD and M y1,DEL for higher U hub

U hub = 16 m/s case; (b) U hub = 24 m/s case.

Figure 3: Effect of the central spanwise location
of the accelerometer ( Ra ) on the reduction
percentages in the standard deviation of the
flapwise tip deflection ( Dx1, STD ) of blade1: (a)

(b)

(a)

and 24 m/s in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). On the other

indicated by the results of the reduction
percentages in the standard deviation of the
flapwise tip deflection ( Dx1,STD ) at U hub = 16 m/s

aro un d t h e b l ad e t i p, res p ec t i ve l y. T he
significantly reduced flapwise tip deflections were
believed to be associated with much impaired
blade vibration and thus the fluctuating M y1 ,

and M y1,DEL reac hed 18.1% and 12.6%

m/s case, under which the maximum M y1,STD

greatly improved and both of them gradually
augmented with Ra / R , especially for U hub = 24

performances on M y1,STD and M y1,DEL were

M y1, STD ; (c)

Dx -strategy,

M y1, DEL ; (d) M y -strategy, M y1, DEL .

M y -strategy,

M y -strategy: (a) Dx -strategy, M y1, STD ; (b)

and M y1,DEL of blade1 for Dx -strategy and

Figure 4: The reduction percentages in M y1,STD

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

regions II and III were also observed in our
previous paper [21]. The interpretation on the
flow phenomenon concerned in Fig. 2 will be
further clarified by our numerical and
experimental study in the near future. Additionally,
as pointed out by Smit et al. [38] that most of the
fatigue damage was accumulated within the
range from the rated wind speed to the cut-out
one, i.e. region III condition, the results in Fig. 2
justified the benefit of smart blade control in the
fatigue load of the large-scale wind turbine blade.
In addition to a -strategy, the investigations
using Dx - and M y -strategies, where DTEFs
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with

themaximum

M y1,STD
and

13.0%, 16.1% and 17.0%, respectively.
To sum it up, the DTEF control was very
effective to reduce the fatigue loads on blade and
turbine components; compared with the other
two strategies, the best control performances
were acquired if the flapwise root moment M y

M Yawyn , M Yawzn and M TwrBzt of 12.0%, 16.0%,

perform much better than the other two strategies
in every category, resulting in the maximum
reduction percentages in M LSSya , M LSSza ,

moment, i.e. M TwrBzt . Table 1 summarized their
maximum reduction percentages in the standard
deviation, compared with the traditional collective
pitch control. Obviously, all quantities were
subject to very effective impairment and the
performances using M y -strategy tended to

pitch moment and the tower-top yaw moment, i.e.
M Yawyn and M Yawzn , and the tower base yaw

In addition, interests were also aroused to
study the DTEF control of the fatigue loads on
other representative turbine components, i.e. the
bending moments of the sectional low-speed
shaft, i.e. M LSSya and M LSSza , the tower-top

seen in Fig. 5(b), showing the great impairment in
the energies of M y1 .

with the results in Figs. 2 and 4. Correspondingly,
the dominant 1P spectral Hz, were significantly
reduced up to 71.2%, 66.8% and 55.3% in the
power spectral density (PSD) of M y1 , i.e. E M y1 ,

Table 1: The reduction percentages in the standard deviation of the fatigue loads on typical
drive-chain components and tower using different sensing strategies.

strategies.

Figure 5: Typical time domain (a) and frequency
domain (b) results of M y1 using different control

(b)

(a)

m/s in Fig. 5. It was worth pointing out that U hub =

respectively.
To further compare the effectiveness of the
smart rotor control among three sensing
strategies, the typical results in time and
frequency domains were proposed at U hub = 24

and up to 22.5% and 14.7% for M y -strategy,

M y1,DEL up to 14.0% and 7.3% for Dx -strategy

acquired,

decreased, compared with the case without flap
[Fig. 5(a)]. The control tended to be worse in the
order of M y -, a - and Dx -strategies, agreeing

Clearly, after the introduction of DTEF, the
fluctuating magnitude in M y1 effectively

exhibiting the same trend as a -strategy. At
U hub = 24 m/s, the best performances were

increased in terms of M y1,STD and M y1,DEL ,

24 m/s case was chosen as a typical example to
represent the high fatigue load and high damage
contribution condition [38], and would be
primarily investigated in the following sections
besides where otherwise stated. In addition, the
installment configuration of DTEF for a -strategy
was the same as Dx -strategy and M y -strategy.

near the blade tip as a -strategy, i.e. Rs / R = 0.9,
were also examined, illustrated in Fig. 4.
Evidently, irrespective of strategies, control
became more effective when U hub all the way

were installed at the same spanwise location Rs

M y -strategy. Analogously,

0.20 Hz) was close to  [Fig. 6(a)], suggesting
that the controllable flap perturbation and the
nearby aerodynamic sectional force on the blade
was in anti-phase or opposing interactions at f1P .

f1P (≈
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reduced Fn1 might impose an important impact

This would induce the energy dissipation of the
flow around the blade, leading to an effective
impairment in Fn1 . From another point of view, the

Fn1 and a1 at Rs / R = 0.9, corresponding to the
central location of flap1, for different sensing
strategies.

be approximately thought to be activated in the
local flapwise direction. Obviously, for Dx

-strategy, 1Fn1 at primary frequency

Figure 7: Typical spectral phase  Fn1a1 between

force Fn1 on blade1, corresponding to the central
location of flap1, for different sensing strategies:
(a) Dx -strategy; (b) a -strategy; (c) M y -strategy.

the deflection angle of flap1 1 and the normal

Figure 6: Typical spectral phase 1Fn1 between

(c)

(b)

(a)

rather small range (  = ±15 ), the DTEF might

°

m/s for different sensing strategies. Recall that
the flap deflection angle 1 fluctuated within a

and Em1 meant the power spectrum density of
m1 and m2 , respectively.
Figure 6 proposed the typical spectral phase
shifts 1Fn1 between 1 and Fn1 at U hub = 24

nearby normal force on the element along the
local flapwise direction Fn , and the local
flapwise acceleration a of the blade. The
analogous methods had been verified in our
previous publications on active flow control
[20,21,39]. Here Com1m2 and Qm1m2 stood for
the co-spectrum and quadrature spectrum of the
variables m1 and m2 , respectively, while Em1

quantities, i.e. the DTEF deflection angle  , the

The effectively impaired fatigue loads on the
wind turbine blades for the sensing cases
mentioned above were discussed to uncover the
involved aero-elastic physics behind. This was
done by investigating the spectral phase
m1m2  tan 1 (Qm1m2 / Com1m2 ) and
the
spectral
coherence

Cohm1m2 (Com2 1m2  Qm21m2 ) / Em1Em2 among three

IV. Discussions

Anderson et al. [18] found that the decreased
SNR would impair the control effectiveness of the
smart blade system. This analysis will be further
investigated in our future numerical and
experimental work.

-strategies than

shown).
This was reasonable since the blade tip was
much more flexible than the root part and thus
the signals acquired near the tip were more
easily influenced by the complicated 3D turbulent
flow. The resultant signals Dx and a
decreased the strength of 1P mode influenced
by other (turbulent) disturbances to some extent,
leading to the lower performances of Dx - and a

was chosen to be the sensing signal. It lay in
higher signal intensity and less interference noise
of signal M y than signals Dx and a (not
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f1P were

the signals from the blade flapwise tip deflection,

To investigate the effect of the sensing signals
on the fatigue load control and understand the
aero-elastic physics behind, three strategies, i.e.
Dx -, a - and M y -strategies, corresponding to

V. Conclusions

compared with its two counterparts. All these
analyses agreed with the results in Figs. 2-6.

reductions at f1P and the trends in the
corresponding reduction percentages were
maintained in the same sequence for the three
strategies. Based on these results, the
decoupled aero-elastic correlation between flow
and structural vibration on the whole blade was
caused by the smart blade control. Hence, the
flapwise root moment on the blade and
subsequent aerodynamic load on other turbine
components would be greatly suppressed. In
addition, it was easily to note that the control
using M y -strategy performed the best,

where CohFn1a1 were still subject to significant

addition, similar observations were also found in
Fig. 9 at another two representative spanwise
locations of blade1, i.e. Rs / R = 0.60 and 0.98,

Fig. 8 decreased by 17.1%, 31.4% and 42.9% for
Dx -, a - and M y -strategies, respectively. In

=0.9, the spectral coherence CohFn1a1 at f1P in

more impaired fluid-structure interaction near 1P
frequency using the two strategies than Dx
-strategy.
On the other hand, at the location of Rs / R

M y -strategies, respectively, resulting in much

also near  [Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) and Fig. 7]. Note
the phenomena happened over a narrow and a
wide range of frequencies around f1P for a - and

-strategies, the 1Fn1 and  Fn1a1 at

against each other. In contrast, for a - and M y

changed from 0 to  , that is, the synchronizing
Fn1 and a1 turned into collided interactions

a1 at Rs / R = 0.9, representing the relationship
between the sectional force and the resulting
blade vibration, was calculated with and without
DTEF control, indicated in Fig. 7. The frequency
range near f1P , corresponding to the strong
synchronizing flow and structural vibration. Once
controlled using Dx -strategy,  Fn1a1 at f1P was

on the aero-elastic relationship between flow and
blade near the flap since Fn1 provided the main
aerodynamic force excitation on the blade. To
further clarify this, the spectral phase of Fn1 and

the standard deviation lay in a range of 12.0 ~
22.5%, compared with the original collective pitch

-strategy case and the maximum reduction
percentages in

(1) The smart control using three sensing
strategies greatly suppressed the fatigue loads
on blades, drive-chain components and tower.
The best performance was obtained for M y

acceleration and root moment, respectively, were
numerically conducted on a Upwind/NREL 5 MW
large-scale wind turbine, based on our newly
developed aero-servo-elastic platform. The
investigations led to three conclusions.

0.98.

spanwise locations: (a) Rs / R = 0.60; (b) Rs / R =

and a1 for different sensing strategies at various

Figure 9: Typical spectral coherence between Fn1

(b)

(a)

and a1 at Rs / R = 0.90, corresponding to the
central location of flap1, for different sensing
strategies.

Figure 8: Typical spectral coherence between Fn1
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Authors of this paper carried out a post-mortem
study on the wind farm focusing on the tower
collapse and blade failure. Aerodynamic analysis
was conducted to characterize local wind speeds of
wind turbines. Aeroelastic analysis was used to

Super typhoon Usagi, which was on category 4
according to the Saffir-Simpson hurricane scale [1],
impacted a wind farm near Shanwei city on the
southeast coast of China in 2013, see Figure 1.
During typhoon impact, the wind farm experienced
strong winds with a maximum wind speed (3s
average) of 57 m/s at 10m elevation and a large
change of wind direction according to a nearby
weather station, see Figure 2. As a result of this
super typhoon, eight turbine towers collapsed,
eleven rotor blades broke off and three turbines
were burned, leading to approximately $16 million
loss to the wind farm.

1. Introduction

Keywords: wind profile; tower collapse; composite
blade; local yielding; fuse function

Abstract: Extreme wind conditions such as
typhoons severely endanger structural integrity of
wind turbines. This paper presented a post-mortem
study on structural failure of a coastal wind farm
impacted by super typhoon Usagi in 2013. A
particular focus was placed on the effect of strong
winds and the change of wind direction on tower
collapse and blade fracture. Failure investigation
was conducted at the field, and data of local winds,
tubular steel towers and composite rotor blades
were collected and analyzed. A systematic
procedure was developed by integrating wind
characterization using CFD method, wind load
calculation through aeroelastic analysis and
structural analysis by the classic beam theory to
quantitatively examine structural failure response of
wind turbines. It was found that strong winds and
the change of wind direction during typhoon impact
had significant effect on tower collapse and blade
fracture. The fuse function of the rotor blade whose
fracture would protect the tower from collapse was
also addressed. The findings obtained from this
study provide more understanding on structural
failure of wind farms located in typhoon/hurricaneprone regions worldwide.
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10m elevation for different wind directions
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determine the wind loads acting on the turbines.
Structural analysis was performed to examine the
failure response of turbine towers and rotor blades.
During this process, data of wind records, terrain
topography and turbine status were collected,
analyzed and assessed together with field
investigation and user inquiry. Through this study,
essential factors affecting structural failure of the
wind farm were addressed. This paper summarized
the process of and the key findings from structural
failure investigation on the wind farm. It is expected
that insights gained from this study could assist
structural failure mitigation of wind farms under
extreme wind conditions.
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Post-mortem study on structural failure of a wind farm
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Field investigation on the wind farm was conducted
after Usagi impact. Representatively, an overview
of structural failure is shown in Figure 4. Failure
statistics showed that eight out of twenty-five towers
collapsed, three out of twenty-five turbines were
burned and eleven out of seventy-five blades

3. Post-mortem Observation

Figure 3 The proposed procedure for the postmortem study
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Stop Position

Structural
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Wind Farm
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Typhoon Model

Wind Profile
Estimation

Wind Data

Wind loads acting on the turbines were calculated
according to aeroelastic analysis and structural
wind engineering approach. Structural models of
tubular steel towers and composite rotor blades
were reconstructed as cantilever beam models
based on the information obtained from turbine
specification, design documents, user inquiry as
well as field investigation. Structural failure
response of the towers and the blades was
examined and further compared with post-mortem
observation in terms of failure mode and failure
location.

The proposed procedure for the post-mortem study
on structural failure of the wind farm is shown in
Figure 3. The wind profile along the turbine height
was estimated based on wind data recorded at the
weather station and the typhoon wind profile model.
Wind loads acting on the wind turbines were then
calculated considering turbine positions at an
emergency stop state and the terrain effect of the
wind farm, which was numerically reconstructed in
a three dimensional model using Global Positioning
System (GPS) data. Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) simulation was followed to capture wind
characteristics of the concerned wind farm terrain
under typhoon impact.

2. Approach

A user-defined wall function for the near-wall
treatment was used taking into account the
assumption that the atmospheric boundary layer
*
friction velocity u is equal to the laminar bottom
layer friction velocity uτ0.

To obtain wind characteristics of the wind farm
based on available wind records. CFD analysis was
conducted on the wind farm. The atmospheric flow
was predicted by solving the incompressible
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations using
the commercial FLUENT code [2]. The equations
were discretized using finite volume method and the
second order upwind algorithm was used for the
spatial discretization. Pressure-velocity coupling
was carried out using SIMPLE algorithm. The
turbulence was modeled by the two equations
standard k-ε model with model constants modified
according to reference [3].

4.1 Simulation Method

4. Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) Model

The distribution of structural failure over the wind
farm appeared to be relevant to the terrain
characteristics. Six out of eight collapsed towers
were found on the flat valley floor while most towers
located on ridges with higher elevations remained
intact. On the contrary, most blade breakage
occurred at the turbines located on ridges rather
than on the valley floor.

It is found that all tubular steel towers were failed by
local buckling and collapsed towards a direction of
SW or SSW, suggesting the dominating wind loads
coming from NE or NNE upon tower collapse. The
composite blades were found to fracture at a
location ranging from the inboard to the middle
span, where the load-carrying box-beams inside the
blades were totally fractured. Severe cracks were
also found at sandwich shells of the blades which
did not break off.

Figure 4 Structural failure of the wind farm

fractured. The number of the fractured blades would
be thirty-five if the blades installed on the collapsed
towers were taken into account, leading to 46.7%
rotor blades failed in the wind farm.
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According to reference [5], the roughness length z0
ranges between 0.03 and 0.1 m for an open terrain

4.3 Boundary Condition

Structured grid method was used to mesh the
domain and the total number of grid cells were
50050055. The bottom surface of the domain
characterizing the terrain were meshed with
equidistant spacing grids in x and y direction.
Representatively, the local grids are shown in
Figure 5(b). The height of the first grid was
determined based on the roughness length z0, and
the height of grid cells along z direction was
changed incrementally from 2zp to 3.0 m in the
region between terrain surface and the top height of
wind turbines. The value of zp was determined to be
3.69z0 according to [4].

Using GPS data, the wind farm terrain was
numerically reconstructed in a 3D model, which was
further used as the computational domain of CFD
analysis as shown in Figure 5(a). The size of the
domain was 5790m5580m500m (xyz). The
height of the domain was considerably larger than
the peak elevation (z=56.4m) of the terrain so that
the influence of the terrain on the top surface of the
domain could be ignored.

4.2 CFD Grid

where u+ is the dimensionless wall tangential
velocity. The dimensionless height z+ is defined as
z+=uτ0zp/v, where ν is the kinetic viscosity of the flow,
and zp is the distance from the center of the first
grid cell to the wall surface, z0 is the roughness
length of the wall, Z0+=uτ0z0/v is the dimensionless
roughness length, κ is the von-Karman constant
and is 0.41 in this study.

u


Vertical grid

(b) Local grids at Slice

Bottom grid (Terrain surface)

(2)

For neutral atmosphere conditions, the turbulent
kinetic energy, k, and turbulent dissipation rate, ε,
as shown in equations (3) and (4) can be used to
model the turbulence, where decreased shear
stresses were introduced to modify the turbulent
kinetic energy [4]. Therefore, for the velocity inlet
boundary, the longitudinal log-law velocity
distribution as shown in equation (2) was used and

where u* is the atmospheric boundary layer friction
velocity which could be back-calculated using the
recorded wind speed at 10m elevation, i.e., u10.

z
uz  ln( )
z0


u*

According to D.A. Spera [6] and B.A. Harper et al.
[7], neutral or near-neutral atmosphere conditions
have been observed to prevail at high wind speeds,
for which the logarithmical model was able to model
the wind profile. M.D. Powell et al. [8] analyzed
wind data measured from GPS sondes and proved
that logarithmical model was able to describe wind
profiles of tropical cyclones. Therefore, the
logarithmical model is adopted in this study to
describe the relationship between the mean wind
speed uz of strong winds like tropical cyclones and
the height z and it can be described by equation (2).

The bottom surface, or terrain surface, of the
domain was defined as a non-slipped wall, and the
top surface of the domain was defined as a
symmetry boundary assuming that the atmospheric
flow was fully developed at the altitude. For four
vertical sides of the domain, velocity inlet or outflow
boundary conditions are applied based on different
wind directions.

such as the nearshore water with a wind speed
higher than 30 m/s and the countryside with low
grasses. The value of 0.1 m was used for the island
ground based on its vegetation condition and the
upper bound value of 0.1 m was used for the
nearshore water considering that the recorded wind
speeds were much higher than 30 m/s during the
typhoon event.

Figure 5 CFD grid of the offshore wind farm

(a) CFD calculation domain

For a fully turbulent region [4]:

North

Slice

Side grid
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It is found that wind speed profiles were maintained
well along the empty fetch with minor differences
within 4%, suggesting that the proposed method
and the model settings are justifiable and can be
applied to analyze the wind farm terrain.

To examine whether the model is able to obtain a
sustainable wind profile with the model settings, the
simulation method was applied to an empty fetch
with a same size as the wind farm. Representatively,
three wind profiles with u10 of 33, 47.2, and 57 m/s
were applied to the domain inlet. The wind profiles
calculated at the middle, or the center of the domain,
and the outlet are shown in Figure 6.

4.4 Model Assessment

f is Coriolis parameter and is defined as f=2Ωsin(|λ|),
where Ω is angular velocity of the earth’s rotation
and it is 7.272210-5 rad/s, λ is the latitude of the
wind farm and it is 22.75ºN. It is noted that instead
of using a standard air density of 1.225 kg/m3, this
study used the value of 1.094 kg/m3 for the moist
air in typhoon event.

hg 



u *3
(4)
z
where Cμ is a modified constant in k-ε model and it
is 0.03 in this study, hg is Geostrophic plane
elevation and it is defined as:


k

*2

Two methods were considered for wind load
calculation. One was from a structural wind
engineering perspective considering that only the
emergency stop state is of concern in the current
study. A well-established calculation procedure
specified in the design standard [9] can be used for
a stopped turbine. Geometrically, the tower was

5.2 Methods for Load Calculation

This study focuses on the wind turbine at an
emergency stop state due to power loss during
Usagi impact. The stop position of a wind turbine
can be determined by the nacelle heading direction,
or the yaw angle, the blade pitch angle and the
azimuth angle. To facilitate discussion, typical stop
positions were investigated according to the wind
farm operator. The nacelle heading direction of NW
was considered to represent the most possible stop
positions of wind turbine upon power loss. The
blade pitch angle was set to 90 degree for all three
blades, i.e., 90-90-90, which is the pitch angle
required by the turbine when pitch system works
properly. Another pitch angle of 0-90-90 was also
examined to represent the case with pitch
malfunction in the turbine as observed in the field.
The azimuth angle was considered to be zero as
this would result in one blade pointing upwards and
sustaining a maximum wind speed. Two wind
directions are considered. The one is NNE the wind
came from which resulted tower collapse towards
SSW, and the other is SSW the wind came from
which had a maximum speed during Usagi. The
wind loading cases are shown in Table 1.

5.1 Examined Cases

5. Wind Load Calculation

Figure 6 Wind profiles of an empty fetch with the same size as the offshore wind farm
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turbulence properties were modeled by equations
(3) and (4).
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In addition to wind loads, there are other external
loads subjected by the tower as depicted in Figure
8, where Ptower is the wind loads of the tower; Wtop
and Wtower are the gravity forces from the tower top

Figure 7 Comparison of wind loads calculated from
different methods
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The rotor blades are made from glass fiber
composites and they can be treated as a cantilever
beam from a structural point of view. Two blade
shells are light sandwich constructions and they are
used to provide aerodynamic shapes of the blade.
A box beam spar of unidirectional (UD) composites
is bonded inside the blade shells as a supporting

6.1 Structural Analysis Models

6. Structural Failure Response

Figure 8 The external loads acting on the tower

Ftower

Wtop
Fnacelle Frotor

It should be noted that when a blade fractures, the
structural configuration of the blade changes and
wind loads acting on wind turbine would change
accordingly. To simulate this failure process, the
structural configuration of wind turbine would be
updated in the model. Before structural failure, the
whole wind turbine was analyzed and structural
response of blade and tower was obtained. Upon
blade failure, the remaining blade and the tower
were analyzed with updated wind loads, i.e., Fnacelle,
Frotor, Mrotor, and Wrotor, and used for the subsequent
loading. This iterative loading process allows
interaction between blade fracture and tower
collapse in the failure scenario.

It is noted that a power law model is used in FAST
code to define wind profile. Curve fitting was
applied to the wind profiles obtained from CFD
simulation. Appropriate power law coefficients were
then determined and used in FAST code. It is noted
that little discrepancy was found between wind
profiles and their power-law representation with
regard to the wind speed within the height range
from 10m elevation to the turbine top.

Normalized blade bending moment (-)

Blade bending moments due to wind loads
calculated from FAST code and design standard
were compared in Figure 7 for two representative
wind speeds. It shows that two methods agree well
in predicting wind loads of the blade. Because
FAST does not include the capability to calculate
wind loads acting on the tower and the nacelle, the
method specified in the design standard was used
instead. The wind loads acting on the blade were
calculated from FAST code.

mass and the tower itself, respectively; Wtop
consists of nacelle weight Wnacelle and rotor weigh
Wrotor; Fnacelle and Frotor are the resultant wind loads
from nacelle and rotor, respectively; Mrotor is the
resultant wind moment from rotor. It is worth noting
that among these load sources, Fnacelle, Frotor and
Mrotor are dependant on the stop position of the
turbine.

Turbine stop position

simplified as a cantilever cylinder with variable
cross-sectional diameters; the blade was simplified
as a cantilever beam with cylindrical inboard
sections and flat outboard sections; and the nacelle
was simplified as a rectangular parallelepiped. The
other method was based on aeroelastic analysis
using an open source code, FAST [10], developed
by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).

#1
#2
#3

Case No.

Table 1 Examined wind loading cases
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(6-1)
(6-2)
(6-3)

6( t + m )
1

e 
t
1  (T / t ) 
1.82 L
1


Dt 1  (T / t )
1.0
3.0

log( D / t ) (log( D / t )) 2

The nominal compressive stress of the tower was
calculated using the classic beam theory. A
multiplier of SCF was then applied to the nominal
value to obtain the actual compressive stress at the
tower section with shell wall thickness change. The
yielding stress of the steel was used as failure
criterion to determine the occurrence of local steel
yielding and the associated inelastic buckling of the
tubular tower.

Where, δt = shift in neutral axis at thickness
transition =0.5(T-t), δm= fabrication tolerance which
equals to a typical value of 0.15t in many steel
fabrication standards, T and t are the thicknesses of
the thicker and thinner steel shell at transition
region, respectively, L= length of transition in
thickness, and D=diameter of tubular shell. All
parameters were readily available according to
design documents and field measurements.

 = 1.5 

=

SCF= 1 

The turbine tower is a cantilever steel tube. The
shell wall thickness of the tower changes with the
tower height and butt welding is used to join steel
shells with different thicknesses. As the local shell
buckling has been found to be the failure mode of
the tower, the elastic buckling strength of the tower
has been first calculated and it was found to be not
likely the cause of tower collapse. Subsequently, it
was suspected that inelastic response may play a
role in the tower collapse. In order to accurately
obtain the local stress of the failure section, stress
concentration factor (SCF) has to be taken into
account in the stress analysis. For the tower section
where two steel shell sections have different
thicknesses and are butt welded together, SCF can
be well predicted according to reference [11] and it
is expressed by equations (6-1) to (6-3).

structure responsible for load-carrying. The bending
stiffness of the composite blade was calculated
according to design documents. The distributed
wind loads calculated from FAST code were applied
along the blade span and bending strains of the
blade were then calculated using the classic beam
theory. Compressive failure strain of UD
composites was used as failure criterion to
determine failure load and failure location of the
blade. Upon the blade failure, the blade sections at
the outboard of the failure location were removed
from the structural model and only wind loads
acting on inboard sections of the blade remained
the same.

Figure 9(b) shows the results of Case #2 when one
blade has malfunction in the pitch system and is not
able to pitch to 90 degree as intended. It is found
that the blade strain is very small and the tower
stress is reduced to a level significantly below the
failure criterion. This suggests that the tower
collapse which should have occurred when the
blade pitch system works properly is prevented due
to the pitch malfunction. The stop position once
structurally unfavorable to the turbine becomes
favorable when wind direction changes. The results
show the vital importance of stop position to the
failure of the turbine.

(2) Effect of blade pitch malfunction

It is worth noting that the turbines are designed to
survive a maximum wind speed of 70 m/s
regardless of their stop positions. In other words,
any stop position should have been examined and
verified in the turbine design. According to the
investigation, however, it appears that the towers
did not have sufficient strength at the section with a
rapid reduction of shell wall thickness even when
they were subjected to a wind speed lower than the
design survival wind speed.

The results of Case#1 as shown in Figure 9(a)
suggest that if the wind turbine stops with the
nacelle heading towards NW and all blades being
feathered, the wind from NNE with a hub wind
speed of 63.3 m/s would cause the blade to sustain
a strain level lower than the failure strain. However,
the tower has to experience material yielding which
further leads to the local inelastic buckling.
Consequently, tower collapse towards SSW is
inevitable due to the prevailing wind load coming
from NNE. The results justified the massive tower
collapse towards SSW as observed in the field.

It can be seen that the locations with peak
stress/strain agree reasonably with failure regions
of tower/blade observed from post-mortem
investigation. For the blade, the peak strain occurs
at a normalized length of 0.32, which is within the
range from 0.26 to 0.48 as observed in the field. For
the tower, the peak stress occurs at a normalized
height of 0.23, which is slightly larger than the
range from 0.20 to 0.22 as observed in the field.

Structural response of the tower and the blade at
three cases are shown in Figure 9, where the tower
height and the blade length are normalized by their
respective total values, and compressive stress of
the tower and compressive strain of the blade are
normalized by yielding stress of the steel and failure
strain of UD composite, respectively.

(1) Failure location and tower collapse direction

6.2 Results and Discussion
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Interestingly, if not all blades are feathered as
intended due to possible malfunction in the pitch
system, failure scenario of the wind turbine would
change dramatically as shown in Figure 9(c). The
blade failure would occur when the wind comes
from SSW with a hub wind speed of 83.3 m/s,
which far exceeds the design survival wind speed of
the turbine. Due to the blade failure, the bending
stresses of tower caused by Frotor and Mrotor are
significantly reduced. As a result, the total tower
stress becomes further away from meeting the
failure criterion, meaning that the tower survives the

(3) Fuse function of the blade

Normalized compressive stress or strain (-)
(c) Case #3
Figure 9 Tower stress and blade strain at different
wind loading cases

Normalized blade length (-)
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Post-mortem study was conducted systematically
on a coastal wind farm severely damaged by the
super typhoon Usagi. It was found that strong wind
speed was the main reason for the destructive
structural failure of the wind farm. Nevertheless, the
stop position of wind turbine also played a vital role
for the tower collapse and blade breakage due to
the change of wind direction during typhoon event.
The study also suggested that the tower collapse
might associate with a design defect in tower wall
thickness as local inelastic buckling of the tower
was predicted to occur at a wind speed lower than
the design survival wind speed of the turbine. The
blade not pitched as intended was found to be able
to protect the tower from collapse taking advantage
of its fracture. Upon blade fracture, the wind loads
on the rotor considerably reduce and the stress
sustained by the tower decreases consequently.
Considering the small proportion of the blade cost
in the total turbine cost, it may be advisable to
design a blade as a fuse component in order for the
rest of structural components of wind turbines to
survive the extreme winds.

7. Conclusion

According to the cost breakdown of a typical
onshore wind turbine [12], one blade only shares
about 8% of the total cost of the whole turbine while
the majority of the turbine cost comes from the
tower and mechanical components inside the
nacelle, e.g., generator, transformer, gearbox,
power convertor, etc. Therefore, it is not only
structurally effective but also economically
beneficial to sacrifice one blade during extreme
wind conditions in order to protect the tower, whose
collapse would be otherwise catastrophic and could
lead to the total loss of the turbine.

typhoon impact taking advantage of the blade
failure. In this case, the blade actually performs as
a protective fuse component and its sacrifice
prevents the tower from collapse.
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Notation

1

This paper presents results of numerical computations for floating off-shore wind turbines using, as an
example, a machine of 10-MW rated power. The
aerodynamic loads on the rotor are computed using the Helicopter Multi-Block flow solver developed
at the University of Liverpool. The method solves
the Navier-Stokes equations in integral form using
the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation for timedependent domains with moving boundaries. Hydrodynamic loads on the support platform are computed
using the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method,
which is mesh-free and represents the water and floating structures by a set of discrete elements, referred to
as particles. The motion of the floating offshore wind
turbine is computed using a Multi-Body Dynamic Model
of rigid bodies and frictionless joints. Mooring cables
are modelled as a set of springs and dampers. All
solvers were validated separately before coupling, and
the results are presented in this paper. The importance
of coupling is assessed and the loosely coupled algorithm used is described in detail alongside the obtained
results.

Abstract

Motivation and objectives

Helicopter Multi-Block CFD Solver
High Performance Computer
Interface Block Quasi-Newton with an
approximation for the Jacobian from a
Least-Squares model
Interface Quasi-Newton algorithm with
an approximation for the inverse of the
Jacobian from a Least-Squares model
Multi-Body Dynamic Model
Message Passing Interface library
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
Method
Wind Turbine

Wind is a substantial renewable energy source, and historical trends show the large development of on-shore
wind turbine size and power capacity over the last three
decades. However, high potential sites on land are already occupied, and others are hard to utilise due to
e.g. difficult access, high altitude, costly transportation
and on-site assembly. Therefore, a recent trend is to
exploit the off-shore wind potential and take advantage
of the available space and steady winds. Shallow water regions suitable for constructing seabed-fixed, offshore wind turbines are also limited, and for sea depths
exceeding 30-60 m, floating structures become more
economic. Hence, emphasis is placed on the development of floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs). Unlike
onshore machines, the FOWT is a highly dynamic system since it is simultaneously subjected to the wind and
wave loads and only constrained by a mooring system.
Further, the rotor frequency is low due to the large size
of the blades, and wave frequencies may come close or
coincide with the rotational frequency of the rotor. It is,
therefore, important to develop a method for the analysis of this air-structure-water system.
The common approach is to combine simplified tools
into one hybrid model to predict wind turbine responses
under wind and wave loads. The Blade Element Momentum (BEM) method is frequently used to calculate aerodynamic loads on the blades and tower (e.g.
Jonkman,19 Skaare et al.,35 Karimirad et al.21 ). Sometimes analytical models are used, that take the form of
algebraic equations for the applied thrust that is proportional to the area of the rotor and the relative velocity between the wind and the hub as in Roddier et al.33

1
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HMB2
HPC
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and Karimirad et al.20 Aero-elasticity is included in BEM
methods, where the structure is described by a multibody formulation in which wind turbine structures are
subdivided into a number of bodies and each body consists of an assembly of Timoshenko beam elements.23
Another approach is to characterise flexible bodies using linear modal representation, which usually implies
the assumption of small deflections.
The hydrodynamic loads on the support structure
are often modelled with a linear potential theory assuming inviscid, incompressible and irrotational flow,
also known as Airy wave theory.19, 21, 33 In this case,
frequency dependent hydrodynamic-added-mass and
hydrodynamic-damping matrices, and wave-excitation
force vector are precomputed for a given problem, and
serve as an input to the coupled model. At the beginning of the computation, the wave-radiation-retardation
kernel is obtained by integrating user-supplied addedmass or damping coefficients. This way external computer routines can be linked to the aerodynamic solver
as a function, that employs convolution integrals and
returns hydrodynamic loads at given instances. Since
the equations are linear, the non-linear hydrodynamic
viscous drag is included from Morison’s equation using
strip theory. Linearisation of the hydrodynamic problem
implies that the translational displacements of the support platform are small relative to the size of the body,
and that amplitudes of the incident waves are much
smaller than their wavelengths i.e. steep or breaking
waves can not be modelled.
Some extentions to the second-order potential flow
was performed e.g. by Marino et al.26 and Roald et al.32
Even with second-order hydrodynamic terms included,
however, the potential hydrodynamic theory might not
completely apply to floating wind turbine platforms due
to the large displacements encountered.27
Mooring lines constraining the FOWT are represented by springs,34 flexible beams35 or multi-body
chains of rigid bodies.27 Sometimes, precomputed nonlinear force-displacement relationships are employed
as in Karimirad et al.20 Some of the works in the field
of FOWT modelling are summarised in Table 1.
The purpose of this paper is to present a coupling algorithm that brings together two Navier-Stokes solvers.
For this, the Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB2) solver developed at Liverpool University2 is used to solve for the
aerodynamic forces acting on the wind turbine (WT)
blades. Hydrodynamic forces on the support platform
are solved using the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method.13, 39 Both solvers are coupled by exchanging information while the FOWT is represented by
a lumped mass model.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows.
First, the numerical solvers are described, and this
is followed by validation cases for each one of them.
Then, the coupling algorithm is described. Finally, test
cases for the coupled computations are put forward,

Numerical methods

The HMB2 code is a 3D multi-block structured solver
for the Navier-Stokes equations in 3D. HMB2 solves
the Navier-Stokes equations in integral form using
the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation for timedependent domains with moving boundaries. The
solver uses a cell-centred finite volume approach combined with an implicit dual-time method. Osher’s upwind scheme30 is used to resolve the convective fluxes.
Central differencing (CD) spatial discretisation is used
for the viscous terms. The non-linear system of equations that is generated as a result of the linearisation is
solved by integration in pseudo-time using a first-order
backward difference method. A Generalised Conjugate
Gradient (GCG) method9 is then used in conjunction
with a Block Incomplete Lower-Upper (BILU) factorisation as a pre-conditioner. The HMB2 solver has a library of turbulence closures including several one- and
two- equation models. Turbulence simulation is also
possible using either the Large-Eddy or the DetachedEddy simulation approach.36 The solver was designed
with parallel execution in mind and the MPI library along
with a load-balancing algorithm are used to this end.
The flow solver can be used in serial or parallel fashion for large-scale problems. Depending on the purposes of the simulations, steady and unsteady wind turbine CFD simulations can be performed in HMB2 using
single blade or full rotor meshes generated using the
ICEM-Hexa tool. Rigid or elastic blades can be simulated using static or dynamic computations. HMB2 allows for sliding meshes to simulate rotor-tower interaction cases as described in Steijl et al.37 Alternatively,
overset grids can be used with the details presented
in Jarkowski et al.18 To account for low-speed flows,
the Low-Mach Roe scheme (LM-Roe) developed by
Rieper31 is employed for wind turbine cases.6
The sea is modelled with the SPH method. Each
SPH particle has individual material properties and
moves according to the Navier-Stokes equations
solved in the Lagrangian form. SPH offers a variety of
advantages for fluid modelling, particularly those with a
free surface and moving bodies. Due to the Lagrangian
nature of the SPH method, the free surface requires no
special treatment. Further, submerged bodies can be
represented with particles. Therefore, it is natural for
the method to include floating objects.
The motion of the FOWT components is computed
with a multi-body model (MBDM) of rigid bodies and
frictionless joints. Mooring cables are modelled as a
set of springs and dampers, according to Savenije.34
The coordinate partitioning method of Nikravesh28 is
used to solve the resulting system of mixed differential-

2

and results are presented and discussed before drawing conclusions.
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Coupled model of
FOWT

HMB2
− Aerodynamics

Validation of the aerodynamic solver

Validation of the hydrodynamic solver

3

The hydrodynamic loads are estimated using the SPH
method validated against the experiments of Greenhow
and Lin15 for the high speed entry of a half-buoyant
solid cylinder into calm water. Following the experimental setup shown in Figure 3a, a cylinder of density of

2.2

The HMB2 CFD solver has so far been validated for
several wind turbine cases, including the NREL Annex
XX experiments,14 where the effect of the blades passing in front of the tower was captured, as can be seen
by the deficit of the thrust values presented in Figure
2a. The pressure and PIV data of the MEXICO project5
have also been used for validation, where the wake was
resolved on a fine mesh capable to capture and preserve the vortices downstream the rotor (Figure 2b),
which enabled the prediction of the onset of wake instabilities.7

2.1

Figure 1: Schematic of the solvers employed in the
floating off-shore wind turbine model.
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500kg/m3 was allowed to fall freely from the height of
0.8m under gravity acceleration; the water depth was
0.3m. The density of the cylinder was assigned by
defining the relative weight between fluid and cylinder
particles to be w = 0.5. Simulations were run with a
cubic spline kernel, artificial viscosity with viscosity parameter α = 0.1, adiabatic index γ = 7, and CourantFriedrichs-Lewy number CF L = 0.2. The viscosity
between the cylinder SPH particles and fluid particles
was neglected. Five cases were compared with different distances d between the particles. The penetration
depth of the cylinder for all cases along with experimental results are shown in Figure 3b, whereas Figure 4
shows the water surface deformation. The results were
used for estimating the particle density and viscosity
necessary for computations of floating bodies. Note,
that the best agreement with the experiment was obtained with distances between the particles d = 0.23cm,
what corresponds to 25 particles per radius of the cylinder.

Figure 2: Validation cases for the HMB2 solver. (a)
Thrust prediction over a full revolution of the NREL Annex XX wind turbine at 7m/s wind speed; (b) Prediction
of MEXICO rotor wake, including axial velocity profile.

(a) Deficit in thrust of the (b) Axial velocity profile passNREL Annex XX blade when ing through the first vortex
passing in front of the tower generated by the MEXICO
with corresponding Fourier blade.
series fit of five harmonics.

500

520

540

560

580

600

Linear potential
Linear potential
Linear potential
Linear potential/Second-order potential/Morison’s equation

Hydrodynamic method

algebraic equations. The time integration scheme is
explicit and can be either the Runge-Kutta method of
fourth order or Euler’s method. The non-linear position equations are solved using the Newton-Raphson
method with exact, an analytical, Jacobian.
Clearly, many disciplines converge in the coupled model of the FOWT. Current implementation is
schematically presented in Figure 1. Anoter option
would be to employ a multi-phase solver (e.g. Volume
of Fluid). However, this approach does not tackle the
problem of coupling, but shifts it to the structure-fluid
side.

Jonkman
Skaare et al.35
Roddier et al.33
Karimirad et al.21

Aerodynamic
method
BEM
BEM
Analytical
BEM/Analytical

Thrust [N]

19

u [m/s]

Author(s)

Table 1: Works relevant for the complete FOWT models.
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2.4

Coupling algorithms

To match the conditions used by Haug,16 the gravitational force was acting in the positive x direction.
The initial orientation of the crank was set to φ(0) = π
and the initial angular velocity of the crank was set to
φ̇(0) = 30rad/s. The followed notation is as shown in
Figure 5a. A constant torque of 41, 450N m was applied
to the crank, and results are presented in Figure 6. The
integration scheme employed for this computation is the
Runge-Kutta method of fourth order, with time step chosen as ∆t = 0.001s.

Ground

Slider

Rod

Crank

Name

Table 2: Properties of the bodies employed to
represent the 2D slider-crank mechanism for dynamic analysis.

As the slider moves to the inside of the chamber, a
resisting force due to compression of the gas acts on
the slider. This force increases until the exhaust valve
opens. Equation 1 defines the gas force FC on the
slider during the compression, that is, when ẋ3 > 0.
At x3 = 5m, the valve opens. During the intake stroke,
no gas force acts on the slider.
 282857
1.5 ≤ x3 ≤ 5
− 6−x3 + 62857,
FC =
−11 · 104 [1 − sin(2π(x3 − 5.25))], 5 < x3 ≤ 5.5
(1)
Figure 5(c) shows the gas force as a function of the
position and velocity of the slider.

4

Coupling algorithms were studied extensively for the
2.3 Validation of multi-body dynamics past three decades. Coupling problems arise in many
multi-physic phenomena, like fluid-structure interaction
solver
(FSI), but can also result from domain decomposition,
The MBDM was validated using simple mechanical sys- where each sub-domain employs different discretisatems of known solution as presented in Haug16 like 2D tion or is solved with different method.40 The multiand 3D slider-crank mechanisms. A 2D slider crank physics problem with adjacent domains can be simumechanism consists of a ground, crank, arm and slider lated in a monolithic or in partitioned way. The former
bodies with properties summarised in Table 2. Although refers to the flow equations and structural equations bethe configuration of the mechanism is planar, the em- ing solved simultaneously, while the latter means that
ployed bodies are three dimensional. The slider moves they are solved separately. The monolithic approach
in the compression chamber, as shown in Figure 5b.

Figure 4: Surface deformation during water entry of a
cylinder for time t = 0.32s from the beginning of the
fall. Comparison between CFD results with distance
d = 0.23m between particles and experimental results
by Greenhow and Lin.15

(c) Isometric view.

(a) Cross section view.

Figure 3: Validation case for the SPH solver. (a)
Schematic of the SPH validation setup; (b) Depth of
penetration of a cylinder of density 500 kg/m3 : SPH results for different distances between particles (d); and
(c) experimental results of Greenhow and Lin.15

(a) Schematic of the SPH val- (b) Depth of penetration of a
idation setup.
cylinder.
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Partitioned coupling can be weak or strong. Explicit
algorithms are weak (or loose) as the solvers exchange
information once per time step, and the coupled equaFC
φ(0) = π
3
3
x
4
tions are not exactly satisfied due to explicit treatment.
4.5 m
φ(0) = 30 rad/s
Depending on the formulation, one side of the coupling
(a) Schematic representation (b) Slider in a compression boundary conditions is usually lagging behind another.
of slider-crank mechanism.
chamber.
This can be improved with staggering or extrapolation
100
techniques, but the scheme remains weak, and cou0
x
0
pling errors may be introduced. However, loosely cou-100
x
>0
pled algorithms are attractive, since among all solution
-200
methods, they are the simplest to implement for realistic
-300
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
applications, and the most computationally inexpensive
x
[m]
per time step.
(c) Gas force versus slider poImplicit algorithms are strong (or tight), and enforce
sition.
exactly the coupling conditions at each time level.
Figure 5: Validation case for the MBDM solver - This is obtained by conducting iterations until bounddynamic analysis of the 2D slider-crank compressor ary equations are satisfied to certain, prescribed accuracy. The coupling problem can be formulated either
mechanism.
as fixed-point or root-finding problem. For the former,
100
35
fixed-point Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel methods can be emMBDM
MBDM
80
Haug
Haug
ployed. Although easy to implement, those methods
60
30
40
converge slowly if at all. Under-relaxation techniques
20
25
can be used to improve convergence of the fixed-point
0
-20
20
iterations. Methods like fixed under-relaxation, adap-40
tive Aitken’s under-relaxation or steepest descent relax-60
15
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
t [s]
t [s]
ation are some of the possible choices.8, 22 Newton’s
(a) Velocity of the slider.
(b) Rotational velocity of the method can also be used. This method requires Jacrank.
cobians relating the solutions of both solvers, that are
usually not known. This can be circumvented by emFigure 6: Comparison between velocity in x direction ploying approximation of Jacobian or Jacobian-vector
of the slider, and rotational velocity of the crank for the product. Those type of coupling methods are called
MBDM code and results obtained by Haug.16
Quasi-Newton. Recently, new strongly coupled algorithms have been proposed.
Vierendeels et al.38 proposed an Interface Quasirequires a specific solver for the particular combinaNewton algorithm with an approximation for the inverse
tion of physical problems, whereas the partitioned apof the Jacobian from a Least-Squares model (IQNproach allows for solver modularity. Moreover, the partiILS). This approach was further investigated by Detioned approach allows to solve the fluid equations with
groote et al.,8 where they compared its performance
different techniques developed specifically for the air
with the Interface Block Quasi-Newton with an approxand water. Further, this approach reduces the comimation for the Jacobian from a Least-Squares model
putational complexity per time-step, simplifies explic(IBQN-LS), Aitken relaxation, and the Interface Generit/implicit treatment, facilitates sub-cycling, and eases
alised Minimal Residual method (Interface-GMRES(R))
replacements when better mathematical models and
algorithms. Demonstrated results showed that IQNmethods emerge in the fluid sub-disciplines. On the
ILS and IBQN-LS performed similarly, using 3 times
other hand, the partitioned simulation requires a speless evaluations and converging 4 times faster than
cial treatment to account for the interaction between
the Aitken’s relaxation method. IQN-ILS and IIBQN-LS
the involved domains. Hence, computational efficiency
were also found to use 2 times less evaluations and be
over a monolithic approach is not necessarily guaranalmost 3 times faster than the Interface-GMRES algoteed.11 The monolithic solution - which is the ultimate
rithm.
form of strong coupling, does not recognise the differFernandez et al.12 reformulated fluid-structure interences between the mathematical properties of the subaction as a non-linear problem in the state of the strucsystems. Furthermore, it tends to ignore the issues of
ture, with the flow states considered as internal varisoftware modularity, availability, and integration, even
ables of the problem. This system was subsequently
though each of these issues can be in practice a masolved with the Newton-Raphson method using an exjor obstacle.10 Considering that two available and valact Jacobian. The performance of this algorithm was
idated solvers (HMB2 and SPH) can be used in this
compared with the performance of the Aitken relaxation
work, the emphasis is placed on partitioned algorithms.
and Quasi-Newton GMRES methods, for the inviscid

y

m

[rad/s]

crank

2
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3. Child process can easily identify if it was spawned
or launched directly with MPI command. This
maintains the original code functionality.

2. Ordering of the processes is separate for parent
and children. This way no modifications are required to original code with respect to process that
is going to be in charge of the computation inside
the child group.

1. Spawned
program
has
its
own
MPI_COMM_WORLD, therefore no modifications are required to original code with respect to
processes that are going to communicate inside
the child group.

Passing Interface (MPI). Writing a file is the simplest
solution. Both solvers can be launched separately
and write files whenever exchange of information is required. This approach calls for very minor changes to
both codes. The drawback is that writing and reading
from hard drive creates a bottleneck, and slows down
the computation especially if information is exchanged
often, and large amount of data is to be exchanged.
In the shared memory approach multiple processes
have access to the same memory, allowing them to
change it and read changes made by other processes.
If the random access memory (RAM) is to be used,
it requires a shared memory machine, which may not
be available on a general High Performance Computer
(HPC). The file system can be used instead by mapping
the memory on the hard drive. This approach suffers
from the same drawback as the case of writing files.
Both employed CFD solvers are parallelised using
MPI and the Single Program, Multiple Data (SPMD)
paradigm, where each instance of the solver is assigned to perform the same task on different sets of
data. Therefore, the easiest way to combine solvers
is to employ MPI, but in Multiple Program, Multiple Data (MPMD) approach, where different programs
operate on different sets of data. However, direct
MPMD implementation of SPMD solvers requires additional effort to split the global communicator, such
that each of the solvers is in a separate communicator (MPI_COMM_WORLD) with a separate ordering of
precesses, as detailed in.29 This can be avoided by
dedicating one process to be in charge of executing
both solvers with MPI_Comm_spawn routine. The dedicated code is referred to as master program or parent, and spawned processes are referred to as children.
This approach has number of advantages briefly summarised as:

6

Interface (MPI), where the MBDM is executed as a single process and is dedicated to start SPH and HMB2
parallel solvers. The data flow diagram of the implementation is presented in Figure 8. The communication

Coupling scheme and its implementaIn the present work, the communication between the
tion
solvers was established through the Message Passing
In general, the exchange of information without stopping the computations can be implemented in three
ways: through files, shared memory or the Message

2.5

Figure 7: Campbell diagram for the investigated FOWT
showing frequencies of the rotor and the waves as function of sea state and wind speed.

flow in an elastic tube. Results showed that Aitken’s relaxation was twice as slow as the Quasi-Newton and the
exact Jacobian methods, and required almost 40 times
more iterations. Further, for time steps of ∆t = 10−4 s,
both latter algorithms showed similar behaviour in convergence. However, for time steps of ∆t = 10−3 s, the
fixed-point and Quasi-Newton algorithms failed to converge. This implies sensitivity of the methods to the
employed Jacobian.
The strong coupling may be important if the phenomena occurring in both fluids have similar time scales.
Due to frequency similarities, resonances may occur
and the exact response of a system will deviate from
what is predicted by a loosely coupled algorithm. On
the other hand, if time scales are largely different,
loosely coupled algorithm may be sufficient. The exact
bounds when the strong coupling is required for particular FOWT must be carefully assessed. Some indication comes from the waves and rotor frequency analysis. The sea state, wave height, wave frequency, and
wind speed are empirically related in terms of range and
most probable values e.g. in Lee.24 On the other hand,
every wind turbine is designed to operate at a particular rotational frequency for a given wind speed. This
allows to construct a ”Campbell” diagram for the FOWT
investigated in this work (Figure 7). It is clear, that for
sea states between 3 and 4 (or wind speed about 9m/s)
resonances may occur. The rated power production for
this 10-MW FOWT corresponds to the wind speed of
11.4m/s, or sea state 4. This indicates, that for rated
conditions, the weakly coupled algorithm may be sufficient.
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was validated by executing separately SPH or HMB2,
and comparing with the results were the body motion
was introduced by MBDM. Due to the Lagrangian nature of the SPH method, the submerged bodies can be
represented with particles and do not require specific
coupling. Therefore, by utilising MPI, the MBDM substituted the body motion routines of the SPH solver and
reduced the number of coupled codes to two - SPH and
HMB2. This implies that MBDM is advancing in time
with the same integration scheme as SPH using a symplectic method in this case.25
In the present paper, a weakly coupled approach is
employed, namely the parallel conventional staggered
method shown in Figure 9. Both solvers are advancing
with different but constant time steps. SPH employs
a time step of ∆tSP H = 2 · 10−4 s with CF L = 0.2,
whereas HMB2 employs a time step of ∆tHM B2 =
2 · 10−2 s = 100∆tSP H with implicit CF L = 5.0. The
small time step for the SPH method is required by the
explicit integration scheme. The HMB2 solver employs
an implicit dual-time method by Jameson17 that is superior for larger time steps. Synchronisation of the solvers
is performed at the end of each HMB2 step.
At the beginning of each synchronisation time step,
the position and velocities of the rotor are transferred
to the HMB2 aerodynamic solver, and forces and moments on the rotor are passed to the SPH. The two
solvers are then advancing to a new time level with different methods and different number of steps. SPH performs 100 symplectic steps, while HMB2 performs 350
implicit pseudo-time steps. During the symplectic steps
of the SPH code, the aerodynamic loads are kept constant (frozen). In return, the position and velocities of
the rotor are kept constant during the implicit steps of
HMB2. Once the synchronisation point is reached, the
new position and velocities of all bodies, and rotor loads
are obtained. Then, the algorithm proceeds to the new
time level and information between the solvers is exchanged.

Figure 8: Flow chart of the MPI implementation and
data exchange for coupled model.
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In the present model, the FOWT is represented by

Figure 10: Schematic of the employed model of FOWT
(a), and dimensions of the semi-submersible support
and tower (b). FOWT model consists of three mooring lines and two rigid bodies: the rotor (blue) and
combined body representing nacelle, tower and support (red).

(a) Schematic of the MBDM (b) Dimensions of the support
model of FOWT.
and tower.
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CoG of rotor
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A 10-MW wind turbine design by Bak et al.1 is used in
this work. The rotor diameter is 178.3m, and the wind
turbine operates at a wind speed of 11m/s with a rotational speed of 8.8rpm. The blades have a pre-coning
of 2.5◦ and nonlinear pre-bending with 3.3m displacement at the blade tip.
The wind turbine is attached to the floating support
which consists of three cylindrical floats that increase
the buoyancy and stability of the structure. A similar
concept of the support platform was investigated by
Roddier et al.33 Unlike that design, the present support
is simplified to be symmetric with respect to the location
of the tower and the floats are connected to the base of
the tower with a solid frame. The size of the tower is
taken from,1 and the dimensions of the support were
calculated to provide sufficient buoyancy. A schematic
of the studied FOWT is shown in Figure 10.
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t

Figure 9: The parallel conventional staggered
method employed in present work.
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Results and Discussion

8

The aerodynamic grid consists of the rotor and nacelle
i.e. the tower is not included (for economies in CPU
time) and the effect of the blade passing on the tower is
not investigated. The grid consists of 8M cells, where
24 cells are used in the boundary layer, and 166 cells are
distributed around the aerofoil section as presented in

4.1

4

The FOWT is placed in a shallow tank of length 500m,
width 150m and height 30m. The tank is filled with water to a depth of 20.6m. The waves are generated using
a paddle on one side, and dissipated using a beachlike slope on the other side of the tank. The tank is
presented in Figure 11. Waves are generated to represent the specific sea state corresponding to a given
wind speed. Based on the measurements of annual
sea state occurrences in the North Atlantic and North
Pacific,24 the wind speed of 11m/s corresponds to a
sea state 4 with a mean wave height of 1.88m and a
period of 8.8s.

120.0
20.6
7.0
116.73
400 · 106
40, 000

I [kg · m2 ]

m [kg]

I [kg · m2 ]

m [kg]

Table 3: Mechanical properties of the employed bodies
and mooring lines.

three mooring lines and two bodies, as shown in Figure 10a. The first body represents the rotor (three
blades with the spinner), and the second body represents the combined nacelle, tower and floating support
rigidly linked to each other. The two bodies are connected by a revolute joint and a constraint of constant
rotational speed is applied to the rotor. The resulting
system has 6 unconstrained degrees of freedom. The
mechanical properties of the bodies and mooring lines
are presented in Table 3.

(b) Slice close to the blade
surface.

SPH setup and resolution
The hydrodynamic domain is resolved using 5M particles with initial uniform spacing of d = 0.625m. Note,
that the best agreement with experimental data was
obtained for 25 particles per radius of the cylinder, as
shown in Section 2.2. Here, the employed spacing corresponds to 9 particles per radius of the cylindrical leg,
or to spacing d = 0.69cm in Figure 3b. The coarse
particle distribution was chosen for economies in CPU
time, where coarse domain is obviously solved faster,
but tends to under-predict the slamming loads on the
structure. Three test were performed to investigate the
influence of the domain width and particle spacing on
the force acting on the support structure, as presented
in Table 4. The average hydrodynamic forces acting on
the support during 1s of simulation were used for comparison. Percentage difference is computed relative to
the size and spacing employed for the coupled computation. As can be seen, the size of the hydordynamic

4.2

Figure 12: 8M mesh used to solve for aerodynamic
loads. Surface mesh (a), and slice through the volume
close to the blade surface (b).

(a) Surface mesh.

24 cells
-5
Exponential 1x10

166 cells around the
aerofoil section

Figure 12b. The surface of the blade is resolved with
90 cells along the span, as shown in Figure 12a.

Figure 11: The FOWT model placed in a shallow tank.
Mooring lines are shown with dashed lines.
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Figure 13: Thrust as function of azimuth angle of the
rotor. Two test cases are shown: with constant thrust
and estimated time varying thrust.
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Figure 14: Comparison of lateral and rotational dynamics of the support for two test cases: constant thrust
(Case 1) and time varying thrust (Case 2).
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the rotor. A second test case considered time varying
-0.3
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0
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rotor thrust as shown in Figure 13. The thrust variation
t [s]
t [s]
was estimated from a separate CFD computation of the
(a) Displacement of centre of (b) Velocity of centre of gravrotor with the tower included. Five Fourier harmonics
gravity.
ity.
were used to fit the CFD data. The average thrust over
0.2
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Case 1 x
Case 1 y
the full revolution was 1500kN . Both test cases were
Case 2 x
Case 2 y
0.15
Case 1 z
0.1
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2
z
solved for 150 seconds. Note, that both cases are not
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coupled simulations, since the thrust force is prescribed
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and independent of the platform motion. Further, rotor
0
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The last test case is a coupled computation, as de-0.2
0
scribed in Section 2.5. This case was solved for 60 sec0
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onds.

4.4

Each of the solvers was executed separately before
coupling to obtain a periodic solution of the loads. During this phase of computation the floating support was
fixed, and the waves were generated for approximately
30s. The rotor was computed until the loads converged,
and was spinning about the axis aligned with the direction of the incoming wind. Once the initial conditions were obtained, the coupled computations were initiated.
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The effect of time varying thrust on the lateral accelerations can be seen in Figure 15. Again, the acceleration in heave (in z direction) for the second test case
(constant thrust) is overlaid on the response for the first
case (time varying thrust). Here, the frequency of acceleration corresponds to the frequency of the thrust,
but some phase shift is present and the shape of the
response does not follow the shape of the thrust. This
is because the motion in heave is linked to the applied
thrust only through the rotational motion of the support
i.e. through the second time integral of the angular ac-

Figure 15: Comparison of last 20 seconds of lateral
and rotational accelerations of the support for two test
cases: constant thrust (solid line) and time varying
thrust (dashed line). Solid line represents time varying
thrust, as applied in the second test case.

(c)
Pitching
acceleration
about the centre of gravity.
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of gravity in heave.
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The last 20s of lateral and rotational accelerations are
presented in Figure 15. The differences for both cases
are now clearly visible. The effect of time varying thrust
on the angular acceleration in pitch (about y axis) can
be seen in Figure 15c, where the variation for the second test case is overlaid on the response for the first
case. The variation in the shape and frequency, corresponds to the applied time dependent thrust.

Acceleration X [m/s2]

The results of two first cases are presented in Figure 14.
As can be seen, the FOWT moves in the direction of
the thrust by about 0.215m (displacement in x). The
FOWT also sinks in the water for about 0.603m (displacement in z), and tends to settle at a pitch angle of
around 0.09rad or 5.2 degrees (rotation about y axis).
The SPH particles are settling for the first 15 seconds
as is visible in the acceleration plot. This can not be
avoided even if the floating body is fixed and particles
are let to settle. This is because releasing the floating
structure is equivalent to a drop, and therefore does not
represent equilibrium.
Also, the overall response is dominated by the initial
imbalance of the forces, and the differences are barely
visible in Figure 14.

−
0.2%
18.4%

Difference [%]

celeration, that does follow the shape of the thrust as
shown in Figure 15c. The acceleration in the x direction
is directly linked to the applied thrust, and the frequency
dependence on thrust without the phase shift is clearly
visible. However, the shape of the acceleration is not
following the shape of applied thrust. This is a result
of high stiffness of the mooring lines in this direction,
where high frequency response of the mooring system
augments the overall response of the support platform.
There are three sources of momentum for the decoupled computations: hydrodynamics, prescribed aerodynamics and mooring lines. Time histories of forces and
moments for the test case with constant thrust are presented in Figure 16. Note, that for clarity, the time starts
at 20s. Also, note the differences in magnitude of the
computed moments, where moments about y axis are
three order of magnitude bigger, as compared to the
other moment components.
First, it should be noted, that mooring lines are in general opposing the hydrodynamic forces introduced by
the SPH solver. This is not true for the pitching moment, where hydrodynamics and mooring lines are acting together to counter the imbalance of the moment
due to the thrust. For the mooring lines, moment is created by the displacements of the fairleads, whereas for
the hydrodynamics, moment is created by the change
of the buoyancy introduced by the rotation of the support. One would expect similar, cooperative behaviour
for the forces in surge (in x direction). The obtained results suggest otherwise, as shown in Figure 16a. As
can be seen, only the mooring lines are responsible
for balancing the thrust force. Since the water is considered calm for the decoupled cases, the only source
of hydrodynamic force acting in x direction is the hydrodynamic damping. Therefore, it is acting in the opposite direction of the motion, and as a result in opposite direction to the mooring force, which is a main
source of motion in this direction. Lastly, small spurious moments and forces are noted, e.g. force in sway
(y direction), which is normal to the plane of symmetry of the support. This is due to the SPH, where motion of the particles is never indeed symmetric. However, these discrepancies diminish with the number of
particles, as was seen when test cases from Table 4
were computed. Further, the SPH method is known
for its pressure instabilities, where the pressure field of
the particles exhibits large pressure oscillations due to

1s averaged hydrodynamic force [N ]
1.070 · 107
1.068 · 107
1.267 · 107

Table 4: Test cases investigating the influence of the domain width and particle spacing on the forces acting on
the support structure.

2

Decoupled cases - constant and timevarying thrust

Thrust [MN]

4.5

Acceleration Z [m/s2]

4.3

Thrust [kN]

Ang. Acceleration Y [rad/s ]

Displacement [m]

Acceleration [m/s2]

Angular velocity [rad/s]

Thrust [MN]

Velocity [m/s]

Angular displacement [rad]

Angular acceleration [rad/s2]

Thrust [MN]

domain has little effect on the average hydrodynamic
force. On the other hand, improving the spatial resolution results in about 18% different hydrodynamic force.
This agrees with observations made in Section 2.2. We
would have liked to use spacing d = 0.3125m, but to
improve computational performance we had to employ
spacing of d = 0.625m.
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4.6

acoustic waves present in compressible fluids. This is
commonly tackled with solution smoothing techniques,
also termed particles smoothing. Schemes up to the
second order were proposed in the literature.3, 4 In the
present work, no particles smoothing was applied, including validation test cases. In fact, stability issues
were encountered when a zero-order Shepard density
filter was applied to the decoupled test case every 50
and 100 SPH steps.
The time histories of forces and moments for the second test case with time varying thrust are presented in
Figure 17. Visible trends and relations are analogous to
the case with constant thrust, and support the observations made in the previous paragraph. The main difference is the expected variation of the forces in surge and
moments in pitch, due to the unsteady aerodynamic
forcing. Also, hydrodynamic and mooring forces in the
y direction changed sign, although the mooring line
forces are still opposing the forces of the SPH solver.
The same is observed for the moments about z axis.
Those quantities are dependent, and opposite rotation
creates opposite mooring line forces.

Coupled computations were also performed, and results are presented in Figure 18. The aerodynamic
forces acting on the rotor as functions of time are shown
in Figure 19a. The platform motion shows similar trend
as for the previous, decoupled test cases. However, the
rotor thrust is now dependent on the position and velocity of the rotor. As the wind turbine pitches under the
the thrust force, the rotor moves in the direction of the
wind (velocity in x direction in Figure 19b). In return, the
thrust force decreases due to the smaller inflow speed
and the orientation of the rotor disk. As the applied force
is reduced, the rotor velocity decreases. The inverse
relation between the aerodynamic force and velocity of
the hub in x direction is clear in Figure 19. Further, due
to the pitch angle, a component of the thrust is acting
along the z axis. As a result, the FOWT experiences
higher displacement in heave - 0.8m as compared to
0.6m for decoupled solutions.
The initial motion of the FOWT is dominated by the
imbalance of the forces due to the applied thrust, and
the effect of the first wave passage is not visible. However, the effect of every consecutive wave is clearly visible in periodic variation of the moment about the y axis,
as shown in Figure 18f.
To facilitate the analysis of forces and moments act-

Coupled case

Figure 17: Forces and moments acting at CoG of the
support for time varying thrust case.
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Figure 16: Forces and moments acting at CoG of the
support for constant thrust case.
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Figure 20: Forces and moments acting at CoG of the
support for the coupled test case.
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of the passing waves. Next, the mooring line forces are
opposing the SPH forces in all directions. Finally, periodic variation of the aerodynamic forces with frequency
of the waves is noted. A phase shift is present, since
the aerodynamic forces are dependent on velocity and
position, rather than on forces, as was discussed in previous paragraphs.
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For the moments, pitching moment (about y) is dominating and after the initial phase the solvers tend to a
t [s]
t [s]
periodic solution. The aerodynamic moment follows the
(a) Aerodynamic forces acting (b) Velocity of centre of gravity inverse relation to the the hydordynamic pitching moment. The phase shift for the mooring lines moment
on the rotor.
of the rotor.
is present, as it depends on the orientation of the supFigure 19: Forces acting on the rotor and velocity of port. The aerodynamic moment about x axis applied at
centre of gravity of the rotor as function of time for cou- the rotor is a result of a driving force created by the lift.
pled computation.
Clearly,the driving force follows the same trend as the
thrust force i.e. inverse relation with the velocity of the
hub. Part of this moment is transferred to the structure,
ing on the system, the aerodynamic moments were and hydrodynamic and mooring lines moments are trytransferred to the centre of gravity of the support plat- ing to compensate for this moment. Finally, the mooring
form. The resulting time histories of forces and mo- lines are opposing the hydrodynamic moments for the
ments for the coupled test case are presented in Fig- moment about z axis (yawing).
ure 20. First, we observe lasting for about 10s high freFigure 21 presents different positions of the FOWT
quency hydrodynamic forces and moments due to initial during the computation.
particles settling. Similar was observed for decoupled
test cases. After an initial phase, the hydrodynamic
forces show periodic variation related to the frequency
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Figure 18: Lateral and rotational dynamics of the support platform for coupled test case.
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(b) Time t = 12s.

Computational performance

13

For all cases, the SPH solver with MBDM were executed on a single 8 cores Intel®Xeon®CPU machine
with 16 threads. Each of the CPU cores had a clock
rate of 2GHz, and 6.6GB of dedicated memory. As no
interconnect switch was involved, the message passing delay between SPH and MBDM solvers was reduced to minimum. For the coupled case, HMB2 was
executed on 29 dual-core AMD Opteron™processors
with 4 threads, giving in total 116 parallel instances of
the solver. Each of the CPU cores had a clock rate of
2.4GHz, and 4GB of random access memory. It should
be noted, that the SPH method requires only local (limited by the kernel function) weighted average in the
vicinity of the given particle, whereas HMB2 solves the
complete set of equations involving all the cells in the
domain. Hence, more processing units were assigned
to the aerodynamic side of the coupled problem.
The average time required to compute a second of
the solution for the coupled case is 27.26 hours, where
about 27.25 hours were spent to solve aerodynamics,
21.3 hours to solve hydrodynamics, and 0.24 hours to
solve multi-body equations. The average time spent to
exchange information for a second of the solution is 0.53
seconds, and was mostly dictated by the communication between the SPH and the MBDM solvers.
It should be noted, that time accuracy can be improved, if the coupling step is reduced. In the presented coupled case, the information is exchanged ev-

4.7

Figure 21: Position and orientation of the FOWT at
times t = 0s and t = 12s during coupled computation. Contours on the rotor correspond to pressure coefficient Cp, contours on the water surface correspond
to surface elevation z in meters.

(c) Isometric view of position (d) Side view of position at
at times t = 0s and t = 12s. times t = 0s and t = 12s.

(a) Time t = 0s.

Conclusions

The paper presented a coupling method for the analysis of off-shore wind turbines. The HMB2 CFD solver
was used for the analysis of blade aerodynamics and
via a multi-body dynamics method it was coupled to
a smoothed particle hydrodynamics tool to model the
floating part of the turbine. The results showed that the
weak coupling method put forward in this paper is adequate for the solution of the problem at hand. The work
suffers from the lack of experimental data for a coupled
system and for this reason validation was only possible
for the components of the model. Data from the MEXICO project were used for aerodynamics; good overall
agreement has been seen between CFD and test data.
For the hydrodynamics solver, experiments related to
drops of solid objects in water were used. Again, with a
refined set of particles, the SPH method delivered good
results. The third component of the method was the
multi-body dynamics and this was validated using simple slider-crank problems.
Presented results showed that FOWT is a highly dynamic system. To obtain a deeper understanding of
how rotor thrust and torque vary under dynamic conditions, efforts should be put forward to study aerodynamic flow and loads when wind turbine undergoes prescribed motion in pitch and yaw. Likewise, the comparison of the results of high-fidelity coupled models with
those obtained with the simplified engineering tools like

5

ery 100 SPH steps (∆t = 2 · 10−2 ). When information
between the solvers is exchanged every 50 SPH steps
(∆t = 1 · 10−2 ), the average time required to compute
a second of the solution becomes 45.0 hours. If information is exchanged every single SPH step (∆t =
2 · 10−4 ), the average time per one second extends
to about 438.9 hours. In the former case, HMB2 requires on average 237 pseudo-time steps to achieve the
level of convergence below 10−2 , and 45 pseudo-time
steps for the later case. The convergence is defined
as L2-norm of the residual vector. This suggests, that
computational cost can be further reduced by employing explicit schemes for both solvers and performing
less evaluations (four for Runge-Kutta scheme of 4th
order). However, the biggest possible explicit step for
HMB2, that would satisfy explicit CFL condition of 0.4 for
the smallest cell in the domain is about 3.6 · 10−9 seconds. Therefore, the aerodynamic time-step becomes
limiting and prohibits this approach. More information
about the computational performance is presented in
Table 5. Stability issues were encountered for a time
step ∆t = 2 · 10−2 and HMB2 implicit CFL number 10.0,
where the residual vector does not converge as fast as
for CFL number 5.0. This indicates that CFL number of
about 8.0 would be an optimal choice for this time step.
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HMB2
CFL
number
5.0
10.0
5.0
10.0
5.0
10.0

HMB2
Newton
steps
315
350
237
105
45
23
100
100
50
50
1
1
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The Dynamic Wake Meander (DWM) model
[l1,2] has previously been validated both
directly against full-scale flow field data
[7,8,12] and indirectly by comparing
simulated wind turbine loads resulting from
wake affected inflow fields with full-scale
load measurements [2,3,6,10,11].

1. Introduction

In this paper a new validation of the
Dynamic Wake Meandering method for
calculating wake effects on power and load
levels on a turbine is presented based on
load and power measurements on a turbine
located in the Lillgrund wind farm. What is
unique is the large set of measurements
available, where the wake effects from
multiple neighboring turbines in high wind
speed conditions could be included. It
appears that the DWM method gives
accurate results in single wake situations as
well as for multiwake situations below rated
wind speed. However, the so far used
method for superposition of multiple wakes
above rated wind speed has led to nonconservative load predictions for high wind
speeds. Therefore a new approach is
presented
and
compared
to
both
measurements and present practice in the
IEC61400-1 standard.

Abstract
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2)

This paper describes a load validation study
based on simulated and measured fatigue
loads from the Swedish Lillgrund off-shore
wind farm, which has a layout characterized
by exceptionally small wind turbine (WT)
inter-spacings. Full-scale measurements
from this wind farm have previously been
presented with focus on power production
[5,11] as well as on wind turbine fatigue
loading [4] effects in the below rated mean

In general only very limited load validation
material from multiwake wind farm exist,
and for wind situations above rated wind
speed practically nothing has so far been
published. So far the main interest in wake
effects has
been
on
the
power
consequences, which is mainly important
for wind speed below rated.

Concerning validation in terms of derived
structural wind turbine loads, the most
comprehensive
comparisons
were
performed in the Egmond aan Zee study
[3], where a very satisfactory agreement
between
model
predictions
and
measurements was concluded for the
ambient mean wind speed regime between
3m/s and 14m/s. This study was based on
full-scale measurements from a Vestas V90
turbine located in the Dutch Egmond aan
Zee wind farm (WF) [3] for the specific wind
direction, where the turbine in focus was
located as the 6’th turbine in a row with
uniform turbine interspacings equal to 7
rotor diameters (D).

Department of Wind Energy, Technical University of Denmark
(DTU)

1)

Torben J. Larsen1), Gunner Larsen1), Helge A. Madsen1) and
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Wake effects above rated wind speed. An
overlooked contributor to high loads in wind
farms.
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Compared to the DWM version applied in
the former Lillgrund study [4], the DWM
sub-model, used to determine the
aggregated wake deficit from upstream
turbines at a given WF location, has been
revised in the present study. Two different
wake superposition approaches are applied
for the wind regimes corresponding to
respectively below and above rated wind
speed:

The DWM model basically simulates the
non-stationary wind farm flow field, which is
required for wind farm load predictions, as a
linear superposition of an ambient turbulent
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flow and
a non-stationary wake flow contribution.
The wake contribution is obtained by
treating WT wakes as passive tracers
transported downstream by the mean ABL
flow field superimposed by a stochastic
meandering process driven by the large
scale cross wind turbulence components
[1]. The method for deriving the deficit and
the magnitude of the added wake
turbulence can be found in [2]. The result is
an intermittent type of flow field with the
intermittence resulting from the wake
meandering. This wake flow model has
been integrated with the DTU aeroelastic
code HAWC2 in order to facilitate load and
production predictions of wind turbines
located in wind farms.

2. DWM model update

Figure 1: Illustration of the main components of the DWM method. A cascade of deficits are transported
downstream in a process governed by the large scale turbulent flow field.

In the present paper a simple update to the
DWM model is proposed for multiple wake
operation in the high ambient wind speed
regime, and the performance of the
updated model under such conditions is
investigated in terms of both flapwise
fatigue loads and tower fatigue loads with
particular emphasis on deep array cases.
Simulations and full-scale measurement are
compared, and as the DWM model is about
to be included in the new edition of the
IEC61400-1 ed. 4 standard, these results
are expected to be of major importance for
future
wind
farm
projects.
For
completeness, the measured results are
further compared to load predictions as
based on the existing recommended
practice in the IEC61400-1 ed. 4 standard
[9].

wind regime. In the load study predicted
flapwise fatigue loads for a full polar were
shown to agree very satisfactorily both for
single turbine wake situations and for deep
array wake operation up to about rated
(ambient) mean wind speed. However, for
higher than rated (ambient) mean wind
speeds, significant deviations between
predictions and full-scale measurements
were observed for deep array wake cases;
i.e. for wake situations characterized by
multiple upstream turbines.

(1)
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(2)

This linear perturbation approach is
consistent with WT’s being more “flow
transparent” for higher wind speeds, which
in turn results in relatively smaller wake
deficit magnitudes and thereby improving
the accuracy of a linear flow field
approximation.

i

U w r , , t x   U w,i r , , t x 

Above rated wind speed: Using the
nomenclature introduced above, (1) is
replaced by a linear summation of wake
contributions from all upstream turbines, i.e.

Figure 2: The Layout of the Lillgrund wind farm and location of WT C-8. Distances are nondimensioned with the rotor diameter

where (r,Ɵ,t|x) denotes a temporal
coordinate (t) combined with a spatial
coordinate in a polar frame of reference
centered at the spatial position x, and
where each individual upstream emitted
wake flow field is given by Uw,i = (Uw,i+uw,i)e1
+ vw,i e2 + ww,I e3, with ej, j = 1,2,3, being unit
normal vectors in respectively the
longitudinal, transversal and vertical mean
flow directions. The parameter i includes all
upstream turbines relative to the spatial
position x for a given mean wind direction.

i

U w r , , t x   MIN U w,i r , , t x 

Below rated wind speed: For a WT with
the rotor centre located at the spatial
position, x, within the WF, the temporally
varying wake flow contribution at the rotor
polar coordinate (r,Ɵ) is determined by the
dominating wake among wake contributions
from all upstream turbines at any time.

The wake self-induced small scale
turbulence is denoted by (uw,i ,vw,i ,ww,i), and
as the wake deficit flow field component in
the longitudinal flow direction is by far the
dominating component and further the most
load critical, only this deficit component is
included.
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For a complete direction rose simulated and
measured fatigue equivalent moments are
compared (mean wind speed) bin wise for
two WT main components – i.e. blade and
tower. With the complete direction rose
being represented, a multitude of load
cases – ranging from ambient inflow
conditions over single wake cases to
various types of multiple wake inflow cases
– are thus covered. Further, as a

4. Results

The validation scenarios include load cases
associated with normal turbine operation
with mean wind speeds ranging from 8m/s
to 16m/s. Measured wind speed dependent
turbulence intensities (TI’s) are used,
reflecting the offshore wind speed
dependent “surface” roughness. However,
no attempt is done to resolve TI as function
of upstream fetch (i.e. direction). Thus, in
the mean wind speed regime 6m/s-14m/s a
TI of 5.8% is used - gradually increasing to
6.2% at 16m/s.

Measured and predicted fatigue loads are
quantified as fatigue equivalent moments
using the Palmgren-Miner approach; and
Wöhler exponents of 5 and 10 were
assumed for the tower and blade composite
structures, respectively.

Whereas the Egmond aan Zee wind farm is
characterized by a “conventional” turbine
inter spacing, the layout of the Lillgrund
wind farm is, as mentioned, characterized
by very small turbine inter spacing's; i.e.
down to 3.3 D. This makes the present
Lillgrund load validation case a unique
supplement to the former validation based
on the Egmond ann Zee wind farm.

The Lillgrund wind farm consists of 48
Siemens SWT-2.3-93 turbines, and one of
these (C-8) is instrumented with strain
gauges resolving blade, main shaft and
tower loads, see Figure 2. The present
DWM model validation is based on
recordings from this turbine.

3. Validation Case

Note, that before the model update
superposition of wakes emitted by
upstream turbines was treated according to
the algorithm described by equation (1) for
the entire the wind regime.

At 10-12 m/s, the agreement between
measurements and the DWM approach
using the maximum deficit operator still
shows an excellent agreement for the 3.3D
single wake situation. A slight increased
load level can be seen in the
measurements for the multi-wake sector,
which is however still in fine agreement with
the simulation results.

An
excellent
agreement
between
measurements and the DWM approach
with the maximum deficit operator is seen
for the flapwise bending moment at low
wind speeds, where the turbine thrust is
high. The Frandsen method results in blade
loads in the slightly conservative region of
measured load levels. The highest loads
are seen in the sector with the closest
located upstream wind turbine. In this case
the single wake situation with 3.3D spacing.

The results for the blade load comparison
can be seen in Figure 3. Results are
presented as function of the wind direction
for each wind speed bin covered. In the left
column of the figure is shown the results
from comparing the measurements, IEC
class 1A and the Frandsen method to
results obtained with the DWM approach
using the maximum deficit operator (1). In
the right column a similar comparison to the
DWM approach using a linear superposition
for multiple wake situations (2) is shown. A
similar comparison for the tower bottom
bending moment is shown in Figure 4.

All presented fatigue loads have been
normalized
with
the
fatigue
load
representing the respective sensors at 9m/s
in the free sector.

supplement to the DWM validation, the
investigation includes also comparative
load simulations as based on the existing
recommended practice in the IEC61400-1
ed. 4 standard [9]. This consist of a set of
loads obtained using the IEC class 1A, as
most offshore turbine are approved for such
conditions, as well as the wake simulation
method suggested by Frandsen [13], where
the thrust coefficient CT is approximated
with 7/Uamb for the sectors where increased
background turbulence from the entire farm
is expected, Uamb represents the ambient
mean wind speed.

DEFICIT SUMMATION

Figure 3: Comparison of blade root bending 1 Hz fatigue loads at wind speed from 8 to 16m/s. Left: DWM
using max operator. Right: DWM using linear superposition.
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DEFICIT SUMMATION

Figure 4: Comparison of tower bottom bending 1 Hz fatigue loads at wind speed from 8 to 16m/s. Left: DWM
using max operator. Right: DWM using linear superposition.
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In general a very fine agreement between
the DWM simulations and measurements is
seen below rated wind speed. Excellent
agreement between DWM fatigue load
predictions and full-scale measurements
has previously been demonstrated for the

5. Discussion

The fatigue load level obtained from the
class 1A site conditions appears to result in
a conservative and safe design of the
turbine compared to the measured load
conditions.

Regarding the fatigue load levels obtained
using the Frandsen method, it appears that
this method is highly conservative for the
low wind turbine spacings investigated in
this study. Especially at wind speeds above
rated in single wake situations, the method
leads to a load levels 2-3 times higher than
measured. As the measured loads increase
significantly in multi-wake situations at high
wind speeds, the load levels predicted by
the Frandsen method actually fits quite well,
but this is not caused by the modeled
added ambient turbulence level, as this only
has marginal influence of the modeled
wake turbulence level.

A similar conclusion can be drawn when
observing the tower bottom bending
moments. The maximum deficit approach
seems to result in a fine agreement for low
wind speeds, but near rated and above only
the superposition approach catches the
load levels measured in the multi-wake
sector.

In the right hand column of the figure, the
simulations results using the simple deficit
superposition method is shown. This
method
seems
slightly
conservative
regarding the blade loads for low wind
speeds, but at high wind speeds the match
is excellent.

At 12-14 m/s it becomes clear that the
blade load for multiwake operation is not
sufficiently captured by the DWM approach
using the maximum deficit operator, and at
14-16 m/s the measurements show a
significantly larger load level then the model
predictions. It is consequently clear that the
maximum deficit approach cannot be used
for high wind speeds!

With this study it is also concluded that the
DWM method can with great accuracy be
used to predict the load level of wind
turbines in wind farm conditions. However,
when handling multiple wake situations
above rated wind speed, the previous
recommendation based on the Egmond aan
Zee study [3] is NOT sufficient. An

A key finding in this study is that even
though a wind turbine is more “aerodynamic
transparent” above rated wind speed and
therefore has a reduced wind speed deficit
compared to below rated, the wake induced
load levels increased significantly in multiwake situations.

6. Conclusion

Even though a fine agreement between the
DWM approach and measurements can be
achieved by using the maximum deficit
operator below rated wind speed and the
linear superposition above rated, it is also
clear that multiple wake situations is a
highly complex load situation. Especially
the findings regarding the significantly
increased load levels above rated wind
speed, may (hopefully) cause increased
attention for future studies. Especially large
eddy CFD simulations could increase the
insight in how to properly handle merging
wakes.

For a complete direction rose simulated and
measured fatigue equivalent moments are
compared (mean wind speed) bin wise for
two WT main components – i.e. blade and
tower. With the complete direction rose
being represented, a multitude of load
cases – ranging from ambient inflow
conditions over single wake cases to
various types of multiple wake inflow cases
– are thus covered.

ambient mean wind speed regime below
rated wind speed, whereas significant
differences between model predictions and
measurement were observed above rated
wind speed. A revision of the DWM submodel for wake aggregation has improved
the
model/measurement
agreement
significantly, and excellent agreement
between DWM fatigue load predictions and
full-scale measurements is now shown also
for the ambient mean wind speed regime
above rated wind speed.
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We find a high prevalence of social acceptance
issues in the sample as the majority of study
participants has experienced stops or at least
delays of projects due to a lack of social
acceptance. Concerning public participation we
see that it is very often common in wind energy
project development to engage in public
participation and that these activities often
exceed legal requirements. Although public
participation is frequent in wind energy
projects, many organisations involved do not
have a standard procedure to deal with it and
guidelines and other advice giving documents
are often not known nor used. The main barrier
to apply this knowledge seems to be the

Wind is the most mature of the existing
Renewable Energy Technologies and it is
expected to play a fundamental role towards
the transition to a sustainable energy system.
European citizens are generally in favour of
wind energy; however, on a local level wind
farm developers often have to deal with
opposition. Thus, finding strategies to support
constructive discussions around wind farms is
crucial for the further diffusion of wind energy.
To contribute to this process this paper maps
the status quo of public participation strategies
in the European wind sector. More specifically,
it summarizes the findings from an expert
survey: 207 questionnaires from 13 European
countries were collected filled in by
representatives from relevant administrative
bodies, project developers, cooperatives active
in wind farm development, environmental
organisations, financial institutions and others
active in the field of wind farm development.

Abstract

Acceptance is a general evaluation, that is, the extent to
which people (dis)favour a particular energy alternative [5].

1

Generally speaking, European citizens are in
favour of wind energy [2], [3]. They also
support the EU goal of moving away from
conventional electricity generation towards
renewable power. However, on a local level,
project developers are repeatedly confronted
with criticism and opposition by the public [4].
This lack of public support contributes to the
fact that over 20 % of wind energy projects are
delayed and nearly 20 % are seriously
threatened due to appeals [4]. Therefore,
1
dealing with social acceptance of wind energy
infrastructure is a necessity for all stakeholders
involved in wind energy projects. Implementing

For the EU to meet its 2020 climate and
energy targets, increased renewable energy
generation and extensions of the electricity
infrastructure are necessary. Wind is the most
mature of the existing renewable energy
technologies. It is expected to play a
fundamental role in achieving the EU 2020
climate and energy targets. Moreover, beyond
2020, wind energy is the key technology in all
EU energy scenarios [1].

1 Introduction

Wind energy, social acceptance, public
participation, strategies, European perspective,

Keywords

difficulty to transfer it to the specific conditions
of a project.
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For the survey countries were selected that
cover different stages of development of wind
energy (from emerging to developed wind
markets). 466 potential respondents were
contacted within the 13 target countries. This
resulted in 207 completed questionnaires from
six different stakeholder groups (Figure 1). On
average, 15 questionnaires per country were
obtained.

In order to answer the outlined research
questions (see above) an expert survey was
conducted in 13 European countries. It entailed
both closed and open questions and explored
the experience and evaluation of activities in
the respondent’s country regarding public
participation and social acceptance.

2 Data and methods

This paper was generated as part of the WISE
Power project, a project funded by the
European Union to further develop the social
acceptance of wind energy, aiming at
significantly improving local engagement and
support for wind turbines while enhancing local
community participation in the planning and
implementation of wind energy projects
(http://wisepower-project.eu/). More detailed
info about the study presented here is
published in Dütschke & Wesche [6].

public participation and engagement strategies
into project management for onshore wind
energy farms is often seen as a promising
strategy to avoid and solve these
aforementioned challenges. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there has not been a
specific analysis (1) on the extent to which
strategies are utilised and (2) what they usually
consist of. These two topics are therefore
addressed in this paper.
10%
10%

17%

30%

Social acceptance as a
challenge in wind farm
development
In order to pin down the relevance of negative
impact of the lack of social acceptance on
project development those respondents who
claimed to have experience with public
participation activities (n=121) were asked
about their experiences. It turns out that the
majority of the survey participants have
experienced stops or at least delays of projects

3.1

Before addressing the topics laid out in the
introduction (cf. Section 3.2-3.3), the data will
be analysed aiming to ascertain that social
acceptance indeed challenges the timely
development of wind farms across Europe as
suggested by the results of the Wind Barriers
project [4].

3 Results

The sample includes respondents from
administrative bodies, project developers,
environmental organisations, financial
institutions, cooperatives and others active in
the field of wind farm development (Figure 1).
These groups were chosen in order to provide
a comprehensive picture of the issues under
study for each country by combining different
perspectives of wind energy project
development. As the questionnaire covered a
variety of topics, it was created in a modular
way so that it could be individually adapted to
the field of expertise of the respective
respondents.

Figure 1. Organisational affiliation of the
respondents (n=207)

Project developers
Administrative bodies
Cooperatives
Environmental Organizations
Financial institutions
Other

8%

24%
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57%

16%

51%

I don't know

Did not experience delays or stops

Experienced delays and stops of wind farms

33%

From the remaining 51 respondents of the
subsample, i.e. respondents from
administrative bodies, financial institutions,
environmental organisations and other relevant
actors around half reported that they have
experienced delays and/or blockages of wind
farm development due to a lack of social
acceptance of the proposed wind farms (Figure
2). Conversely 16 % of the respondents have
not experienced such impacts and 33 % do not
know.

Figure 3. Experience of delays and stops of wind
farms due to lack of social acceptance
(project developers and cooperatives –
n=70)

I don't know

Did not experience delays or stops

Experienced delays and stops of wind farms

29%

14%

Focusing on the 70 project developers and
representatives from cooperatives in this
subsample, a share of 57 % has experienced
delays and stops of wind farms due to a lack of
social acceptance while less than a third has
not; 14 % indicate they do not know (Figure 3).

due to a lack of social acceptance, which
supports the findings of the Wind Barriers
project [4].

4%
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Financial benefits for residents, air quality
protection and high degree of energy security
are also repeatedly discussed. Wind farms as

Figure 4. Main positive issues raised in relation to
wind power - past three years (n=207;
multiple responses possible)
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Innovative
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Air quality protection
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39%
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CO2-emission
reduction

Local economic
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Looking more specifically at the positive issues
raised in relation to wind power, local
economic benefits and CO2-emissions
reductions are stated most frequently (multiple
responses possible; Figure 4).

Respondents were also surveyed about which
reactions their company or organisation has
experienced in relation to wind power projects
in the past three years (2012-2014). While the
majority reported one or more reactions, 17 %
of the respondents stated that they have not
experienced any public reaction to the wind
farms they have been involved in. Overall,
negative experiences are reported much more
often: 861 negative reactions were indicated
compared to 478 positive ones. However, it
has to be taken into account that the
overwhelming number of negative reactions
may in part be due to the fact that positive
reactions are usually not officially filed.

Figure 2. Experience of delays and stops of wind
farms due to lack of social acceptance
(administrative bodies, financial
institutions, environmental orgs. and
other relevant actors – n=51)
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In this step, only respondents who work in
organisations that have been directly involved

3.2

Figure 5.

I don’t know

Other issues

None

Inefficiency of wind
power due to volatility
Local economic
disadv.
Unfair division of
benefits and impacts
Lack/late information
measures
Light emissions (esp.
at night)
Inefficiency reduc.
CO2 emissions

Health implications

Shadow flicker

55%

59%

Noise
Impact on local
ecosystem and wildlife
Costs of wind power
(e.g.support schemes)

70%

Visual impact on
landscape

41%

Besides local economic benefits, arguments
used to promote wind energy mainly refer to a
national or global level.

The main negative issues raised in relation to
wind power projects are the visual impact on
landscapes followed by noise and the impact
on the local ecosystem and wildlife (Figure 5).
Other topics, which were named only a few
times are light emissions at night, lack of or
late provision of information and unfair division
of benefits and impacts.

tourist attractions and wind energy as a low
risk and innovative technology are given the
least relevance in current discussions.

4%

48%

66%

Figure 7. Independent of the fact whether public
participation is obligatory, are elements of
public participation part of the usual
procedure? (Only respondents who have
been directly involved in activities for
public participation; n=121)

I don't know

No

Sometimes

Yes, always or in most cases

27%
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Thus, it seems to be widely acknowledged that
interacting with the local community is relevant
in wind farm development.

Figure 6. Are elements of public participation
obligatory during any phase of wind farm
development? (Only respondents who
have been directly involved in activities
for public participation; n=121)

Yes, always
Yes, for installations fulfilling certain criteria
No
I don't know

33%

15%

in activities for public participation (n=121) are
included in the analyses presented. 48% of the
respondents state that there are binding
policies in place for public participation during
wind farm development (Figure 6). A further
third of the respondents state that there are
obligatory measures where installations fulfil
certain criteria.
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In order to explore the reasons for the meagre
utilisation of standard procedures or published
guidelines, potential barriers to using them
were surveyed (Figure 9). The reason stated
most often is a lack of resources. Furthermore,
they are considered as not helpful for actual
project development processes. Some
respondents do not see the need to use them.

Published resources from others are hardly
applied. The questionnaire listed six such
advice giving documents that were identified
within deliverable 2.1 of the WISE Power
project and asked respondents whether they
are aware of them. The most common
document among them has only been used by
12 % of the respondents.

If there are standard procedures used they
seem to have been developed internally, often
drawing on information generated from
discussions with interest groups.

Figure 8. Does your company or organisation have
a standard procedure or guideline on how
to conduct public participation activities
for wind power projects? (Only
respondents who have been directly
involved in activities for public
participation; n=121)

I don't know / This is
not relevant

No

Yes, not regularly
used

Yes, used regularly

This is also supported by the fact that we found
that two thirds of the respondents claim that
elements of public participation and
engagement are part of the usual procedure
during planning, building and operating wind
farms – therefore exceeding national or local
legislative requirements (Figure 7). Despite the
fact that public participation is frequent in wind
energy projects, only about 34% percent of the
respondents (Figure 8) state that there are
standard procedures in place.
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15%
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15%

30%

21%

standard guidelines, toolkits and best
practices often do not fit the local
realities,
material is perceived as abstract and
difficult to transfer to the concrete
project,
approaches are needed which can be
individually adjusted.

Further analysis show that those respondents
who report that their organisation usually
allocates resources for participation are also
more likely to have a standard procedure for
this, i.e. pointing to a higher level of
professionalism in this regard in these
organisations.

Furthermore, the respondents were asked to
what degree resources (time, money,
expertise) are systematically allocated to
participation and communication activities
during project development. 39 % of the
respondents who are directly involved in public
participation activities state that allocating
resources is always part of the standard
project planning procedure (Figure 10).18 %
quote that specific resources are only allocated
under certain conditions and 15 % state that
resources are hardly or never allocated
towards participation and communication
activities. 28 % state not to have any
knowledge how their organisation deals with
resource allocation on this issue.







The following additional barriers were
furthermore mentioned repeatedly by
respondents:

Figure 9. If you know of one or more such
guidelines/toolkits, but do not use any of
them – what are the reasons for it? (Only
respondents who have been directly
involved in activities for public
participation, n=121; multiple responses
possible)

Other or addtional
reasons

No need to use them

Not helpful for actual
project development

Lack of resources
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28%

39%

Methods and content of social
acceptance strategies

Assessing the experience with these three
levels of public involvement measures with
regard to social acceptance, firstly it can be
stated that experiences are on average
positive. Overall, the involvement level of
consultation and dialogue is rated most
positively, followed by solely informational
measures and empowerment of the public
scoring lower which is mainly due to lower
ratings by project developers.

Empowerment of the public means sharing the
decision making process, i.e. the public is
involved e.g. via a citizen vote.

Consultation and dialogue with the public
includes giving the possibility to the public to
give feedback on the project and its
specifications and that this feedback is then
considered by the project team and / or
relevant administration.

Informational measures refers to activities such
as distributing brochures/leaflets or provide
possibilities where citizens may ask questions.

In order to assess the respondents’ experience
with regard to different levels of public
involvement three different approaches were
presented:

3.3

Figure 10. To what extent are resources allocated
systematically to participation and
communication activities during project
development? (Only respondents who
have been directly involved in activities
for public participation, n=121)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

15%

No, hardly or never.

I don't know / not
relevand

18%

Specific resources
are only allocated
under certain
conditions.

Allocating resources
is always part of the
standard project
planning procedure.

Most of these comments towards shared
ownership are positive, stating that it has the
potential to increase social acceptance.
However, it is acknowledged by the
respondents that shared ownership also
means shared risk and thus does not
guarantee the absence of opposition, e.g. if a
municipality invests funds into wind projects
that could otherwise be invested with more
direct benefits to community members.
Another negative aspect of shared ownership
which requires individual investment lies in –
according to respondents’ comments –
potentially splitting the community into two
groups: one group that is affluent enough to
purchase shares of the proposed wind farm
and one group that cannot afford to do so.

Beyond the general levels of public
involvement there are further methods that are
deemed to improve local acceptance. The
participants were introduced to three generic
components: shared ownership of the wind
farm, involvement of the community in the
designing process and community benefits
(e.g. set up of a fund which invests in the
wellbeing of the local community). When
analysing the data it can be seen that
respondents perceive all of these measures as
promising in potentially enhancing social
acceptance (Figure 11). Respondents also had
the possibility to comment on the different
options.

The comments on the issue of empowering the
public suggest that this approach has not been
implemented very often and thus it has not
been possible to gather a lot of experience with
it yet. The comments indicate that it might be
challenging at times to find the right point in
time, the right format and to make sure that all
representatives of the community including the
opponents of wind power take part in such
processes.

Consultation and dialogue with the public is
considered the next step and by many
respondents of the survey also considered a
basic requirement. On the other hand negative
experiences within dialogues with the public or
poor levels of interest are reported. This shows
that consultation and dialogue does not
necessarily lead to success.

The comments on the utilisation of
informational measures mainly suggest that
they are only considered a fundamental
requirement, but they are not sufficient as such
to create public support.

Further comments by the respondents include
the following:

4,46

Community
benefits
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On top of that, some respondents are
convinced that there are a number of
individuals in most communities that cannot be
convinced regardless of the level of
consultation and information delivered. In
addition, it is suggested by the interviewed
experts that actions involving the community
should be steered by the municipalities seen
as neutral institutions rather than by project
developers.

Community benefits are perceived similarly
positive though it was also mentioned that it
does not necessarily ensure local community
support. On the contrary, some respondents
warn that it might turn the initial acceptance
into opposition where community benefits are
considered as bribery. It is therefore suggested
by the respondents that community benefits
will have a positive impact on acceptance if
they are implemented along with other
participation measures; a combination of
shared ownership with a benefit package for
those without the resources to invest is seen
as an ideal solution by the respondents.

Involving the community is seen very positively
amongst the respondents that commented on
this issue. It minimises the potential for
misunderstandings and gives the local
population a feeling of being respected and not
overlooked. However, the participants also
acknowledge the limitations of involving the
community as for instance it is not possible to
determine the appropriate siting of wind
turbines with all members of all stakeholder
groups (due to organisational and technical
reasons).

Figure 11. What measures are perceived to
contribute to social acceptance for wind
power projects? (n=202-203)

Neutral
Positive
3
4
5

4,29

Involving the
community in the
designing process

Negative
1
2

4,16

Shared Ownership

With regard to different levels of public
participation respondents are more in favour of
consultation and dialogue as well as

However, these public engagement strategies
are usually not informed by published
resources nor based on a standard procedure.
Only about a third of the respondents state that
they utilise standard procedures or guidelines
when planning to conduct public participation
activities. The reason stated most often why
this is not done is a lack of resources.
Likewise, allocating resources for these
activities is not part of the usual procedure for
many organisations. This leads to the
supposition that public engagement is mainly
conducted hands on and spontaneously. This
does not necessarily mean that it is not done
well, however, could make it difficult to react to
unexpected arguments or dynamics.
Furthermore it might become challenging if
further resources are needed unexpectedly
during project development. Overall, social
acceptance management around wind farms
could probably increase in professionalism, i.e.
by applying standardisation and knowledge
management.

The data shows furthermore that this is to
some extent already common knowledge in
wind farm project development as two thirds of
the respondents claim that elements of public
participation are part of the usual procedure
during planning, building and operating wind
farms. While many respondents report that
integrating elements of public perception are
obligatory in their country, the percentage of
those stating that they are also part of usual
procedure is even higher. This indicates that it
is the usual case to go beyond what is
mandatory.

This study looked into the status quo of social
acceptance of wind farms and social
acceptance measures around them based on
expert survey across Europe. The data shows
quite clearly that a lack of local social
acceptance for onshore wind farms indeed
presents a challenge to the Europe-wide
development of onshore wind. This is proved
by the fact that the majority of study
participants has experienced stops or at least
delays of projects due to a lack of social
acceptance. Furthermore, much more negative
than positive reactions to wind farms are
reported by the respondents. These findings
underline, as expected and already shown by
the Wind Barriers project [4], the relevance of
social acceptance issues and the need for the
development and implementation of social
acceptance strategies.

4 Summary and Discussion
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However, opposition to wind farms seems
mostly specific, i.e. restricted to a specific
installation: the survey shows that the main
negative issues mentioned in relation to wind
power projects are the visual impact on
landscapes followed by noise and the impact
on the local ecosystem and wildlife (cp. [7] for
similar results). Arguments that question wind
energy on a more general level, e.g. whether it
contributes to mitigating climate change, are
less frequently reported to play a role. This is
further confirmed by the finding that on the
positive side respondents report that the

If these findings are taken together, they point
out that although the awareness for social
acceptance and public participation is high
there may be a lack of professionalism, i.e.
standardisation and knowledge management.
This is maybe due to the fact that social
acceptance is still not high enough on the
priority ladder of many developers and other
organisations dealing with wind power.

5 Conclusion

It is also noteworthy that only about 25 % of
the respondents mention a lack or late
information measures as an issue (cf. Figure
5). Thus, this does not seem to be frequent in
discussions around wind farms; nonetheless,
providing information is very often seen as a
prerequisite but may not be sufficient to gain
acceptance. Shared ownership, community
benefits and involvement of the community in
the design process are all perceived as helping
to foster social acceptance across all
respondents. Though, also the problems of
these approaches were mentioned. These
include in case of shared ownership for
instance the risk to split the community
between those who are affluent enough to
purchase shares and others who are not. The
main challenge related to community benefits
was that they need careful implementation in
order to avoid the impression of bribery.

informational measures. Empowerment of the
public where the public has the possibility get
involved in the decision itself is evaluated less
positively. This finding is due to the fact that
the surveyed project developers are less
enthusiastic about this issue. To leave the
decision to the local public can certainly be
time-consuming and also risky as it may lead
to refusal. However, if the refusal follows in a
later stage through juridical decisions this may
even be more costly. Furthermore, a public
vote could also help to find out whether
opposition is a majority opinion or maybe only
a (loudly voiced) minority standpoint.
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Environmental concerns in developing wind farms have
been highlighted by both the wind-energy community
and ecological experts [1, 2, 3] as the demand for wind
power energy grows rapidly around the world to meet

1. INTRODUCTION

Index Terms— Image recognition, bird detection,
ecological conservation, social acceptance

One of the primary environmental concerns of wind
farms is the increase in bird mortality. To assess environmental risks around wind farms, the demand for
automatic bird monitoring increases rapidly. Considering recent advancements in object detection methods
in computer vision, automated monitoring based on
images is promising. However, the accuracy of stateof-the-art methods in a practical environment remains
uncertain due to the signicant difference between the
images taken in a practical environment and those used
in generic object detection competitions. This study
evaluates these image-based bird detection and classication methods. We also introduce a bird monitoring
system with a whole image processing pipeline. For
evaluation in a practical environment, we utilize an
open-access time-lapse image dataset around a wind
farm. As a state-of-the-art method, we include convolutional neural networks, a rising method of deep learning
for image recognition, which shows performance improvement.

ABSTRACT

public policies for renewable energy. One of the primary
concerns is the increase in bird mortality caused by collision with blades, loss of nesting and feeding grounds,
and interception on migratory routes [3, 4, 5, 6]. Hundreds of annual bird fatalities, including those of charismatic species, have been reported at several sites [6].
To assess such risks during the establishment and operation of wind farms, investigation of bird ecology and
assessment of potential risks are necessary. Conventional bird monitoring has been carried out by manual
observation, which is expensive and laborious [7]. Automation in this task can lower the cost, enable longterm monitoring, and lead to higher accuracy and reproducibility. However, an automatic system is required to
perform bird detection as well as classication of bird
species, both of which have been non-trivial for machines to achieve.
Image-based detection using cameras is one of
the promising approaches [8, 9, 7, 10], while radarbased [11, 12, 13] and acoustic-based [14] detections
have been commonplace in the literature. Rich visual
information with a higher resolution can be utilized, and
the recognition performance has improved dramatically
in the last decade, owing to the availability of big data,
high performance computers, and algorithm improvement in machine learning and computer vision research
elds. Reviewing recent milestones in computer vision, robust features have been invented [15, 16, 17],
good classiers have been found [18, 19], good image structures have been proposed [20, 21], huge image datasets have been established [22, 23, 24], and

Fig. 1. Appearance of birds in images around a wind farm (left) is signicantly different from those in a generic
image-recognition dataset (right).
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our bird detection and classication
pipeline. Section 3 experimentally [Inst1]evaluates the
performance of state-of-the-art detection and classication methods. Section 4 concludes this paper.

To reveal the actual precision and recall of stateof-the-art methods for low-resolution bird detection
and classication, this study utilizes a wild bird image dataset around a wind farm as a benchmark [28]
and evaluates the performance of several state-of-theart methods, including one utilizing deep neural networks. In addition, we present a whole image processing pipeline of an automated bird monitoring system for
wind farms, about which very few scientic papers discuss. Our system utilizes background subtraction [29]
and convolutional neural networks (CNN) [30] for accurate and robust detection and classication.

However, despite the excitement over these improvements, the advancement, accuracy, precision, and
recall of such state-of-the-art methods in practical environments for wild bird monitoring remain uncertain.
An exception is May et al.’s work reporting that DTBird
detected 76% to 96% of total birds in an experimental
setting in Smøla [9]. In practical environments around
wind farms, birds tend to appear in low resolution even
in a high resolution image since the monitoring system
has to cover a wide eld of view to assess the distribution of birds and to notice the approach of birds
well ahead of time. Figure 1 shows such images. As
shown in the gure, the actual appearance of birds is
signicantly different from those used in generic object
detection competitions [27, 25], in which most of the
methods are designed and experimented. It is not clear
whether these methods are suitable for low-resolution
images.

object detection competitions using them have been
held [22, 25]. Deep neural networks [26] have likewise
resulted in further improvement in detection and classication during these competitions [27, 25]. Their strength
is in their adaptive learning of features and classiers
during training.

HOG

Gradient
histogram

Weighted
gradient
histogram

We use a still camera with a telephoto setup to capture
a bird with a one-meter wing span 580 meters away that
would cover an area of 20 pixels in the image, considering the distance between the camerafs location and the
wind turbine. This setup enables us to monitor a wide
area suitable for bird investigation, including the wind
turbine. The resolution of the sensor is 5616 times 3744
pixels, and the eld of view is 27 times 19 degrees. The
interval of image capture is two seconds because of the
transfer rate between the camera and the laptop.

2.1. Setup

Our bird monitoring system consists of a xed camera,
a laptop computer for control, and recognition software.
It captures images automatically and processes them to
detect and classify birds as shown in Fig. 2. The core
algorithm is based on machine learning for robustness,
and the details are evaluated below. The system is able
to discriminate birds from others or a species of birds
from others after the training phase. During training,
the classier is optimized in accordance with training images including birds and others.

2. BIRD DETECTION AND
CLASSIFICATION PIPELINE

Fig. 3. Image features used in the system, Haar-like [17]
(left) and HOG [16] (right).

Haar-like

Applied to faces

Features

Fig. 2. Overview of our image processing pipeline for bird detection and classication.
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Our algorithm is a combination of background subtraction [29] and object classication. Background subtraction is a method for extracting moving objects from xed
backgrounds and works well with our scenes that are
mostly static. However, regions extracted still include
some background objects, such as parts of the turbine,
trees, or clouds; thus, we utilize machine learning-based
classiers to lter birds from others.
Specically, we will compare the following two classiers in the next section: First is AdaBoost [18], a
widely used learning algorithm in computer vision. This
algorithm is often combined with image features such
as Haar-like [17] or Histogram of Orientated Gradients
(HOG) [16] for further robustness. The performance of
these methods is known to depend highly on both the
types of targets (faces, people, birds, etc.) and scene
properties (indoor, street, wind farm, etc.).
Second is convolutional neural networks (CNN) [30],
the most successful deep networks for object recognition to date. The strength of CNN is that it learns
features by itself; i.e., it does not need manually designed image features that are not guaranteed to be
optimal. Yet, it is important to reveal whether CNN outperforms others on low-resolution detection and classication tasks. Since CNN is unexplored, it is therefore
unclear what types of data and tasks it prefers.
Below, we briey explain the details of each method.
AdaBoost
AdaBoost [18] is a two-class classier
based on feature selection and weighted majority voting.
A strong classier is made as a weighted sum of many
weak classiers, and the resulting classier is shallow
but robust. The algorithm overview is as follows.[Inst2]
First, we uniformly initialize the weights of the training
samples. Second, we select one weak classier with
the lowest error rate using the weighted training samples. Third, the weight of the selected weak classier is
set on the basis of the error it produces. A larger weight
is set for a smaller error rate, since weak classiers with
smaller error rates are more reliable. Fourth, we update
the weights of training samples based on the error rate
of the reweighted classier. Then, we iterate from the
second to the fourth step a xed number of times.
Haar-like Haar-like [17] is an image feature that utilizes contrasts in images. It extracts the light and the
shade of objects by using black-and-white patterns as
shown in the left gure in Fig. 3. Haar-like rst succeeded in face detection [17] and is used as a fast and
robust feature.
HOG
HOG [16] is a feature used for grasping the
approximated shape of objects. A visualized HOG is
shown in the right gure in Fig. 3. First it computes the
spatial gradient of the image and makes a histogram of

2.2. Algorithm

The training of CNN is to compute the weights and
biases which minimize the classication error rate. For
this purpose, gradient methods are widely used. We use
stochastic gradient descent [31]. This method allows us
to approximately acquire the minimum with a relatively
low computational cost.

Here w is weight parameters and b is a bias parameter.
Dropout is a training heuristic for removing neurons selected randomly in each iteration of parameter updates.
Removed neurons are regarded to output zero independently from their inputs. The whole network is shown in
Fig. 4.

y(x) = max{0, wx + b}

Among the variations of CNN architectures, ours
is based on one of the handwriting recognition methods [30] and rened by utilizing two recent discoveries
for improving performance: Rectied linear units (ReLU)
and dropout from [26]. ReLU is a type of activation function, that is, the relationship between input and output
in a single neuron. It requires a low computing cost and
is easy to optimize due to its simple derivative. Among
the variety of functions, the effectiveness of ReLU was
discovered recently. ReLU is formulated as follows.

CNN CNN [30] is a type of neural network characterized by convolutional layers. Convolution is an operation which associates an image with a feature map by
using the inner product between each patch in the input image and another xed patch, called a kernel. In
CNN, each convolutional layer has multiple kernels and
outputs multi-channel feature maps. These kernels in
the convolutional layers are interpreted as connection
weights between neurons and are optimized in training.
Other components of CNN are pooling layers and fullyconnected layers. Pooling layers are placed after convolutional layers to downsample feature maps. These
layers output lower-resolution feature maps by taking
the maximum in each local region, e.g., a two-by-two
patch, in input feature maps. Fully-connected layers are
placed at the end of the network. These layers perform
as a classier, which receives the features from convolutional and pooling layers and outputs the class of the
input image.

the quantized direction of the gradient in each local region, called a cell in the image. Next it concatenates
the histograms of the cells in the neighboring groups of
the cells, the blocks, and normalizes them by dividing
by their Euclidean norms in each block. HOG was rst
used for pedestrian detection and afterwards applied to
various tasks including generic object detection.
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Using the dataset, we conducted two recognition experiments: bird detection and two-class species classication. Below, detection is dened as a classication
of birds and non-birds, given the candidate regions
suggested from motion information. Classication is
dened as a classication between hawks and crows,

3.2. Experimental Procedure

For the performance evaluation of bird detection and
classication methods, we utilize a dataset of birds at
a wind farm [28]. This dataset offers open access and
has preferable attributes; it contains a large amount
of data and presents a detailed specication of birds.
The dataset [28] is a sequence of images of a scene
at a wind farm, and it provides annotations of bird information appearing in the images as shown in Fig. 5.
Annotations were added to the images by bird experts
who are members of a bird association and have experience in eld surveys. They checked the image
timelines, found birds, and annotated bounding boxes
with class labels for each bird. 32,442 images were
processed and 32,973 birds were found.

3.1. Bird Image Dataset for Training and Evaluation

3. EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 5. Structure of dataset [28]. It includes time-lapse
images, bounding boxes of birds and other ying objects, and their class labels.

which is a fundamental task in a bird-monitoring system.
They are the most frequent classes of birds in the area,
and we have a sufcient amount of data for accurate
evaluation. This two-class classication is also practical because many endangered species are included in
hawks.
For any machine learning methods, we need positive and negative samples for training. In the detection
experiment, positive samples (birds) were collected
from bird regions labeled in the dataset. Negative samples (non-birds) are background regions clipped by
background subtraction. Examples of the birds and
non-birds are shown in Fig. 6. We used ve-fold crossvalidation to efciently conduct the experiment on this
dataset.
In the classication experiment, hawks labeled in the
dataset are positive samples, and crows are negative
samples. Classication is a more difcult task than detection in this dataset; thus, in order to analyze each
method’s behaviors in detail, we investigated the effect
of image resolution by dividing the positive and negative
images into groups on the basis of resolution. Specifically, images of hawks and crows are divided into the
groups of 15–20, 21–30, and 31–50 pixels, as shown in
Fig. 6. On each group, we conducted holdout validation
using 800 hawks and 150 crows for training data and
others for test data.
In these experiments, we evaluated CNN [30], as
well as AdaBoost [18] combined with three types of features, Haar-like [17], Histogram of Orientated Gradients
(HOG) [16] features, and RGB (image pixel values without transformation). For reproducibility, we list the parameters of each algorithm in the following. As for CNN,
we used the architecture of [30] with the exception of
inputting color images and using more effective nonlinearity from [26]. For the training of CNN, we used
stochastic gradient descent [31], and we set the learning rate at iteration i to 0.001(1 + 0.0001i)−0.75 , momentum to 0.9, and weight decay to 0.0005 as optimization
parameters. In AdaBoost, we set the number of weak

Fig. 4. CNN architecture we used. This is based on a handwriting recognition method [30].
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We evaluated the detection and classication performances using two measures, true positive rate (TPR)
and false positive rate (FPR). TPR is given as the
number of true positives divided by the number of all
positives in the test data. FPR is the number of false
positives divided by the number of all negatives in the
test data. Because there is a trade-off between TPR
and FPR, the total performance of an algorithm is represented by the receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC), a curve drawn by FPR and TPR of each point on
the trade-off. A curve near the upper-left corner means
better performance.
The result of detection is shown in Fig. 7. In the
gure, FPR means the rate of misrecognizing backgrounds as birds, and TPR means the rate of correctly
recognizing birds. The best performance is achieved
by Haar-like. At the false positive rate of 0.01, over
0.98 of birds are still detected with Haar-like, which is a
successful performance. The other methods including
CNN showed worse performances.
The result of classication is shown in Fig. 8. Here,
FPR is the rate of misrecognizing crows as hawks,
and TPR is the rate of correctly recognizing hawks.
Because of visual similarity, species classication is
more difcult than birds-versus-others classication;
thus, lower performance is apparent. The trend of wellperforming methods is also different from detection.
CNN performed the best and Haar-like the worst in all
resolutions. In addition, the dependency of features’
performance on resolution was observed. RGB fea-

3.3. Results

classiers to 400. The feature patterns for Haar-like
were the same as [17], and the pattern sizes were 2,
6, and 10 pixels square. The cell size of HOG was 4
pixels square, and the block size was 3 by 3 cells.

In the detection experiment, Haar-like outperformed others, and the performance difference among those except Haar-like is subtle. This may be due to the low
quality of the images. Haar-like is a simple feature for
grasping only the contrast in images. More complex features like HOG can represent details of images and are
preferred in tasks like pedestrian detection and generic
object detection. However, it can be less robust for lowresolution bird detection.
Similarly, CNN may have failed to learn effective features from the data. The performance of CNN depends
on the parameters of the network and optimization. Although we used the parameters established in handwriting recognition [30], there may exist better parameters
for our images. More efforts for parameter search may
improve the performance.
Fig. 9 shows example images that are misrecognized as birds by Haar-like. They are moving backgrounds such as parts of the turbine, trees blown by
the wind, and ying objects such as airplanes and insects. Flying objects are more difcult negatives due
to their visual similarity to birds. Note that the number
of false detections depends on the number of negative
samples in the data. More negative samples mean
more false detections with the same false positive rate.
Thus, the actual number of false detections can change
depending on the test environments.
In the experiment of classication, CNN outperformed the other methods in all groups with different
resolution. In contrast, Haar-like, which performed the
best in detection, resulted in the worst performance.

4. DISCUSSION

tures performed better in the 15–20 pixels group and
HOG in the 30–50 pixels group.

Fig. 6. Bird and non-bird image examples. Bird images are grouped by resolutions.
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Fig. 8. Results of classication (hawk-versus-crow).

To evaluate a bird monitoring system on the basis of
time-lapse images, we have conducted experiments of
bird detection and classication. By using a dataset
from a realistic environment and representative methods in computer vision, we provided practical results

5. CONCLUSION

The hand-crafted features may be less effective in classication because of the subtle difference between the
classes. Conversely, the learned features of CNN succeeded in adapting to the classication task through
training.
Fig. 10 shows examples of correct and wrong classication with CNN in each resolution group. Visually similar images are sometimes correctly classied but sometimes not. Instead of high performance, CNN does not
have explicit trends in its misclassication because of
the black-box process of training.

A part of this work is entrusted by the Ministry of the
Environment, JAPAN (MOEJ), the project of which is to
examine effective measures for preventing birds, especially sea-eagles, from colliding with wind turbines.
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of recognition performance. We showed successful results for detection and the possibility of species classication using image recognition. The effectiveness of
rising CNN in classication is also observed. However,
there is room for performance improvement, especially
in species classication. Improvement of the software
for more accurate bird monitoring is necessary. Our
system is a hopeful solution to bird strikes and can contribute to the social acceptance of wind energy.

Fig. 9. Example images that are misdetected as birds.
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By focusing on project procurement practises it is
possible to reduce LCOE in offshore wind farm. It is
necessary for the participating companies to obtain
a more holistic overview of the procurement, i.e.,
adopt a new project paradigm, as the effects on it
stretch over the whole lifetime of a wind farm. In
relation to this, a better collaboration within the

The findings pinpoint three major areas of
challenges. First, each offshore wind farm is unique
in nature and therefore using standard and verified
solutions can be challenging. Moreover, in seek for
reducing LCOE new technological solutions are
imperative resulting in procurement of the solutions
that in the given time do not exist yet. Second,
project procurement is characterized by practices
that to a large extent focus on procurement in the
installation rather than stretching the procurement
mind set to encompass the whole project lifetime of
20 to 25 years. Third, the companies involved in the
project procurement may have different goals.

This study focuses on project procurement practices
in offshore wind farm projects, and to which extent
they can contribute to reduction of LCOE. In general
terms, project procurement is a relevant area to
consider in an attempt to make offshore energy
more competitive due to the vast amount of
procurements undertaken in projects. The study is
carried out by conducting 39 qualitative inquires in
the installation and operation and maintenance
phases among 23 different offshore wind industry
actors.

Abstract

However, procurement as an acknowledged area in
relation to projects has only recently been
recognized [1,2]. Even though the project
management literature deals extensively with such
issues as selecting appropriate suppliers for the
project task [3,4,5] and managing relationships with

The motivation for this study arises from the
Offshore Wind Denmark –project that focuses on,
how development in business practices in offshore
wind farms can contribute to the reduction of
levelized cost of energy (LCOE). The definition of
LCOE varies and is subject to continuous debate.
Briefly, LCOE can be seen as the lifetime cost of the
wind farm per unit of energy generated. Remarkable
cost reductions are needed in order to make
electricity produced through this renewable source
competitive. In relation to this, it is relevant to look
into project procurement practices, as procurement
in this specific project-context entails a vast amount
of purchases with high technical demands and
financial risk. Moreover, the harsh weather
combined with the fact that it can be difficult to
access the wind farms call for both durable and
affordable solutions.

1. Introduction

Keywords: Project procurement, project lifetime,
offshore wind farm, sustainable project, LCOE.

various project procurement teams and with the
suppliers becomes pertinent.
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The industry actors have been aware of the need
for renewable offshore wind energy to become more
competitive compared with other energy sources for
several years. Lately, in the European Wind Energy
Association (EWEA) Offshore Conference 2015 in
Copenhagen, the requirement was highlighted by
emphasizing the urge for collaboration when aiming
for reducing LCOE. In this context project
procurement practices provide an eminent platform
to investigate possibilities to reduce LCOE through

Producing energy from renewable sources is a
cornerstone for meeting the growing global energy
consumption. In this context offshore wind farms
provide a possibility to meet the increasing need for
energy from a sustainable source. However,
offshore wind energy is typically 2-3 times more
costly than e.g., onshore wind energy [12]. In the
period from 2010 to 2014 LCOE has decreased with
11% primarily due to ‘industries early adoption of
larger turbines [13].

2. Literature review

The rest of the article is structured as follows. The
next section reviews the literature by combining the
streams from the project procurement management
and economically sustainable projects. Thereafter,
the methodology is presented followed by the
research findings and discussion. A conclusion
finalises the article.

When studying procurement in the project context, it
is relevant to look at it from the project management
literature point of view. Project Management
Institute acknowledges project procurement as one
of the relevant project knowledge areas and defines
it as follows: ‘Project Procurement Management
includes the processes to purchase or acquire the
products, services or results needed from outside
the project team to perform the work’ [14]
(PMBOK® Guide, 2013). The processes are
identified as follows:

Therefore, the aim of this study is to shed light on
procurement undertaken in a specific project
context by posing the following research question:
What procurement challenges can be identified in
the offshore wind farm projects? To answer this
research question, a project network of companies
employed in the installation and operation and
maintenance phases of offshore wind farms are
investigated through a qualitative inquiry. This
article aims at contributing to the emerging literature
within project procurement management and
making companies within offshore wind farm
projects more aware of the manifold nature of the
project procurement management.

In the context of offshore wind farms an interesting
issues arises when considering project procurement
management. Namely, when does the project end?
Obviously, in the specific context there can be
identified several project starts and ends, e.g. in
terms of development, construction, maintenance
and operation and dismantling/repowering phases.
However, even though there can be identified
different project starts and ends, in this very context
it is appropriate to look at the offshore wind farms
over the lifetime of 20-25 years. Therefore, it is

Moreover, the project procurement management’s
distinctive focus is to control that the supplier
delivers what is stated in the contract within the
project’s time limit. This is emphasized by the
following
statement:
“This
(controlling
procurements) is the most time consuming of the
procurement processes as far as the project
management team is concerned as it covers
monitoring the seller’s performance against the
terms specified in the contract” [14, p. 29].

Planning procurements is concerned with, which
products or services a project will need to procure
from an external source. Conducting procurement
the process of obtaining supplier responses,
selecting a supplier, and awarding a contract. In
relation to this both the selection of the appropriate
suppliers ([3,4,5]) and managing relationships with
project suppliers ( [6,7,8,9]) play a crucial role.

1. Planning Procurement Management
2. Conducting Procurements
3. Controlling Procurements
4. Closing Procurements

a practical, yet relatively important area in relation to
the projects. Offshore wind farms are large
procurement
projects,
where
demanding
technological solutions are procured to a high value.

project suppliers [6,7,8,9], the more comprehensive
insight into project procurement practices in specific
project contexts e.g., [10,11] needs to be further
unveiled.

In relation to the generic project procurement
management that emphasizes the importance of
ensuring the supply of the requested items and
services within the agreed project timetable and at
the same time acknowledging the necessity to
consider the project lifetime to ensure the economic
sustainability the following proposition can be
defined:

When considering economic sustainability, life cycle
costing (LCC) [17] can be adopted. LCC is defined
as an economic evaluation process that can assist
in deciding between alternative investments by
comparing all of the significant differential costs of
ownership over a given time period [18]. In the
project context it is recognized as a relevant area
and is also winning terrain (e.g., [19, 6]). At the
same time it seems to be a complex issue to deal
with, as stated by Ruparathna and Hewage [10, p.
1]: “Ad hoc statistics show that modern initiatives
such as sustainability, life cycle costing, and
standardization are getting integrated with
procurement. However, there is no unified view in
the construction industry on procurement as a
project process“.

The definition above embraces sustainability by
employing the environmental, economical and
social aspects of it [16] that can be considered as
‘three pillars’ of sustainability. When considering this
from the LCOE point of view, the economical
sustainability gains increased relevance and the
article will focus on it as the main area of
sustainability.

This aspect of lifetime can be further detected in the
project management literature in terms of
sustainable project management [15, p. 79] that can
be defined as follows: Sustainable Project
Management is the planning, monitoring and
controlling of project delivery and support
processes, with consideration of the environmental,
economical and social aspects of the life-cycle of
the project’s resources, processes, deliverables and
effects, aimed at realising benefits for stakeholders,
and performed in a transparent, fair and ethical way
that includes proactive stakeholder participation.

relevant to look at the project procurement practices
by considering the lifetime of wind farms. This is
also in line with the concern of reducing the LCOE
that takes into account the whole lifetime of an
offshore wind farm.

In the second phase of the data collection, the area
of operations and maintenance (O&M) was chosen
in order to obtain a more comprehensive
understanding of project procurement activities in
the offshore wind farm context. This part of the
research was based on qualitative semi-structured
interviews during the period of June 2014 – March
2015. 20 semi-structured and open-ended
interviews were conducted with actors carrying out
O&M activities in offshore wind farms, including
wind farm owners, wind turbine producers and small
and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) operating as
suppliers and service providers to O&M. These
interviews were in-depth interviews related to the
challenges and lessons learned for reduction of
LCOE from activities related to different offshore
farms. In total, 39 interviews with actors in 23
different companies (see Table 1) were conducted
during the period of January 2013 - March 2015. By
interviewing actors from the main companies in the
offshore wind farm project context, high validity of
the results was achieved.

Data collection for this study was carried out in two
different areas and in two phases. In the first phase
the unit of analysis was related to the installation
phase of a wind farm project. At this stage six
different companies dealing with the development
and the installation phase of offshore wind farms
were interviewed. In total 19 interviews were
conducted during the period of January 2013 – July
2014. Based on these interviews the companies’
project procurement activities were identified based
on the theoretical pre-understanding based on
organizational buying behaviour and project
procurement management [20, 21, 22, 23,24, 25,
26, 14].

For this study, a qualitative research design was
applied. The overall unit of analysis was an offshore
wind farm network, including also the organizational
levels.

3. Methodology

Considering project procurement practices over the
whole project lifetime will contribute to reduction of
LCOE in offshore wind farms.
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Moreover, the new projects are placed further away

‘It is difficult to transfer knowledge from one wind
farm to another. They are simply too different’.

First, every new offshore wind farm is to a large
extent considered as unique as also stated by one
of the companies in the following way:

’Everything that can break down offshore will break
down’. This citation by one of the interviewed
companies illustrates that the context of offshore
wind farm projects is very challenging. Even though
there has been erected a remarkable number of
offshore wind farms since 1991, the interviewed
companies stressed the complex nature of the
projects by focusing on two major areas.

4.1 The general context of offshore wind farms

This section presents the empirical findings of the
The
proposition
suggested
was
research.
supported, but the conducted interviews revealed
three main areas of procurement challenges. These
areas were related to the general context of
offshore wind farm projects, the scope of project
procurement and the actor commitment in the
projects. The topics are presented and discussed in
turns below.

4. Findings and discussion

Table 1: The interviews conducted with the
companies involved in the offshore wind farm
projects.

All in all, when carrying out project procurement in
these unique and difficult circumstances, it is
important to aim at balancing between the needed,
but also unknown specifications and the learning
from the previous projects, including the O&M
phase.

’We will soon introduce our first wind turbine that
has been constructed on the basis of our
experiences in operation and maintenance in
offshore wind farms’.

This challenge is not unknown among the industry
actors and there has been a growing interest in
creating industry standards and working more
intensively with modularized solutions. The fact that
the circumstances for erecting offshore wind farms
are so challenging makes it difficult to carry out
sustainable project procurement, because of many
unknown factors and difficult circumstances.
However, in relation to this learning from previous
projects becomes pertinent, despite the unique
nature of the single wind farm. The experiences
gained over the years need to be collected and
managed in a more systematic way. It seems that
this is under development, as also highlighted by
one of the companies in the following way:

Second, the necessity to reduce LCOE has a great
impact on the technological development of the
wind turbines. In the recent years there has been a
growing focus on producing turbines with up to 8-10
MwH, but at the same time the actors are aware of
that these turbines are solutions under development
at the time when they are procured. One of the
companies referred to this by saying ‘we are selling
green bananas’, while another company stressed
the time lag of several years between designing the
wind farm and the actual execution of it. In these
terms companies are procuring solutions that do not
necessarily even exist at the time when the orders
are placed.

from the coast resulting in wind farms in deeper
waters and with harsher weather conditions. These
somewhat unknown locations make it difficult to
define a suitable specification for the solutions
needed. This is likely to create costly challenges,
when e.g., components need to be replaced. In
relation to this, all the interviewed persons in the
O&M phase identified the access to the wind
turbines as one of the major challenges.
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’Previously, suppliers visited me on a regular basis
and told about new products and solutions. But they
don’t do it anymore. Any do you know why? It’s
because many purchasers have just one main aim:
to reduce the price and to get a good deal. This
means we get product in worse quality and might

This relatively narrow project scope was confirmed
in the second phase of the interviews with actors
involved in the O&M practices. One of the
interviewees elaborated on the lacking knowledge
sharing between installation and O&M phases by
expressing the following:

The interviews in the installation phase indicated
also clearly that learning from previous projects was
mainly concerned with ‘lessons learnt’ from the
previous installation projects. Not only was this
activity relatively new in the studied context, but it
was also used to evaluate a project organization’s
efficiency in carrying out the project. Therefore, it
became clear that the project procurement activities
undertaken were determined by a strict project
timetable. In this context the time factor was
understood in terms of finishing the installation
phase so that the wind farm was ready to produce
electricity. The aspect of the entire lifetime of the
wind farms did not seem to occupy the respondents
that were involved in the installation phase.

Apart from the time factor, the interviewed
companies in the first phase were also concerned
with selecting suppliers with sufficient experience
from offshore and ability to meet the strict quality
and time requirements. Moreover, the economical
part played also an important role. In relation to this,
the typical negotiations prior to the final supplier
selection were finalised by a negotiation round
termed as ‘BAFO – best and final offer’.

When interviewing the companies in the first phase,
it became evident that there was a high focus on
finishing the installation phase in time. All in all, the
informants labelled offshore wind as ‘a bad
business case’, and compared it often with offshore
oil and gas industry that was considered as ‘a good
business case’. By this impression they emphasized
the necessity to finish the installation phase
according to the time plan agreed upon, so that the
electricity production could start as soon as
possible.

4.2 The scope of project procurement

Obviously, the project context under scrutiny
provides many possibilities for the participating
companies to consider it as lucrative. However, the
industry’s challenge to make offshore wind energy

‘We make money on that things break down. O&M
is an attractive business area for us’.

On the other hand, there could be also identified
companies that had a different view regarding, how
durable the solutions in offshore wind farms should
be. One of the interviewed companies expressed
this by saying the following:

‘New
crew
transfer
solutions
are
under
development,
which
will
require
different
approaches on different offshore wind farms’.

The different company roles had a crucial impact on
the project procurement activities carried out. It
seemed that depending on the company type, their
goal with the solutions provided were different. For
example, there could be identified a large number of
subcontractors and independent service providers
(ISP) that were keen on developing this business
area by providing solutions that took the long
lifetime and the diversity of the wind farms into
account. For example, an ISP stressed this by
stating the following:

‘O&M today is to a great extent an exclusive market,
where wind turbine producers and energy providers
so far define the regime of the collaboration’.

The third research finding confirmed the different
roles that the companies represent in the offshore
wind farm projects. Large wind turbine producers
and energy providers have traditionally dominated
the different project phases. This is also stated in in
in Andersen et al. [27, p. 56] in the following way:

4.3 Actor commitment in the projects

To sum up, the findings above indicate that
reducing LCOE is challenging and the need for cost
reductions is often translated as procuring solutions
to meet the project triangle requirements in the
installation phase.

have difficulties in finding suppliers willing to
deliver’.
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These findings can be aligned with the three shifts
of sustainable project management [28]. First, mind
shift
takes
responsibility
for
sustainable
development, and second, paradigm shift embraces
a holistic perspective on managing change. Finally,
scope shift is concerned with managing social,
environmental and economic impact. As offshore
wind farm projects are complex construction
projects with many actors and processes involved, it
is difficult to manage all the shifts at once.

This need for collaboration is interesting from the
procurement point of view. The project procurement
management introduced in the literature review
focuses to a large extent on a single company’s
management of procurement in the project. The
research findings introduced in this article have also
pinpointed the companies’ own concerns both
regarding the project timetables and the business
opportunities available.

’The big actors are in the process of looking into the
whole cost structure of the wind farms… They have
been in the business for 10-15 years now, and it is
necessary to start considering the overall costs. We
should not compromise on quality, because it
makes it far too expensive to run the parks’.

Along these lines, all the interviewed companies
acknowledged the need for collaboration, and one
of the interviewee’s stated this by saying the
following.

‘The offshore wind power industry has tremendous
potential, but to achieve that potential, the industry
must collaborate. MHI Vestas Offshore Wind,
DONG Energy and Siemens Wind Power—three of
the industry’s biggest players and our event
partners for EWEA OFFSHORE 2015—have
initiated a joint declaration outlining the concept of a
“United Industry.” The goal of the declaration is to
inspire the industry to come together around the
promise of reducing its cost of energy’.

This
urge
for
collaboration
to
achieve
competitiveness in wind energy was also stressed
at the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA)
Offshore Conference 2015 in Copenhagen; the
need to reduce the levelized cost of energy (LCOE)
was emphasized. The following headline from
EWEA 2015 illustrates the goal:

more competitive is a joint challenge.

Figure 1: The present stage of project procurement
in offshore wind farms

The findings can be further illustrated by combining
the level of collaboration with the scope of project
lifetime, as shown in Figure 1. In the narrow scope
the focus is on a more traditional project triangle,
which in the offshore context can be translated into
installation phase. The long-term scope entails the
sustainable project management in terms of
considering the whole project lifetime. In the present
stage a relatively low level of collaboration
characterizes the project procurement in the
offshore wind farms and the narrow scope
contributes to the sub-optimization of the practices
in an organizational level. By focusing on enhanced
collaborative procurement over the entire lifetime of
the wind farms the LCOE can be reduced.

By focusing on the project procurement challenges
disclosed above, the industry has an opportunity to
benefit from more sustainable approach to reducing
LCOE. Enlarging the project scope from present
relatively narrow project management approach, to
cover the entire lifetime of the offshore wind farms,
can do this. In this context reaping learning form the
previous projects gains enhanced importance and
the implementing industry standards where ever it is
possible becomes of interest. Finally, the industry
actors have for a long time acknowledged the
importance of increased level of collaboration.
However, the finding indicated that this is done in a
limited manner and mostly with those actors that
mutually know one another.

Therefore, by focusing on the different operational
activities, like e.g., project procurement small steps
can be taken towards a more sustainable approach.
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The study reveals the necessity of focusing on
project procurement practises as one of the means
to reduce LCOE in offshore wind farms. It is
necessary for the participating companies to obtain
a more holistic overview of the procurement, i.e.,
adopt a new project paradigm, as the effects on it
stretch over the whole lifetime of a wind farm. In
relation to this, a better collaboration within the
project procurement teams and with the suppliers
becomes pertinent.

Moreover, even though offshore wind farms have an
expected lifetime of 20-25 years, the procurement
practices focus to a great extend on meeting the
project requirements in the installation phase.
Therefore, an enhanced understanding of the whole
project lifetime is needed.

Project procurement in offshore wind farms is
characterized by difficult and unique project
circumstances.
The findings also disclosed a
relatively short-term focus on reducing LCOE when
conducting project procurement. The urge for
reducing the costs was often translated as the
necessity for the suppliers to reduce prices. This
may affect the quality of the supplied products
negatively and increase the ultimate costs in the
operation and maintenance phase.
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Traditional wind farm O&M modelling may be
resulting in inaccurate O&M cost forecasts due to
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Failure rate analyses have been carried out in the
past [5-11]. While [5] and [9] detail failure rates vs.
time some of the past papers do not. A literature
review has shown that this paper is novel due to
the fact that such an analysis has never before
been published for a population of modern multi
MW offshore wind turbines. References [5-11] are
based on a population of smaller older onshore

These four are the focus of this analysis because
this was the grouping used in past failure rate
analyses and O&M modelling [2].

-

the use of incorrect failure rates as model inputs.
Past papers have shown that when failure rates
are not at a steady state average failure rates
should not be used in modelling [3]. This paper
aims to answer the question “Can a failure rate
time characteristic be identified for offshore wind
turbine components based on an offshore wind
turbine population of approximately 350 wind
turbines?”
The analysis detailed in this paper builds on earlier
work from [4] in which average failure rates are
provided for the population mentioned above. This
paper builds on that work by providing failure rates
for each subsystem each year allowing
conclusions to be drawn on the failure behaviour of
the different wind turbine subsystems with time.
The paper gives an overview of all subsystems
before focusing on the following sub-systems or
groups:
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O&M costs can make up to 30% of the lifetime
CoE of an offshore wind farm [1]. As a means of
reducing this cost operators and O&M providers
need a greater understanding of what is driving
that O&M cost. Failure rates of wind turbines and
their components are a key driver of O&M costs.
Past papers have modelled O&M costs assuming
a fixed average failure rate for wind turbine
subsystems [2]. This work aims to determine if it is
accurate to assume a fixed failure rate or if a
failure rate distribution through time can be
provided to allow for more accurate O&M cost
modelling and in turn CoE modelling.
This paper shows the results of an analysis of
offshore wind turbine annual failure rates over an 8
year period. The analysis is based on around 350
modern multi MW offshore turbines located in 5-10
offshore wind farms throughout Europe. The
literature review for this paper indicated that a
constant average failure rate should only be used
if the shape parameter of the failure distribution is
around 1. However results from the failure rate
analysis in this paper have shown that in many
cases a constant failure rate is not correct for O&M
Modelling.
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It is clear from the graph that any shape parameter
below 1 demonstrates a reliability improvement
with time, above 1 shows a decline in reliability
with time and a shape parameter of 1 shows a
steady failure rate. These shape parameters are
evident in the bathtub curve. The bathtub curve is
shown in Figure 2. The first section of the bathtub
curve shows rapid reliability improvements with a
shape parameter of less than 1, this represents

Figure 1: Shape Parameters

Figure 1 shows the failure distributions with the
shape parameters mentioned above.

3. “On the other hand when negative growth
occurs the initial failure intensity should be
used” (Shape parameter greater than 1)

2. “When positive reliability growth occurs the
final failure intensity must be chosen as
the expected value. (Shape parameter
less than 1)”

1. “The assumption of constant failures and
the adoption of average failure intensity is
only valid in the case of no reliability
growth (positive or negative) (Shape
parameter equal to 1)”

Wind turbine and wind turbine component failure
rates are a key input to any O&M modelling. Past
O&M modelling carried out by the authors of this
paper and O&M modelling encountered in the
literature review has used constant failure rates.
However, reference [3] has stated that

b. Reliability Theory

wind turbines. This work contributes to the wind
turbine O&M knowledge by providing operators
and maintenance providers with an overview of
how wind turbines and their sub-assemblies fail in
relation to time. This can be used in O&M
modelling or to assist with O&M decision making.

(1)

-

-

-

Minimal Repair ( The failed unit is brought
back to the condition it was in immediately
before failure)
Perfect Repair (The failed unit is brought back
to the condition it was in as new and TBF are
identically distributed)
Renewal model (acts like a non-repairable
system statistically).

Reference [3] states that in a repairable system
repairs can be defined as:

The bathtub curve in Figure 2 is for a repairable
system such as a wind turbine. A repairable
system can usually be returned to operation after a
failure by some repair process other than complete
system replacement.

A number of steps for determining if a set of failure
data are a HPP or PLP have been outlined in [3].
These steps can be seen in Section 3b. This paper
will follow that process to determine whether the
failure rates for the gearbox, generator, converter
and “rest of turbine” are PLP with improving
reliability, PLP with deteriorating reliability or HPP.

As mentioned, it is β that determines which stage
of the bathtub curve the failure trend follows. If
beta is one in this equation the process becomes a
Homogenous Poisson Process (HPP) meaning
that the failures are random and can be
represented with an average failure rate [12].

t = time

β = Shape Parameter

ρ = Scale Parameter

λ(t) = Failure rate as a function of time

where:

( )

nd

early failures in a component. The 2 section has
a constant failure rate with a shape parameter of 1
and represents intrinsic failures. The third section
shows reliability decline with an increase in failure
rate and a shape parameter of greater than 1. This
is the component deterioration stage. The “early
failures” and “deterioration” section are a special
case non-homogenous Poisson process and can
be represented by the power law process (PLP)
[12] shown by the following equation:
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The majority of wind turbine components are
designed to last the 20 year design life of the wind
turbine. As the oldest turbines in the population
analysed for this paper are no more than half way
through their design life the authors would not
expect to be observing wear out failures at this
stage. However early life failures from the first
section of the bathtub curve may be observed. If
this is the case the assumption that all failure rates
are random used in the modelling in [2] may prove
to be incorrect. It is with this possibility in mind
that the failure rate vs time for the four
components/groups mentioned in section 1 were
analysed to determine if their shape parameters
demonstrate a trend.

Figure 3: Average failure rates for population [4]
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c. Average failure rates and O&M
Modelling

Minimal repair is often assumed with wind
turbines, returning the wind turbine back to the
condition it was in before failure [3]. The bathtub
curve in Figure 2 should not be confused with the
bathtub curve of a non-repairable component. For
a non-repairable system the curve shape is the
same but the y-axis displays the hazard function
instead of the intensity of failures and the 3 stages
are called burn in, useful life and wear out rather
than early failures, intrinsic failures and
deterioration.

Figure 2: Bathtub curve for a repairable system
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The population obtained from step 1 is outlined in
the following paragraphs.

7. Conclusions were drawn on correct failure rates
to be used in O&M modelling.

6. Failure intensity functions were created and
tested for goodness of fit and HPP or PLP
properties.

5. Data was analysed to determine overall failure
rates for each turbine and subassembly vs. Time.

4. Data was analysed to determine overall failure
rates per cost category for each subassembly of
the turbine.

3. Data was analysed to determine overall failure
rates and modes for each turbine.

2. Data was processed (cleaned and organised) to
ensure all failures from the list of work orders were
captured and no scheduled operations were
wrongly captured as failures.

1. Offshore reliability data was obtained from
industrial partners for the 5-10 wind farms
throughout Europe
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Figure 5: Population Operational Years
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All turbines in this population have the same rated
power and rotor size. The rated power is between
two and four MWs and the rotor diameter is
between 80 and 120 metres. Exact population
details cannot be provided for confidentiality
reasons.

The population analysed in this paper builds up to
around 350 turbines over an eight year period.
These turbines come from between 5-10 wind
farms throughout Europe. The years of installation
for the population are shown in Figure 5. It can be
seen that 68% of the population analysed is
between three and five years old and 32% is
greater than 5 years old. In total this population
provides 1768 turbine years or around 15.5 million
hours of turbine operation.

Figure 4: Modelled O&M costs based on Average failure rates [2]

2. Methodology
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Figure 3 from [4] shows the average failure rates
which were obtained from the same population
analysed in this paper. Figure 4 from [2] then
shows modelled O&M costs for different drive train
types based on these results. The O&M results
shown in Figure 4 are based on the assumption
that the failure rates in figure 3 are constant, i.e. β
= 1 and are considered to be a HPP. Figure 1
shows a curve of failure rates with time where β =
1.
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The same process as the one carried out in [3]
was used to test the goodness of fit of the trend
line in which the following equation, equation (2),
was used to calculate a chi square value which
could then be tested off standard probability tables
to determine if the null Hypothesis that “the data

To determine whether failure trends for the
gearbox, generator, converter and rest of turbine
group follow a PLP or HPP a number of steps had
to be taken. Firstly the average failure rate for
each operational year was plotted and a trend line
was fitted. The shape parameter was estimated
using the least squares estimation method. The
trend line and shape parameter then had to be
tested for a 95% goodness of fit and a final test on
whether the trend was following the PLP or HPP
was carried out.

b. Failure Trends

Figure 6 shows each of the failure sub-systems
before the “rest of turbine grouping” is carried out.
The rest of turbine grouping combines all failure
components in Figure 6 except for the generator,
gearbox and converter. Closer examination of
Figure 6 shows that the average failure rate across
all years of a component is often different to the
average failure rate for each sub-system shown in
Figure 3. There are two reasons for this: (i) The
population size in each year is different and (ii)
there is a small sub-population of turbines that
have failures where the year of operation is not
known. These turbines and failures are excluded
from the analysis in Figure 6 but not from the
analysis in Figure 3.

a. Average failure rate vs. time

As a means of determining whether the failures
observed in the population described in Section 2
occurred randomly or displayed some form of early
failure or reliability deterioration trend the annual
failure rate was plotted against the operational
year for the gearbox, generator, converter and for
a grouping called rest of turbine. This section also
shows a similar graph to Figure 3, except instead
of showing overall average failure rates for each
sub-system a failure rate was provided for each of
the 8 operational years for each subsystem.
(

)
(2)

)
(3)

0.79 < β < 1.2

β>1

Shape Parameter
β<1

Constant
Failure

Deterioration

Result
Early Failures

The failure distribution for the gearbox can be seen
in Figure 7. The gearbox passes the goodness of
fit analysis. The trend line has a shape parameter
of 0.869. The HPP hypothesis is rejected. Based
on Table 1, all of the above means the gearbox
displays slight early failure characteristics. This is
not the case with the gearbox data examined in [3]
in which early failures are not observed. A reason
for the difference may be the learnings from the
move from onshore to offshore.

c. Gearbox

Table 1: Interpretation of HPP and PLP [3]

Accepted

Rejected

H0 = HPP
Rejected

When the results of equations (2) and (3) are
compared to the standard tables it can be
determined if the goodness of fit is acceptable. As
detailed in [3] once the goodness of fit is accepted,
Table 1 [3] can be used to determine if the failure
trend is deteriorating, improving or remaining
steady.

Expected failure rates in time period i is given by
the number of turbines in time period i × mean
failure rate.

Oi =Observed failures in time period i
Ei = Expected failures in time period i

where:

∑

(

A similar test based on equation (3) is carried out
to determine whether the null hypothesis that “The
failure trend follows the HPP” can be accepted or
rejected.

∑

was governed by the assumed distribution” could
be accepted or rejected.
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Figure 7: Gearbox failure rate with time . R =
0.066

0

For the purpose of this study a minor repair is any
repair that the cost of materials for repair was less
than €1000, a major repair was between €1,000
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The failure distribution for the generator can be
seen in Figure 9. The generator passes the
goodness of fit analysis. The trend line has a
shape parameter of 1.118. The HPP hypothesis is
rejected. Based on Table 1 all of the above mean
the generator displays slight failure deterioration
characteristics. This is not the case with the
onshore generators data examined in [3] where
the trend can often be represented by a HPP. A

c. Generator
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Figure 8: Gearbox failure categories
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Figure 6: Failure rate per turbine per year of operation for each subassembly
and €10,000 and a major replacement was over
€10,000.

Figure 8 shows what the failure rate per
operational year consists of. It can be seen that
the gearbox shows mostly minor repair but a high
percentage of major issues in comparison to the
rest of turbine group seen in Figure 14. These
major issues are seen in the earlier years of
operation and reduce in the later years.
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Figure 9: Generator failure rate with time. R =
0.035
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The failure distribution for the converter can be
seen in Figure 11. The converter passes the
goodness of fit analysis. The trend line has a
shape parameter of 0.561. The HPP hypothesis is
rejected. Based on Table 1 all of the above means
the converter displays early failure characteristics.
This is also the case in [3] and [13] with onshore
power converters.
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Figure 10: Generator failure categories
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Figure 10 shows what the failure rate per
operational year consists of. It can be seen that
the generator experiences less minor issues than
the rest of turbine group and a higher percentage
of major repairs than the gearbox.
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The failure distribution for the “Rest of Turbine”
group can be seen in Figure 13. The “Rest of
Turbine” group passes the goodness of fit
analysis. The trend line has a shape parameter of
0.944. This suggests that the trend line is close to
being represented by HPP. However, the HPP
hypothesis is rejected even though the shape
parameter is close to 1. As the HPP hypothesis is
rejected and based on table 1 the “Rest of
Turbine” group displays very slight early failure
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Figure 12: Converter failure categories
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Figure 12 shows what the failure rate per
operational year consists of. It can be seen that
the converter shows a high percentage of major
repair in the earlier years of operation. As
mentioned these major repairs cost between
€1,000 and €10,000 for material repairs. This is
consistent with the cost of replacement IGBT
modules. Similar converter repair costs for IGBT
modules can be seen in [13] for onshore turbines.

Figure 11: Converter failure rate with time. R =
0.622
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Figure 14: “Rest of Turbine” failure categories
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Figure 14 shows what the failure rate per
operational year consists of. It can be seen that
the “Rest of turbine” group consists mostly of
minor repairs. These are similar findings to [4],
which would be expected as both analyses were
carried out on the same population for offshore
wind turbines.

Figure 13: “Rest of Turbine” failure rate with time.
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characteristics. Previous work [3] has shown that
when turbine components and sub systems are
grouped the combination of different component
types produce a random failure rate over time.
Even if it is the case that one of the components in
the overall group shows a certain trend this trend
becomes random when grouped with a number of
different components. However the slight early
failure trend observed in this data may be
explained by the move offshore.

λ(t)

0.45

Failure Rate / Turbine / Year

reason for the difference may be the harsher
environment offshore leading to a slightly
increasing failure rate with time. Early failures from
the move to offshore may not have been seen
because the type of generator used in this
analysed population is a very mature and
understood generator for the manufacturer.
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Even though the turbine population presented in
this paper is produced by a single manufacturer
and is essentially the same turbine type (rating,
rotor size), there remains some variance in subpopulations and these have not been analysed.
For example, manufacturers often introduce
upgrades from one turbine version to the next and
this may influence failure rates and trends. This
analysis has been carried out based on the year of
operation of each turbine and not the calendar
year. Consequently, factors tied to a calendar year
are hidden. This data is obtained from several
different wind farms, each of which experiences
different site conditions and maintenance regimes.

In the case of this population, even though all 4
subsystems/groups passed the hypothesis test for
goodness of fit, a low R2 value and a large amount
of variance from the trend lines can be seen in
most graphs. The shape parameters were also in
the range that can represent HPP. It is for these
reasons that it is hard to have confidence that
values taken from the failure trends would be
significantly more representative than average
failures. An investigation into this is an area of
further work for the authors.

The gearbox displayed a slight early failure trend
suggesting that rather than taking the average
failure rate over the 8 year period the failure rate
from year 8 should be taken as an input for O&M
modelling. The same can be said for the converter
and “Rest of turbine failure rates”. The generator
displayed failure deterioration suggesting the
failure rates from the first year of operation should
be used as an input for O&M modelling.

The results from this paper have shown that all
four sub-system/groups analysed display either
early failure or reliability deterioration trends. Even
though shape parameters were sometimes
between 0.79 and 1.2, none of the four
subsystem/groups could be represented by the
HPP, which past O&M modelling has assumed.
Based on these results and findings from other
papers that suggest average failure rates should
not be used when failure trends are observed it
can be concluded that past O&M cost modelling
may be improved by observing failure rate trends
prior to selecting the failure rate to represent the
turbine subsystem.

Discussion and Conclusion
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The power-converter system in variable-speed
wind turbines is a frequent source of failure,
which causes considerable maintenance cost
and downtime. As a basis for the development of
effective measures for enhancing the converter
reliability, it is crucial to understand the prevailing
causes and mechanisms leading to these
failures within the wind-power application. This is
the subject of a research project carried out in a
large consortium including wind-turbine and
component manufacturers, operators and
maintenance service providers, Fraunhofer
institutes and academia. This paper presents
first results of the statistical analysis of fieldfailure and cost data collected during 2003-2014,
which covers 1269 operating years of onshore
wind turbines with doubly-fed induction generator
(DFIG) and electrically-excited synchronous
generators (EESG). Stepping from subsystem to
component-level
reliability
analysis,
the
investigation aims at identifying the weak points
and main cost drivers within the converter
system. For both DFIG- and EESG-based wind
turbines, the phase-module category, which
includes the power-electronic components, their
driver boards as well as DC-link capacitors and
busbars, stands out with respect to failure rates,
related downtime and repair cost. A comparison
of repair cost and revenue losses resulting from
downtime shows that the economic impact of
converter failure is dominated by the repair cost.
Based on the analysed dataset, the reliability of
the fully-rated power converters in the turbines
with EESG is found to be higher than that of the
partially-rated converters in the turbines with
DFIG.

On this background, a research cluster for
enhancing power-converter reliability in wind
turbines has been established in Germany [16].
In this cluster, numerous companies join forces

Comprehensive research has been carried out
on the thermal- and power-cycling induced
failure mechanisms known to be life-limiting in
IGBT-based converters in other applications (see
e.g.[6-13]): the lift-off or fatigue-damage of the
bond wires, and the fatigue of die-attach or
baseplate solder joints. However, the results of a
first study on the root causes of converter failure
[14][15] suggest that those mechanisms play a
minor role in wind turbines and emphasise the
importance of a field-experience based approach
to the problem.

Numerous studies have identified the power
converter as a frequent source of failure in
variable-speed wind turbines (cf. [1-5]). This is in
line with the experiences made by wind-turbine
operators worldwide, who state the limited
converter reliability to be a considerable driver of
maintenance cost and downtime. However, the
development of remedial measures is hindered
by the fact that little is known about the causes
and mechanisms underlying the converter
failures.

1. Introduction
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The analysis is based on a dataset of
maintenance and operating data that includes
repair-cost and downtime information for each
failure event. The results presented in the

2. Data basis

The paper is structured in the following way:
Section 2 describes the dataset and the windturbine fleets from which the data was collected.
The procedure of analysis and the key equations
are provided in Section 3. The results obtained
for the wind-turbine fleets with doubly-fed
induction generators (DFIG) and electricallyexcited
synchronous
generator
(EESG),
respectively, are presented in Section 4. Finally,
the key conclusions and an outlook to future
work are provided in Section 5.

This paper presents first results of the statistical
field-data analysis carried out within the research
cluster described above. The objective of this
analysis is to identify the predominantly failing
components within the power-converter system
as well as the main cost drivers, including both
the repair cost and the revenue losses resulting
from converter unavailability. In this way, the
work aims to provide a basis for directing
subsequent research to the most critical
components of the converter system.

with Fraunhofer institutes and academia in order
to move from suspected failure causes to clear
evidence and, in the next step, to effective
countermeasures. The project consortium
includes a wind-turbine OEM and converter
manufacturers, converter-component suppliers,
wind-turbine operators, maintenance service
providers, an insurer and companies specialised
in measuring and monitoring technology. Among
the key tasks of the project is an extensive rootcause
analysis,
which
is
based
on
comprehensive field-data analysis, directed
measurement campaigns, post-mortem analysis
of failed converter components as well as a
detailed modelling of the dynamic interaction of
mechanical and electrical drivetrain components.
In addition, the research subjects of the cluster
include condition-monitoring approaches for the
power converter and fault-tolerant generatorconverter systems, with the overall objective to
enhance the reliability and maximise the
availability of power converters in wind turbines.

phase module (including IGBT modules and
corresponding driver boards, DC-link
capacitors, busbars)
converter control board
crowbar (DFIG only)
cooling system
semiconductor fuse
main circuit breaker
grid-coupling contactor
other converter failures

The average failure rate of each convertercomponent category is calculated according to

Note that within the scope of this analysis, only
faults requiring on-site repair and the
consumption of material or spare parts are
considered as failures (i.e. faults remedied e.g.
by a remote reset or by cleaning components are
not included). Because phase modules are
typically replaced as complete units, the data
does not allow a further localisation of the defect
inside the phase modules.

-

-

In contrast to the preceding study described in
[14][15], the present work takes the complete
converter system into consideration. Based on
failure descriptions and information on used
spare parts contained in the maintenance
records, the failures of the converter are
classified according to the following categories:

3. Method of analysis

following are based on two different fleets: The
first one consists of 103 wind turbines equipped
with DFIG, which are located in 11 onshore wind
parks in Germany. This dataset spans in total
925 years of wind-turbine operation during 20032014. The partially-rated converters in the
turbines with DFIG are IGBT-based low-voltage
converters (two-level back-to-back voltage
source converters).
The fleet consists of
turbines of three manufacturers, with the
commissioning dates of the turbines ranging
from 1999 to 2007 and turbine rated capacities in
the range of 1500 kW to 2300 kW. The second
fleet consists of 41 turbines with rated capacities
of 500 kW to 1800 kW located in 4 onshore wind
parks in Germany, with turbine commissioning
dates in the period 1997-2002. The EESG
dataset covers 344 years of operation during the
years 2003-2014.
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Figure 3 shows the distribution of repair cost
over the component categories. It reveals that

Figure 2 illustrates the percentage distribution of
failed components over the different categories.
Besides the phase modules, the semiconductor
fuses connected to these, the main circuit
breaker and the converter control board
constitute the largest portions in the DFIG fleet.
In case of the EESG turbines, the converter
control board, the semiconductor fuse and the
cooling system are the components being most
often affected by failures besides the powermodule category.

Figure 1 shows the average failure rates in the
different converter-component categories as well
as the overall rate of converter failure events.
With an average number of 0.21 failures per
turbine and year in DFIG and 0.08 in EESG
turbines, the phase modules have the highest
failure rate among the considered component
categories. On average, there were 0.53
converter failure events per year on the DFIG
turbines and 0.15 in the EESG fleet,
respectively. Due to the fact that in case of
approximately a fifth of the failure events,
components from two or three categories were
replaced to restore the functionality, the sum of
the component failure rates is higher than the
overall converter failure rate.

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 1: Average failure rates of the converter components
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Correspondingly, the average repair cost crep and
average downtime tdown arising from each
component category per turbine and year are
calculated using

with Ni denoting the number of failures of the
component in the time interval i, Xi describing the
number of wind turbines reporting to the
database in time interval i, and Ti being the
duration of the time interval i. All failure rates are
given in failures per wind turbine and year. Note
that calendar time is used for the calculation, i.e.
turbine downtime is not excluded.
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procedure is used to estimate the
caused by failures in each category
downtime distribution in Figure 4).
due to the fact that no systematic
in the downtimes related to phase-

intact, the repair cost is equally distributed over
the concerned categories. In case there are
multiple affected categories and these include a
phase module, the cost is divided at the ratio of
90:10 (or 80:10:10 in case of three affected
categories), as the cost for replacing a phase
module by far exceeds the cost of replacing
other components.

Fig.3: Distribution of converter repair cost over component categories
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the phase-module category in both DFIG and
EESG turbines. Note that some uncertainty
arises from the abovementioned failure of
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Within the main converter systems of the
analysed fleet of wind turbines with DFIG and
partially-rated converter, the phase-module
category stands out with the highest failure rates.
The number of 0.21 failures per turbine and year
obtained for the fleet of DFIG turbines is in a
similar order of magnitude as the value of 0.120.15 failures per turbine and year obtained for
IGBT-module failures in the converters of DFIG
turbines in [14][15]. Comparing the failure rates
of the DFIG and EESG fleets analysed in this
paper, both the average overall converter failure
rate and the phase-module failure rate of the
EESG turbines are found to be significantly lower

5. Conclusions and outlook

both the resulting average repair cost and the
revenue losses due to lost production are
significantly lower for these turbines. The repair
costs exceed the downtime-related losses by a
factor of 3 to 6.

24 h/turb./a

600 €/turb./a

3600 €/turb./a

Average downtime (tdown)

Associated revenue loss (crev.loss)

Repair cost (crep)

DFIG fleet (Prated,mean = 1.67 MW)

530 €/turb./a

160 €/turb./a

8 h/turb./a

EESG fleet (Prated,mean =1.25 MW)

Table 1: Economic impact of converter failure through downtime and repair cost

This can be compared with the average repair
cost due to converter failure per turbine and year
of approximately 3600 € calculated using Eq.(2) ,
see Table 1. As a consequence of the lower
converter failure rates found in the EESG fleet,

c rev

Pr  cf  t down  Cel
.loss

In order to assess the economic impact of the
downtime, the average revenue loss resulting
from converter unavailability is estimated. With
an
average
rated
capacity
of
Prated,mean = 1.67 MW per DFIG-based turbine and
assuming a sales price of electricity of
Cel = 85 €/MWh as well as a capacity factor of
cf = 0.18, the mean converter-related downtime
of 24h in the DFIG fleet translates into an annual
revenue loss of approximately 600 € per wind
turbine and year according to:

module and other converter failures is observed
in the data, the downtime is assigned to the
affected component categories in equal portions
for all multiple-category failures.

Fig.4: Distribution of converter-related downtime over component categories
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DFIG Doubly-fed induction generator
EESG Electrically excited synchronous
generator
IGBT Insulated gate bipolar transistor

Abbreviations

The analysis presented in this paper is based on
a subset of data that contains not only failure
data but also the related repair-cost and
downtime information. This data subset covers
1269 years of wind-turbine operation. As a result
of the present work, the subsequent field-data
analysis and root-cause investigations within the
Innovation Cluster on Power Electronics for
Renewables [16], for which a data basis with
more than 5000 wind-turbine operating years is
presently being collected and evaluated, will give
particular attention to the phase-module
components.

In summary, the phase modules can be
concluded to be both the weak point in terms of
reliability and the main cost driver in the
considered converter systems. This suggests
that future research should focus particularly on
clarifying the root causes and developing
reliability-enhancing
solutions
for
this
component.

The economic impact of phase-module failures
dominates over the other categories due to their
high repair cost: Approximately 64% of the
annual cost for converter repair in DFIG and
77% in EESG turbines is caused by failures of
the phase modules. The economic impact of the
repair cost is found to be considerably higher
than that resulting from converter-related turbine
downtime.
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Abstract

tension bolt, nacelle collapse.

Key Words: Fatigue failure, pre-tension force, high

that of the normal life time which is 20 years.

decreases to less than two months compared with

the fatigue evaluation shows that the life time rapidly

stress when all the bolts are in good condition. Hence

turbine tube stress is three times larger than the

On the other hand when 17 bolts are damaged, the

force is 0%, the fatigue life is left for only a few days.

the stress range will be. Hence when pre-tension

increases. Less the pretension force left, the larger

bolt’s pre-tension force decreases, its stress range

flange joint, where the fracture occurred. When the

tower tube and high tension bolts at the position of

built in order to find out the relationship between

aerodynamic model. Furthermore a FEM model was

were installed on the wind turbine to verify the

tension bolts. Strain gauges and accelerometers

farm collapsed due to the fatigue failure of high

W5.6×L3.3×H6.5m
SS400, GFRE

Dimensions
Material
Control method
Control method

Nacelle

Wind direction
control

Rated power
output control

(a) Collapsed nacelle

diagram of the wind turbine is shown in Fig. 1.

collapsed[1] and the accident scene and schematic

In March 2013 the nacelle of No.3 wind turbine

Pitch control

Active yaw control

M24

46m
SM400 (steel)

50.5m
13~33rpm
3
50m

3m/s
12m/s
25m/s
60m/s

F10T

Height
Material

Diameter
Generation rotor speed
Number of blades
Hub height

Cut-in wind speed
Rated wind speed
Cut-out wind speed
Resistant wind speed

Flange connection
high-tension bolts

Tower

Rotor

Performance

Taikoyama Wind Farm
15th, November, 2001
Lagerwey
6×750kW
4500kW

Table 1 Summary of Taikoyama wind farm

Name
Operating time
Manufacturer
Unit
Max power output

Table 1.

1 Presenting and corresponding author, PhD candidate, E-mail: liuyin@bridge.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp

year. The wind farm information is summarized in

reduces nearly 5900 tons of carbon dioxide every

cost is approximately 12.5 million dollars and it

faces north to the Sea of Japan. The construction

which is surrounded by the Tango peninsular and

Taikoyama Mountain, Kyoto Prefecture, Japan,

The Taikoyama wind farm is located at the top of

1. Introduction

ISHIHARA2

of Civil Engineering, School of Engineering, the University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Yin

One of the wind turbine nacelles at Taikoyama wind

1,2Department

LIU1,

Fatigue Failure Accident of Wind Turbine Tower in
Taikoyama Wind Farm
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0m
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Fracture section
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Consequently 1m/s bin average is calculated. Fig. 5
shows the field turbulence intensity.
Because of the insufficient high wind speed data

it is necessary and urgent to understand the cause

600 seconds and average time t of 1 second.
in service of the same type across Japan. Therefore,

the peak factor P is evaluated by a time scale T of
after the periodical inspection was carried out.
Additionally, there are more than 120 wind turbines

speed Umean are derived from the 10min SCADA data,
Moreover, the accident happened only three months

(1)

where the expected life period was 20 years.

𝑡𝑡

The maximum wind speed Umax and average wind

𝑇𝑇

The wind turbine collapsed very early in 12 years,

2

1

, 𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

according to reference [3] in equation (1).

fatigue damage caused by the reduction of bolts pre-

𝑃𝑃

minute, we calculated the turbulence intensity

considered to be preceded by a certain degree of

𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ⁄𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 −1

speed and average wind speed in a time scale of 1

detected. By comparing the two aspects, fracture is

𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝 =

Since the SCADA data contains only maximum wind

field investigation and fatigue cracks were also

tension force up to 30%~100%.

WSW, W and WNW is 9%, 27% and 15%
respectively.

The

Furthermore, 17 broken bolts were found during the

respectively.

was detected at the inner surface of the tube.

speed

occurrence frequency of dominate wind direction

wind

and

enough, but evidence of fatigue crack propagation

average

Fig. 3 and Fig.4 indicate the occurrence frequency

Fig. 4 Average wind speed

SW
SSW

WSW

NNW 12
10
NW
8
6
WNW
4
2
W
0

we found that the material strength was strong

Fig. 3 Occurrence frequency

SW
SSW

WSW

W

WNW

30%
NNW
NW
20%

Feb. 28th 2015.

All the data were measured from Feb. 2nd 2015 to

2.1 Wind condition investigation

2. Field measurement

reveal the reason for the failure.

life of both high-tension bolt and tower tube, and

bolt stress using FEM model; 5) Evaluate the fatigue

relationship between nominal stress, local stress and

aerodynamic

verification;

measurement;

This

prevented in the future.

of this accident, so that this kind of accident can be

By observing the fracture section of the tower tube,

speed, turbulence intensity and flow inclination angle.

based on the IEC 61400-1[2] including annual wind

condition satisfied the construction requirement

The field investigation indicates that the wind

(a) Flange joint
(b) Fracture section in detail
Fig. 2 Detail drawing of fracture section

Local
structur

Welding

Flange

The detailed structure is shown in Fig. 2.

(b) Fracture section
(c) Vertical cross section
Fig. 1 Accident scene and schematic diagram

50m

turbulence

intensity

(2)

in

0.5

ε𝐸𝐸

10

15

Wind speed (m/s)

20

25

calculated by the amplitude of the sin curve.

installment error, and the compensation value can be

operating for the estimation of the strain gauges’

The nacelle was forced to rotate one circle without

6 shows the strain gauges installment.

moment at the height of 12.6m above tower base. Fig.

installed in eight directions in order to get the

Strain gauges with sampling frequency of 20Hz were

2.2 Moment measurement

according to reference [2].

component are considered as 0.8 𝜎𝜎1 and 0.5 𝜎𝜎1

used. The lateral and vertical turbulence intensity

For the turbulence spectrum, the Kaimal model is

0

5

15

20

Wind speed (m/s)

measurement
simulation modifed
simulation default

10

10
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Wind speed (m/s)

(b) Rotor speed

5

25
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Wind speed (m/s)

(a) Average moment

0

5
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bin average
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Wind speed (m/s)
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(b) Maximum moment

0
-1000

20

0

-1000
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1000
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2000

2000

5

3000

3000

0

4000

measurement
bin average

4000

25

23340.2

22583.5

231387

216450

630

750

Rated Power
generation (kW)

A field test was carried out to measure the natural

Modified

Default

Demanded generator
toque (Nm)

5

0

Error in Pitch
angle (degree)

Pitch control
KSP=0.458180
KSI=0.847957
KSP=0.492799
KSI=0.771005

KQP=789139
KQI=516780
KQP=461249
KQI=176551

frequency of the tower. The damping ratio of the 1st

26rpm

33rpm

Rotor speed
(rpm)

Torque
control

speed and power output to decrease the downtime.
5000

5000

are plotted in Fig. 8.

Table 2 Key parameters for Bladed modelling

summarized in Table 2.

Hence the manufacturer modified the maximum rotor

Optimal mode
gain Kopt

Some key parameters for Bladed modelling are

maximum value which causes frequent downtime.

The average bending moment, maximum bending

moment and standard deviation of bending moment

(5)

mode gain Kopt was modified to validate the dynamic

𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =

simulation results with measurement results.

2
𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

operate again when the rotor speed drops below the

2
√𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

+

Structures and Foundations, JSCE[ 7 ],and optimal
speed of 33 rpm, it stops suddenly and starts to

otherwise it is negative.

Guidelines for Design of Wind Turbine Support

mountainous area, the wind turbine encounter over
speed at times. Once it exceeds the maximum rotor

direction, then the total moment will be positive,

𝐷𝐷

direction of total moment is opposite to the nacelle

𝐷𝐷

torque control, and proportional gain KSP and integral

were

0

5

10

15

20

0

gain KSI for pitch control were calculated based on

Cd

25

30

25

applied. In case of the high turbulence intensity in the

coefficient

20

The total moment is given in equation (5). If the

draft

15

measurement
simulation modified
simulation default

The proportional gain KQP and integral gain KQI for

and

10

Wind speed (m/s)

(a) Power output

5

0

5

10

15

(c) Pitch angle
Fig. 9 Comparison of power output, rotor speed and pitch angle

0

simulation default

simulation modified

measurement

20

25

30

For control method, some adjustment had been

= 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

Cl

lift

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

35

(4)

𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

coefficient

number,

700

800

determined.

𝜀𝜀𝐸𝐸 −𝜀𝜀𝑊𝑊

𝐷𝐷
𝜀𝜀𝑆𝑆 −𝜀𝜀𝑁𝑁

= 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

Reynolds

9.

now close to the measurement data as shown in Fig.

the power output, rotor speed and pitch angle are

the error in pitch control. With the adjustment above

degrees pitch angle error is considered to eliminate

according to the measurement data. Moreover a five

adjust rated power output and maximum rotor speed

Since the details were commercial confidentiality, we

(3)

𝜀𝜀

𝐷𝐷
𝜀𝜀

𝑀𝑀𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

and D is the inner diameter.

ratio,

primary section and S831 for tip section[ 6 ], and

Where M and ε is the moment and strain at

Fig. 5 Turbulence intensity in the direction of WSW+W+WNW

thickness/chord

family, which are S818 for root section, S830 for

were given in equation (3) and (4) respectively.

corresponding direction, EI is the stiffness of tower tube

As a result we selected airfoils from NREL’s airfoil

7, the East-West moment and South-North moment

0

10
15
20
Wind speed (m/s)

0.1

0.3

the blade profile is not available from manufacturer.

tool[ 5 ]. The tower section refers to the real

performance by GL’s Bladed wind turbine modelling

Aerodynamic model is built to simulate the dynamic

3.1 Aerodynamic modelling

3. Aerodynamic analysis and
fatigue life investigation

the method by Ishihara and Phuc[4]. According to Fig.

25

ε𝐸𝐸

ε𝐸𝐸

5

0.2

5

ε𝐸𝐸
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εM𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

0

(c) Standard deviation of moment
Fig. 8 Comparison of measurement and bins average moment
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ε𝑁𝑁

Nacelle direction

Fig. 7 Moment calculation schematic diagram

ε𝑠𝑠

M𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

ε𝑊𝑊

Fig. 6 Strain gauges installment

4000

5000

Moment (kNm)

The measurement moment was calculated following

0.4

Measurement
Extroplated
bin average

value for high wind speed respectively (>17m/s).

low wind speed ( ≪ 17m/s ) and the extrapolated

turbulence intensity is used: measurement value for

As a result for aerodynamic simulation, a combined

height longitudinal wind velocity standard deviation.

Vhub is the wind speed at hub height and 𝜎𝜎1 is hub-

intensity at a 10 min average wind speed of 15m/s,

Iref is the expected value of hub-height turbulence

𝜎𝜎1 = 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (0.75𝑉𝑉ℎ𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 + 𝑏𝑏), 𝑏𝑏 𝑏 𝑏𝑏𝑏

reference[2], and it is described as equation (2)

normal

Moment (kNm)

the

Moment (kNm)

assuming

Turbulence intensity

Power output (kW)

wind speed turbulence intensity is extrapolated

Pitch angle (deg)
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Rotor speed (rpm)

(>17m/s) during the measurement period, the high
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(b) Bending moment M (45.94m)

according to the field

inner surface of the tower tube, so the stress

investigation the fatigue failure propagated at the

welding position, and

The fracture section is very close to the top flange

3.3 FEM modelling

when the wind speed is above 18 m/s.

speed. The minimum stress turns into negative value

changes and varies with the increase of the wind

As shown in Fig. 11 (c), the nominal stress σ𝑛𝑛

c) Nominal stress (45.94m)
Fig. 11 Aerodynamic characteristics at the fracture section

-15
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15

σ𝑛𝑛 =

𝐴𝐴

𝑁𝑁

−

𝑍𝑍

𝑀𝑀

the sectional resistance moment.

(6)

equation (6), where A is the sectional area and Z is

Hence the nominal stress can be calculated from

according to simulation result.

section (45.94m) at different wind steps respectively

N and bending moment M at the tower fracture

Fig. 11 (a) and Fig. 11 (b) show simulated axial force

3.2 Characteristics of fracture section

-1000

tube modelling. Furthermore, contact element is

flange and bolts, and shell element is used for tower

element is used for the modelling of yaw bearing, top

Taikomaya wind turbine is as shown in Fig. 13. Solid

profile was proposed by Caccese[8]. The case for

The stress concentration factor of welding geometric

53.3t and it is rigidly connected to the yaw bearing.

top flange is illustrated in Fig. 12. The nacelle weighs

The relationship of nacelle weight, thrust force and

tension force before and after the bolts damaged.

stress σ𝑛𝑛 ， local stress σ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 and bolt get pre-

built to clarify the relationship between nominal

local stress σ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 significantly. A 3D FEM model is
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Fig. 10 Comparison of moment
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measurement
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model is verified to be correct.

base were in good agreement, and the aerodynamic

simulation results for moment at 12.6m above tower

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the measurement and

nd

Simulation

Measurement

Tower natural frequencies

1st order (fore-art)

Table 3 Comparison of tower natural frequencies

simulation result.

Moment (kNm)

Moment (kNm)

2

Nominal stress (N/mm )

in Table 3, which is consistent with the aerodynamic

-400

Thrust force by wind

1525mm

5

Lee wind side (180°)

L

C

4000m

Hub Height (=GL+50.0m)

Shell element

Tower tube

Fracture section

W㻌

S

N㻌

Bolts (53.6°)

Edge of damaged

E (0°)

Nacelle opposite side

stress is much larger when 17 bolts are broken.

fracture face. According to Fig. 15 (b), the local

of lever, which is consistent with the observation of

stress happens at the inner tube because of the law

Fig. 15 (a) implies that the cause of maximum tensile

16m/s.

and after 17 bolts are damaged at wind speed of

shows an example of the local stress σ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 before

to 250kN to simulate different wind loading. Fig. 15

Thrust force is considered in seven cases from 0kN

Fig. 14 Diagram of the damage area

17 bolts broken.

As for the tower tube, Fig. 14 shows the cases when

3.4 Investigation of the tower tube
fatigue life

Fig. 13 FEM detail at top flange position

Contact
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Top flange

Yaw bearing
m

Fig. 12 Force applying positionmrelationship

Top flange

Rotor side (0°)

Yaw bearing

Nacelle center
of gravity

Thrust force by wind

Nacelle weight (53.3t)

are rigidly connected to the yaw bearing.

and top flange and the friction factor is 0.2. The bolts

considered for the contact surface of yaw bearing

Local stress

Flange

Yaw bearing

(a) Bolts normal

Local stress

Flange

Welding

Tower tube

Welding

Tower tube

(b) 17 Bolts broken
Fig. 15 Comparison of the local stress (16m/s)
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s
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s

Yaw bearing

(7)

(8)

𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = −3.05 + 2.65𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛
𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = −10.6 + 6.35𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛 + 0.16𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛2
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Fig. 17 Time history of local
stress (22m/s)
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compressive stress occurs and the stress amplitude

predominates. However with increase in wind speed,

(8). When the wind speed is low, the tensile stress

combining aerodynamic model with equation (7) and

simulation result is available for each wind speed

With a time period of 10 minutes, the time series

Fig. 16 Local stress vs.
nominal stress
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-50

0
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times larger than bolts at normal condition.

bolts are broken, the local stress is more than three

Equation (7) and (8) are plotted in Fig. 16. When 17

17 bolts broken

Bolts normal

[7] is now given as following respectively:

stress considering the welding stress concentration

The relationship between nominal stress and local

2

-300

Local stress local (N/mm )

field inspection [1]. The natural frequency is shown

Local stress local (N/mm2)

order frequency was applied as 0.5% based on the
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600

(9)

with

∑𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖

= 𝐷𝐷

(10)
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17 bolts broken
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17 bolts broken
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Fig. 18 Tower tube fatigue life
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Fig. 21 Time history of bolt
pre-tension stress (14m/s)
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0

at
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condition.

This

phenomenon

machine system, in which the contact surface and
the bolt itself plasticity deforms accompany with the

evaluate the high-tension bolts and tower tube
fatigue life.

The fatigue life investigation follows the rules

closed to welding zone, when the pre-tension force

operator that expertise technique is not transferred

It is a serious problem between manufacturer and

inspection to make sure the torque was enough.
nonlinear phenomenon and stress concentration

2) For the high tension bolts, by considering the

stress range increases significantly.

is clear that when the pre-tension force drops the

Besides, during the year from 2005 to2008, the
workers only conducted the method of counter mark

with measurement results;

all wind direction.
method the simulation results show good agreement

least 16 bolts per year in order to cover the bolts in
degree of pitch error was applied. With this control

only three bolts were inspected. We should check at
adjusted according to measurement data, and a five

bolts should be inspected per year, which means
Power output and maximum rotor speed were

Moreover, according to the service manual, 5% of the

1) Due to high turbulence intensity at site, the control
of the wind turbine was modified by manufacturer.

wind turbine operation, and therefore the pre-tension

was not applied. The wind turbine is a rotating

addition, the tower top FEM model was built to

force reduces.

periodical bolt changing operation, the re-torqueing

same time the aerodynamic model was built. In

discussed and the following conclusions were drawn:

torqueing must be applied. However at the time of

data and strain gauge data were measured. At the

The cause of the collapse of the wind turbine is

torqueing and final torqueing was applied. And at the
time of 500 hours after bolt changing, the re-

measurement of tower model frequency, SCADA

according to the service manual the temporary

This research is based on the collapse accident of
Taikoyama wind farm No.3 turbine. The field

For the Taikoyama wind turbines’ high tension bolts,

tension bolts’ pre-tension force.

the fatigue failure caused by the reduction of high

not the matter of design or material, but was due to

is now clearly understood in a detailed manner. It is

4) The reason for the Taikoyama wind farm accident

dramatically to 1/200 of its life time.

and the fatigue life of the fracture section decreases

accelerated the fatigue initiation and propagation

bolts

more than three times compared with the case of

broken the local stress at fracture section increases

3) Similarly, the FEM model shows that with 17 bolts

few days when the pre-tension force is 0%;

the fatigue life time drops drastically and it is only a

4. Conclusions

when the pre-tension force is 0%.

life time drops dramatically as only a few days left,

when the pre-tension force is below 40% the fatigue

over 40%, the life time does not decrease. However

As we can see that when the pre-tension force is

Fig. 22 Bolts fatigue life vs. bolt pre-tension percentage
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As a result, when the pre-tension force is below 40%

1000

less the pre-tension force left, the larger its range is.

The bolts fatigue life is shown in Fig. 22.

when pre-tension force is 0% it is 30 times larger. The

strength of FT10 bolts is1000Mpa and the detail
category is 36.

decreases, the stress range increases, especially

mentioned in Section 3.4. The ultimate tensile

bolt pre-tension stress at the wind speed of 14m/s. It

Fig.21 shows one example of the time history of the

Fig. 20 Nominal stress Vs.
bolt pre-tension stress
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to 0% as illustrated in Fig. 20.

lot especially when the bolts pre-tension stress drops

according to Fig. 11(c), the stress range may vary a

stress ranges mainly between -5N/mm2 to 25 N/mm2

be, and the bolt’s fatigue load. Since the nominal

larger the gradient the larger the bolt stress range will

obvious when the pre-tension force decreases. The

as pre-tension decreases, and it is much more

the nominal stress increasing, the gradient increases

pre-tension stress is given as shown in Fig. 20. With

The relationship between the nominal stress and bolt

pre-tension force corresponding to 850kNm torque.

100%, 80%, 60%, 40%, 20% and 0% of the design

tension force is set in six different cases which were

In order to recreate the real situation, blots pre-

the time interval between the last periodical

inspection and the accident.

S

Nacelle’s
opposite side

E

Fig. 19 Bolts pre-tension force decreasing

W

-200

Tower tube fatigue life (year)

N

pre-tension force reduced as shown in Fig. 19.

nacelle’s opposite side were found to have reduction

Based on the field investigation [1], six bolts at

approximately one months. It is in accordance with

fatigue life decreases dramatically to 0.09 years,

requirement. However, if 17 bolts are broken, the

is 27.5 years, which is in agreement with the design

When the bolts are in normal condition the fatigue life

The fatigue life of tower tube is shown in Fig. 18.

of 8.5m/s.

Rayleigh distribution with a mean annual wind speed

Frequency distribution of the wind speed is based on

D equals to 1.

given in Equation (10), and failure is reached when

accumulative fatigue damage D in 10 minutes is

a detail category of 71[ 9 ], and Miner’s rule, the

loading 𝜎𝜎𝑤𝑤 , S-N curve based on GL wind 2005

By using the fatigue limit for completely reversed

493Mpa for SM400 steel.

ultimate tensile strength of the material, which is

for comple`tely reversed loading and 𝜎𝜎𝐵𝐵 is the

result, 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚 is the mean stress, 𝜎𝜎𝑤𝑤 is the fatigue limit

𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎 is the alternating stress from rain flow counting

𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎 = 𝜎𝜎𝑤𝑤 (1 − 𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚 /𝜎𝜎𝐵𝐵 )

mean and alternating stresses.

in equation (9) is used to quantify the interaction of

simple stress reversals. Goodman relation as shown

reduce the spectrum of varying stress into a set of

algorithm is used for fatigue analysis in order to

can investigate its fatigue life. Rain flow counting

2

With the time history of bolt pre-tension stress, we

3.5 Investigation of the high tension
bolts fatigue life

Bolt pre-tension stress (N/mm )

in Fig.17.

2
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Blot pre-tension stress (N/mm )

Bolts fatigue life (Y)

increases. The case of wind speed at 22m/s is shown
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even after guarantee periods, or it may lead to

accurately and efficiently. Clear rules must be made
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The initial performance of the proposed
technique has been successfully tested
experimentally under both steady and transient
torque conditions. Experimental results show
good agreement between the algorithm
predictions and the measurements. The
proposed algorithm successfully detects changes
in shaft speed and torque, with the torque mean
percentage
error
within
16-25%.
Once
implemented on a WT drive train, the proposed
non-intrusive method can overcome the majority
of problems limiting the industrial application of
CM systems (CMSs) based on shaft torque
measurements.

This paper presents the development of a nonintrusive method for monitoring the drive train
torque using timing differences between optical
probe measurements along a shaft. An algorithm
has been developed and initially verified using a
simulated WT for speed and torque data. The
algorithm torque was accurate to within ±3% of
the input.

Monitoring the torque of a WT can provide much
information about the WT’s health and it has
been shown to be successful in the detection of
faults in the main drive train components.
Although WT torsional effects are important,
torque measurement on such a large, low speed,
inaccessible
machine
is
practically
and
logistically difficult, although it is possible using
costly specialised intrusive in-line equipment.

Wind Turbine (WT) global installed capacity is
expected to increase from 318GW to 596GW
between 2013 and 2019, with an increasing
proportion being from offshore wind farms. With
up to 70% of Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
costs coming from unplanned maintenance, the
adoption of cost effective condition monitoring
(CM) techniques is crucial for competitive
development of offshore wind.

Abstract

Introduction

Wind energy is seeing huge increases in
production with the Global Wind Energy Council
reporting that global installed wind capacity has
increased from 6.1 GW in 1996 to 318 GW in
2013, and is predicted to rise to 596 GW by the
end of 2018 [1]. Offshore wind has significant
generation potential, in particular in Europe, with
increasingly large-scale sites identified as
suitable for offshore development and benefiting
from a favourable wind resource. Offshore wind
is therefore expected to play a significant role in
meeting this target, with projections of an
increase in the proportion of offshore turbines
from 2% to 10% of global wind capacity between
2015 and 2020 [2]. There any many advantages
for going offshore including higher quality wind
resources, less turbulence, larger WT ratings and
less problematic visual intrusion. However, the
harsher conditions offshore produce more
significant variable loading along with difficult site
accessibility for maintenance as favourable
weather conditions and special service vessels
are
required
for transportation
of the
maintenance team [3]. As large-scale wind farms
(WF) move further offshore, achieving a high
availability and capacity factor and ensuring that
loss of energy and turbine downtime is
minimised, are essential for a competitive cost of
energy. The costs of offshore O&M have been
quantified as three to five times higher than those
onshore [4], with a considerable part, typically up
to 65-70%, associated with unscheduled
maintenance [5, 6], resulting in unexpected WT
downtime, reduced availability and lost revenue.
Repair costs are not the only consequence of
maintenance as the time that is lost in which the
turbine could have been generating energy and
revenue must also be considered. These issues
highlight the importance of O&M strategy within

1.
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Theoretical Background

(1)

(2)
where θa is the absolute twist angle and θ0 is the
no-load twist. θa can be calculated by measuring

𝜃𝜃 = 𝜃𝜃! − 𝜃𝜃!

where T is the applied torque (Nm), I is the shaft
2
moment of inertia (kgm ), C is the shaft damping
2 -1
-1
coefficient (kgm s rad ), K is the shaft torsional
stiffness (Nm/rad) and θ is the relative twist
angle (rad) given by:

𝑇𝑇 = 𝐼𝐼𝜃𝜃 + C𝜃𝜃 + 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾

The torque applied to a rotating shaft is
proportional to the twist angle between two points
on the shaft [16]:

2.

This paper details research conducted on a lowcost, non-intrusive WT torque measurement
method based on timing differences between
optical probe signals along the shaft with a focus
on tracking transient conditions for use in a CMS.

The potential of monitoring different WT drive
train components using the shaft torque signal is
significant as it contains information on the
mechanical response to wind before any
generator effects. Recent studies have shown the
benefits
of
adopting
condition
potential
monitoring systems (CMSs) based on the
measurement of WT drive train shaft torque for
the detection of rotor electrical asymmetry and
machine winding faults [8-10], mass imbalance
[11], gearbox failures [12], blade mass imbalance
and aerodynamic asymmetry [13]. However, the
measurement of shaft torque is largely limited to
the laboratory environment. The major obstacle
to industrial application is the costly and intrusive
nature of the required measurement equipment,
which is impractical for long-term use on
operating WTs [14, 15].

economic viability evaluation of large offshore
WFs [7]. The adoption of cost effective condition
monitoring (CM) techniques is crucial in reducing
O&M costs, avoiding catastrophic failures and
minimizing costly corrective maintenance. As the
loading on the WT drive train components is
highly variable the study of transient conditions is
fundamental to the development of reliable CM
techniques.
2𝜋𝜋
𝜔𝜔∆𝑡𝑡
60

(3)

speed

Non-Intrusive
Torque
Measurement Algorithm

	
  

60
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏

(4)

For a given shaft stiffness, damping coefficient
and moment of inertia, the measurement of the
phase shift between two pulse trains Δt and the
calculation of ω, allow the calculation of the shaft
torque from equations (1)-(3).

where p is the number of pulses per shaft
revolution and τ is the pulse train period (s).

𝜔𝜔 =

The shaft rotational speed is calculated as:

Figure 1: Typical pulse trains from the two shaft
ends, where τ is the period and Δt is the phase
shift.

Δt

τT

The proposed non-intrusive torque measurement
approach employs equation (1) to calculate the
torque from the phase shift between the pulses
generated by two bar codes and optical probes,
one at each end of the shaft. The optical probes
identify a black or white segment and produce a
fixed voltage when reading white and zero volts
when reading black, resulting in two pulse trains
as the shaft rotates (Figure 1).

3.

where 𝜔𝜔 is the shaft rotational speed (rpm) and
∆𝑡𝑡 is the timing difference or phase shift (s). The
no-load twist θ0 is the absolute twist angle before
torque has been applied to the system.

𝜃𝜃! =

the timing difference and rotational
between two points on the shaft [17]:

Simulation Results

38.75
4
25
83.33

The trend of the input data simulated by Bladed
is followed well by the algorithm output with a
maximum percentage error noise associated of
±3%. The non-perfect reversibility between the
original simulated signal and the one

Figure 2: Algorithm response to WT simulation.

High speed shaft speed and torque data were
collected at 20 Hz under a mean wind speed of
12m/s with 16% longitudinal turbulence intensity.
The data were resampled to 50 kHz and
interpolated to create pulse trains for the
calculation of shaft speed and torque by using
the shaft parameters of the example WT in
Bladed. The resulting algorithm response
compared to input data is shown in Figure 2.

Blade Length (m)
Cut-In Speed (m/s)
Cut-Out Speed (m/s)
Gearbox Ratio

Table 1: WT parameters used in the simulations.

To validate the proposed approach, simulated
WT drive train data were created using DNV GL’s
Bladed 4.6 software. The aim of using the Bladed
simulations was to prove the effectiveness of the
process of reconstructing the shaft speed and
torque signals by using discrete pulse trains. The
twist angle has been reconstructed from the
simulation speed and torque data and used to
generate an example pulse train. By analysing
this pulse train, the ability of the algorithm to
reverse the process could be tested. The main
features of the reference example WT used in the
simulations are shown in Table 1.

4.

Test Rig

The test rig features a 4-pole 5 kW gridconnected induction generator driven by a 4-pole
5 kW induction motor. The motor shaft speed is
varied via an inverter drive. The generator is
connected to a VARIAC in order to vary the stator
voltage and hence the shaft torque. An in-line
Magtrol TM 212	
   torque transducer, measuring the
shaft torque and speed, acts as a reference for
comparison with the algorithm output. On either
side of the transducer are the bar codes and
OPTEK optical probes used to generate input
data for the algorithm. Each bar code features 8
pulses per revolution and has been designed
such that it divides into equal black and white
segments, in both number and size, and that its
total length fits exactly around the shaft. This
design was selected so that the resulting pulses
have a 50% duty cycle which makes phase shift
measurement processing easier. The optical
sensors consist of an Infrared (890nm) Light
Emitting Diode (LED) and a NPN silicon
Phototransistor,
mounted
side-by-side
on
converging optical axes. Couplings and bearings
along the shaft ensure minimal radial shaft

Physical testing was performed to verify the
proposed algorithm. Figure 3 provides a
schematic of the torque test rig developed at
Durham University and Figure 4 is a photo of the
test stand which shows its main components and
instrumentation system.

5.

An increase in the re-sampling frequency of the
input data up to 100 kHz has shown a reduction
of the noise levels to ±1.5%, suggesting that the
sampling frequency and subsequent noise were
issues requiring further investigation. The
analysis of the pulse trains proved this to be
correct as extra time steps at a higher sampling
rate meant that the pulses were generated to a
higher accuracy. The effect of resampling at a
higher frequency is to produce signals which
allow a smoother and continuous monitoring of
the phase shift and period changes in the pulse
trains. Consequently the algorithm measured the
phase shift and period to a higher precision which
produced a more accurate measurement.

reconstructed by the algorithm introduces a slight
reduction in the signal accuracy and the
introduction of a certain level of noise.
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Data Filtering

Firstly a digital conversion was required to covert
the optical probe voltage signals. A MATLAB

Data filtering has been performed on the signals
recorded during the experiments in order to
reduce the inherent systematic noise associated
to the laboratory environment and to guarantee
accuracy in the algorithm output.

6.

Barcodes	
  and	
  Optical	
  Probes

Torque	
  Transducer

Induction	
  Generator

Further filtering was carried out to ensure that
any spikes in the middle of pulses were
smoothed out. This was accomplished by

code was implemented to convert any high
voltage signal to a 1 and any low voltage signal
to a 0. This conversion to a digital signal was
performed in order to improve the algorithm train
pulse edge detection and therefore the period
and phase shift measurements.

Figure 4 Torque test rig: main components and instrumentation.	
  

Induction	
  Motor

probe sampling frequency was set at 24 kHz as
this was the maximum possible for the NI USB6009 data acquisition hardware. The torque
transducer output is connected to a computer
interface through the Magtrol Torque 1.0 data
acquisition software and compared to the
algorithm torque as verification.

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the torque test rig.

Signals recorded from the optical probes are
transmitted to a National Instruments data
acquisition pad (USB-6009 DAQ pad) which is in
turn connected by USB connection to the
LabVIEW data acquisition environment. The

displacement helping to minimise a source of
error when reading the bar codes.
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Experimental Results

1) Run the motor up to 1600rpm;
2) Take a no-load measurement (0V applied to
the generator stator using the VARIAC);

The algorithm has been fully developed by
experimentally defining the relationship between
torque and twist. Tests were performed according
to the procedure below:

7.

Finally, a low pass filter with cut-off frequency of
1 kHz was implemented to filter out periodic
noise due to high frequency components in the
signal.

Preliminary experimental results showed that the
physical optical probes did not display the
transition in the pulse trains as a sharp edge but
oscillated from previous to final state for up to
200µs before settling. A filter was then designed
to detect any change in digital state between
consecutive time steps. It inspected the state of
the pulse in the previous 400µs and the state of
the pulse for the next 400-800µs. A 400µs period
was chosen for the same reason as mentioned
above whilst analysing from 400µs after each
state change was to ensure that the state of the
pulse after a transition was checked rather than
the state during a transition. At a transition, these
two sets should give the exact opposite of each
other (i.e. a set of 1’s and a set 0’s) and if this
was detected, the entire oscillating transition
period was converted into the final state of the
transition. The importance of removing all the
high frequency spikes was to avoid the algorithm
using them to calculate extremely high erroneous
speeds.

comparing each data point with the previous
400µs of data as well along with following 400µs.
If all of these data points matched except the one
being examined, a noise spike was detected and
converted to match the other 800µs of data
points. Examination of these spikes showed they
had a less than 40µs duration, therefore
analysing each data point using a range ten
times larger than this assures that checks are
made on the digital state of the pulse rather than
on noise spikes. A larger analysis period than
400µs risked analysing beyond a transition stage
which means errors would not be detected
through this method.

Tests were then performed to validate the
proposed algorithm under both steady state and
transient conditions. The shaft speed and torque
responses were calculated by implementing the
proposed algorithm in MATLAB and compared
with the transducer measurements. Figure 6
shows results for a steady state test at 1600 rpm
and -3 Nm torque. The algorithm mean speed
predictions
show
good
agreement
with
transducer measurements with a percentage

The non-linear relationship between torque and
twist described by equation (5) suggests that
steady conditions during the experiments were
not exactly obtained, especially at low magnitude
torque values, and that dynamic conditions
played a crucial role according to that predicted
by the theoretical relationship (1).

Figure 5: Test rig relationship between torque
and twist.

(5)

producing
signals
comparable
to
those
encountered on an operational WT. Figure 7
shows results for transient conditions obtained by
running the shaft up to 1600 rpm and smoothly
varying the torque from 0 Nm to -10 Nm and back
to 0 Nm. Both algorithm speed and torque track
the transducer measurements well, particularly
speed showing a percentage error of below
0.1%.

Figure 8 shows results for transient conditions
obtained by keeping the generator stator voltage
constant at 50% of the maximum whilst ramping
the motor speed from 1525 rpm to 1750 rpm,
holding for 30 s and then ramping back to 1500
rpm. The algorithm speed shows again good
agreement with measurements with percentage
errors less than 0.1%. For torque above 2 Nm,

the average error was consistently around 25%,
suggesting a systematic error was present.
Figure 9 shows the effects of a step change in
torque. The shaft speed was initially set at 1590
rpm and, starting from an initial torque of -3 Nm,
four torque step changes were applied. The
algorithm speed and torque follow the step
changes well and without any timing delay. The

(b)
(a)
Figure 7: Algorithm speed (a) and torque (b) response to shaft torque variations.

(b)
(a)
Figure 6: Algorithm speed (a) and torque (b) response to steady state conditions of 1600 rpm and -3 Nm.

The proposed algorithm was then tested under
transient conditions with the purpose of

Pulse data were analysed using part of the
algorithm to calculate the twist. For each 60s
experiment, the means of the measured twist and
torque were calculated and plotted to find the
experimental relationship between torque and
relative twist (Figure 5). The trend of the
experimental data was then fitted by the following
quadratic curve:

T = −8025θ! − 76𝜃𝜃 − 0.5453

error of 0.06% and noise of ±0.3%. The algorithm
mean torque predictions overestimate the
transducer measurements by 44% with 200%
noise. It is believed that the reason for the
overestimation is due to the large amount of
noise which occurred when calculating the twist,
linked to the sampling frequency.

Record pulse and transducer data for 60s;
Use the VARIAC to apply a torque of -0.5Nm;
Record pulse and transducer data for 60s;
Repeat steps 4-5 for increasing magnitude of
torque;
7) Repeat 1-6 for different super-synchronous
speeds.

3)
4)
5)
6)
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that the systematic error associated with the
measure of the phase shift between the two
pulse trains would be reduced. This would result
in improved predictions by the algorithm of the
shaft twist angle, calculated by using equation
(3), and of the relative torque values, calculated
by using equation (5).

Discussion

Previous work has shown the strong potential of
using the WT torque signal for CM purposes [8-

Although further investigation is required to
reduce noise and tune the algorithm, the
experimental results show that the proposed
technique is successful in predicting changes in
shaft speed and torque similar to those typically
encountered by operating WTs.

8.

13]. The major obstacle to its industrial
application is the costly and intrusive nature of
the required measurement equipment, which is
impractical for long-term use on operating WTs.
For this reason, in some cases, operators are
only able to run short measurement campaigns
by using specially installed torque transducers.
Given the increasing awareness about the
importance of long-term torque measurements
for fully understanding the WT dynamics and for
CM purposes, the wind industry is showing

(b)
(a)
Figure 9: Algorithm speed (a) and torque (b) response to step torque inputs.

(b)
(a)
Figure 8: Algorithm speed (a) and torque (b) response to motor speed variation at fixed generator voltage.

algorithm predictions show good agreement with
the measurements, with systematic errors lower
than 0.1% for the speed and a torque mean
percentage error of 16-25%. It is believed that the
torque error is due to limitations in the signal
sampling frequency. By increasing the sampling
frequency during data acquisition it is expected
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Despite the promising results obtained in this
study, the reliability of the proposed approach for
CM purposes is currently under further
investigation. In particular, drive train seededfault testing and analysis will be performed on the
torque test rig with the aim of developing reliable
torque signal processing algorithms for fault
detection.

The torque imposed on a rotating shaft has been
measured in the past using strain gauges through
a wireless telemetry or a slip ring system.
However, the accuracy of the torque
measurements provided by strain gauges often
does not meet engineering requirements
because the uncertainty of such measurements
is rather large due to electromagnetic
interference [17]. The results of the proposed
non-intrusive technique correlate closely with the
transducer measurements and it is believed that,
once the sampling frequency of the data
acquisition system will be increased and the main
sources of signal noise and systematic errors
removed, the algorithm should show a higher
accuracy, compared to other methods, in
predicting the speed and torque values during the
WT operation.

Although still at the small-scale stage
implementation the economic benefits of the
proposed technique, based on the use of two
barcodes and two optical probe sensors, over the
conventional in-line torque transducer are
evident. While the non-intrusive equipment costs
overall less than €100, the in-line sensor cost for
a small shaft of 470 mm goes well beyond €5000.
This difference in costs will be even larger in a
commercial WT application due to the bigger WT
drive train shaft diameter, which would increase
the fitting cost of an in-line torque transducer.

This work presents a novel approach to measure
the drive train shaft torque by using a nonintrusive technique and could be a viable tool for
WT CM. The proposed methodology is relatively
simple and cheap to implement into a commercial
WT CMSs for non-intrusive torque monitoring.

increasing interest in measuring the torque with
cheap and non-intrusive techniques.

Conclusions

Torque measurement is achieved by
measuring the angle of twist from the
timing between pulse trains produced by
two sets of bar codes and optical
probes.
The proposed algorithm was validated,
computationally and through physical
testing, under steady state and transient
conditions. In both cases the derived
algorithm torque correlated closely with
the torque transducer measurements,
with ±3% and 16-25% torque mean
percentage errors, respectively.
Higher sampling frequency of the data
acquisition system is expected to reduce
the noise and the systematic error
associated with the algorithm output.
Unlike conventional torque transducers,
the proposed approach does not require
any embedded sensors on the rotating
shaft, overcoming the majority of
problems
limiting
the
industrial
application of CMSs based on shaft
torque measurements.
Experimental investigation is currently
carried out at Durham University with the
aim to address the role played by the
shaft moment of inertia, damping
coefficient and torsional stiffness in
controlling the torque predicted by the
theoretical
relationship
given
by
equation (1), for both steady and
transient conditions.
Future work will focus on further
validating
the
method
using
experimental data and developing
suitable and reliable signal processing
algorithms for fault detection.

•

•

•

•

•

•

This paper presents a non-intrusive technique for
torque measurement on a WT drive train. It can
be concluded that:
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Introduction

Approach

A conditional Langevin approach was shown to be
successful for systems with strong and non-stationary
variability [1], among others for the dynamic power
characteristics of wind energy converters (WEC), the
so-called Langevin Power Curve [2, 3].

2

Here we present results obtained by stochastic methods which reliably extract the deterministic
machine characteristics even under strongly fluctuating and non-stationary conditions. Moreover,
we achieve an efficient load monitoring from standard operational data, without the need for
additional measurement hardware.

for stochastic methods in wind energy. After shortly
introducing the approach in section 2, in section 3.1,
we present examples of performance monitoring results, namely for inhomogeneous inflow conditions
as well as several effects in special situations. Section 3.2 presents results on wind farm performance
monitoring, and in section 3.3 we show new results of
stochastic load modeling and a connected monitoring
approach.

Here, X is the observable (e.g., power, force, or
torque), y represents an external operating condition
(typically the wind speed), and Γ(t) denotes an uncorrelated, Gaussian noise of variance two [1]. Thus,
for each value of y we obtain a stochastic differential
equation defined by the functions D (1,2) (X , y ). These
functions are estimated directly from measurement
data in a mathematically rigorous way, cf. [1–3].

Wind energy systems operate under harsh and
strongly changing conditions. Reliably monitoring the
power performance of wind farms under such conditions is of great importance to all wind farm operators.
Due to the strong fluctuations and site specific situations, currently such monitoring is dependant on long
The conditional Langevin equation models an obterm data.
served time series (such as power, force, or torque) in
terms of a first-order stochastic differential equation
Stochastic methods have proven to be efficient tools

in this field. Here we present latest results which con(1)
Ẋ (t) = D (1) (X , y ) + D (2) (X , y ) · Γ(t) .
firm and considerably extend the fields of application

1
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Monitoring of performance and loads of wind energy systems supports reliable and efficient operation. This is emphasized by the typically harsh and non-stationary operating conditions especially
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Icing of nacelle anemometer

Power reduction

Control strategy effects

1 Power

Free stream vs. wake

Wind farm performance monitoring

Fig. 4 shows results for the case of 12 h downtime of
one turbine. While the IEC power curve of the wind
farm (left) is not affected at all, whereas the drift coefficient D (1) (cf. eq. (1)) shows significant variation
(middle). Because the affected wind speed regime
is narrow, in the LPC (right) only one additional fixed
point is obtained for the respective wind speed. It
nevertheless clearly and quantitatively points out the
temporal performance reduction.

Also for performance monitoring of wind farms the
Langevin Power Curve turns out to provide sensitive
and helpful information. In an onshore wind farm of
12 turbines of the 2 MW class the cumulative electrical power output was recorded, and both ten minute
averaged (denoted as IEC power curve) and LPC
power characteristics of the wind farm were derived.
The case of a downtime of one turbine was simulated in the power data in several variants. The LPC
showed higher sensitivity to detect the downtimes in
all cases [8]. In this case, turbine type and location
are confidential.

3.2

Traditional power curve measurement following IEC
61400-12 is known to depend on site chracteristics
such as shear and turbulence conditions, which leads
to a necessity of elaborate data filtering and long
measurement times.1 Given a high quality wind inflow
measurement, the Langevin Power curve provides
turbine-specific performance characteristics independent of site-specific influence or, in this case, possible
wake situations.

A recent measurement campaign using a scanning
nacelle-based wind lidar [6] demonstrated that the
LPC is indeed turbine-specific and not sensitive to site
characteristics, such as different turbulence levels. In
Fig. 3 two LPC measurements at the same turbine are
compared, where only wake or free stream inflow conditions have been used, respectively [7]. Also here,
the measurements were performed on a 5 MW Senvion 5M offshore wind turbine in the German offshore
wind farm “alpha ventus”.

3.1.4

amount of energy production is lost due to this effect.
In contrast to the LPC, the IEC power curve added to
Fig. 2(a) does not give any hint of this situation.

characteristics similar to IEC 61400 are shown for comparison in Figs. 1, 2, and 4.

In the power histogram (Fig. 2(b)) we observe that
around the respective power value the probability
for lower power output is significantly higher than
for higher power values. In other words, a certain

For a different multi-MW offshore wind turbine an
interesting effect of the control system on the performance characteristics was observed, see Fig. 2.
Around u/umax ≈ 0.4 we observe a characteristic
step in the LPC (Fig. 2(a)) [5].

3.1.3

At the same turbine a short disturbance in operation
lead to an automatic reduction in power output for
less than 8 h in a month. Even for this short period of
anomalous behavior, the LPC clearly points out the
deviation, see Fig. 1(b) [4]. Also here the IEC-like
power curve does not show conclusive results.

3.1.2

During winter, unrealistically high power values occurred in the LPC of a 5 MW Senvion 5M offshore
wind turbine in the German offshore wind farm “alpha ventus” for very low wind speeds, see Fig. 1(a).
It turned out later that the reason was icing on the
nacelle anemometer, leading to reduced wind speed
measurements [4]. The power curve similar to IEC
61400 is almost unaffected by this effect.

3.1.1

From the stochastic model (1) the dynamic power
characteristics of a wind turbine, the Langevin Power
curve (LPC), is derived as the fixed points of its dynamics [2, 3]. In most cases operational data of the
SCADA system can be used, given that a 1 Hz resolution is available. The LPC constitutes a fingerprint
of the wind turbine’s performance characteristics, and
is widely independent of external conditions such as
turbulence, stability, wake condition, etc. Because it
is derived from high-frequency measurements, typically only very few days of measurement are needed,
given that the wind speeds of interest are covered.
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Figure 2: Langevin Power Curve (LPC) of a multi-MW offshore wind turbine. (a) A step in the LPC appears at
wind speeds around u/umax ≈ 0.4, which appears to be connected to the transition from variable-speed to
variable-torque operation. A power characteristic similar to IEC 61400 is shown as gray line for comparison.
(b) In the power histogram it is visible that this step leads to a certain loss of higher energy production times
in favour of lower energy ones.
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Figure 1: Langevin Power Curve (LPC) of a multi-MW offshore wind turbine. (a) Icing of the nacelle anemometer caused unrealistically high power values for low wind speeds around u/umax ≈ 0.3. (b) Due to a short
disturbance in operation the power output was reduced by the control system for less than 8 h in a month.
Despite the short duration of anomalous behavior it is clearly detected by the LPC. A power characteristic
similar to IEC 61400 is shown as gray line for comparison in both cases. The turbine in both cases is a 5 MW
Senvion 5M in the German offshore wind farm “alpha ventus”.
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middle one as well, here showing clearly a transition between two power performance states. The measured
cumulative power output of twelve turbines was used, where the contribution of one turbine was artificially set
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Figure 3: Langevin Power Curves (LPC) of a multi-MW offshore wind turbine. Wind speed was measured by
a nacelle-based scanning lidar system [6]. Power performance is shown for free stream (blue line) and wake
conditions (red line). Same turbine as in Fig. 1.
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Figure 6: Torque statistics (rainflow counts) at the main shaft of two neighboring multi-MW turbines in the
same offshore wind farm. Torque cycle amplitudes ∆T are normalized by the maximum value of the load.
Most of the cycles have an amplitude smaller than 0.5, leading to insufficient statistics for higher values.
(a) measured torque statistics at turbine 1, (b) torque statistics at turbine 2, both measured (symbols) and
reconstructed (solid line) by the stochastic model (1). From turbine 2 only the wind speed time series of the
nacelle anemometer was used. The inset shows the relative deviation δ of the estimate with respect to the
experimental results. Both turbines are 5 MW Senvion 5M offshore models in the German offshore wind farm
“alpha ventus”.
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Load monitoring in wind farms

The method thus allows to monitor loads in wind
farms without any additional measurement equipment.
Once the stochastic model has been derived for a certain turbine type, loads are obtained using only available nacelle anemometry. The benefits are apparent
for offshore and remote windfarms.

A stochastic model following Eq. (1) has been set
up for the torque on the main shaft of a multi-MW
offshore wind turbine. Here we analyzed again operational data of the 5 MW Senvion 5M offshore wind
turbine in the German offshore wind farm “alpha ventus”. The torque on the main shaft T is computed from
the measurements of the power output and the rotor
rotational speed. The model was shown to accurately
estimate the load time series from a given, respective wind speed signal. In a next step the model was
generalized in order to reproduce the load time series
measured at another turbine of the same type within
the same wind farm, see Fig. 5. While the stochastic
model had been estimated at turbine 1, for the reproduction of the loads at turbine 2 only the wind speed
time series of its nacelle anemometer was used. The
load statistics as presented in Fig. 6 show very good
correspondence [9]. In Fig. 7 we additionally present
the respective load duration distributions (LDD) for
the same case. Also here, a good correspondence is
achieved. The method therefore offers a quick way to
obtain load collectives of a turbine in arbitrary wind
conditions, once it has been calibrated on a specific
turbine type.

3.3

Using properly estimated stochastic models, power
output and loads can this way be estimated and sensitively monitored both for single turbines and wind
farms. The methods presented thus enable the development of extremely efficient, sensitive and reliable
monitoring systems.

For the power performance of a wind farm we showed
that even by monitoring only the cumulative power
output, the stochastic model can sensitively detect
performance anomalies.

A considerable extension of the method was achieved
by modeling specific load signals in wind turbines.
The stochastic model turned out to be transferable
between turbines of the same type and still deliver accurate results. This approach allows for an extremely
efficient load monitoring from standard measurement
signals without the need to install additional monitoring equipment, which is especially important for
offshore locations.

New results presented demonstrate an extension of
the range of applications for stochastic methods with
respect to wind energy systems. The Langevin Power
curve turns out to provide accurate turbine-specific
information independent of site or inflow-specific conditions.

4 Conclusion

Figure 7: Load duration distribution (LDD) observed for the load time series at (a) Turbine 1 and (b) Turbine 2.
While for Turbine 1, the empirical data were used for deriving the model, for Turbine 2 we use the derived
model for reconstructing the data and comparing the estimated loads with the observed ones. In the inset,
we show the relative deviation δ of the estimate with respect to the results for the measurements.
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Early warning systems for critical conditions at
offshore wind turbines are needed to reduce
maintenance costs and avoid catastrophic
failures. Monitoring of the critical scour
development at monopile foundations is
commonly done with cost-intensive scour depth
measurements. The scour condition is regarded
critical when the depth exceeds the maximum
allowed design scour depth during normal
operation or due to a severe storm. This practice
can lead to high maintenance costs and
potentially unnecessary maintenance activities
such as refilling of the scour hole or
reconstruction of the scour protection. Instead,
the exploitation of the structural reserves of
fatigue driven monopile foundation designs
stemming from design assumption versus real
site
conditions
is
suggested.
Damage
accumulation is highly influenced by the time
behaviour of the transient scouring and real soil
properties. This paper elaborates on novel low
cost monitoring methods to detect when a scour
development is truly critical when taking site
conditions into account. A combination of fatigue
monitoring and natural frequency supervision is
proposed for critical scour identification in the
framework of an early warning system.

Abstract

b

This paper
development
consequence
as well as

addresses unexpected scour
at monopile foundations as a
of extreme events, strong currents
failures of scour protection as

Unscheduled maintenance activities due to
unexpected failures are a key driver of Operation
and Maintenance (O&M) costs for offshore wind
turbines. Increased turbine sizes and the move
farther offshore, increase the risk of potentially
significant losses of production. Wind farm
operators seek to optimize their maintenance
strategy by balancing preventive measures,
costly scheduled inspections and remote wind
farm surveillance. It is well accepted that
continuous condition and health monitoring of
the wind turbine could greatly contribute to the
mitigation of operational and financial risks
related to O&M. In practice, such an early
warning system has to fulfil a number of
requirements: be failure mode specific, assess
the level of degradation or severity of failure,
produce reliable alarms that are easy to
understand and ideally operate in an automated
mode.

1 Introduction

Offshore Wind Turbine, Operation and
Maintenance, Monopile, Scour, Structural Health
Monitoring, Early Warning System, Natural
Frequency
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DETECTING CRITICAL SCOUR DEVELOPMENTS
AT MONOPILE FOUNDATIONS UNDER OPERATING
CONDITIONS
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Ideally, an indicator value for critical scouring
directly reflects the closeness to the limit state
that the support structure was designed for. An
alarm is raised when the chosen threshold is
exceeded. Due to the complexity of the damage
mechanisms linked to scour and the
consequently changed static and dynamic
behaviour of the structure as well as financial
and technical limitations of measurement
principles, indicators for critical scour depth are

From a design perspective, a condition is
regarded critical where the structure is prone to
loading that exceeds the design resistance,
defined by limit states: ultimate (ULS), fatigue
(FLS) and serviceability (SLS). Hence, the
critical scour depth is a state where due to
scouring one of these three limit states is
violated. Violation of limit states leads to
yielding, fracturing and the loss of the global
stability.

2 Analytical assessment of
scour indicators

In section 2 the suitability of different scour
indicators are assessed analytically. Section 3
describes the detailed analysis conducted with
structural response calculations for different
scenarios. As a result, the suitability of natural
frequency monitoring as a critical scour depth
indicator is discussed in section 4. Section 5
includes the motivation of monitoring fatigue for
scour detection and refers to recently developed
load
monitoring
approaches.
The
final
conclusions are given in section 6.

documented in [1] and [2]. Monopiles are the
most commonly used support structures used for
current European offshore wind projects [3].
Scour is a serious hazard for monopiles, as it
can cause a loss of stability. Furthermore the
flexibility of the structure increases with this
effect. Recent scour research has focused on
the prediction of scour development and design
of scour protection measures. The remaining
uncertainties in predictions for scouring within
tidal environments [2] and the substantial costs
and susceptibility to failure of scour protection [1]
call for continuous monitoring.
Criticality
Measurability
Uniqueness

The scour depth 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆, which is the deviation of the
standard mudline level around the monopile, is
not directly linked with any failure or

Below, the suitability of the scour depth, the
global natural frequency as well as tilting and
fatigue variables as indicator values are
discussed in view of the above defined criteria.
Table 1 gives an overview of the indicators, their
ability to identify a critical state, known
thresholds, possible detection methods and their
uniqueness in detecting scour.

Uniqueness of the indicator to describe scour is
crucial to allow for root cause detection and
enable target-orientated maintenance. For
example, a change in the global natural
frequency does not necessarily relate to a
changed scour depth.

Measurability means that cost-effective and
reliable measurement techniques for the
indicator exist, delivering acceptable data quality
in a robust and maintenance free manner. For
example, the FLS of one spot can be directly
monitored with strain gauges but the technology
lacks robustness in the offshore environment.

Criticality means that the indicator value for
critical scouring relates to all affected limit states
as directly as possible. For example, the tilt of
the pile as SLS can be directly monitored with
low cost inclinometers but is not sufficient as an
indicator for critical scour depth.

•
•
•

These considerations lead to desired properties
for a critical scour indicator that can be
summarized in three categories:

indirect. For example, measuring the sour depth
(indicator), allows detection of when the design
scour depth (threshold) is exceeded. But only in
the absence of structural reserves will this lead
to a critical condition of the support structure, as
defined by the limit state formulations. For
optimal
maintenance
decisions,
further
information is required to truly asses the
criticality.
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Strain gauges,
accelerometers

Inclinometer at mudline

Table 1: Possible scour indicators

S-N curve

0.25°
(design)

Overturning

𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑head

Fatigue

±5% of 1P,
3P

Resonance
(fatigue)

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓0

DEL

Sonar, radar, float-out
devices

1.3 D
(design)

None

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

Accelerometers and
modal analysis

Measurability

Threshold

Criticality

Load composition, various

Load intensity, soil
degradation

Marine growth, corrosion,
water level, soil
degradation, grout…

Yes

Uniqueness

The effects of scouring on the limit states are
manifold. As argued above, a scour indicator
cannot be based on a single measurement but
requires a combination of different favourable

3 Simulation study

To sum up, none of the presented values is
solely capable of satisfying all requirements set
out for a critical scour indicator.

Fatigue damage as a result of accumulated
cyclic loading changes as the scour hole affects
the global natural frequency. The stress cycles
adding up to a Damage Equivalent Load (DEL)
at selected hot spots can be directly measured
with strain gauges and subsequent rainflow
counting. The DEL relate to the fatigue limit state
via the material S-N curve. The DEL is
insufficient for the detection of critical scouring
as a number of environmental and operational
parameters have an impact on the cyclic
loading.

example in the DNV guideline [4] as a
serviceability criterion and is usually defined by
the turbine manufacturer. Measurement of the
non-permanent rotation can provide an
indication for the loss of equilibrium and violation
of the ultimate limit state. The pile rotation may
be measured by an inclinometer at mudline.
Similar criteria for the overturning risk as the loss
of vertical tangent, zero-toe-kick and maximal
displacement at mudline [5] are harder to
measure. Soil degradation and the load intensity
can affect the pile tilt besides scouring.

Indicator

The pile head rotation at mudline 𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑head increases
with increasing scour and is directly linked with
the SLS. The criterion 𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑head < 0.25° for the
permanent accumulated rotation is listed as an

The first global natural frequency 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓0 will
decrease due to increased scouring, leading to
changed fatigue life consumption (linked to FLS)
and unfavourable resonance effects. There are
no universal upper or lower bounds defined
for 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓0, but the frequency should not coincide with
excitation frequencies. Germanischer Lloyd
recommends in its guideline [5] that the ratio of a
rotor-induced excitation to one of the natural
frequencies of the tower shall not be between
0.95 and 1.05. Natural frequencies can be
assessed by measuring accelerations and
performing modal analysis [6]. 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓0 is affected by
any stiffness or mass change of the system, e.g.
more mass due to marine growth, less mass and
stiffness due to corrosion, more or less
oscillating added water mass due to changing
water levels or a stiffness reduction as result of
soil degradation. Furthermore, stiffness changes
may occur in a grouted connection, as result of
cracks or other structural effects.

serviceability limit state. A common criterion for
the allowed scour depth relates to the pile
diameter at mudline D and can be estimated
according to design guidelines (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 < 1.3 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 [4]).
There are several approaches to measure the
scour depth directly via optical methods or floatout devices. No other effect besides scouring or
seabed movement is known to affect the scour
depth.
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A sensitivity study of the natural frequency is
conducted with the Natural Frequency Analysis
(NFA) tool of ROSAP, in order to evaluate the
impact of other environmental parameters on
global natural frequency then the scour. A
baseline scenario is defined for scour depth,
marine growth, corrosion and water level. These
parameters are individually varied up to extreme
values.

The software used for the simulation study is
Ramboll Offshore Structure Analysis Programs
(ROSAP), a tool package of programs to design
and optimize offshore structures. The core of
ROSAP is a finite-element-based program for
static and dynamic analysis of spatial frames,
truss structures and piping systems. The support
structure and the rotor-nacelle assembly are
modelled in ROSAP as masses, moments of
inertia and eccentricities. Elements are defined
as Timoshenko beams considering shear
deformations. The soil resistance and stiffness
are implemented as a non-linear spring model
according to American Petroleum Institute’s
standard for designing of offshore structures [7].
Natural frequency calculations consider added
water masses for all structural parts. Marine
growth and corrosion can be implemented and
evaluated.

monitoring approaches that relate directly to the
limit state formulations of the design. To assess
the structural response under scouring
quantitatively, detailed load and natural
frequency calculations are performed as
described below.

The NFA calculations confirm the correlation
between natural frequency and developing
scour. In Figure 1 the normalized values of the
first global natural frequency against normalized
scour depth are visualized for designs I and II.
Selected results of other natural frequency
calculations for scour at monopiles from [8], [9]
and [10] are added. The frequency reduction by
scouring is of distinctly different sizes for
different designs.

4 Natural frequency as scour
indicator

A monopile design of an up-to-date project with
a large turbine with >5 MW power and a deep
water site is used for this research (Design I).
Additionally, validations have been done for
ULS, FLS, SLS and NFA calculations for a
second realistic monopile design (Design II) with
a different specific water depth and mounted
turbine type.

The design fatigue uncertainty is evaluated by
reruns of FLS simulations with varied settings.

The impact of scour is evaluated with ULS, FLS,
SLS and NFA checks with concept study detail
according to current guidelines. In the scope of
this research work, distributed hydrodynamic
loads are combined with concentrated loads
from the wind turbine for ultimate and fatigue
loading calculations. Different scour depths are
investigated.

0

0.5

1

S/D (pu)

1.5

2

2.5

van der Tempel et. al. (2004)
Zaaijer (2002)
Sørensen & Ibsen (2013)
Design I
Design II

The results of ULS, FLS, SLS, and NFA
calculations with different scour depths give

Parameter limit
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆⁄𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 1.3
Lifetime (0.3 mm/a extern and 0.15mm/a
intern)
As above, intern ≤1 mm
Upper splash zone border
Basic GL [5] recommendation
Lower splash zone border
−0.37 %
−0.18 %
−0.03 %
+0.14 %

Frequency change
−5.04 %
−0.49 %

Table 2: Global natural frequency changes for extreme variations of environmental parameters

Corrosion (intern restricted)
Positive water level change
Marine growth
Negative water level change

Effect
Scour
Corrosion

Figure 1: Natural frequency dependency on scour for different designs. Frequency normalized to the
reference frequency, scour depth S normalized to the monopile diameter D and given per unit (pu)

0.92

0.93

0.94

0.95

0.96

0.97

0.98

0.99

1

1.01

Coinciding scour, corrosion and water level
variations are investigated. Lifetime corrosion

The correlation of scour and the natural
frequency can be used to define a look-up table
for identifying scour. Measured natural
frequencies can be easily transformed to scour
depths, if the function is known for the specific
design.

Normalized natural frequency (pu)

allowances (0.3 mm/a external, internal 1 mm)
and 50 year extreme water levels are combined
with scour states from 0 to 1.3 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 in a factorial
investigation. A linear interpolation between the
natural frequency look-up values is assumed for
the determination of scour depths. The resulting
look-up error due to unknown corrosion and
water level states is visualized in Figure 2. The
determination of scour depth from frequency
measurements can deviate by more than 0.2 D
in the flat part of the frequency curve near the
reference. However, the error is smaller for the
more critical larger scour depths where the
frequency curve is steeper. The look-up table
monitoring approach is mostly conservative with
scour depths greater than the real scour depth if
other effects interfere.

0

0.2

> 0.2 S / D

0.4

0.8

1

< 0.1 S / D

1.2

The main parameters that influence the fatigue
loads and damage calculation are listed in Table
4 and grouped in five categories. Systematic
assumptions are in accordance with the
procedures described in the design guidelines.
Parameters like the Design Fatigue Factor of 3

S / D (pu)

0.6

Motivation

If amongst the limit state formulations during
design, fatigue is the limit state with the least
reserves under scouring, a monitoring of the
cyclic loading is required to continuously
determine the level of criticality. Several
assumptions or simplifications in the site specific
fatigue load calculation may even lead to a
compensation of fatigue damage caused by
scouring.

5.1

5 Fatigue monitoring

Pile displacement
Steel utilization
Soil stability

Scour limit, design I
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 0
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≤ 0.5𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 < 0.6𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≤ 1.0𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≤ 1.1𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≤ 1.2𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

Scour limit, design II
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 0
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 < 0.9𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≤ 0.6𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≤ 0.7𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≤ 0.8𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≤ 1.6𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

Table 3: Tolerable scour depths according to different limit states for two investigated modern monopile
designs. Scour depth S normalized to the pile diameter D.

Serviceability Limit State

Limit state calculation
Fatigue Limit State
Natural Frequency Analysis
Ultimate Limit State

Figure 2: Uncertainty in scour depth look-up from natural frequencies due to unknown corrosion state
and water levels, marked as grey area. Natural frequencies normalized to reference, scour depth S
normalized to pile diameter D and given per unit (pu).

0.93

0.94

0.95

0.96

0.97

0.98

0.99

1

All in all, the measurability and uniqueness of
the natural frequency are seen as appropriate,
but the direct links to the limit state formulations
are missing.

information about the criticality of the natural
frequency. In Table 3 the limits of tolerable scour
depths are given for the two investigated
designs. The support structure designs are
fatigue driven and any scour results in an
unacceptable fatigue lifetime reduction. The
natural frequency change is not the most critical
consequence for these designs, but fatigue is
dependent on the natural frequency. The
specific scour depth limits according to NFA,
ULS and SLS checks vary up to 0.4 D for the
two designs.

Normalized natural frequency (pu)

The impact of different environmental effects on
the natural frequency is investigated and the
according results are given in Table 2. The
natural frequency reduction by scour is distinctly
stronger than for corrosion, water level changes
or marine growth. All minor effects together
reduce the natural frequency in the order of only
one eighth of the scour impact. In addition, a
second limited sensitivity study for a design
variant confirms the order of the impacts,
although the specific values differ.
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Parameter
Turbine and soil model
Sea state simulation by
spectrum
Rainflow counting
Palmgren-Miner rule (linear
damage accumulation)
Design Fatigue Factor (DFF) /
material factor
Stress Concentration Factors
(SCF)
S-N curves
Damping
Pile driving damage
Mean wind speed and
directional distribution
Wave characteristics
Misalignment of wind and
waves
Turbine non-availability time
Scour
Water level
Corrosion
Marine growth

Wind mean speed: + 0.5 m/s

Loads

Environment

0

0.2

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Normalized damage per year (-)

0.4

1.4

1.

A reduced water level is investigated by an
implementation of a less conservative global
water level rise. The marginal water level
reduction of 0.3 m could already compensate a
slight scour with a depth of 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 0.15𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷. Load
equivalent turbulence intensities are provided by
the
turbine
manufacturer
for
a
park
configuration, which is used in the reference, or
for IEC class B turbulence intensity. The
damage per year due to wind loads at approx.
0.025 higher turbulence intensity is nearly as
high as the one with an extreme scour depth
(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 0.5 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷). The equivalent wind loads are
defined for a site-specific average mean speed.
A variation of this assumed mean speed by
approx. ± 0.5 m/s results in a damage change
larger than in the case of slight scour. An
increase of structural damping by 0.1
percentage points results in a damage reduction
of a similar magnitude.

To assess the impact of selected parameters on
the fatigue damage accumulation, a selection of
the listed parameters is varied in a FLS
sensitivity study. The parameters are changed in
small steps, using realistic value ranges where
possible. Figure 3 shows the resulting fatigue
damage of the studied variations.

include the used wind or wave characteristics
and the environmental boundaries as e.g. scour.

Figure 3: Yearly fatigue damage for selected parameter variations

Reference

Scour: S/D=0.15

Scour: S/D=0.50

Sea level: - 0.3 m/s

Wind turbulence intensity: +0.025

Wind mean speed: - 0.5 m/s

Structural damping: + 0.1 p.p.

Design

are commonly used to introduce desired
conservatism in design, but could be omitted
when determining the site specific loading with
measurements. The design category collects
specific material characteristics or design
choices for the calculation as e.g. the specific SN curve. The categories loads and environment

Table 4: Parameters influencing the design
Fatigue Limit State (FLS) calculation

Environment

Loads

Design

Category
Systematic
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Realisation

The suitability of different methods for critical
scour monitoring is assessed at two example
fatigue driven support structure designs. A
global natural frequency look-up approach is
found reasonable to monitor critical conditions

6 Conclusions

Fatigue monitoring is linked with the dynamic
failure caused by scour for fatigue driven
designs. Dynamic load measurement and
estimation have been investigated in research
projects recently and an adequate measurability
with low costs is presumed. Uniqueness for
detecting critical scour is not given at all for
fatigue monitoring.

Fatigue monitoring can additionally contribute to
the opportunity of lifetime extension. This may
be reasonable in the opposite case, if the real
damage is smaller than the assumed damage
calculated in the design.

If continuous load measurements or estimations
are available, stress cycles can be counted to
generate a parameter similar to the design
process. With the Palmgren-Miner rule damage
can be estimated and compared with the
corresponding design damage.

Application of strain or acceleration sensors
below sea level or even below mudline may
provide sufficient loading data for a monitoring of
fatigue. Continuous and long-term operation of
these sensors could be very costly with respect
to the maintenance effort. However, more costefficient load monitoring approaches have been
developed recently by [11], [12] and [13].

5.2

The sensitivity assessment of design parameters
on FLS is idealised and highly dependent on the
final structural design and site specific
conditions. The study highlights qualitative
changes in the resulting fatigue damage,
nevertheless. The impact of the stochastic
variables on fatigue damage is sufficiently high
to justify the fatigue monitoring technique as a
method to monitor FLS thresholds in cases of
fatigue driven designs.

This paper is part of student research at
Rambøll in the scope of a master’s thesis in
cooperation with Stuttgart Wind Energy,
University of Stuttgart. The authors thank Kolja
Müller, Stuttgart Wind Energy, for his
contribution as co-adviser of the thesis.
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Abstract This paper presents a whole life
cost (WLC) analysis framework for
offshore wind farms throughout their
lifespan (~25 years). A mathematical tool
is developed to evaluate all the costs
associated with five phases of offshore
wind projects, namely, pre-development
and consenting (P&C), production and
acquisition
(P&A),
installation
and
commissioning (I&C), operation and
maintenance
(O&M),
and
decommissioning and disposal (D&D).
Several
critical
factors
such
as
geographical location and meteorological
conditions, power rating and capacity
factor of wind turbines, reliability of
subassemblies, and availability and
accessibility of transportation means are
taken into account in cost analyses. A net
present value (NPV) approach is used to
quantify the current value of future cash
flows and a bottom-up estimate of the
overall cost is obtained. Finally, the model
is tested on an offshore 500 MW baseline
wind farm project. Our results indicate that
the capital cost of wind turbines and their
sub-assemblies as well as the installation
cost account for the largest proportion of
LCC, followed by the O&M costs.

1

Along with the growth of the market for
offshore wind energy, the investors and
developers need to accurately evaluate
the feasibility of future offshore wind
projects. Presently, the cost per kilowatt
hour of electricity generated by onshore
wind turbines is approximately 8.66 cents,
while offshore wind is estimated to cost
22.15 ¢/kwh (i.e., 2.55 times more
expensive than onshore wind) [1]. In
order to reduce this extra cost, the impact
of some critical factors (e.g. failure rate of
wind turbines, water depth, spare parts
lead times, weather conditions) on
offshore wind project costs needs to be
properly quantified. For this purpose, the
capital expenditure (CAPEX), operating
expenditure (OPEX) and the levelized
cost of energy (LCOE) must be calculated
by considering all the costs over the
project’s life cycle, from the predevelopment to the decommissioning
phase [2].
The life cycle cost (LCC) modelling and
analysis of wind power systems has
received a significant attention during the
last few years due to the growing
investment in new wind projects. Several
organizations such as European Wind
Energy Association (EWEA) and the
National Energy Renewables Laboratory
(NREL) publish annual statistical reports

1. Introduction
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on wind power generation costs. Kaiser
and Snyder [3] addressed all aspects
concerning
the
installation
and
decommissioning phases of offshore wind
projects and then developed a model to
calculate the associated costs. The LCC
analysis of wind power systems has also
been addressed in Nilsson and Bertling
[4] and Nordahl [5], however, these works
mainly focus on evaluating the operation
and maintenance (O&M) costs. A
comprehensive methodology for the
economic evaluation of the floating
offshore wind turbines was recently
presented in Castro-Santos and DiazCasas [6]. Myhr et al. [7] presented an
analysis model to compare the cost of
electricity produced by various offshore
floating wind turbine concepts. Madariaga
et al. [8] point out that the development of
a realistic and accurate method for LCC
analysis of offshore wind farms with
taking into account all important aspects
of project is a very complex task. To the
best of authors’ knowledge, there is no
universal and integrated framework for
LCC analysis of offshore wind farms
enabling to compare different projects on
a same basis. Therefore, it is crucial to
develop an enterprise cost analysis model
not only to assist stakeholders in
evaluating the performance of ongoing
projects, but also to help the decision
makers undertake long-term profitable
investments and make the offshore wind
power generation price-competitive with
onshore.
This paper aims to present a whole life
cost (WLC) analysis framework for
offshore wind farms considering all the
costs that will be incurred throughout the
project life cycle. The key cost drivers of
offshore wind projects are identified and a
mathematical tool is proposed to evaluate
the associated costs. Several critical

2

In this Section a “parametric” whole life
cost analysis framework for offshore wind
farms is presented. The developed model
is based on a combined multivariate
regression/neural network approach in
which the cost experience of completed
projects provides a baseline for
estimating the costs of future offshore
wind projects. The cost drivers of offshore
wind projects mainly fall into five
categories:
pre-development
and
consenting (P&C), production and
acquisition
(P&A),
installation
and
commissioning (I&C), operation and
maintenance
(O&M),
and
decommissioning and disposal (D&D).
These cost categories are then broken
down into their constituent elements and
a database/spreadsheet is built for each
cost element. All costs are estimated
based on the current prices data and
using a NPV method. In this method,
cash flows arising at different points in
time are converted to a common
reference point (i.e., present time) by
using the following formula [9]:

2. Proposed framework

The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, the whole life cost
analysis framework is presented. In
Section III, the model is applied to an
offshore baseline wind farm project. In
Section IV, the results are presented.
Section V concludes our study.

factors, e.g. geographical location and
meteorological conditions, power rating
and capacity factor of wind turbines and
reliability of subassemblies are taken into
consideration in cost analyses. A net
present value (NPV) approach is also
used to calculate the current value of
future cash flows, and then, a bottom-up
estimate of the overall cost is obtained.

N

t 0

C

t

t

(1  d ) ,

(1)

where Ct , d and N represent,
respectively, the cash flow at time t,
annual interest rate, and the number of
years in which the investment takes place.
In what follows, the cost categories are
described in details:
2.1. Predevelopment and consenting
(P&C)
These costs are related to project
management (CprojM), legal authorisation
(Clegal), the surveys conducted (Csurveys),
engineering
activities
(Ceng)
and
contingencies (Ccontingency). Thus,
CP&C = CprojM + Clegal + Csurveys +
Ceng + Ccontingency.
(2)
2.1.1. Project management
The total cost for project management is
usually expressed as a percentage of
CAPEX. According to [10], it is estimated
to be around 3%, i.e.,
CprojM = 0.03 × CAPEX.
(3)
2.1.2. Legal authorisation
During the legal authorization process,
appropriate documents are provided and
some local authorities are contacted and
asked for approval. The cost of legal
authorization is estimated to be
approximately 0.13 percent of CAPEX
[11, 12]. Then,
Clegal = 0.0013 × CAPEX.
(4)
2.1.3. Surveys
Currently, four types of surveys are used
for offshore wind farm developments:
environmental, coastal processes, seabed and metocean conditions. So,
Csurveys =Csurv-EN + Csurv-CP+
Csurv-SB + Csurv-MO,
(5)
where Csurv-EN , Csurv-CP, Csurv-SB and CsurvMO represent the cost of carrying out,
respectively, environmental, coastal, seabed, and metocean surveys.

NPV(d , N ) 

3

2.1.4. Engineering
The engineering cost comprises of the
costs associated with main engineering
activities (Ceng-main) and design verification
process (Ceng-verif) [10], i.e.,
Ceng = Ceng-main + Ceng-verif.
(6)
In this paper, we assume that Ceng-main is
the sum of a fixed-base cost (Cbase) and
the term described by an increasing linear
function of the installed capacity as follow:
Ceng-main =Cbase + Ceng-unit × IC.
(7)
2.1.5. Contingencies
The contingency cost is considered
around 10% of CAPEX [12], i.e.,
Ccontingency = 0.1 × CAPEX.
(8)
2.2. Production and acquisition (P&A)
The P&A cost includes all costs
associated with the procurement of wind
turbines (CWT), support structures (CSS),
power transmission system (CPTS), and
the monitoring system (Cmonitoring). Then,
CP&A = CWT + CSS + CPTS + Cmonitoring. (9)
2.2.1. Wind turbines
The total cost of procurement of wind
turbines is described as a function of the
number of wind turbines being installed
(NWT) as follows:
CWT = (Cwt-mat + Cwt-trans) × NWT , (10)
where Cwt-mat represents the material
costs of a wind turbine with all its
constituent sub-systems, and Cwt-trans is
the transportation cost of a wind turbine
from manufacturing location to installation
site. The cost of materials depends on the
nominal wind turbine power rating (PR)
and is modelled by:
Cwt-mat = 3,000,000 × Ln(PR)–662,400. (11)
The transportation cost of a wind turbine
is calculated by multiplying the average
vessel-day required (Nv-d) by the daily
rate of hiring a vessel (Vr), i.e.,
(12)
Cwt-trans = Nv-d ×Vr.
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cableunit i

 L i  N linesi  C protection ,(16)

where Cprotection represents the cable
protection cost which varies depending on
the number of wind turbines installed. In
this study, a linear regression model is
applied on our dataset and the cost of
offshore substation is estimated as follow:
Cof-subs = 583,300 + 107,900 × IC ;
(17)
for IC≥100 MW.
Finally, the cost of onshore substation is
considered to be half of the Cof-subs [6, 11],
i.e.,

i 1

C

3

where h and d represent the hub height
and the rotor diameter of a wind turbine in
meter, respectively.
2.2.3. Power transmission system
The power transmission system is
composed of a number of cables that
connect wind turbines to the grid and
onshore/offshore substations. So,
CPTS = Ccables + Cof-subs + Con-subs . (15)
The cables used for power transmission
from offshore wind farms are divided into
three parts: inter-array (i=1), export (i=2)
and onshore (i=3). The cable cost for
each part can be calculated by product of
the price of unit length of cable (Ccable-unit),
number of lines (Nlines) and the average
length of each line (L). So,
Ccables =



  d 2
 1  0.8  10 6  h    10 5  ,(14)




 2

2.2.2. Support structures
The cost of a support structure is divided
into two parts, one for material costs (Cssmat) and another one for transport and
installation (Css-trans). Thus,
CSS = (Css-mat + Css-trans) × NWT. (13)
Dicorato et al. [13] modelled the cost of
materials used for a support structure by:
Css-mat=339,200×PR×(1+0.02×(WD-8))

4

2.3. Installation and commissioning (I&C)
The I&C phase involves all activities
related to the construction of offshore
wind farms. The costs incurred at this
stage include those related to port (CI&Cport), installation of the components (CI&Ccomp), commissioning of the wind turbines
and electrical system (Ccomm), and the
construction insurance (CI&C-ins). Hence,
CI&C = CI&C-port + CI&C-comp +
Ccomm + CI&C-ins .
(20)
2.3.1. Port
Annual fees must be paid to local
authorities for the use of port
infrastructure, quayside docking, and the
permission for crane use [15], which all
are assumed to be fixed in this paper
(Cport-use). In addition, the annual
payments to wind farm labourers who
carry out project activities must be taken
into account (Cport-labour). Then,
CI&C-port = Cport-use + Cport-labour . (21)
The port labour cost is calculated by
multiplying the average labour-day
required (Nl-d) by the fixed daily labour
rate (Lr), i.e., [16]
Cport-labour = Nl-d × Lr.
(22)
2.3.2. Installation of the components
Several operations need to be performed
during the installation process of an
offshore wind farm project. The cost of
installation, according to the type of

Con-subs  Cof-subs /2 .
(18)
2.2.4. Monitoring system
The cost of SCADA and condition
monitoring systems (CMSs) for an
offshore wind farm depends on the
number of wind turbines installed [14].
Then,
Cmonitoring = (CSCADA + CCMS) × NWT . (19)
where CSCADA and CCMS represent the
cost of, respectively, SCADA and CMS
for a wind turbine.
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2.4. Operation and maintenance (O&M)
The O&M cost of an offshore wind farm is
divided into two parts, one for the
operational expenses (CO) and the other
one for the maintenance expenses (CM).
Thus,
CO&M = CO + CM .
(25)
2.4.1. Operation
The operational expenses of an offshore
wind project include the rental/lease
payments (Crent), insurance costs (CO&Mand the transmission charges
ins)
(Ctransmission). Thus,
CO = Crent + CO&M-ins + Ctransmission . (26)
2.4.1.1. Rental (lease)
The amount of rental fees is generally
expressed as a fraction of the wind farm’s
revenue. We assume that rental charges
are calculated using:

components installed, is divided into four
parts: foundation, wind turbine, offshore
and onshore electrical system. Then,
CI&C-comp = CI&C-f + CI&C-wt +
CI&C-ofsubs + CI&C-onsubs. (23)
2.3.3. Commissioning
Before starting up an offshore wind farm,
the wind turbines, electrical systems,
SCADA and CMSs are tested to detect
early failures as well as improving the
reliability [14]. The cost of commissioning
(Ccomm) mainly consists of the costs
associated with hiring vessels and crew
members which can be calculated
similarly as given in Eqs. (12) and (22).
2.3.4. Insurance
The cost of insurance packages during
the installation and commissioning phase
often varies in accordance with the
capacity of offshore wind farm:
(24)
CI&C-ins = Cins-unit × IC,
where Cins-unit represents the insurance
cost per unit installed capacity (MW).

5

(27)
Crent =  × E × PE ,
where 0<  <1 is the rental percentage,
and E and PE respectively represent the
amount of energy and the average price
of unit energy produced by wind farm.
2.4.1.2. Insurance
The operational insurance packages are
contracted in order to secure the offshore
wind infrastructures against design faults,
collision damages or substation outages.
The cost of insurance packages can be
calculated similarly as given in Eq. (24).
2.4.1.3. Transmission charges
The transmission charges are generally
determined according to the capacity of
wind farm. Thus,
Ctransmission =Ctransmission-unit × IC . (28)
where Ctransmission-unit represents the
transmission charges per unit installed
capacity (MW).
2.4.2. Maintenance
The
maintenance
costs
can
be
categorized into two types of direct (CMdirect) and indirect (CM-indirect). Then,
CM = CM-direct + CM-indirect.
(29)
2.4.2.1. Direct maintenance cost
Direct maintenance cost consists of the
costs related to transport of failed
components, maintenance technicians
who carry out the repair/replacement
actions, and all consumables and spare
parts required for wind farm maintenance.
In general, the maintenance strategies for
offshore wind farms are categorized into
two classes: corrective maintenance (CM)
and proactive maintenance (ProM). The
main difference between these two
classes is that the former is carried out
after the system failure whilst the latter
takes place prior to any failure (i.e.,
before a failure occurs) [2]. The cost of a
CM action varies depending on the type
of component being failed. Let n
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j 1

j 1

where CSM represents the direct cost
corresponding
to
a
scheduled
maintenance action.
2.4.2.2. Indirect maintenance cost
Indirect maintenance cost consists of the
cost of activities that are undertaken to
maintain the direct effort involved in
providing repair services. The indirect
maintenance cost is expressed by the
following Equation:
CM-indirect = Cind-port +Cind-ves +Cind-labour, (32)
where Cind-port, Cind-ves and Cind-labour
represent, respectively, the port fees,
vessel-hiring costs and maintenance
labour costs.

(1  Pd )   λ j C CM j  Pd   λ j C SM , (31)

n

represent the number of components in a
wind turbine system and denote by CCM j
the cost of performing a CM action for
component j (=1, 2, …,n). Then,
CCM j = Ctrans j + Clabour j + C consum j, (30)
where Ctrans j, Clabour j and Cconsum j
represent respectively the transportation
cost, maintenance labour cost and
consumables cost. In order to reduce the
costs of CM, two proactive strategies,
namely scheduled maintenance (SM) and
condition-based maintenance (CBM) are
employed by wind farm managers. Under
SM, the repair tasks are undertaken at
predetermined regular intervals, but CBM
activities are initiated in response to a
specific
system
condition
(e.g.
temperature, vibration, noise) [17].
Let λj represent the annual failure rate of
component j and 0< Pd <1 be the
probability that an event can be detected
at a reasonably long time ahead of failure
occurrence. Thus, the annual direct
maintenance cost for a wind turbine can
be expressed by:
CM-direct =

6

2.5. Decommissioning
and
disposal
(D&C)
The wind turbines at the end of their
anticipated
operational
life
are
decommissioned,
the
wind
farm
equipment are either removed or
recycled, the offshore site is cleared and
some post-decommissioning monitoring
activities are performed. Then,
CD&C = Cdecom + CWM + CSC + CpostM , (33)
where Cdecom, CWM, CSC and CpostM
represent the costs associated with,
respectively, decommissioning, waste
management, site clearing and post
monitoring.
2.5.1. Decommissioning
The decommissioning cost consists of the
costs associated with port preparation
(CD&C-port)
and
removal
operations
(Cremov). Then,
(34)
Cdecom = CD&C-port + Cremov .
2.5.2. Waste management
The main disposal options available for
wind farm elements are: reuse, recycle,
incineration with energy recovery, and
disposal in a landfill site [19]. The
materials must be first processed into
smaller pieces and then transported to
predetermined locations which incur the
costs CW-proc and CW-trans, respectively. A
fixed fee has also to be paid when the
materials are taken to a landfill (Clandfill).
Then,
CWM = CW-proc + CW-trans + Clandfill – SV , (35)
where SV represents the salvage
(residual) value of the decommissioned
assets.
2.5.2.1.
Waste processing
The cost of waste processing varies in
accordance with the complexity and size
of components. In this paper, CW-proc is
modelled as a function of the total weight
of waste material being treated. Hence,

n

(36)

(38)

n

j 1

W

R
j

 Vunit.

(39)

where Vunit is the salvage value per ton of
material.
2.5.3. Site clearance
The cost associated with site clearance is
calculated by multiplying the site area in
km2 (A) by the clearance cost per unit
area (CSC-unit), i.e.,

SV =

2.5.2.4.
Salvage value
The salvage value of the items removed
from an offshore wind farm depends on
the type, quantity and the quality of their
materials and is expressed by following
formula:

j 1

Clandfill =  W jNR  Clandfill-unit.

n

where W truck represents the capacity of a
truck in tons and ⌈x⌉ rounds x to the
nearest larger integer.
2.5.2.3.
Landfill
We denote by WjR and WjNR the weight of,
respectively,
recyclable
and
nonrecyclable materials for component j,
where WjR + WjNR = Wj. The non-recyclable
materials are disposed in a landfill whose
associated cost is calculated by
multiplying the fixed landfill cost per ton
(C landfill-unit) by the total weight of nonrecyclable materials disposed, i.e.,

 n


CW-trans =   W j  / Wtruck   C truck , (37)


j

1




where Cproc-unit is the fixed cost of waste
processing per ton and Wj is the weight of
waste material from component j in tons.
2.5.2.2.
Waste transport
The transportation cost is calculated by
multiplying the expected number of trucks
required to transfer the waste materials
by the fixed charge per truck shipment
(Ctruck), i.e.,

j 1

CW-proc =  W j  Cproc-unit,

7

 The offshore wind farm is planned to
be built at 40km far from shore and
45m water depth. The distance to the
onshore grid connection point is 10km.
The seabed rental charges equal 2% of
the farm’s gross revenue. The
transmission charges are also paid to
National Grid [12].
 The electrical system is composed of
33kV array cables, a 500 MW HVAC
transmission system and 220kV export
cables. The length of the export cables
equals the distance between the
installations
and
the
shoreline,
whereas the length of the onshore
cables is the distance from land to the
grid connection point.
 The installation of foundations and
wind turbines is performed by multipurpose self-propelled jack-up vessels.
A heavy-lift crane is required for the
installation of substation. Some
specialized cable-laying vessels are
used to lay the power transmission
cables underwater.

In this Section, the proposed whole life
cost methodology is applied to an
offshore wind farm consisting of 100 5MW
wind turbines. This baseline case has so
far been studied in several articles (see
[6, 7, 12]) and therefore, it enables us to
compare our results and validate the
model. In order to implement the model,
some further aspects of the offshore wind
project were identified and are presented
briefly below:

3. Application

(40)
CSC = A × CSC-unit .
2.5.4. Post-decommissioning monitoring
The cost of a post-decommissioning
monitoring program (CpostM) is determined
according to several factors such as
scale, nature and the conditions of
remains [20].
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In this Section, the results obtained from
our whole life-cycle cost model are
presented and discussed. The LCC
analysis is carried out in terms of three
elements, namely, CAPEX, OPEX and
LCOE. The CAPEX consists of the P&C,
P&A and I&C costs, whereas the OPEX
only includes the O&M costs. Fig. 1
shows the relative contribution of each
cost driver to CAPEX and OPEX of the
baseline wind farm project. As can be
seen, wind turbine costs account for the
largest proportion of the CAPEX (29%),
followed by foundation costs (25%) and
installation costs (19%). On the other
side, transmission charges account for
the largest proportion of the OPEX (44%),
followed by PM costs (22%) and CM

4. Results and discussion

 The O&M activities are coordinated
onshore, but two service vessels are
always available to carry out offshore
operations. Wind turbines undergo a
preventive maintenance (PM) program
once a year, whereas the scheduled
inspections of foundations and array
cables are carried out every five years
[20]. CMS detectability level is set at
90%. The costs associated with
corrective maintenance are calculated
according to the system’s failure rate.
 During the five year warranty period
from the date of operation, all
maintenance and insurance costs are
paid by the service contract provider.
offshore
wind
farm
is
 The
decommissioned at the end of its
service life. The waste materials are
processed and transported to a
scrapyard. Wind turbine tower, jacket
and the met-tower are sold to be
recycled by industry. About 60% of the
nacelle and hub’s materials can be
reused while recyclability is 40% for
other items.

8

N

t 1

C

t

/(1  d ) t

N

t 0

E

t

/(1  d ) t , (41)

The development of a realistic and
accurate method for life cycle cost (LCC)
analysis of offshore wind farms is a very
complex task. In this paper, a parametric
whole life cost (WLC) analysis model was

5. Conclusions and topics for future
research

where Ct and Et represent the cash flow
and the yield output at time t, respectively.
Our results indicate that the costs
incurred over the P&A phase have the
greatest impact on LCOE (47%), followed
by O&M costs (26%). Among five phases
of the project life cycle, the D&D phase
contributes the least percentage (~1%) to
the LCOE. When comparing the results
obtained from our LCC analysis model
with
other research,
very minor
differences are found which shows that
the model has captured the general trend
in the data quite well.


LCOE

The LCOE is determined using the
following equation:

Figure 1. Contribution of each cost driver to
CAPEX/OPEX.

costs (16%). The I&C insurance
packages cost 2% of the CAPEX,
whereas the operational insurance
charges represent 9% of the OPEX.
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The proposed model will be extended in
the nearest future by taking into account
more of the factors which are known to

developed to identify the key cost drivers
of offshore wind projects. The proposed
model is based on a combined
multivariate regression/neural network
approach in which the cost experience of
completed/ongoing projects provides a
baseline for estimating the costs of future
projects. A cost breakdown structure
(CBS) was presented to identify various
cost elements involved in five phases of
offshore wind projects, namely, predevelopment and consenting (P&C),
production
and
acquisition
(P&A),
installation and commissioning (I&C),
operation and maintenance (O&M), and
decommissioning and disposal (D&D). A
database/spreadsheet was also built for
each unit cost and several mathematical
tools were used to evaluate all costs
incurred during the life of the project.
Our results indicated that the capital
cost of wind turbines and support
structures as well as the costs associated
with installation account for the largest
portion of overall cost, followed by the
O&M costs. The installed capacity of wind
farm, distance from shore, and fault
detection
capability
of
condition
monitoring system were identified as
factors having the greatest impact on
levelized cost of energy (LCOE). Since
the service lifetime of a wind farm is
relatively long, the variation of interest
rates could also significantly affect the
whole project cost. The results of this
study not only assist stakeholders in
evaluating the performance of ongoing
projects, but also help the decision
makers to undertake long-term profitable
investments and make the electricity
generated more price-competitive.
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Abstract

Introduction

3

Approach
◦

To obtain high quality results in numerical and physical modelling for wind energy purposes, is it important to verify these models with reliable real world
measurements [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Bolund, an isolated flat-topped hill with steep sides in the Roskilde
Fjord, Denmark, (Fig. 1) serves as such a baseline
reference for various studies with respect to numerical and physical modelling since a mast based atmospheric experiment was conducted by DTU Wind
Energy during winter 2007-2008 [7, 8]. To obtain a
more comprehensive understanding of the flow pattern over the Bolund peninsula, especially close to
the surface, a complementary field experiment on
the Bolund peninsula was conducted. In October
2011 a laser anemometer, in the following called
WindScanner [9, 10], was placed on the peninsula
20 m inland from the westward facing escarpment.

2

Keywords: Bolund, Wake height, Complex flow, The WindScanner, aligned on the 270 axis, was operated during westerly wind conditions to scan the
WindScanner
area downstream of the Bolund edge. The atmo-

The here presented results are part of a paper that is
submitted and accepted with minor revisions by the
Boundary-Layer Meteorology journal.
The wake zone behind the escarpment of the
Bolund peninsula in the Roskilde Fjord, Denmark,
has been investigated with the help of a continuouswave Doppler lidar. The instrument measures the
line-of-sight wind speed 390 times per second in
highly resolved 7-m tall profiles by rapidly changing
the focus distance and beam direction. The profiles
reveal the detailed and rapidly changing structure of
the wake induced by the Bolund escarpment. The
wake grows with distance from the escarpment, with
the wake height depending strongly on the wind
direction, such that the minimum height appears
when the flow is perpendicular to the escarpment.
The wake increases by 10% to 70% when the
wind direction deviates ± 15◦ from perpendicular
depending on the distance to the edge and to a
lesser degree on the method by which the wake
height is determined.

1
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Figure 2: The position and height of the 7 vertical
profiles scanned by the lidar relative to the Bolund
escarpment. The position of the WindScanner itself
is indicated by the circle.
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Figure 1: Photo of Bolund, taken south of the peninsula.

spheric flow was measured in seven, 7-m high vertical profiles with distances between 8 m and 31 m
from the scanning lidar (Fig. 2). In addition to the
seven vertical profiles a horizontal arc extending ±
60◦ was scanned 120 m away from the instrument.
The line-of-sight wind speeds of the eighth profile
were used to determine the undisturbed inflow wind
speed and wind direction.
While westerly wind directions prevailed, lidar
measurements were recorded continuously during
an almost 24 hour long measurement period.

������ [�]

Variations of the wake height over the Bolund
escarpment
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3. The third approach identifies the height at which
the average between the integral of the two atmospheric layers is the greatest, δ3 , which resembles [13] and [12, Sect. 2.2.3]. Here, ztop is
the top of the profile,

z

δ2 = arg max

2. The second approach identifies the height of
the maximum gradient of the line-of-sight wind
speed, δ2 , of each vertical scan [12, Sect. 2.2.2]

δ1 =

1. The first approach determines the displacement
thickness, δ1 , that is defined as the distance that
the boundary layer is displaced to compensate
for the reduction in flow rate on account of the
wake formation, where u(z) is the line-of-sight
wind speed at height z and u0 is the freestream
velocity [11]

The characteristic of the escarpment-induced wake
height is further investigated by identifying the
boundary between the turbulent wake layer and
the freestream flow above.
Due to the high
measurement-sampling rate a precise determination
of the interface between the two distinctly different
layers is possible. We determine the wake height δ
using three different methods.

4 Method
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5

Conclusion

Figure 4: Dependence of the determined wake
height and the wind direction. The solid lines depict the average wake height. The profile number
increases with increasing distance from the WindScanner. The wake height is calculated through the
definition of the displacement thickness.
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Figure 3: The line-of-sight projected wind speed of
profile 3, 12 m away from the WindScanner lasting
for 30 s with the defined wake heights using three
different methods.

The new remote sensing based wind profile measurements provide a unique data set for validation
of unsteady flow modelling over complex terrain for
wind energy. Based on the analysis of the high frequency atmospheric measurements with a rapidly
The calculated wake height for each profile loca- scanning continuous-wave Doppler lidar a relationtion can be placed in relation to the undisturbed wind ship between the escarpment induced wake height
direction and speed (Fig. 4). With increasing dis- and the wind direction could be shown.
tance from the escarpment, the wake heights show
a stronger dependence on the wind direction. The
lowest wake heights of every profile is located at a
wind direction of 270◦ . Depending on the distance
from the escarpment the wake height increases between 10% and 80% when the wind direction deviates from west, either to the north or the south ±
15◦ . At larger direction deviations the height seems
constant.

The results of the wake height identifications of
all three methods are presented in Fig. 3. All
three methods manage to identify a wake height, although the actual height differs between the methods. Method 1 gives the highest value of the wake
heights.
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Bolund is a hill of about 130 m×75 m×12 m, surrounded
by water with a long uniform fetch for most of the upstream directions of interest. Due to the number and
quality of sensors deployed during the Bolund experiment campaing and the ammount of numerical flow
modellers involved, the Bolund experiment is probably
the most relevant test case of flow models oriented to
wind energy analysis, in this case, over highly complex
terrains, in neutral conditions and non-affected by Coriolis forces. The mentioned FS conditions make the Bolund test an ideal case for wind tunnel modeling. Several numerical and physical models have been applied

1 Introduction

Most of the published results are focused on the values of mean speed and turbulent kinetic energy at the
locations where the met mast were installed in the FS
experiment (indicated by Mn, n = 1, .., 8 in figure 5.1).
Our interest is now in how the turbulent kinetic energy
is distributed among the velocity components (what is
relevant for wind turbine response), and to which extent
our wind tunnel experiment can reproduce these distributions. Aimed to put some light on these questions,
we have calculated metrics of the bias of the WT results respect to the FS ones. We have calculated the
bias related to full sacle values in the determination of
different statistical flow parameters, from measuments
taken with the two velocimetry techniques and for two
test Reynolds numbers.

during the Bolund experiment and also after it, Bechmann et al. [2, 3], Berg et al. [4], Prospathopoulos et al.
We present experimental spatial distributions of turbu- [10], Yeow et al. [15], Conan et al. [6].
lence intensity components over a 1:115 scale model
of the Bolund hill. Our measurements are determined
in a boundary layer wind tunnel (WT) without stratifica- One of the main geometric characteristics of Bolund is
tion. Our results are compared with full scale (FS) ones. the escarpment facing westerly winds (see figure 5.1).
The FS results are obtained from the analysis of the For westerly winds, the geometry of Bolund guarantees
database provided by RIS -DTU after the Bolund ex- that flow detaches at the edge of the escarpment, properiment. This experiment was conducted by them dur- vided a sufficiently large Reynolds number. The long (in
ing a 3-month period in the winter of 2007-2008. Three the mean flow direction) flat top ensures reattachment
component time resolved hotwire anemometry (3CHW) of the flow on the island. For this direction, the lee side
and two component particle image velocimetry (PIV) are of the hill presents a slope with a maximum inclination
◦
used in our experiment in order to explore the depen- around -40 , leading as well to intermittent recirculation
patterns. The existence of detachment at the escarpdence of the results on the experimental technique.
ment has been verified by full-scale measurements of
intermittent recirculation patterns downstream of the escarpment edge (see Mann et al. [9] and figure 13 in Berg
Keyword
et al. [4]). Intermittent recirculation patterns have been
also visualized by means of PIV in wind tunnel, for the
Bolund experiment, atmospheric boundary layer, wind 270◦ wind direction,Yeow et al. [14], [15].
tunnel, particle image velocimetry, hotwire anemometry.
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Approach

We analyze the flow field for a 270◦ wind direction
and we present results along transects at two heights
(z = 2 m and z = 5 m a.g.l) along line B in the Bolund
community jargon, see figure 5.1.

wind tunnel should be considered transitionally rough,
taking into account the lower limit of the fully rough
regime, u∗ z0 ν −1 = 5, and the upper limit of the fully
smooth one, u∗ z0 ν −1 = 0.2, as indicated in Bowen [5],
although in Snyder and Castro [12] the lower limit for the
fully rough regime is reduced down to u∗ z0 ν −1 = 1 and
even down to u∗ z0 ν −1 = 0.5, for certain roughness geometries. Similar conditions were described for the wind
tunnel simulations of Askervein in Teunissen et al. [13]
where values u∗ z0 ν −1 = 0.16, 0.54 and 1.7, respectively,
were declared; or in Røkenes and Krogstad [11], where
a value u∗ z0 ν −1 = 0.13, well within the smooth regime,
was reported. As in the mentioned experiments, the
present case should be understood as the simplest possible reference case. One of the weak points of our experimental set-up, related to this low roughness value, is
that the boundary layer height of our wind tunnel is only
two times the height of the island (see value h−1 δ ≈ 2
in table 1) whereas in the FS case is much larger. One
consequence is that in the full-scale BL, the upstream
reference point, z = 5 m, is well immersed in the constant flux layer and the inflow TKE is homogeneous in
z direction, whereas in our wind tunnel it is not (at the
equivalent scaled z = 5/115 m height, as can been seen
in figure 5.3). Some possible effects of the reported low
value for u∗ z0 ν −1 are discussed in Yeow et al. [15]of.

In figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 we present the values of
the longitudinal, lateral and vertical turbulence intensities, respectively. The results are normalized with the
corresponding value at the reference upstream location (z = 5 m). The results are presented for transects
at z = 2 m and z = 5 m height a.g.l, the two mentioned test Reynolds numbers and for the 3CHW and
PIV techniques. The full scale results are also indicated
3 Main results
for comparison purposes. The velocity components are
The flow field in the empty test section of our WT has expressed in the Bolund reference system to allow the
been measured using three techniques (PIV, 2CHW and comparison between the two component PIV measure3CHW) to have redundancy measurements in order to ment, 3CHW and full-scale results.
cross check the quality of the results. The velocity pro- The evolution of the normalized increment of TKE for
files from the empty WT were used as reference in- line B and westerly winds presented in previous works
flow conditions. Reference measurements were taken (see Yeow et al. [15] and Bechmann [1]) showed a large
at the two test Reynolds numbers based in the maxi- increment of TKE in M6 location, mainly at z = 2 m
mum height of the island, h, and the upstream speed at height, moderated values in M3 locations, and larger
this height, Uh , Reh1 = 4.15 × 104 and Reh2 = 8.21 × 104 . values again in the lee side, in M8, in this case at
The main characteristics of the inflow boundary layer are z = 5 m height. These patters are also reproduced by
in figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. Our
presented in table 1 and in figure 5.3. From the z0 val- the parameters Iui Iu−1
i 05
ues reported in table 1, a roughness Reynolds number PIV results reproduce the high values of the three pa−1
−1
u ∗ z0 ν
≈ 0.21 was adopted. Thus, the inflow in our rameters Iui Iui 05 around M7. These high values are

The surface finishing of the mock-up is smooth. The
front area of the mock-up is estimated to be less than
2% of the test section area, so blockage effects were
expected to be minimized. No additional boundary layer
(BL hereafter) generators were used. The floor along
the fetch was made out of plywood without any added
roughness elements. During the wind tunnel test, the
3CHW probe was sampled at 8 kHz during 130 s. 3 kHz
low-pass hardware filtering was used when required.
During the PIV test, 1000 image pairs were sampled
during approximately 6 minutes. The characteristic size
of the sensing part of the 3CHW was about 1 mm,
whereas the size of the PIV interrogation window was
well below this value.

The results obtained after applying the new calibration
method (Measured Directional) compare better with the
true values (Geometric) than the results determined by
means of the standard calibration algorithm (Measured
RMS, root mean squared) in the mentioned figure.

Since we are specially concerned in how the turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE) is distributed among the velocity
components, the accuracy in the determination of the
different components of the instantaneous flow velocity is a must for us. This is why we have extremely
cared about the positioning and orientation of the sensors (3CHW probe, PIV camera and laser head) and
the calibration process, see figure 5.2. (left). With this
regard, we have developed a new directional calibration
algorithm for 3CHW probes which leads to a higher directional accuracy. In figure 5.2. (right), we present results for the inclination flow angle, ΓP , versus the direction flow angle, ΘP , determined by the 3CHW probe
during one of our directional calibration tests.
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4 Conclusions

We have measured the flow field over a 1:115 scale
FS
model of the Bolund hill in our boundary layer wind
for the ratios of the standard deviations of flow velocity tunnel. Two experimental techniques: three compofluctuations.
nents hotwire anemometry and two components parAfter observing the figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, and the ticle image velocimetry, have been used in order to
table 2, it is evident than the worst predicted location detect any dependence of the measurements on the
at z = 2 m is M6 for almost all the analyzed parame- technique. Additionally the tests have been run at two
ter. This was also a general conclusions for most of the Reynolds numbers. Different statistical flow parameters
models compared in the Bolund blind experiment, see have been compared with full scale values and the corBechmann [1]. One possible reason for this mismatch responding biases have been determined.
is that the mock-up does not reproduce the sharpness
The bias results show that, for the normalized turbuof the real escarpment edge. More information can be
lence intensities, the bias values are higher (as exfound in Yeow et al. [15]. The values in M8 are also
pected) for z = 2 m than for z = 5 m, ranging from the
poorly predicted in general. Both locations, M6 and M8
largest bias (-66.9%) for Iw /Iw05 in M6 at z = 2 m to the
are affected by flow detachment processes from the eslowest bias (6.8%) for Iw /Iw05 in M6 at z = 5 m. The
carpment edge and the lee side, respectively.
predictions of the ratios σui σu−1 are rather good, meanThe influence of the test Reynolds number and the used ing that the energy of the fluctuation of one flow velocexperimental technique on the results has been ana- ity component relative to another is well captured. The
lyzed by comparing the mean of the absolute bias val- PIV predictions are better for some parameters such as
ues for met mast M6, M3 and M8, for both heights, I /I
w w05 and ∆k. Systematic differences in the bias for
z = 2 m and z = 5 m, for each experimental case. The the two analyzed Reynolds numbers are only detected
results for the three normalized turbulence intensities, for ∆k.
Iui Iu−1
, the ratio of sigmas, σw σu−1 , speed-up, ∆S, and
i 05
normalized increase of TKE, ∆k, are presented in table
4.
The results in table 4 indicate that some differences ex- 5 Acknowledgments
ist between PIV and 3CHW techniques. The PIV technique produces lower values of the mean value of the This work was carried out as a part of the activities
absolute bias for some parameters such as Iw /Iw05 and supported by the Spanish Ministerio de Economía y

for the normalized turbulence intensities, and


σui σu−1 W T − σui σu−1 F S


σu σu−1 = 100
,
−1
σui σu 
i

due to very reduced speed values (in front of the es- ∆k. The differences between the two Reynolds number
carpment at low heights) rather than to high values of cases are neither so evident nor so systematic, but in
the standard deviations of the velocity components.
the case of ∆k, where the test at higher Reynolds numIn figures 5.7 and 5.8 we present the value of the ra- ber leads to a mean value of the absolute value of the
tios of the standard deviations of the velocity component bias in the determination of ∆k about 5 to 7 percentage
fluctuations. In the case of the normalized turbulence in- points lower (see Lim et al. [8] for effects of Reynolds
tensity, Iv /Iv05 , and the ratio, σv /σu , no-results for PIV number in the determination of second order statistics
are presented since our PIV technique is not stereo PIV, of flow velocities around sharp edged bodies). Table 4
and the v component of the flow velocity is not resolved. indicates that typical absolute values of the bias in our
As in the cases of the normalized turbulence intensities, wind tunnel for the three normalized turbulence intensithe velocity components are expressed in the Bolund ties (longitudinal, lateral and vertical) are 35%, 42% and
reference system to allow the comparison between the 42% respectively. These values are close to two times
two component PIV measurement, 3CHW and full-scale the typical absolute bias value for the speed-up (20%).
This is an expected result since turbulence intensities
results.
involve the calculation of second order statistics of veIn tables 2 and 3 we present the bias of our WT results
locity component fluctuations. We put the focus on the
related to the FS results at the met mast locations, aclow value of the ratio σw σu−1 (14%) which indicates that
cording to the expression
the relative value of velocity fluctuation components that


form the TKE is better predicted than the value of the
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(3.1) components themselves.
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Figure 5.2: Left: The used 3CHW probe DANTEC 55P91 during a directional calibration test in our ACLA16 WT.
Right: Inclination angle ΓP versus direction angle ΘP reproduced during a directional calibration test.
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Reh1
3CHW
PIV
0.220
0.293 0.306
0.267 0.247
1.08
1.02
20.3
2.148
10.0
9.5
7.1
5.5
4.9
0.075 0.073
5.4
4.3
4.3
0.70
0.54
0.52
3
1.00
0.212 0.208
0.94
1.00

Reh2
3CHW
PIV
0.210
0.572 0.565
0.520 0.484
0.54
0.59
18.1
2.050
9.2
9.4
6.6
5.1
4.7
0.068 0.074
5.0
4.0
3.9
0.71
0.55
0.51
3.5
1.80
0.205 0.226
1.90
1.70

21.8 (B)
-8.1
-1.5 (B)
12.2 (B)

M7
40.8

M6
-67.3 (W)
-66.1 (W)
-66.9 (W)
8.4
9.2 (B)
52.9 (W)
-190.1 (W)

M3
-17.6 (B)
-23.4 (B)
-29.7
-6.2 (B)
-9.7
14.0
-34.6

M8
-54.4
-62.4
-64.7
-16.1 (W)
-12.6 (W)
18.1
-39.3

MAE
45.1
45.8
9.7
21.6
69.0

MAE*
46.5
50.6
53.7
10.3
10.5
28.3
88.0

1.7 (B)
11.7 (B)

12.9
-2.7 (B)

M7
23.3

M6
-13.2 (B)
-28.6 (B)
6.8 (B)
35.2(W)
-23.2(W)
-6.1
-29.8

M3
-25.1 (W)
-34.2
-37.4 (W)
-8.4
-14.1
11.3
-43.3 (W)

M8
-23.8
-36.1 (W)
-36.5
-9.1
-12.0 (B)
16.0 (W)
-34.6

MAE
21.4
23.4
13.8
8.8
29.8

MAE*
20.7
33.0
26.9
17.6
16.4
11.1
35.9
Table 3: Bias in the determination of turbulence intensities, ratios of standard deviations, speed-up and normalized
increase of TKE. z = 5 m. MAE indicates the absolute mean bias from M7, M6, M3 and M8, and MAE* from M6,
M3 and M8. ∆S and ∆k have been reproduced from [15]. (W) worst predicted, (B) best predicted. Mean values
of PIV, 3CHW, Reh1 and Reh1 .

σw σu−1
σv σu−1
∆S
∆k

%
 Iu
 Iv
 Iw

Table 2: Bias in the determination of turbulence intensities, ratios of standard deviations, speed-up and normalized
increase of TKE. z = 2 m. MAE indicates the absolute mean bias from M7, M6, M3 and M8, and MAE* from M6,
M3 and M8. ∆S and ∆k have been reproduced from [15]. (W) worst predicted, (B) best predicted. Mean values
of PIV, 3CHW, Reh1 and Reh1 .

σw σu−1
σv σu−1
∆S
∆k

%
 Iu
 Iv
 Iw

Table 1: Main characteristics of the undisturbed inflow boundary layer for Reh1 = 4.15 × 104 and Reh2 = 8.21 × 104 .
The lengths δ and z0 for the wind tunnel simulations are shown in WT scale. The declared interval for the FS
Reynolds number is 4.25 × 106  Reh  10.2 × 106 . A reference value for the boundary layer height δ = 0.22 m is
selected hereafter. θ̂ is the momentum thickness.

δ [m]
u∗ [m/s]
u∗05 [m/s]
z0 × 105 [m]
θ̂ × 103 [m]
h−1 δ
Iu |h0 × 102
Iv |h0 × 102
Iw |h0 × 102
Iu |h × 102
Iv |h × 102
Iw |h × 102
σv /σu |h0
σw /σu |h0
h−1 Lxu
Uδ θ̂ν −1 × 10−4
u∗ z0 ν −1
Je = h z0−1 × 10−4

Full-scale
0.47
60
12.0
8.0
5.0
0.76
0.46
18
1.96
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Figure 5.4: Normalized longitudinal turbulence intensity Iu /Iu05 at z = 2 m a.g.l. and z = 5 m a.g.l.: Continuous
lines, PIV for Reh1 ; dashed lines, PIV for Reh2 ; squares, 3CHW for Reh1 ; triangles, 3CHW for Reh2 . Full-scale
results (yellow dots with uncertainty bars). Velocity components expressed in the Bolund reference system. Line
B. Wind direction 270◦ .

Figure 5.3: Vertical inflow profiles of a) Normalised flow speed S/u∗05 (u∗05 is an estimation of the friction velocity),
b) Normalized TKE, k/u2∗05 and c) ratios of STDs of velocity components, σv /σu and σw /σu . Continuous lines:
PIV for Reh1 , dashed lines: PIV for Reh2 , squares: 3CHW for Reh1 and triangles: 3CHW for Reh2 . In b) the green
symbols represent the “two-components” TKE, k 2C calculated from the 3CHW measurements. Circles correspond
to full-scale values.
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Figure 5.6: Normalized vertical turbulence intensity Iw /Iw05 at z = 2 m a.g.l. and z = 5 m a.g.l.: Continuous lines,
PIV for Reh1 ; dashed lines, PIV for Reh2 ; squares, 3CHW for Reh1 ; triangles, 3CHW for Reh2 . Full-scale results
(yellow dots with uncertainty bars). Velocity components expressed in Bolund reference system. Line B. Wind
direction 270◦ .

Figure 5.5: Normalized lateral turbulence intensity Iv /Iv05 at z = 2 m a.g.l. and z = 5 m a.g.l.: Squares, 3CHW
for Reh1 ; triangles, 3CHW for Reh2 . Full-scale results (yellow dots with uncertainty bars). Velocity components
expressed in Bolund reference system. Line B. Wind direction 270◦ .

Figure 5.8: Ratio of standard deviations σw /σu on a isoheight line at z = 2 m a.g.l. and z = 5 m a.g.l.. Continuous
lines: PIV for Reh1 , dashed lines: PIV for Reh2 , squares: 3CHW for Reh1 and triangles: 3CHW for Reh2 . Velocity
components expressed in Bolund reference system. Full-scale results (yellow dots with uncertainty bars). Line B.
Wind direction 270◦ .

Figure 5.7: Ratio of standard deviations σv /σu on a isoheight line at z = 2 m a.g.l. and z = 5 m a.g.l.. Squares:
3CHW for Reh1 and triangles: 3CHW for Reh2 . Full-scale results (yellow dots with uncertainty bars). Velocity
components expressed in Bolund reference system. Line B. Wind direction 270◦ .
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 Iu
Reh1 Reh2
36.2
34.0
31.05 35.6
σw σu−1
Reh1 Reh2
12.9
14.5
13.5 14.75

 Iv
Reh1 Reh2
41.85 41.8
∆S
Reh1
Reh2
20.67 19.40
17.96 21.05

 Iw
Reh1
Reh2
44.15 43.15
38.8
38.85
∆k
Reh1
Reh2
69.38 64.34
60.53 53.69

Table 4: Mean of the absolute bias values for the three normalized turbulence intensities, Iui Iu−1
, the ratio of
i 05
sigmas, σw σu−1 , speed-up, ∆S, and normalized increase of TKE, ∆k, for met mast M6, M3 and M8 and for both
heights, z = 2 m and z = 5 m, obtained for each experimental case (3CHW, PIV, Reh1 and Reh2 ).

3CHW
PIV

%

3CHW
PIV

%
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The CFD simulations are solved with a
transient RANS approach, carried out with

2. APPROACH
For a site with relatively flat terrain, with
discontinuities
in
both
aerodynamic
roughness and surface stability conditions,
we model the development of the wind speed
profiles downstream of the transition with
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The
results are then compared with data from the
literature, for idealised cases, and with wind
speed data gathered at masts on a real site.

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the effect of a
coastal transition, with a change in roughness
and thermal conditions across a sea-land
interface. An Internal Boundary Layer (IBL)
develops downstream of the transition, in
which the flow and turbulence evolve to come
into equilibrium with the changed surface
conditions. This is very relevant for many
offshore and onshore wind farms close to
large water bodies. We discuss the issues
associated with the developing IBL,
especially those encountered when working
with data recorded at masts located within the
IBL, and vertically extrapolating the
measurement to hub heights and above.

3.1 2D case: roughness transition only
For the purely neutral case, we model a
roughness change with 𝑧𝑧0 changing from

3. VALIDATION
The first part of the analysis focuses on
simplified 2D cases over flat terrain and
compares the predicted growth rate of the
IBL, downstream of the transition, with
expressions from the literature derived from
measured data. Two cases are presented: a
roughness discontinuity with purely neutral
stability conditions, and a land-to-sea
transition, with stable conditions over the sea.
In the second part of the study, we model a
real site, an island off the Norwegian coast,
and compare the simulation results with data
gathered at masts on site.

ANSYS WindModeller [1], using the CFX
solver. Turbulence is modelled with a twoequation model (k- and SST tested for 2D
cases, SST only for the real site), with a
standard set of constants, as described in [2].
Atmospheric stability effects are modelled via
a transport equation for the dry potential
temperature, and buoyancy effects are
accounted for, both in the vertical momentum
equations and in the turbulence model. See
[3] for details on the model implementation.

ABSTRACT: For many wind farms close to a shoreline, the atmospheric conditions at the site
can be markedly affected by the transition between sea and land, and vice versa. This can
significantly affect the performance of the wind farm and the associated turbulence levels. A
numerical investigation is carried out into the effect of a coastal transition, with roughness and
thermal discontinuity across the sea/land interface, using a transient RANS approach which
includes atmospheric stability. After validating the model’s ability to accurately capture the growth
rate of the developing internal boundary layer downstream of the transition, the model is applied
to a wind farm on the Smøla island. We show that when stable conditions prevail downstream of
the transition, the Internal Boundary Layer (IBL) grows very slowly. For fetches of the order of 510 km, the resulting IBL height tends to be smaller than a typical hub height of 70m, for sea/land
temperature contrasts in excess of 5K. If such conditions are frequent, using mast data from within
the surface layer can lead to significant overestimation of the hub-height wind speed when
extrapolating with the measured shear. The change in the shape of the velocity profile also
negatively impacts the rotor equivalent wind speed (i.e. the available energy) when stable surface
conditions prevail. Both these effects combine and help to explain the gap between the actual
P50 and the P50 predicted using a constant shear assumption, which in the case of Smøla is
about 20%.

1

MIND THE ENERGY GAP: HOW COASTAL TRANSITION AND STABLE ATMOSPHERIC
CONDITIONS AFFECT VELOCITY PROFILES.
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(2)

(ℎ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ⁄𝑧𝑧0𝑟𝑟 )[𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(ℎ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ⁄𝑧𝑧0𝑟𝑟 ) − 1] + 1 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ⁄𝑧𝑧0𝑟𝑟

Panofsky [7] proposed another relationship,
from a diffusion analogue, leading to the
implicit relationship

Figure 1. IBL height vs fetch for a smooth to
rough transition in neutral stability conditions.
Isolated symbols: CFD results, red
continuous line: fit from equation (1), black
dotted line: fit from equation (2) with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴
1.25𝜅𝜅 2 .

where 𝑥𝑥 is the fetch. For neutral flows, with a
smooth to rough transition, the dependency
with 𝑥𝑥 0.8 is in good agreement with the
literature (see e.g. reviews by Garratt [5] and
Barthelmie and Palutikof [6]).

ℎ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 0.09𝑥𝑥 0.8

0.00002 [m] to 0.0025 [m], comparing the
resulting velocity profiles with those
measured by Bradley [4], for a relatively short
fetch (distance downstream from the
roughness transition). The roughness values
listed may sound unrealistically low, but were
chosen as to match the roughness values
derived in the original paper [4]. The IBL
height ℎ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 can be derived from various
methods, based either on velocity profiles,
stress profiles or temperature profiles, all of
which can lead to a variation in the resulting
height [5]. In this case, we derived ℎ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 from
the velocity profiles, defining ℎ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 as the
height at which the wind speed in developing
profile reaches 99% of the wind speed at the
same height at the transition location. When
investigating the IBL growth downstream of
the roughness transition, we find that the IBL
height from the CFD is well fitted by the
expression

is the reduced gravity associated with the
sea/land temperature contrast. In his
analysis, Mulhearn derived ℎ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 from the
height at which the developing potential
temperature profile coincides with the
constant potential temperature profile at the
transition location. This metric was therefore
also used to derive ℎ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 from the simulations
reported in this section.
As shown in Figure 2, the CFD results agree
reasonably well with Mulhearn’s expression
with a value of 0.43 for 𝛽𝛽, well within the
range estimated by Mulhearn. It is worth
pointing out the slow growth of the IBL in
stable conditions: for a temperature contrast

with 𝛼𝛼 𝛼𝛼𝛼0146, and 𝛽𝛽 𝛽𝛽𝛽47 ± 0.047,
where
∆𝜌𝜌 𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑔𝑔′ = 𝑔𝑔
≈
(4)
𝜌𝜌
𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

3.2 2D case: roughness and thermal
transition
Another 2D case looks at the evolution of the
IBL height downstream of a rough to smooth
transition, with a thermal discontinuity.
Upstream of the transition, we have a wellmixed boundary layer, with a potential
temperature profile with neutral conditions
throughout the boundary layer, and ISO
stable conditions above (i.e. potential
temperature gradient of 3.3 K/km). The
surface conditions upstream of the transition
are adiabatic, with a roughness of 0.03m.
Downstream of the transition, the surface
roughness is reduced to 0.0002m and a
negative temperature offset ∆𝜃𝜃 is applied at
the ground. The temperature offset is defined
as the difference between the sea surface
temperature and the potential temperature in
the boundary layer upstream of the transition.
These conditions attempt to reproduce those
analysed by Mulhearn [9], who investigated
the development of the IBL when a warm,
well-mixed air-mass flows from the land over
a cooler sea over the waters of
Massachusetts Bay, for long fetches of up to
~ 100km. Mulhearn’s expression for the IBL
height is,
−𝛽𝛽
𝑔𝑔′ 𝑥𝑥
ℎ𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 ( 2 )
(3)
𝑈𝑈

with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 𝐴. Pasquill and Smith [8] obtained a
similar expression with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 2 , 𝜅𝜅 being the
von Karman constant. The CFD results also
agree well with equation (2) with a modified
value of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴25𝜅𝜅 2 as shown in Figure 1.

3.3 Real site: Smøla island
This approach has also been applied to the
coastal transition with roughness and thermal
discontinuity for the site of the Smøla wind
farm, located on an island off the coast of
Norway. Before the wind farm was built, the
site was equipped with 4 masts, M102, M121,
M122 and M123, as shown in Figure 3, all of
them with instruments at 10, 30 and 50m. A
taller, more recent mast, Mnew, was installed
to collect data once the wind farm was
operational. This mast measures the wind
conditions at 10, 29, 65 and 68m, and is
unaffected by turbine wakes for directions
from the south-east to the north-west. The
wind resource assessment at the wind farm
was carried from the earlier data set,
gathered at the shorter masts. A comparison
between the actual and predicted net P50 for
this wind farm shows that the predicted P50
was over-estimated by about 20%. Additional
background information about the Smøla
wind farm can be found in [10].

Figure 3. Smøla site terrain elevation. Turbine layout is shown with the black dots. The mast
locations are shown with red symbols: M0102, M0121, M0122, M0123 are masts installed before
the site was operational, Mnew is the mast recording during operation. WRF is the location where
the WRF re-analysis data set is extracted.

Figure 2. IBL height vs fetch for a land to sea
transition with stable surface conditions over
the sea. Isolated symbols: CFD results.
Continuous lines: Mulhearn correlation with a
slightly modified 𝜷𝜷 of 0.43. From light grey to
black: Sea/Land temperature contrasts of 2K, -5K, -10K and -20 K.

between the land and the sea in excess of 5K.
In this case, the IBL height 10km downstream
of the transition is typically less than 70m, a
typical hub height for turbines.
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The terrain on the island is of moderate
complexity, with elevations from sea-level to
a maximum of about 40m (Figure 3). Locally,
the complexity results more from the jagged
definition of the coastline than from changes
in elevation. Note that because of the many
little islands, upstream of the main island, the
exact distance to the coast is not very well
defined. For mast Mnew for example, for a
direction from the southwest, the fetch can
vary between ~ 6 to ~ 10km depending on
how many of the small islands are accounted
for as land. Further out (at distances of the
order of 20km) the site wind conditions are
influenced by abrupt terrain changes located
to the south/south east of the island.
In this analysis, we focus on wind directions
from the south west/west for which the flow
upstream of the island travels over long
fetches of the Norwegian Sea. The conditions
modelled for the coastal transition assume a
well-mixed boundary layer over the sea
(roughness of 0.0002m) with adiabatic
surface conditions and impose a temperature
contrast ∆𝜃𝜃 between the sea and the land
(increased roughness of 0.03m, and ∆𝜃𝜃
imposed to elevations above 1 m). While
stationary
boundary
conditions
are
maintained, the flow field is solved via
transient simulations, and solutions are
analysed after having reached a stationary
state. A range of temperature offsets was
used, with values of -2K, -5K and -10K for
stable surface conditions, and +2K, +5K, and
+10K for unstable conditions.
The implications of the slow IBL growth in
stable conditions are best illustrated by
looking at the developing velocity profiles,
examples of which are shown in Figure 4, for
the mast location Mnew and for the wind
direction 225˚. As clearly seen from these
profiles, the resulting IBL height in stable
conditions is strongly reduced as the
temperature
contrast
increases.
For
temperature contrasts between the sea
surface and the land that are larger than 5K,
the thickness of the IBL is typically 50m or
even less at 6-10 km downstream of the
discontinuity. The wind shear in the internal
layer is significantly stronger than in the layer
above. A comparison between the profile at
Mnew obtained with adiabatic conditions, and
the upstream profile, demonstrates that the
roughness increase on its own is reducing the
wind speed in the lower levels. Because the
turbulent mixing is not hindered downstream
of the transition in the adiabatic case, the
resulting profile shows a relatively constant
Equivalent profiles obtained from unstable
cases are shown in Figure 5. When using
adiabatic conditions or moderate temperature
offsets (+2K) over the land, the dominating
effect on the wind profile downstream of the
transition is the effect of the increased
roughness, which reduces the wind speed in
the lower levels compared to the profile
upstream. When stronger temperature
offsets are applied, the increased turbulent
mixing near the ground promotes downward
momentum flux, which essentially negates
the increased momentum sink at the ground
associated with increased roughness. As a
consequence, the wind speed at the low
levels is quite similar or even exceeds that
seen in the upstream profile. This is at the
expense of the momentum flow at higher
levels, for which we see a wind speed
reduction. This results in wind speed profiles
with a local maximum at a height of ~100 m,
with negative wind shear above.

Figure 4. Velocity profiles for the sector 225°
at location Mnew on the real site, located
approx. 6km from the coast. The upstream
profile over the sea is shown with a dashed
line. The profiles at Mnew from neutral
(adiabatic) to increasingly stable conditions
are shown, labelled with the applied sea/land
temperature contrast. The horizontal dashed
line marks a typical hub height of 70m.

shear exponent throughout the boundary
layer (i.e. a more or less constant slope for
the profile when plotted vs ln(z)). When stable
conditions are combined with an increased
roughness, however, the reduced turbulent
mixing hinders the vertical momentum flux
near the ground, which leads to an increased
velocity deficit and the development of an
inner layer with strongly increased shear.
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An attempt was made to compare the wind
speed ratios obtained between pairs of
anemometers at mast Mnew, with those
simulated under various stability conditions.
Without relevant temperature measurements
on the site, surface stability conditions were
instead derived and classified by the gradient
Richardson number (between 2 and 60m)
from a WRF reanalysis data set concurrent
with the mast data set. The WRF reanalysis
was carried out with a 6 km resolution for a
period from 1979 to 2012 with ERA interim as
boundary conditions. The planetary boundary
layer scheme was the 1.5 order scheme of
Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ). In order to filter
out poorly correlated records between the mast
data set and the WRF data set, both data sets
were synchronised and records were discarded
when the direction modelled by WRF was more
than 30˚ away from the measured direction.
From the filtered data set, wind speed ratios
between 10 and 65m, and between 29 and
65m, were binned by Richardson numbers and
averaged. The average ratios from the data
derived this way were compared with the
simulation results and with ratios expected from
Monin-Obukhov (M-O) theory. Figure 6 shows
the comparison between these for the wind
direction 225. This reveals that for the unstable
cases (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 < 0), and mildly stable cases, the
range of wind speed ratios at the mast from the
model are reasonably close to the M-O theory
and essentially within the range of measured
data. For strongly stable cases however, the

Figure 5. Velocity profiles for the sector 225°
at location Mnew on the real site, located
approx. 6km from the coast. The upstream
profile over the sea is shown with a dashed
line. The profiles at Mnew from neutral
(adiabatic) to increasingly stable conditions
are shown, labelled with the applied sea/land
temperature contrast. The horizontal dashed
line marks a typical hub height of 70m.

To investigate this apparent deficiency of the
CFD model, we carried out some
comparisons between the simulated and
measured velocity profiles at the location
Mnew. In order to reduce potential issues
associated with fast transient, we identified
events with good persistence of the wind
direction 225˚ (i.e. wind direction within 10˚ of
the specified direction for a period of 4 hours).
Figure 7 shows two such events. In the top
chart, 4 consecutive measured profiles
(labelled t, t+1h, t+2h, t+3h) were classified
from the WRF 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 to evolve from adiabatic to
strongly stable conditions. Comparing the
measured profiles with the CFD simulation
results (lines) suggests that for this stability
classification, the wind data and the CFD are all
in good agreement. The chart at the bottom of
Figure 7 shows measured profiles which
were all classified as being strongly unstable
from the 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 derived from the WRF analysis. For
this event again, we have good agreement
between the WRF classification, the wind data
and the CFD results.
Other events however show that the agreement
between the wind data, CFD and WRF
classification is not so good. Such an event is
shown in Figure 8. In this case, based on the 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
from WRF, the conditions at the site are
classified as strongly stable, yet the comparison
between the measured profiles and the CFD
suggest that the conditions are rather unstable.
Turbulence intensity measurements at the mast
for this event show high values, also suggesting
that the conditions at the time were unstable.
We conclude from this that the WRF
classification of the stability conditions can be

Figure 6. Wind speed ratios between 10 and
65m (grey) and 29 and 65m (black) for the
wind direction 225˚. Continuous line: CFD
results, dashed line: Monin-Obukhov theory,
symbols and error bars: data at the mast
binned by gradient 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 from WRF simulation.

model appears to lead to wind speed ratios
between 10 and 65m which strongly
underestimates the measurements.
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Figure 7. Symbols: measured velocity profiles
at location Mnew, normalised by wind speed
at 65m. The symbols blue to yellow
correspond to 4 consecutive hours, with the
label on the symbol showing the wind speed
at 65m. Lines: simulation results for varying
sea/land temperature contrasts. According to
WRF data set: Top: Measured profiles
evolving from mildly stable to strongly stable
conditions, Bottom: Measured profiles all
corresponding
to
strongly
unstable
conditions.

unreliable. A consequence of this is that events,
which are wrongly classified as stable when in
fact they are unstable, will lead to large values
of the ratio v(10m)/v(65m) attributed to stable
cases. This will introduce an upwards bias to
the values of the averaged v(10m)/v(65m) at
high 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 shown in Figure 6. We would therefore
argue that what may have looked like a
deficiency in the CFD model, with the ratio
v(10m)/v(65m) from the CFD under-predicting
the measured ratio, is in fact an issue with the
stability classification. We expect that the true
measured v(10m)/v(65m) would be lower than
shown with a more robust stability classification.

4. IMPACT OF COASTAL TRANSITION
ON RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
Should data from a mast shorter than the IBL
height be used and extrapolated upwards to
hub height for a resource assessment, then
the extrapolated wind speed can significantly
overestimate the actual wind speed at the
hub (and in the upper part of the rotor). This
is illustrated with Figure 9, plotting the
normalised velocity profile vs the logarithm of
the height above the ground. In the case of
Smøla, the masts used for the resource
assessment had measurement heights of 10,
30 and 50m. Extrapolating the data from the
30 and 50m levels to hub height (70m),
assuming a constant shear exponent factor
(i.e. along a straight line in the logarithm plot),
leads to an overestimation of the wind speed
if the prevailing conditions are stable (as
shown with the continuous line).
Table 1 quantifies the wind speed
overestimation that can occur when
extrapolating to hub height in the presence of
a sea/land coastal transition with well-mixed
conditions over the sea, and stable conditions
on land. These values are obtained for the
location Mnew (6-10km inland depending on
whether or not we account for transition
upstream of the small islands or at the shore
of the main island) for an upstream profile
with 10m/s at 50m. As the conditions become
increasingly stable, the over-prediction can
reach values as high as ~4%.
In addition to the error associated with the
vertical extrapolation, a compounding effect
results from the fact that because of the
changes in the shape of the velocity profiles,
the rotor equivalent wind speed (REWS)

Figure 8. Event classified as strongly stable
based on the 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 from WRF. Comparison
between measured profile (symbols) and
CFD (lines) suggests the conditions at the
mast were unstable at the time.

(5)

Figure 9. Dashed line: extrapolating data
from 30 and 50m to hub height, assuming
constant shear. Continuous black line: actual
normalised wind speed profile for a
temperature contrast of -10K.

is also affected by the stability conditions. We
have attempted to quantify this by calculating
the ratio between the REWS and the hub
height wind speed for all 68 turbines on site.
Table 2 gives the average of this ratio across
the wind farm for adiabatic and stable surface
conditions.
With
increasingly
stable
conditions, this ratio decreases. The
implications is that, for a given hub height
wind speed, the available power, proportional
to the cube of the REWS, will decrease too
as the conditions become increasingly stable.
The errors associated with the extrapolation
and reduction in REWS are of similar
magnitude. In strongly stable conditions
(thermal discontinuity of -5K or more), the
superposition of both errors can lead to and
overestimation of ~7-8% for the wind speed.
In the cubic part of the power curve, this can
translate to errors in the P50 of ~21-24%.
Since the surface conditions on Smøla
appear to be predominantly stable (in about
¾ of the time according to the distribution of
gradient 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 for this site), this will seriously
impact the resources for this site and goes a
long way in explaining the gap between the
predicted and actual P50.

1/3
1
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = ( ∫ 𝑉𝑉 3 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)
𝐴𝐴

0.6%
2.6%
4.2 %

-2K
-5K
-10K

98.5%
96.9%
95.7%
95.8 %

Adiabatic
-2K
-5K
-10K

5. CONCLUSIONS
This investigation demonstrates that the CFD
model is able to capture IBL growth
downstream of a discontinuity, across which
both roughness and surface stability
conditions change. The resulting IBL growth
agrees well with correlations from the
literature, for both neutral and stable
conditions downstream of the discontinuity.
This has significant implications for wind
farms sited close to the coast. We show that
when stable conditions prevail downstream of
the coastal transition, the IBL grows very
slowly. For fetches of the order of 5-10 km,
the resulting IBL height tends to be smaller
than a typical hub height of 70m, when the
sea/land temperature contrast is in excess of
5K. If such conditions are frequent on site,
then using mast data from within the surface
layer can lead to significant overestimation of
the resource at hub height when
extrapolating with the measured shear. In
addition to the vertical extrapolation error, the
change in the shape of the velocity profile
also negatively impact the rotor equivalent
wind speed (i.e. the available energy) when
stable surface conditions prevail. Both these

REWS/Vhub

Surface stability

Table 2. Ratio of Rotor Equivalent Wind
Speed to hub height wind speed in adiabatic
and stable conditions.

-0.4%

Adiabatic

Table 1. Overestimation of wind speed at
70m, when extrapolating data from 30 and
50m, assuming a constant shear. Location
Mnew, conditions: 10 m/s @ 50m

Surface stability
(wind speed)
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effects go a long way in explaining the gap
between the actual P50 and the P50
predicted without accounting for the presence
of the coastal transition with predominantly
stable conditions. In the case of the Smøla
wind farm the shortfall was approximately
20%.
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Wind atlases and gridded datasets, such as that
produced in this project, can be used to identify
possible areas with wind energy potential, to assist
all parties in the planning process, and also for
estimating the resource of a country or region as a

Measurement campaigns to get an accurate
representation of the winds offshore are a very
costly process both financially and in time. For the
initial screening process of potential wind farm sites,
modelled data can be useful to give an indication of
the potential wind resource without the financial
outlay of costly measurement campaigns at multiple
sites.

The offshore wind resource of the UK is amongst
the best in the world and The Crown Estate works
with industry and government to bring investable
opportunities to market. In December 2014 the Met
Office were awarded a contract by The Crown
Estate following a competitive tender process to
produce a new UK wide offshore wind dataset.

1. Introduction

The purpose of the project was to provide an
updated wind resource layer for use within GIS
systems by improving on the methodology used in
the currently available Atlas of UK Marine Energy
Resources, henceforth referred to as Atlas 2008 [1].
The offshore wind data in the atlas was based on
operational numerical weather prediction (NWP)
model data from the Met Office mesoscale model
which had a horizontal resolution of approximately
11km. The winds at a height of 10m were used and
were taken up to a height of 100m using a neutral
stability profile correction. Since the time the Atlas

whole. There are clearly a large number of other
considerations, including environmental factors and
existing infrastructure, that can limit the location of
wind turbines; nevertheless wind atlases are a
useful first look for the meteorological aspects. Wind
atlases are not sufficient as the only resource siting
tool as they do not contain detailed enough
information for example on wind speed fluctuations
or wind shear at sites. Neither do they take the
place of in situ measurements.

Offshore wind; wind atlas; numerical weather prediction; high resolution modelling

Keywords

The approach has been verified against met mast measurements and an improvement is seen above
just using the 30 year dataset, especially in the absolute biases. The increased resolution in the
1.5km model archive results in a better resolved coastline which enables the new UK wide offshore
wind dataset to have more detail over these coastal areas. Using two pre-existing datasets in this way
was a computationally efficient method and shows the advantages that are possible to gain through
combining different forecast datasets, including operational models.

In 2014 the Met Office were awarded a contract by The Crown Estate to produce a new UK wide
offshore wind dataset at a height of 110m. This has been created using two forecast datasets
produced using the Met Office’s numerical weather prediction (NWP) model, the Unified Model. One
of the datasets is a 4 year archive of high resolution (1.5km) operational forecast data; the other is 30
years of a 4.4km resolution hindcast dataset, produced specifically to be a long-term, high resolution
and consistent dataset. The matching 4 years of data between the two datasets were used to
calculate linear regression coefficients based on twelve 30° wind direction sectors. These were then
applied to the full 30 years of 4.4km data to produce a dataset which utilised the high resolution,
optimal configuration and data assimilation of the operational 1.5km archive as well as benefitting
from the long term variability of the 30 year hindcast dataset.
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The data used to produce the new UK wide offshore
wind dataset was produced using the Met Office’s
NWP model, the Unified Model (MetUM). The
MetUM is used operationally for both global and
limited area NWP as well as climate and coupled
atmosphere-ocean Earth-system modelling. The
MetUM is a recognised state-of-the-art forecast and
climate seamless modelling system [2]. The new
offshore wind dataset uses two data sources, a 30

2. NWP model data used

The remainder of this paper is set out as follows. A
summary of the model data used is provided in
Section 2. The post-processing techniques used to
combine the two datasets are outlined in Section 3.
Section 4 discusses the results. Conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

Figure 1: Renewable Energy Zone (REZ) Waters
(green – produced at 4.4km resolution) and areas of
water depth less than 40m (blue – produced at
1.5km resolution)

The new UK wide offshore wind dataset is a gridded
dataset including average wind speeds, Weibull
parameters and frequency distributions used to
generate TAB files at a height of 110m. It is based
on 30-years (December 1984 to November 2014)
and was produced at two resolutions 4.4km and
1.5km over UK offshore areas (Figure 1).

The new UK wide offshore wind dataset is also
based on NWP model data, combining a 30 year
hindcast at 4.4km resolution with an operational
archive of 4 years of 1.5km resolution data. Further
details on the models are provided in Section 2. By
taking this method it utilises the long term variability
from the hindcast and the very high resolution and
data assimilation of the operational archive.

2008 was produced, there have been huge
advances in supercomputers and hence NWP
models and so higher resolution model data are now
available.

Euro4 hindcast

Mesoscale models are now widely used to
downscale from global atmospheric reanalyses to
produce hindcast datasets which can be used to
provide site-specific guidance on wind resources
and to produce wind maps. It has been shown that

2.2

The UKV is run and archived 4 times a day (03, 09,
15 and 21 UTC), which means it is possible for the
data used in this project to be close to the analysis
time by utilising all 4 forecasts per day. Three hours
were allowed to account for the model spin-up, and
hence the data used were 3-8 hours after the start
of the forecast. This means that the final product is
more closely influenced by real world observational
data from a single model run of a day or more.

The UKV has 70 terrain-following vertical levels with
a model top of 40km. The UKV uses incremental 3D
variational data assimilation (3D-Var), on a grid half
the model resolution, at approximately 3km.

Figure 2: UKV Domain - purple shows 1.5km
resolution area, red shows 4km resolution area, light
green shows area where the grid boxes are 1.5km ×
4km (or 4km × 1.5km), dark blue shows area of
variable resolution

UK high resolution 1.5km data

Since December 2010 the Met Office has been
running a configuration of the MetUM called the
UKV [3], resulting in a 4+ year archive of these
forecasts. The UKV is a variable resolution model,
where the central domain and area of focus is run at
a resolution of 1.5km (purple area in Figure 2), but
with a variable resolution area that blends from 4km
to 1.5km.

2.1

year hindcast produced at approximately 4.4km
resolution over Europe (Section 2.2) and a 4 year
archive of the operational high resolution (1.5km)
forecast model over the UK, the UKV (Section 2.1).

The 12km model was reinitialised from ERA-Interim
every 24 hours and used the 6-hourly ERA-Interim
analyses at the boundaries. The 12km model in turn
provided the initial and boundary conditions (hourly)
for the Euro4 domain. The Euro4 started 6 hours in
to the 12km forecast, and the first 6 hours of the
Euro4 forecast were discarded to account for model
spin up, the next 24 hours of forecast data were
stored as the hindcast. This set-up resulted in the
hindcast dataset comprising of 10,957 forecasts to

Figure 3: Euro4 domain - Euro4 domain (blue)
nested inside 12km model domain (green)

The MetUM is used to downscale the complete
period of ERA-Interim [5] since 1979 to provide a
hindcast for this period, allowing there to be a
consistent long-term hourly dataset. Operationally
the Euro4 downscales directly the Met Office’s
operational global model, however this has a much
higher resolution (~17km) than ERA-Interim
(~80km); as a result for the hindcast another model
was nested in between ERA-Interim and the Euro4
domain at a resolution of 12km to address this step
change, as well as the change in model formulation.
The domains of the 12km model and the Euro4 can
be seen in Figure 3.

The Met Office has produced a hindcast dataset
covering 1979-present at 4.4km resolution over
Europe, created to provide a long-term, high
resolution and consistent dataset. This is something
that could not be achieved using the operational
system as this 4.4km domain over Europe (Euro4)
has only been running since 2013 and so there is
only a short archive of operational data available.

Benefits of UKV over Euro4
hindcast

All of the matching forecast pairs (i.e. same validity
time) between the UKV forecasts and the Euro4
hindcast were found over 4 calendar years
December 2010 to November 2014. These matched
pairs of data were binned dependent on the Euro4

Four forecasts per day were used from the UKV
archive, where the data were taken from T+3. Only
one forecast per day is available in the Euro4
hindcast, which takes the data from T+6. A
schematic of which forecast runs were used for
each of the models can be seen in Table 1.

To produce the 1.5km resolution dataset, both the
4.4km and 1.5km datasets were combined to utilise
the benefits of the very high resolution and data
assimilation of the UKV, retaining the climatological
information from the long Euro4 hindcast. A
direction dependent linear regression was used to
do this.

3. Processing

The increase in resolution of the UKV over the
Euro4 (1.5km vs. 4.4km) means that there is an
improved land sea mask, which is important when
looking at winds in coastal regions. In addition the
better resolved orography will also make an impact
on the winds in coastal regions.

The UKV contains data assimilation and as such the
results should be much closer to observations. The
Euro4 hindcast does not contain data assimilation,
though ERA-Interim does.

The UKV is the primary forecast model used at the
Met Office for UK forecasts and as a result there
has been significant investment in the configuration,
which means through using the archive of this
forecast system the new offshore wind dataset is
benefitting from many years of work to produce an
optimised weather forecast model. It is considered
to be a state-of-the-art forecasting model and is
extensively verified daily over a variety of weather
regimes and circulations. As an operational model it
uses the optimal configuration and is driven by the
operational global model, which until July 2014 was
at ~25km horizontal resolution at mid-latitudes; July
2014 it was upgraded to ~17km resolution.

2.3

UKV
T+3
T+4
T+5
T+6
T+7
T+8
T+3
T+4
T+5
T+6
T+7
T+8
T+3
T+4
T+5
T+6
T+7
T+8
T+3
T+4
T+5
T+6
T+7
T+8

Euro4
T+6
T+7
T+8
T+9
T+10
T+11
T+12
T+13
T+14
T+15
T+16
T+17
T+18
T+19
T+20
T+21
T+22
T+23
T+24
T+25
T+26
T+27
T+28
T+29

For each bin the correlation coefficient, , was
calculated. As expected due to the regression being
between two modelled datasets both produced
using the MetUM, there is a good level of
correlation. Depending on the wind direction bin,
between 48% and 96% of the points have a value of
≥0.70, with an average of 80% across all the bins.
The areas with the lowest values of
are mostly
either downwind of land or very near coast, i.e. an
inlet. For some very near coast points the values of

Both the calculation of the linear regression
coefficients and the application to the Euro4 winds
were done on the model level heights. Hence the
results shown and discussed in this section are at
93.33m, the closest model level height to the final
dataset height of 110m.

Table 1: Schematic showing forecast runs for UKV
and Euro4 for each hour of the day

00Z
01Z
02Z
03Z
04Z
05Z
06Z
07Z
08Z
09Z
10Z
11Z
12Z
13Z
14Z
15Z
16Z
17Z
18Z
19Z
20Z
21Z
22Z
23Z

wind direction into twelve 30° wind direction bins
(-15°≤d<15°, 15°≤d<45°, …, 315°≤d<345°). For
each of these bins linear regression coefficients
were found. These were then applied to the 30
years of Euro4 hindcast data to produce the dataset
which is representative of the 30 year climatology,
but corrected using the directional dependent linear
regression.

21Z D-1
03Z D+0
09ZD+0
15Z D+0

span December 1984 to November 2014 inclusive
(the period used for this work).

18Z D-1

this inclusion of mesoscale models either forced by
reanalyses or operational forecast models reduce
the biases substantially compared to modern
reanalyses alone [4].
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Validation

The observed and model wind speeds, at hourly
frequency, show good agreement with
values in
the range 0.75-0.84 for both the 4.4km and 1.5km
resolution data offshore and 0.63-0.75 for both the
4.4km and 1.5km near-shore. The inclusion of the
1.5km data at these 11 sites only made a small, but
mainly positive impact on the
values.

In this paper, 7 offshore and 4 near-shore met mast
observations, some with multiple heights, were used
to verify the dataset. The met mast data does not
span the full 30-years, nor is much of it at the 110m
height of the dataset; as a result time series at the
met mast locations have been produced using the
same method but at the height of the observation,
so that the hourly data can be compared and also at
the correct heights without any additional
interpolation. It should be noted that all the nearshore and 2 of the offshore met mast observation
periods are less than 1 year in length.

4.1

As both 4.4km and 1.5km resolution data are
available in the new UK wide offshore wind dataset,
it is possible to compare them and make some
comparisons to show what the inclusion of 4 years
of the high resolution forecast data adds to the
dataset.

4. Results

Once the regression has been applied the model
level data was interpolated to the dataset output
height, 110m, assuming a neutral logarithmic profile
between the nearest two model levels, 93.3 and
133.3m.

When looking at the values of
for just the
prevailing wind direction the lowest value is 0.29,
with a maximum of 0.88 and an average of 0.80,
Figure 4. Although the lowest value is still low, 98%
of the domain has a value of >0.70. Most of the
areas which still have low values of
are the inlets
and areas around small islands, at these points this
is where there will be the biggest differences
between the land sea masks of the Euro4 and UKV
models as this is very resolution dependent.

are very low, however this tends to be for the
bins where the wind direction is less frequent.
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Standard
deviation
of bias
0.112

Mean
absolute
bias
1.360

Standard
deviation of
absolute bias
0.531

As part of this project The Crown Estate kindly
provided high quality cleaned met mast data at 8
offshore sites for use in validation. Four of these
were the same sites as in the 7 used in Table 3,
however those provided by The Crown Estate were
for longer periods and often at different heights and
so they have been included. Table 4 shows a
summary of this verification. This shows there is a
reduction in the biases when using the 1.5km data

Percentage of
Percentage of
site-height
site-height pairs
pairs with
with improved
improved bias
absolute bias
Offshore
47%
100%
Near-shore
78%
78%
Table 2: Percentage of site-height pairs improved
using the 1.5km data over the raw 4.4km data

absolute bias by applying the 1.5km regression,
however 22% (2 out of 9) are degraded by the
application.

Offshore

4.4km raw data 0.097
1.5km regression
-0.049 0.122
1.288
0.780
corrected
4.4 raw data -0.193 0.492
1.575
0.118
Near-shore
1.5km regression
-0.433 0.358
1.572
0.066
corrected
Table 3: Summary of wind speed verification – calculated for 7 offshore (15 site-height pairs) and 4 nearshore (9 site-height pairs) sites

Mean
bias

When looking at the sites individually (Table 2), for
offshore 47% of the site-height pairs (7 out of 15)
have an improved bias through the application of the
1.5km regression, but 100% have an improved
absolute bias. For near-shore 78% of the site-height
pairs (7 out of 9) have both an improved bias and

By using the 1.5km data, generally the bias and
absolute bias are reduced except for the near-shore
mean bias. The best values of the standard
deviations of the biases are evenly split between the
4.4km and the 1.5km data.

Table 3 shows a summary of the verification of the
4.4km raw model data and the 1.5km regression
corrected data. Table 3 (and also later Table 4)
have had a weighting applied so that short
observational periods do not dominate the results, a
linear weighting is applied to any site with less than
360 days of observations. Where more than one
height is available for a site a mean across all the
heights is taken as the value for that site.

Figure 4: R2 for the prevailing wind direction (left) and the prevailing wind direction (right)
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This shows that in general the application of the
regression using the 1.5km data in general
decreases the wind speeds slightly.

The other feature, which is not possible to verify
without an extensive network of observations is the
increased resolution of the data itself, giving more
spatial variability to the winds and increased coastal
detail. The difference between the two datasets is
shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Section 4.1, depending on the statistics
used to assess the data the magnitude of the
benefits of the inclusion of the 1.5km regression
over using the raw 4.4km resolution data varies.
However, especially when considering absolute
bias, there is a clear benefit.

Resolution comparison

The dataset has been verified against as many
observations as were available to us (11 offshore
and 4 near-shore combined across both verification
data sets) giving 45 site-height pairs, spanning over
41 site-years of hourly data (108 site-height-years).
However, 15 sites for a dataset comprising of
37,828 points (4.4km data) and 74,474 points
(1.5km data) is still a very small sample.

Percentage of
Percentage of
site-height
site-height pairs
pairs with
with improved
improved bias
absolute bias
Offshore
71%
100%
Table 5: Percentage of site-height pairs improved
using the 1.5km data over the raw 4.4km data

When looking at the sites individually (Table 5), for
offshore 71% of the site-height pairs (17 out of 24)
have an improved bias through the application of the
1.5km regression, and 100% have an improved
absolute bias by applying the regression.

compared to the raw 4.4km data. The standard
deviations are very close for the 1.5km and the raw
4.4km resolution data.

4.2

Standard
deviation
of bias
0.111

Mean
absolute
bias
1.360

Standard
deviation of
absolute bias
0.391

Firstly, this shows that due to the improved land sea
mask in the 1.5km resolution model, winds are
represented over sea points, and hence able to be
used in the dataset, much closer inshore than in the
4.4km model, where many on the inlets and
passages between islands are not fully represented.
It is obviously not possible to show the differences in
the wind speeds in these areas as they are only
included in one of the datasets. Secondly, it can be
seen, as in Figure 5, that in general the application
of the regression using the 1.5km data decreases
the wind speeds slightly, however there are some
localised areas with larger increases or decreases in
wind speed. Similar results are seen all around the
UK coast; however this area is one of the most
complex in the UK due to many small islands and
inlets. Many of these more extreme increases and
decreases will be as a result of new channels being
opened up to funnel winds around islands in the
1.5km land sea mask which are not there in the
4.4km land sea mask.

Figure 6 shows a zoomed in section of this over the
south-west of Scotland.

Figure 5: Difference in average wind speed over 30
years at 110m between 1.5km and 4.4km datasets –
areas marked in black are outside of the 1.5km
region and so there is no data, areas marked in pale
green are those points considered to be land in the
models.

4.4km raw data 0.133
1.5km regression
0.056 0.110
1.300
0.397
corrected
Table 4: Summary of wind speed verification – calculated for 8 offshore (24 site-height pairs) sites
Offshore

Mean
bias

Dataset length

Figure 8 shows the difference in long term mean
wind speed between the 30 and 15 year period. As
expected the average wind speeds over the whole
area for the 15 year period are lower than those
from the 30 year period as they do not include the
windier 90s period. However, when looking in more
detail at subsets, for example into seasonal

Figure 7: “Time series of the wind speed distribution
for a region covering 5°W-1°E and 51°N-55°N. […]
annual statistics are shown in light colours/shading,
wind darker lines showing the data smoorthed with a
5-year boxcar window. […] Ensemble-mean annual
mean wind speed.” Figure from [6]

In addition to producing all of the fields based on 30
years of data, they were also produced based on
the last 15 years of the period (December 1999 to
November 2014). Figure 7 (taken from a paper by
Bett et al. [6]) shows the inter-annual variability in
the mean wind speed over England and Wales as
th
calculated from the 20 Century reanalysis [7].
Whether the 1990s, which were windier on average,
are included will make a large difference on the long
term average wind speeds.

4.3

This shows the importance in the length of the data
used in order to capture the inter-annual variability.
When just looking at long term average wind speeds
the effects may be smaller and more consistent and
hence something that can be allowed for, but when
looking at other factors, such as seasonality or
Weibull parameters, the importance of fully sampling
the wind speed distribution is very important. Due to
the computational time and cost to produce multi

Figure 8: Average wind speed anomaly, 30 year
period minus 15 year period at 110m from the
regression corrected data

averages, the differences are not so consistent
(Figure 9), with autumn showing weaker winds in
the 30 year period than the 15 over all but the far
south-west of the region.

Figure 6: Average wind speed over 30 years at 110m for 1.5km dataset (left), 4.4km dataset (centre) and the
difference between them (right) – areas marked in black are outside of the 1.5km region and so there is no
data, areas marked in pale green are those points considered to be land in the models.
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Both the 4.4km and 1.5km datasets are at a
significantly higher resolution than the wind

Using this operational high resolution model data
means that the dataset benefits not only from
increased resolution, which is particularly important
over the coastal regions where a better resolved
land sea mask will have a large impact on the
winds, but also from the inclusion of high resolution
data assimilation and four forecasts available per
day. Then by combining this with the 30 years of
hindcast data the UK wide offshore wind dataset
benefits from the variability of the multi decadal
period and hence is more representative of the long
term wind speed distribution.

A 30 year UK wide offshore wind dataset has been
produced at a height of 110m above sea level,
based on numerical modelling of the meteorological
conditions over a 30 year period (December 1984 to
November 2014). The dataset was produced at two
resolutions, 4.4km over the renewable energy zone
(REZ) Waters and at 1.5km over areas with a water
depth of less than 40m. The 1.5km dataset used a
directional dependent linear regression to combine 4
years of 1.5km resolution operational wind data with
30 years of a 4.4km hindcast dataset.

5. Conclusions

Figure 9: Average wind speed anomaly for each
meteorological season, 30 year period minus 15
year period at 110m from the regression corrected
data

decadal datasets the full sampling of a multi decadal
period is often over looked.
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Introduction

There is a need in the wind energy industry for better
predictions of wind farm power production. In particular
investors and financial institutions are interested in understanding the uncertainty of production predictions in order to
help them take better decisions about investing in a particular wind energy project. Previous efforts for wake model
benchmarking and validation using offshore wind plant supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) data have
been performed in the past, some examples are the work of
Barthelmie et. al. [1], Hansen et. al. [5], Gaumond et. al.
[4], Peña et. al. [12], Réthoré et. al. [13] and Moriarty et. al.
[10] . These studies were based on the filtering of the measurements database into wind speed and wind direction bins,
also called flow cases. All the publications pointed out that
due to the large uncertainties in the inflow conditions it has
not been possible to obtain statistical evidence about model
inaccuracy. Furthermore the large number of wake models
that have been evaluated produce a wide spread of power
production predictions for apparently simple flow cases.
In general filtering of SCADA databases is still a common
practice and uncertainties in the inflow conditions are usually disregarded. The limitations of filtering the flow cases
in terms of wind direction uncertainty has been studied in
Gaumond et. al. [4]. It was concluded that for large enough
wind direction bins (around 30 [deg]) an accurate prediction
of the mean power production can be done even with the
most simple models. In contrast for narrow wind direction
bins, the power production can not be accurately predicted if
the wind direction uncertainty is neglected. Additionally the

1.

1

Objectives of the present study

Model validation under uncertainty

The present work follows the framework for verification,
validation and uncertainty quantification of computer codes
presented by Roy and Oberkampf [15]. This framework is
very relevant for wind energy since it proposed a division

1.2.

The present study has the following objectives:
(1) To map the wake model prediction error for a given wind
power plant energy production as a function of the uncertain
undisturbed flow conditions.
(2) To estimate the wake model uncertainty to predict the
mean power production of a given wind power plant when
there is measurement uncertainties in each variable.
(3) To estimate the uncertainty of AEP of a given wind
power plant. It is important to remark that in the present work
uncertainty in AEP refers to the probability density function
or distribution of possible annual energy production and not
just the standard deviation around its expected value.

1.1.

flow cases that have been used in the literature reduce the
observed data to only the very few cases in which all the
wind turbines (studied) are available and under normal operation. Réthoré et. al. [14] reported that for a wind power
plant with 80 turbines only between 9 to 20% of the observations can be used. This limited number of observations
has made it challenging to conclude about the uncertainty in
annual energy production (AEP) predictions due to the low
representation of the flow cases observed in which all turbines are under normal operation.

Keywords: Uncertainty quantification, offshore wind power plant, power predictions, wake model, SCADA data reanalysis

Abstract: The present article proposes a framework for validation of stationary wake models that wind developers can
use to predict the energy production of a wind power plant more accurately. The application of this framework provides
a new way to quantify the uncertainty of annual energy production predictions. Additionally this methodology enables the
fair comparison of different wake models. Furthermore the methodology enables the estimation of how much information
can be obtain from a measurement dataset to quantify model inadequacy. In the present work the proposed framework
is applied to the Horns Rev 1 offshore wind power plant. The model uncertainty of a modified N. O. Jensen wake model
under uncertain undisturbed flow conditions was studied. Evidence of model inadequacy is found in terms of a bias in the
predicted AEP distribution. It was found that the use of the official power curve compensates the errors in the wake model,
as a consequence a larger uncertainty of the overall model is predicted. Furthermore a study of wake model benchmarking
based on filtered flow cases indicates that measurement uncertainty in the wind speed and wind direction is large enough
to obtain any evidence of model inaccuracy even for the simplest wake models.
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2

nearby met masts hub height anemometers were used to
fit a non-linear nacelle transfer function (NTF). This transfer function was used to correct the estimated wind speed
for flow distortion due to the nacelle geometry and due to
blade shadowing. The procedure followed is inspired in the
procedure described in the IEC standard 64100-12-2 (2013)
[7]. The difference with respect the standard lies in the fact
that the spatial average undisturbed wind speed was used
instead of a single nacelle located anemometer.
Finally an air density correction was applied following the
IEC standard 64100-12-1 (2005) [6]. This correction scales
the wind speed by the ratio of the current air density (10-min.
mean) and the standard atmosphere air density to the one
third power. This correction is recommended for normalization of power/wind speed measurements for pitch controlled
wind turbines [6]. The 10-minutes mean density was estimated following the IEC standard and used the 10 min. mean
barometer, air temperature, and water temperature signals.
The elicitation of the uncertainty of the undisturbed wind
speed was done following the IEC standard [7]. The sources
of uncertainty considered are shown in table 1. The air
density correction uncertainty is the result of propagation of
barometer, temperature and humidity measurement uncertainties trough the air density correction equation [7]. The
large scale structures uncertainty was predicted using the
trend inside the 10-minutes [11] by computing the difference
between the two consecutive undisturbed wind speeds. All
2. Methodology
sources of uncertainty were assumed to be independent and
2.1. Inputs/output measurements
normally distributed. It is important to remark that the uncerThe SCADA data was processed following the method- tainty is estimated for each individual 10-minutes period.
ology for data reinforcement that has been described by
Réthoré et. al. [14] in order to remove calibration shifts
Source
Type Ref.
through time. In particular nacelle position sensors tend to
Calibration
B
[7]
have calibration shifts due to the inability to use magnetic
Operation
B
[7]
north tracking close to large generators. Turbines are forced
Mounting
B
[7]
to perform a full 360 [deg.] turn to recalibrate the nacelle
Data acquisition resolution
B
[7]
position signal. It is important to recognize that an individNTF correction
B
[7]
ual turbine yaw angle signal is not an accurate estimator of
Air density correction
B
[7]
the undisturbed wind direction. The settings of the yaw conLarge scales structures
B
[11]
trollers are not known and therefore the yaw signal contains
Statistical
A
[7]
yaw errors and time dependency (filtering) due to the controller reaction time. The present work assumes that a large Table 1: Sources of uncertainty in spatially averaged undisturbed
scale averaged undisturbed wind direction can be estimated wind speed.
from multiple yaw sensors, because the individual yaw errors
of each turbine compensate each other.
Note that type B uncertainties √
need to be normalized by
applying a coverage factor of 1/ 3. The total uncertainty
Wind speed
was evaluated using eq. 1 (this equation uses a general
The undisturbed wind speed (WS) was estimated using
notation for any measured variable x). In this equation the
the average of the nacelle anemometers on the free flow opleft term contains the type A uncertainty estimated using N
erating turbines at each 10-minutes period. This average
sensors and the term on the right is the combination of mulrepresents a spatially averaged undisturbed wind speed. Intiple type B uncertainties. Finally the real value of the wind
dividual signals were checked for measurement quality bespeed is assumed distributed normal around the average of
fore the averaging process was applied, which means that
the multiple sensors, eq. 2 (this equation uses a general
the number of available wind speed signals varied for each
notation for any measured variable x).
10-minutes. The quality check consisted in comparing each
individual upstream nacelle anemometer with the raw spa



UB i 2
std(x) 2
tially averaged undisturbed wind speed. Periods that showed
√
+∑ √
(1)
Ux2 =
uncommon behavior (time increasing standard deviation)
N
3
were removed.
Two additional corrections were applied to the undisturbed
xreal ∼ Normal (x,Ux )
(2)
wind speed based on multiple nacelle anemometers. The

between epistemic uncertainty (uncertainties that are due to
lack of knowledge but that could be reduced e.g. individual measurement uncertainties, statistical uncertainty due to
limited sample size and model uncertainty) from the aleatory
uncertainty (uncertainties that can not be reduced e.g. real
wind speed and real wind direction distribution during a time
period). In this framework multiple realizations of the epistemic uncertainty of the inputs are sampled for each individual realization of the aleatory uncertainty of the inputs.
By evaluating the model in each of this cases one can predict a set of distributions of the output. A similar approach
is done for the possible realizations of the observed output:
multiple realizations of the epistemic uncertainty are sampled for each realization of the aleatory uncertainty of the
output. Roy and Oberkampf [15] and Ferson et. al. [3] have
proposed the use of the area validation metric to compare
the distributions of model predictions and measured outputs
under measurement uncertainty. These articles argue that
the area validation metric is a good estimator of the model
uncertainty. In order to study the impact of measurement
uncertainty and model uncertainty in the prediction of AEP
it is important to be able to separate the natural (aleatory)
variability of the flow resources from the measurement (epistemic) uncertainty of each individual 10-minutes measurement.
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Type
B
B
B
B
B
B
A

Ref.
[7]
[7]
[7]
[7]
[7]
[11]
[7]

Modeling

Propagation of input uncertainties

The present work could be applied to any wake model.
The wake model used in the present study is a modified N.
O. Jensen (NOJ) model [8]. The modified NOJ model was
selected for its simplicity and because it is a model still used
in the industry. The model assumes a linear wake expansion
coefficient (k j ) of 0.05 for offshore conditions. In contrast
to the original NOJ model, the modified model includes a
near wake expansion from 1-D momentum theory occurring
at the rotor disc; further more the wake deficits are scaled
by the local hub height wind speed at the wake generating
wind turbine instead of the undisturbed wind speed. Finally
the wake deficits are aggregated with linear superposition.
The model used in the present study is open source and
is available at https://github.com/DTUWindEnergy/FUSEDWake along other wake models such as the original NOJ [8]
and G. C. Larsen semi-empirical wake model [9].
The model used in this study has as inputs the undisturbed
wind speed, the undisturbed wind direction, the power and
thrust coefficients curves, the wind power plant layout, the
linear wake expansion coefficient and the availability for each
turbine. As a result the model predicts the power produced
by each turbine.
It is important to note that the model was executed for each
of the 10-minutes inputs. The wake model was run assuming that the unavailable turbines are not running (for which
the idle thrust coefficient was used) during the 10-minutes
period.

Wake model

2.2.

The prediction of normal operation was performed individually to each turbine following the outlier detection methodology presented in [14]. This procedure used the pitch angle
and normalized power curve in order to detect when a turbine is not under normal operation conditions. The obtained
wind turbine availability is a combination of the actual availability, down regulation conditions and measurement sensor
errors.

Availability

experimental power curve was obtained following the recommendations of the IEC standard [7]. Since SCADA
databases include a large number of turbines the experimental power curved was obtained by aggregating multiple upstream wind turbines power measurements as a function of
the undisturbed wind speed (for a valid wind direction sector).

Source
Calibration
Current transducer
Voltage transducer
Data acquisition resolution

Type
B
B
B
B

Ref.
[7]
[7]
[7]
[7]

3

A Monte Carlo simulation based on LHS sampling was
used to study the effect of input uncertainty in the power distribution prediction. Each 10-minute distribution of the real
wind direction and wind speed are considered independent
due to their epistemic nature [15]. 100 different possible realizations of the real undisturbed flow conditions during the 3
years of analysis were calculated. This enabled to separate
Table 3: Sources of uncertainty in power measurements.
the aleatory component of the wind resources from the epistemic uncertainty of the measurement/estimation of undisturbed flow conditions. The present approach can be sumPower curve
The present study used two different power curves: the of- marized as a full time series reanalysis with detailed availficial power curve and the experimental power curve. The ability and uncertainty for each 10-minutes period.

The total power production was computed by assuming
that the turbines not available under normal operation produce null power. Furthermore it was assumed that a considerable reduction of the thrust coefficient occurs under downregulation and that the wake deficits can be neglected. The
power measurement uncertainty is estimated for each 10minutes observation following the standard [6]. The sources
of uncertainty considered are shown in table 3. The total uncertainty was calculated using eq. 1, while the real value of
the power is assumed normally distributed, eq. 2.

Power

Table 2: Sources of uncertainty in spatially averaged undisturbed
wind direction.

Source
In-situ re-calibration
Yaw signal resolution
Data acquisition resolution
Sensor alignment
NTF correction
Large scales structures
Statistical

The undisturbed wind direction was estimated using the
average of the nacelle positions signals of the free wind operating wind turbines. Individual signals were checked for calibration shifts [14] and for quality of the measurement. Each
individual upstream nacelle position signal was re-calibrated
based on the wind power plant layout and the power deficit
of the first wake operating turbine. This procedure has been
introduced by Réthoré et. al. [14].
The spatially averaged undisturbed wind direction (WD)
obtained from the average of the multiple available nacelle
positions showed a dependency on the wind speed. A correction based on the bias between WD and the wind vane
at hub height at the nearby meteorological masts was fitted through a non-linear transfer function following the recommendations presented in the standard 64100-12-2 (2013)
[7]. The correction for the wind direction consisted in removing the bias as a function of wind speed.
The elicitation of the uncertainty of the undisturbed wind
direction followed the IEC standard [7] and is estimated for
each individual 10-minutes period. The sources of uncertainty considered are shown in table 2. The total uncertainty
was calculated using eq. 1, while the real value of the wind
direction is assumed normally distributed, eq. 2.

Wind direction
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Input Unc.

Model Unc.




  
E(PW F real ) ∈ PDF(E(PW F model )) ± Umodel

3.1. Test case: Horns Rev 1

3. Results

In the present work the classical bootstrap technique [2]
was used to predict the probability distribution of AEP. This
technique consists in building a sample of artificial but probable years of climate, therefore it is sampling the variation
(aleatory uncertainty) of the undisturbed wind. A single realization of a year was built by randomly picking a year out of
the three available in the database for each of the 10-minutes
periods in a given year. This was done keeping the date and
time for the observation. The wind speed, wind direction,
measured power, predicted power, and its respective uncertainties were chosen together. The statistical uncertainty due
to a limited number of bootstrap sample was studied by following the convergence in the standard deviation of the AEP.
The bootstrapped sample is representative of the actual
climate as it contains all the long term correlations such as
the daily, the synoptic (high and low pressure driven patterns) and seasonal variations. The bootstrapped sample
was used to evaluate the distribution of possible AEP. Finally the area validation metric based on CDF(P) was used
to predict the confidence interval for the AEP. Note that this
validation metric considered the area validation metric for
E(PW F ) (section 2.3) and the propagation of uncertainties in
the undisturbed wind speed and direction through the model
(section 2.2).

Boot-strapping AEP

Figure 1: Example of area validation metric for CDF(P) for two
models that use the mean wind speed to predict the mean power.
First model prediction: E(PW F real ) ∈ [60, 80] ± 45 = [15, 125] [MW].
Second model prediction: E(PW F real ) ∈ [90, 100] ± 45 = [45, 145]
[MW].

4

Horns Rev 1 is a Danish offshore wind power plant coowned by Vattenfall AB (60%) and DONG Energy AS (40%).
It is located 14 [km] from the Danish west coast (fig. 2). The
total rated power is 160 [MW]. The power plant consists of 80
Vestas V80-2.0 [MW] wind turbines, see figure 3. The power
plant started operation in 2002 and is still operating in 2015.
The present work has been done using 3 years (20052007) of measurements from the SCADA database of the
power plant. The database contains 10-minutes mean, max.,
min. and standard deviation for power, nacelle anemometer, nacelle position (orientation), pitch angle and rotational
speed for each individual wind turbine. The present study
(3) also uses signals from the nearby meteorological mast (M2,
M6, M7). Anemometers at 70 [m] height, wind vane at 68 [m]

A validation metric describes a methodology to compare
an experimental distribution of a variable (with measurement
uncertainty) with the result of the propagation of input measurement uncertainties through a model. In the current work
the area validation metric was used to characterized the
error in the prediction of the expected power of the wind
power plant (Umodel ). The area validation metric quantifies
the model uncertainty by comparing the median rank based
cumulative density function (CDF) of the measured and predicted powers, and not only their mean values [3].
Due to the (epistemic) measurement uncertainty, the CDF
of the total power measurements is defined as the region
between the worst and best realization of the real power.
Similarly when the uncertainty in the inputs is propagated
through the model then the predicted CDF of total power becomes the region between the worst and best realizations of
the model. The area validation metric is the absolute area
between the two regions. If there is no are between the two
regions there is no evidence of model uncertainty. This could
mean that the model is very accurate or that there is too
much uncertainty in the inputs. In the present work several
comparisons of flow cases were done that illustrate how to
use this validation metric in power production and annual energy production predictions.
The area validation metric is used to predict the confidence
interval of any quantile of the output [15]. Therefore it can
be used to estimate the expected model error in the prediction of the annual energy production. It is important to
understand model uncertainty as an epistemic uncertainty,
this means that it produces uncertainty around the predicted
distribution of power. This means that it captures an additional uncertainty in the prediction of power that is independent of the input uncertainties. Figure 1 shows an example
of area validation metric applied to two models that use the
mean wind speed to predict the mean power. It can be observed that there is measurement uncertainty that causes
the distributions to be regions. It can be seen that the model
on the left gives a better estimation of the mean power (at
CDF(P)= 0.5), but both models are equally bad at modeling
the power distribution. It is expected that such models will
deviate significantly from case to case depending on the actual wind resources. Therefore the model uncertainty should
be similar for both models. The area validation metric in both
cases is around 45 [MW]. Finally the confidence interval that
includes the mean power can be estimated as the distribution
obtained by the input uncertainty propagation (blue region at
CDF(P)= 0.5) and an additional bias (uniformly distributed)
given by the validation metric:

Area validation metric

2.3.

A Monte Carlo simulation based on a 100 LHS sample was
used to study the effect of the measurement uncertainty in
the observed power distribution. This approached produced
100 possible realization of the real active power through the
three years of analysis.

Power measurement uncertainty sampling

Figure 4: Selected benchmark case in Horns Rev 1. The colored
area represents undisturbed wind directions. The sensors used
for predicting the undisturbed flow conditions are circled and color
coded.

height, barometer sensor, air and water temperatures measurements. In the present work the available nacelle position
and anemometer sensors of the free flow operating turbines
were used to predict the undisturbed wind conditions. The
estimation of the undisturbed wind conditions was done independently in four different undisturbed wind direction sectors, see figure 4.

Figure 3: Vestas V80-2.0 [MW] official power curve (black line)
and thrust coefficient curve (red line). April 2007 reported curves
taken from the WAsP power curve database at http://wasp.dk

31'47.0"N 7°54'22.0"E

29722, 7.906111
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Type
B
B
B
B
B

Value
0.25 [m/s]
class: 1.7A
0.2%
0.05 [m/s]
2%

An example of the nacelle position signal re-calibration
based on the layout and the power deficit procedure is shown
in fig. 6 for the turbines 04 and 14. In this figure the difference between the two blue lines represents the bias in the
wind direction for the nacelle position senor of turbine 04.
The NTF correction for the wind direction consisted in removing the bias as a function of wind speed. Figure 7 shows
the bias between the large scale averaged wind direction and
the wind vane located at M6 at 68 [m] height. Similar results
were obtained for M2 and M7.

Wind direction

Table 4: Estimated uncertainty in spatially averaged undisturbed
wind speed.

Source
Calibration
Operation
Mounting
Data acquisition resolution
NTF correction

It is important to remark that the authors had not access
to any information about the calibration, mounting, quality,
maintenance of any of the anemometers in the wind farm.
To compensate for this the uncertainty estimation is conservatively estimated. The elicitation of the uncertainty of the
undisturbed wind speed is shown in table 4. This table does
not present the type A uncertainty or the large scale uncertainty, since they are computed independently for each 10min period.

Figure 5: Nacelle transfer function between top anemometer at
M6 and the large scale averaged undisturbed wind speed for the
Eastern sector.

50 km

Figure 5 presents an example of the transfer function correction based on the anemometer located at the top of the
met mast M6 (height of 70 [m]). Note that the distance between meteorological mast and each nacelle anemometer
is larger than the limit recommended in the IEC standard
64100-12-1 (2013) [7]: 4D. Nacelle transfer functions were
independently produced using M2, M6, M7 top anemometers and individual nacelle anemometers in order to asset
the effect of the assumptions, similar transfer functions were
obtained (not shown).

Wind speed

Map data ©2015 GeoBasis-DE/BKG (©2009), Google

Figure 2: Location of the Horns Rev 1 offshore wind power plant.
Image taken the 6th of October 2015 at http://maps.google.com.
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Type
B
B
B
B
B

Value
3 [deg]
2.5 [deg]
0.05 [deg]
1 [deg]
1 [deg]

Value
2%
2%
0.9 %
2 [kW]

3.3. Wind farm power rose: experimental and

An example of the time series of the undisturbed wind
speed, wind direction, total availability, measured total power
and model predicted power are presented in Figure 9. In
this figure the colored areas represent the 99% confidence
intervals for each of the variables. These confidence intervals include all sources of uncertainties and they should be
understood as the region in which the real value lies. It is important to remark that the predicted power confidence interval is the result of the input uncertainty propagation process.
This figure superficially reveals a good agreement between
measurements and predictions.
Furthermore, figure 9 suggest that the confidence intervals
predicted by the propagation of input uncertainty are larger
than the ones caused by the measured power uncertainty.
Note that the confidence intervals in the measured variables
reveal that the uncertainty analysis is done for each time period. Some periods of non-available data can also be identified from this figure. Moreover the expected model prediction
is build by averaging the 100 realizations of power for each
10-minutes (black line in the lower frame in figure 9).

3.2. Time series of the main variables

Figure 8: Official power curve and experimental power curve.

The official power curve and the multiple turbine averaged
experimental power curve are presented in figure 8. Note
that a simple site correction for the power curve based on the
annual average turbulence intensity captures the obtained
experimental power curve.

Power curve

6

The estimated power measurement uncertainty for each
modeled
10-minutes observation is presented in table 6. Note that the
An example of the wind farm power rose is presented in
power transducers have not been calibrated since installa- figure 10 for a single realization of the input uncertainty durtion, and it is observed that the zero power values changes ing the 3 years and for a single realization of the output unbetween 1-2 % with reference to rated power.
certainty during the 3 years. This figure demonstrates that

Power

Table 5: Estimated uncertainty in spatially averaged undisturbed
wind direction.

Source
In-situ calibration
Yaw signal resolution
Data acquisition resolution
Sensor alignment
NTF correction

A conservative elicitation of the uncertainty in the undisturbed wind direction was done following the standard for
single nacelle anemometer uncertainty [7], table 5. This table does not present the type A uncertainty or the large scale
uncertainty, since they are computed independently for each
10-min period.

Figure 7: Undisturbed wind direction bias with respect to the wind
vane at M6 at 68 [m] height as a function of the undisturbed wind
speed for the Eastern sector.

Figure 6: Nacelle position sensor for turbine 04 re-calibration
based on the power ratio of turbines 14 and 04.

Type
B
B
B
B

Table 6: Estimated uncertainty in power measurements.

Source
Calibration
Current transducer
Voltage transducer
Data acquisition resolution
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In order to compare the level of agreement the first step
is to analyze the distribution of the prediction error, see figure 11. This figure contrast the power prediction error as a
function of the input variables for two cases. Using the official power curve (left frame in figure 11) produces an overprediction of power at wind directions with less coherent wind
turbine alignment; on the contrary, an under-prediction of
power occurs at the wind directions of main turbine alignment. The prediction errors of the model that used the ex-

the use of the actual available turbines improves the amount
of data available to compare the performance of wind farm
flow models.

Figure 9: Example of time series of WS, WD, total availability and
PW F time series with 99% confidence intervals (colored areas).

7

Model uncertainty for total plant expected power

The area validation metric was applied to the cumulative
density function of the power, this validation metric gives an
uncertainty estimation for the prediction of mean power production (E(PW F )). The CDF of both measured and predicted
power are shown in figure 12. Note that the CDFs presented
in this figure are the areas between all the possible realization of both predicted power and measured power. It can be
observed that the measurement uncertainty has negligible
influence in the area validation metric. Figure 13 presents
the comparison using the experimental power curve.
From figures 12 and 13, it can be observed that using
the official power curve produces an over-prediction of powers below 90 [MW]. The opposite effect is observed when
the experimental power curve is used: the power is underpredicted of powers below 90 [MW]. The obtained validation
metrics normalized by the experimental mean power were
3% for the official power curve case, and 2% for the model
that uses the experimental power curve. This suggests that
the model uncertainty is lower if the experimental curve is
used. The resulting model uncertainty estimations imply that
using the NOJ model with the experimental power curve will

3.4.

Figure 11: Power prediction error rose for a single realization of
input uncertainty (left) official power curve (right) experimental
power curve. Positive errors means power under-prediction (red
areas) while negative errors represent power over-predictions
(blue areas).

Figure 10: Wind farm power rose for (left) the model predictions
based on a single realization of the inputs (right) a single realization of power measurements.

perimental power curve show a consistent under-prediction
of power through the whole wind rose.
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3.5.

Model validation for AEP

The probability density function (PDF) of the AEP of 1000
possible years of inflow climate is presented in figure 14.
This figure shows the distribution of a single realization of
measurement uncertainty in the inputs (for the model), of
a single realization of output uncertainty (for the SCADA
database) and the aggregated distributions of AEP that include all possible realization of the measurement uncertainties. The single realization cases show peaks in the distribution which create variation in the prediction of the mean AEP
(expected AEP, or P50 ). It can also be observed that there is a
bias in the model prediction of the expected AEP. This bias is
due in part to the over-prediction of power caused by the official power curve. Finally it can be observed that the overall
shape of the PDF of the AEP is well captured by the model.
It can be concluded that the shape of the PDF of AEP only

Figure 13: Area metric for CDF(P) using the experimental power
curve: Umodel = 2% E(PW F SCADA )

Figure 12: Area metric for CDF(P): Umodel = 3% E(PW F SCADA ).

8

The same procedure was repeated for the NOJ model using the experimental power curve. The probability density
function of the AEP of 1000 possible years of inflow climate is
presented in figure 16. This figure shows an under-prediction
of the AEP. The confidence interval presented in figure 16 is
a more accurate estimation of the actual bias of the NOJ
model. The reason for this is the fact that the use of the experimental power curve minimizes the compensation caused
by the over-prediction of the official power curve.
The combination of the CDF of model AEP with the model
uncertainty is shown in figure 17 for the NOJ model with

Figure 15: AEP cumulative probability distribution of 1000 possible years (bootstrap) with measurement uncertainties and wake
model uncertainty.

The final step is to combine the CDF of model AEP with
the model uncertainty that was computed in section 3.4. This
process is shown in figure 15. The combination of input uncertainty propagation through the model with the expected
model uncertainty gives an expected range of AEP distributions. In this figure the blue are represents the range of possible CDF predicted by propagating of input uncertainties,
while the green area includes the 3% model uncertainty. It
can be observed that the actual distribution of AEP based on
the SCADA data (red area) lies inside the predicted range
(green area).

Figure 14: AEP distribution of 1000 possible years (bootstrap) with
measurement uncertainties.

predict the actual mean power with an error of ±2%. It is im- depends on the realization of the climate in the given year
portant to highlight that the area validation metric is given in (bootstrapped sample).
absolute value, which means that it does not hold the sign of
the bias. The reason for this is that due to the epistemic nature of model uncertainty, the modeler does not know before
hand whether the model over-predicts the power or underpredicts it. Furthermore, the area validation metric penalizes
a model that might predict the mean by compensating underpredicitons with over-predictions [3].

Figure 18: Area validation metric for CDF(P) for an individual flow
case is null.

Discussion

The present framework can explain the difficulties seen
in the previous wake model benchmarking campaigns. The
main issue is the effect of input uncertainty in wind speed
and direction in the binning process. As a consequence several of the observations obtained when filtering very narrow
flow cases have actual values of wind speed and wind directions outside the bin. To show an example of the consequences of this miss-placement, the SCADA and modeled
databases were filtered for an undisturbed wind direction inside [270, 272.5] [deg.] and a wind speed inside [10, 10.5]
[m/s]. Figure 18 show the resulting regions of power distribution. These results reveal that due to the propagation of
input uncertainty there is a null area validation metric when
the model uses the official power curve. This can be interpreted as a lack of evidence of a model inadequacy in this
flow case. This lack of evidence is not because of a perfect

4.

Figure 17: AEP cumulative probability distribution of 1000 possible years (bootstrap) with measurement uncertainties and wake
model uncertainty. NOJ model with experimental power curve.

9

Further work for a full wind power plant
AEP uncertainty prediction

The use of area validation metrics for power prediction
distributions with uncertainty for each individual turbine inside the wind farm is planed. This study will conclude with
the construction of a response surface that captures the dependency of the model uncertainty as a function of the wind
speed and wind direction for each individual turbine (wake
model validation region). From this results a predictive tool
can be generalized such that the SCADA data from Horns
Rev 1 could be use to predict the uncertainty on AEP prediction for an offshore wind power plant with an arbitrary layout.
The proposed framework could be used to benchmark different wake models and to obtain individual validation regions
for each model. This two aspects are the focus of the IEAtask 31.

4.1.

Figure 19: Area validation metric for CDF(P) for an individual flow
case experimental power curve. 3%.

the experimental power curve. The combination of input uncertainty propagation through the model with the expected
Figure 19 shows a similar analysis using the experimental
model uncertainty gives an expected range of AEP distribu- power curve. In this case there is a relative model uncertions. It can be observed that the actual distribution of AEP tainty of 3%. This evaluation of model inadequacy as a funcbased on the SCADA data lies inside the predicted region.
tion of wind speed and wind direction requires to consider
the measurement uncertainty in undisturbed flow conditions
and in power.

Figure 16: AEP distribution of 1000 possible years (bootstrap) with
measurement uncertainties. NOJ model with experimental power
curve.

model but due to the large uncertainty in the inputs of the
model.
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A bias in the modified NOJ wake model prediction of annual energy production has been identified. The size and
sign of this bias depends on whether the official or experimental power curve is used. The use of the official power
curve makes it hard to identify the errors in the wake model,
due to the errors in the turbine model. The use of the official
power curve gives a larger uncertainty of the overall model
based on the area validation metric of total power cumulative
density function. The use of an experimental power curve or
a site corrected turbulence intensity power curve indicate a
lower level of superposition of turbine and wake model errors.
The standard deviation of the AEP distribution was found
to be well captured by the NOJ model. It can concluded that
it mainly depends on the realizations of the possible one-year
wind climates and it can be more accurately predicted if the
measurement uncertainty is taken into account.
Furthermore an explanation to the problem of wake model
benchmarking based on filtered flow cases indicates that the
measurement uncertainty in the wind speed and wind direction is large enough that there is no statistical evidence about
the accuracy of the wake model if the official power curve is
used. On the contrary there is statistical evidence of model
inadequacy for a narrow flow case if the experimental power
curve is used. Further work is planed in which the distribution of model prediction error (model uncertainty) as a function of both wind speed and wind direction for individual wind
turbine power is studied.

5.

The added uncertainty that come from modeling the power [2] Efron, B. (1979). “Bootstrap methods: another look at the jackknife.” The annals of Statistics, 7(1), 1–26.
plant at full availability and by applying a percentage of operating turbines for each 10-minutes period will be studied us[3] Ferson, S., Oberkampf, W. L., and Ginzburg, L. (2008). “Model
ing the area validation metric methodology. Finally the model
validation and predictive capability for the thermal challenge
discretization uncertainty will be quantified. This means to
problem.” Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engiunderstand the effect of creating a wake model response
neering, 197(29), 2408–2430.
database using a limited number of model evaluations.
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Introduction

Wind farm layout optimization is crucial for advancing wind energy, since the successful minimization
of wake losses both increases the annual energy
production (AEP) of a wind farm and also reduces
turbine loads. While in densely populated regions,
like Germany, layout optimization for on-shore sites
may not always be essential due to the strong constraints and the relatively small wind farm sizes, this
may be different for other regions of the world. One
example is Brazil, where the wind farms are typically large, the terrain is complex and wide regions
are sparsely populated. Currently many wind farms
in Brazil have line-dominated layouts, since easterly
winds strongly dominate the wind rose. However,
this may not be the most effective land usage of a

1

Keywords: Wind farms, wake models, complex
terrain, layout optimization, CFD

For a complex terrain site in Bahia, Brazil, 28 CFDRANS simulations were carried out, representing
the relevant states of a wind rose with three degrees resolution. The resulting wind fields provide
the background wind for the layout optimization of
a wind farm with 64 wind turbines based on the
AEP. The underlying wake model was deduced
from CFD-RANS simulation results of an isolated
actuator disk. We find that a hybrid optimization algorithm that combines genetic and gradient-based
optimizers and subsequently increases the size of
the wind farm yields good optimization results.

Abstract:

given area, and eventually one may have to face the
issue of wind farm optimization in complex terrain.
For a recent review on the topic of wind farm
optimization and more than 20 years of related research see [1], also [2,3]. A summary on the related
topic of optimised wind farm control can be found
in [4]. Examples for state-of-the-art software on
the industry level are WindFarmer [5], WindPRO [6]
and OpenWind [7], a recent comparison of WindPRO and OpenWind can be found in [8]. Examples
from the scientific community are TOPFARM by the
Technical University of Denmark [9] and flapFOAM
by Fraunhofer IWES [10–12].
Most approaches in the literature that describe
wind farm layout optimization focus on off-shore or
flat terrain scenarios. Also details from full computational fluid simulations (CFD) are usually not
included in the calculation process. However, due
to non-linear and non-local flow phenomena in the
presence of terrain features, the latter may be the
key ingredient in situations where the flow physics
are complex and all other modelling fails. This paper gives the proof-of-principle that AEP optimization of a wind farm of reasonable size in complex
terrain including wind potential fields from CFD calculations for a realistic wind rose and wakes from
CFD simulations is possible.
All wake and wind farm modelling for this work
has been achieved within the framework of the
software flapFOAM, which has been developed at
Fraunhofer IWES since 2011. For the optimization
the software has been coupled to the powerful optimization tool box Dakota [13] by Sandia National
Laboratories, USA, on a c++ library level [12]. flapFOAM was inspired by the software FLaP, which
had been developed earlier at the University of Old-
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3 Background wind fields

The model wind farm consists of 64 wind turbines
of identical rotor type, and is initially arranged in a
regular 8 × 8 pattern of size 5.8 × 5.8 km2 . The available area for the layout optimization is a square of
6 × 6 km2 , with orography as shown in Fig. 2. The
numerical wind turbine model that is considered in
this work has D = 120 m rotor diameter, H = 120 m
hub height and 2.5 MW nominal power. In what
follows the effective wind speed at the rotor is obtained directly from the centre point of the disk.

Figure 2: The ground patch of the cylindrical fine
mesh, and the wind farm boundary of size 6 ×
6 km2 (black square).

The wind rose from Fig. 3 contains 120 sectors
and up to eight wind speed bins with 2 m/s width
per sector. Since winds from east-south-east (ESE)
are very dominant, as it is typical for north-eastern
Brazil, only a subset of the sectors is relevant. By
ignoring states with frequency below 1% we reduce the number of considered wind rose states
to 28. For each of these states, consisting of the
wind direction of the sector and the centre of the
wind speed bin, a CFD-RANS simulation of the flow
over the terrain in neutral stratification is performed.
2 Site description
The simulation results provide the background wind
We study a fictional wind farm in complex terrain at fields for the relevant inflow conditions; they reprea site in Bahia, Brazil, that features steep slopes sent the input flow states for the AEP optimization
and plateau regions. The altitude varies over a of the wind farm.
range of 336 m, cf. Fig. 1.
All simulations were carried out for the same

enburg (cf. [14]), without including code of the latter.
The software is based on the idea of single-wake
superposition, fully written in c++, and can read
OpenFOAM [15] simulation results. Its strictly modular structure allows the developer to extend and
improve models independently of the core functionality of the code, and the user to select between
a broad range of models and settings. The proofof-principle of the numerical wake model based on
CFD solutions of the Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes equations (RANS) in presence of an actuator disc (AD) was presented in [10], and progress
on the inclusion of complex terrain effects was reported in [11]. The order of magnitude of the uncertainty due to the choice of wake model during layout optimization was estimated in [12], which also
includes a brief summary of the basic calculation
algorithms of flapFOAM. A detailed description of
the software will be given elsewhere.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
the site of interest is briefly introduced, for which
wind field simulations have been performed as described in Section 3. Section 4 summarises the numerical wake model that is applied to these background wind fields during layout optimization in
Section 5. The method and results are discussed
in Section 6 before we conclude in Section 7.

Figure 1: The altitude of the terrain at the site.

structured cylindrical mesh with 2.8 mio. cells, a
radius of 10 km and 1 km height, called the fine
mesh in the following. The terrain is resolved within
a square of 10 × 10 km2 , cf. Fig. 2. The horizontal
resolution in the central region is 50 m. The fine
mesh has 50 levels in upward direction, with first
cell height of 1 m and at least 10 m resolution within
200 m above ground. All meshes used for this work
were created using the IWES in-house tool terrainMesher, which is a follow-up of the open-source terrainBlockMesher [16].
The OpenFOAM solver simpleFoam (version
2.3.1) was used to solve the RANS equations with
standard k- turbulence model, with parameters adjusted for ABL simulations [17]. Wall functions were
used at the ground, the roughness length was chosen uniformly as 5 cm.
The inflow profiles for the wind velocity field U
and the turbulence fields k and  were obtained by
consistently solving a single column of cells with
cyclic boundary conditions, given the mass flow according to a standard log-profile. The desired profile
and the inflow wind speed at 120 m above ground
were well matched by the results of this precursor
simulation. For the different wind directions the inflowing velocity profiles were rotated accordingly. At
the cylindrical boundary of the domain either the
profiles or vanishing gradients were imposed, depending on the relation of the flow vector and the
face normal. The whole procedure is fully automatized and parallelized, here 16 cores were used for
each of the states. All simulations converged with

Figure 3: The wind rose in 100 m height.

residuals below 10−4 for pressure and below 10−5
for all other fields.
To speed up the interpolation of the background
wind field results during optimization a second
mesh with with 0.4 mio. cells was created afterwards, called the coarse mesh in the following. As
shown in Fig. 4 it only covers 8×8 km2 of the central
region of interest. In the range of 50–190 m height
over terrain the vertical resolution is 10 m, horizontally it is 50 m.
The 28 resulting fields are associated with frequencies, according to the wind rose. The mean
wind power density can then be calculated by an
integration, the result at 120 m height over terrain
is shown in Fig. 5. Clearly the speed-up at the
plateau and also its wake are visible. It can be

Figure 5: The normalized mean wind power
density in 120 m height above terrain.

Figure 4: The coarse mesh, not used for CFD
simulations.
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Numerical wake model

Basically the 3D-RANS equations applied to an isolated actuator disk define a (4+x)-equation wake
model, where x represents the turbulence model
equations. Due to the complexity of CFD simulations they are obtained before run time of flapFOAM
and span the range of inflow wind speeds of interest. Details of the implementation of a numerical
wake model based on pre-calculated CFD-RANS
results are given in [10]. Here we apply the wake
model from our previous work [12], which is briefly
summarised below.
Eight CFD-RANS simulations of a single uniform
actuator disk in neutral stratification were run with
OpenFOAM’s simpleFoam solver (version 2.3.1), at
inflow wind speeds 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18 and
20 m/s at hub height 120 m. For intermediate inflow wind speeds, local second order interpolation
is applied.
The mesh has dimensions 8.8 × 1.5 × 1.0 km3 .
It consists of 2.05 million cells, including the actuator disk with 1892 cells, cf. Fig. 6. The first cell
height at the ground is 1 m and standard wall functions with roughness length 5 cm were used. Both
grading and refinement were applied to improve the
resolution of the wake and the near-disk region.
We applied the k––fP turbulence model [18]
with parameters as recommended there. Compared to the standard k– model this version includes a correction of turbulent viscosity that depends on the change of velocity gradients due to the
presence of the actuator disk, enhancing the wake

4

expected that the optimal layout prefers the southeasterly borders of the elevation and tries to avoid
the west-northern part of the domain. Note that the
field shown in Fig. 5 is not used during optimization,
instead the individual CFD results as stored in the
coarse mesh enter the calculation.

Figure 6: Cut through the mesh and the actuator
disk (red).

The objective function that is used in throughout this
work is the total wind farm AEP, normalized by the
product of the number of turbines and the maximal
AEP of the turbine model. Note that this quantity
never exceeds the value one. The optimization variables are the horizontal positions of the wind turbines. The optimization constraints are defined by
the rectangular boundary and the requirement of a
minimal distance of 2 D between any two turbines.
We apply a hybrid of the genetic algorithm soga,
which is part of the JEGA library [19], and the gradient based optimizer conmin [20], both as available
trough Dakota [13] (version 6.0.0). Our algorithm is
sketched in Fig. 8 and described in the following.
The idea of subsequent turbine optimization has
been applied before, for example in WindPRO [6]
and OpenWind [7] (for a summary see [8]). We re-

5 Layout optimization

deficit. All boundary conditions at the inlet were obtained by a one-dimensional cyclic precursor run,
as described before. All variables converged to
residuals below 10−5 in all simulations.
The addition of wake deficits is preformed
quadratically under the square root, and no partial
wake or meandering models are applied. The total wake deficit is then added to the pre-calculated
CFD background wind field in terrain following manner, cf. Fig. 7. An additional deformation of the wake
due to the presence of complex terrain as discussed
in [11] is not included in the current study and left
for future work, we refer to Section 6 for further discussion.

Figure 7: Detail of a single CFD wake, in uniform background (top) and a CFD background
solution (bottom), visualised in the coarse mesh.
Notice that the flow direction is from right to left.
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no

yes

N = 64
?

Value
10
unique random
replace uniform
0.05
elitist
50
500
best fitness
(20 gen., 1%)

no

Table 1: Parameters of the soga algorithm, for
details see [13].

Parameter
Population size
Initialization type
Mutation type
Mutation rate
Replacement type
Constraint penalty
Max. function eval.
Convergence type

Figure 8: Sketch of the optimization algorithm.

end

all turbines:
conmin (0.1D)

#Turbines
<N?

Set next turbine:
(i) soga
(ii) conmin (1D)

yes

increase N:
16, 32, 64

Set ﬁrst turbine:
conmin (0.1D)
N=8

fer to Section 6 for a further discussion of the algorithm.
The first turbine is initially located near the southeastern boundary of the domain, as shown in grey
colour in Fig. 9. Starting from this position, a
straight forward conmin search with step size 0.1 D
finds the ideal position with maximal wind potential,
compare Fig. 5 (red disk) and Fig. 9. The normalized AEP increases from 79.1% to 97.7%. However, for general initial positions a local optimization algorithm is not sufficient, due to many local
maxima of the objective function and flat regions in
the domain. Hence the need for a global optimizer,
in our case a genetic algorithm, which is combined
with subsequent local optimization for best results.
We subdivide the task of optimizing the layout
or 64 turbines into sub tasks consisting of N =
8, 16, 32 and finally N = 64 turbines. Note that these
numbers are coincidentally chosen as powers of 2,
but that is no requirement for the algorithm. Until the
total turbine number of wind turbines has reached
the current N , turbines are subsequently added to
the wind farm. The position of the new wind turbine is determined by the genetic soga algorithm
with parameters as listed in Table 1, followed by the
gradient-based conmin algorithm with step size 1 D.

start

Discussion

Flow over complex terrain in general is a complex
phenomenon. It affects both the background wind
and the wakes, in fact it remains to be shown that
the superposition approach is even applicable in all

6

If the new wind farm size equals N the complete
layout is optimized again with the local optimizer
and step size 0.1 D. Finally N is increased, or the
algorithm stops if the maximal number of turbines
has been reached.
The resulting layouts are shown in Fig. 10. For
N = 1, 8, 16, 32 all wind turbines are placed on top
of the plateau, as expected from the wind potential in Fig. 5. Also the narrow transition region between the two plateaus in the south-west and the
north-east has been populated. The restriction of
a minimal distance of 2 D between the turbines is
apparent from the solution. Wakes effects are minimized according to the choice of representing the
disk only by its centre point. The downstream area
behind the elevation is avoided, upstream only hill
tops are chosen for some of the turbines of the last
optimization step N = 64.
Table 2 lists the normalized AEP values of the
different steps after optimization. Clearly the single
turbine case has the highest normalized AEP, since
it can occupy the global maximum of the objective
function. Up to limits of the genetic algorithm the
turbines one after the other fill up the preferred regions of the wind potential in Fig. 5, yielding subsequently smaller AEP contributions. Finally, at large
wind farm sizes, the wake effect further reduces the
energy output of the wind farm.

Figure 9: The initial (grey) and optimized (red)
first turbine position. Notice that the flow direction is from bottom to top of the image.
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1
97.7

8
96.7

16
96.1

32
94.4

64
89.2

cases. In this work we fully represent the effect
on the background wind field by CFD-RANS simulations, which model the involved physics within
the limits of the mesh and the turbulence model.
Despite the fact that for realistic cases these simulations have to be validated before starting the
optimization, the method is potentially more accurate for complex orography than other engineering
methods.
As indicated in Fig. 7, the background wind solution captures the wake region behind hills and phenomena like flow separation. However, the wake
transformation that has been applied in this work
may be a very simple model to represent the real
flow. A promising and more advanced CFD based
approach has been studied in earlier work [11], and
its generalization from isolated idealised hills to realistic orography is work in progress.
In principle the flow behaviour and especially the
detachment of the wake at hill tops depends on
stratification, and the strictly terrain following model
that is applied here may only be relevant for modelling highly stable conditions. However, more research is needed to test this hypothesis, and generally to validate wake transformation functions in
complex geometry. This is beyond the scope of the
work presented here. Nevertheless, the flow accuracy in the wake of the plateau is not crucial for

Table 2: Optimization results in terms of the normalized AEP.

N
AEP [%]

Figure 10: The final optimized wind farm layout,
with new turbines in red (N = 1), blue (N =
8), green (N = 16), yellow (N = 32) and grey
(N = 64). Notice that the flow direction is from
bottom to top of the image.

The final layout from Fig. 10 reflects pure AEP
optimization. For a realistic application more constraints need to be included, for example representations of the soil conditions and their suitability for
realising the turbine foundation. Such constraints
would possibly significantly influence some of the
turbine positions, especially in the narrow transition
region between the two plateaus at the site.

As described in Section 5 and sketched in Fig. 8,
our algorithm optimizes the complete layout with a
local optimizer only when specific wind farm sizes
N have been reached. This is a trade-off that has
been made in order to speed-up the optimization as
a whole, but in principle one may perform this step
also after each turbine insertion. Furthermore it is
straight forward to generalise the algorithm such
that it ends after reaching the optimal number of
wind turbines that complies with the optimization
constraints.

Our optimization algorithm is a combination of
a genetic and a gradient-based local optimizer,
cf. Fig. 8. The turbines are added subsequently,
and adding turbine number n comprises 2 optimization variables and n − 1 + b constraints, where b = 4
is the number of constraints due to the wind farm
boundary. As stated in Table 1 the population size
of the evolutionary algorithm for the two variables
is 10, and the maximally allowed number of objective function evaluations is 500, hence each optimization problem is relatively small and fast. We
also evaluated both the genetic and the local optimizers also individually for the complete wind farm
with 64 wind turbines. Both algorithms did not find
satisfying solutions, in the latter case this is due to
the complexity of the objective function. For the
genetic algorithm a very large number of required
function evaluations is needed for good results, in
the studied case 10000 evaluations at population
size 100 were not sufficient. Note that in that case
the number of variables is 128 and the number of
constraints is 2272. On a single core of a work station computer this required less than 48 hours, the
algorithm from Fig. 8 less than 24.

the studied layout optimization, since the wind rose
clearly prefers south-easterly winds. Hence for the
presented virtual wind farm one may argue that simple terrain following wakes may be sufficient, assuming that upstream and on top of the plateau
the influence of model details is less significant, but
again, this remains to be shown by comparing to
measurement data.

Conclusion
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 “Frequency sensitive mode – Overfrequency (FSM-O)”: The HVDC system
is expected to curtail active power

Fig. 1 depicts a typical frequency response
characteristic, from the draft ENTSO-E
network code for DC-connected power park
modules [1], where two operating modes are
identified:

Technical requirements imposed to wind
farms and other power stations are gradually
extending to high-voltage DC (HVDC)
connections, including offshore wind power
plants (OWPPs) [1]. Among these,
particularly important is the provision of
over- and under-frequency response,
combined with synthetic inertia emulation.

1 Introduction

Keywords: multi-terminal DC, frequency
response, inertia emulation, offshore wind
turbines.

In this paper, the contribution of offshore
wind farms connected through multi-terminal
DC (MTDC) grids to onshore frequency
regulation is investigated, employing a
communication-based approach to emulate
onshore frequency fluctuations at each
offshore AC grid. A dynamic model of the
MTDC grid and the interconnected offshore
wind farms is developed in Matlab/Simulink,
where
time-domain
simulations
are
performed applying different frequency
control implementations to the individual
wind turbines. The main goal is to provide
insight to the possibilities offered by MTDC
grids to provide primary frequency response
and synthetic inertia emulation, exploiting
the frequency response characteristics of
the state-of-the-art offshore wind turbines.

Abstract:

So far, relevant publications on frequency
support by MTDC grids rely on DC voltage
modulation techniques, performed by the
onshore voltage source converters (VSCs),
upon detection of onshore frequency
deviations [2], [3], in order to evoke the
desired frequency response characteristics
by the MTDC grid. Further, the attention

In the case of OWPPs connected through
MTDC grids, a coordinated control approach
is required between the onshore and
offshore converter stations, in order for the
onshore converters to provide a frequencydependent active power modulation and
meet the aforementioned requirements.

Figure 1: Active power regulation in FSM [1].

 “Frequency sensitive mode – Underfrequency (FSM-U)”: If under-frequency
events occur, the HVDC system is
expected to release additional active
power up to its maximum capacity Pmax.
The resulted under-frequency response
depends on the operating reserve policy
applied to the DC-connected primary
source (e.g. de-loaded operation of
OWPPs).

proportionally to the frequency increase
Δf/fn, where fn is the nominal system
frequency. This operating mode is limited
by the minimum regulating level that the
station is allowed to operate.
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2 System description

The paper is organized as follows. The
generic layout of the MTDC grid is
presented in Section 2. The control
philosophy applied to each subsystem is
briefly discussed in Section 3. Time-domain
simulations are presented and discussed in
Section 4, whereas the main conclusions
are summarized in Section 5.

is often focused on obtaining the desired
frequency response solely by the onshore
VSCs of an MTDC grid which interconnects
asynchronous AC networks [4], neglecting
the potential offered by OWPPs to contribute
to frequency control through the inherent
frequency controllers of the individual WTs.
In this paper, an alternative frequency
control architecture is proposed for OWPPs
connected through MTDC grids, relying on
the existing communication infrastructure of
the VSC-HVDC links in order to transmit
onshore frequency deviation signals to the
offshore VSCs. Following this approach, the
provision of frequency response is achieved
by activating the frequency response
capabilities of the individual WTs. The
modulated active power is delivered to the
onshore grid via the DC voltage droop
controllers of the onshore VSCs, which
compensate the induced DC voltage
variations. The communication delay
introduced by the aforementioned approach
has also been taken into account, including
a brief parametric analysis showing its effect
on the expected frequency response.

The overall control scheme employed for the
onshore VSCs is depicted in Fig. 3. VSCs

3.1 Onshore VSC controller

3 Controllers

To simplify converter modeling and reduce
computational burden, an aggregate 300MW WT based on full-power converters
(FCWTs) is used to represent each OWPP,
as further explained in Section 3.3. Since
the main focus is on the frequency response
of the MTDC grid, all high-frequency
components related to the switching of
power converters are neglected and the WT
and HVDC converters are described by the
fundamental frequency model of [7].

The MTDC grid comprises the onshore and
offshore VSCs and submarine HVDC
cables. The length of each cable line is
depicted in Fig. 2; electrical characteristics
are provided in the Appendix.

The single-line diagram of the conceptual
MTDC grid under study is depicted in Fig. 2,
where two 300 MW OWPPs are connected
to a two-area four-generator power system,
introduced in [5], which consists of four 900MVA conventional generators, split into two
areas. Each generator incorporates an
automatic voltage regulator and a generic
power system stabilizer, available in
Matlab/Simulink library. For the purposes of
this study, power plants 1-4 are modeled as
steam turbine generators, using the IEEEG1
speed governor model [6].

Figure 2: Study-case system comprising a 4-terminal MTDC grid connected to a two-area four
generator power system.

The offshore VSCs (#1 and #2) operate as
grid-forming power converters [9], where a

3.2 Offshore VSC controller

#3 and #4 export DC power to the onshore
grid by regulating the HVDC voltage vdc via a
DC voltage-power droop control concept [8].
The droop constant ρdc is assumed 4% for
both VSCs. A conventional current vector
controller operating in the synchronous
reference frame (SRF) is considered for the
inner control loop. The onshore frequency
deviations are estimated by the phaselocked loop (PLL) of each onshore VSC
(signal ΔωPLL,i in Fig. 3, i=3,4), which are
then transmitted to VSCs #1 and #2 via
suitable communication links, i.e. fiber optic
cables installed with the HVDC submarine
cables. This communication network (Fig. 2)
provides increased redundancy since an
estimate of the onshore frequency is always
available in case of a single communication
link failure. The reactive output power can
be controlled to support the grid voltage
during faults and also to provide a certain
amount of reactive power in steady-state, in
accordance with grid code provisions.

Figure 4: Offshore VSC controller with
integrated frequency modulation
technique.

Figure 3: Onshore VSC and controller
structure.

Proportional-Integral
(PI)
AC
voltage
controller (Fig. 4) controls the magnitude of
the grid voltage voff, whereas a frequency
controller emulates onshore grid conditions,
by superimposing the frequency deviation
signal ΔωPLL,i (i=3 or 4), on the default value
ωn. For the purposes of this study, a
communication delay Tcom of 20 ms is first
assumed, whereas a brief parametric
analysis is also performed in Section 4 in
order to illustrate its effect on the expected
frequency response.

Figure 6: Outer WT controller of Fig. 5 in
block
diagram
form,
with
integrated droop and inertia
frequency controller.

Figure 5: FCWT and controller structure.
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4 Time – domain simulations

 Frequency
control.
The
desired
frequency response is provided by
modulating the power order pord, utilizing
the droop and inertia frequency
controllers illustrated in Fig. 6. The
frequency controller utilizes the estimate
of the offshore grid frequency ΔωPLL,WT,
provided by the PLL unit of the GSC
controller.

 Pitch angle control. The pitch controller
prevents over-speeding of the WT,
whereas an additional pitch compensator
is also utilized to reconfigure the WT
operating
point
during
de-loaded
operation of the WT, by pitching of the
blades. This controller is adopted in this
work, using again the control settings
recommended in [11] for the FCWT
configuration.

point pWT 0 , the final active power order
pord is then determined after applying rate
and level limit functions. Controller
settings are those recommended in [11]
for the FCWT configuration.

*

 Torque control. A torque controller
regulates the WT rotor speed r to the
reference value provided by the
maximum
power
point
tracking
characteristic. Based on the torque
*
reference tWT and the active power set-

The outer WT controller structure adopted,
illustrated in Fig. 6, is based on the control
philosophy presented in [11]. It performs the
following tasks:

The objective of this section is to assess the
under-frequency response capability of the
MTDC grid, applying different frequency
control implementations to the offshore
WTs. The study-case system of Fig. 2 is
simulated in SimPowerSystems Toolbox of
Matlab/Simulink using the phasor simulation
method [12].

The typical configuration of a FCWT based
on a multi-pole permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG) is illustrated
in Fig. 5 [10]. It is connected to the MV grid
through an output LC filter and a step-up
transformer. The PMSG is controlled by the
machine side converter (MSC), which
employs a rotor field oriented (RFO) control
scheme, controlling the PMSG active power
to the power order pord provided by the outer
WT controller depicted in detail in Fig. 6.
The grid side converter (GSC) operates in
the SRF and regulates the dc link voltage
vdc,WT to its nominal value. Further details
can be found in [10].

adjustable
In this section, the ability of the MTDC grid
to provide adjustable power reserves during
normal operation, exploiting the de-loaded
operation of the offshore WTs, is

4.2 Operation
with
power reserves

The response of the system frequency in
Fig. 7(a) is obtained using the different
frequency control approaches presented in
Fig. 6. If operation in FSM is suspended, a
maximum frequency dip of approximately
0.38 Hz occurs, following the load increase
(blue curve). Droop control alone (green
curve) achieves a reduction of postdisturbance
frequency
deviation
by
approximately 8%, while a slight increase of
the damping ratio of the dominant
electromechanical mode is observed. When
inertia control is applied (red curve), both the
maximum frequency dip and the rate of
change of frequency (ROCOF) are notably
reduced. The combined droop and inertia
(PD type) control (black curve) expectedly
provides best results, as the maximum
frequency excursion is reduced by 18%. In
all cases, the DC voltage-power droop
controllers of VSCs #3 and #4 successfully
compensate DC voltage fluctuations (Fig.
7(b)); thus the frequency-dependent active
power modulation of the WTs is reflected at
the MTDC network output by the onshore
VSCs (Fig. 7(c)). As for the WT rotor
dynamics, the rotor speed deviations (Fig.
7(d)), assisted by the action of the pitch
regulator, are acceptable in all cases.

The overall system response is presented in
Fig. 7, following a 200 MW step increase of
the load connected at bus 7, at t=10 s. Each
OWPP initially generates approximately 250
MW, while the reserve command r*
dispatched to the offshore WTs (see Fig. 5)
is set to 10%. The droop constant and the
virtual inertia gains shown in Fig. 6 are
RWT=5% and Kin=20 respectively.

4.1 Frequency response capability

3.3 WT controller
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(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 10: (a) System frequency, (b) HVDC
voltage at VSC #3 station, (c)
onshore active power (VSC #3),
(d) WT rotor speed of OWPP #1,
for the same disturbance as in
Fig. 7. Inertia WT frequency
controller, with different virtual
inertia values.

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 9: (a) System frequency, (b) HVDC
voltage at VSC #3 station, (c)
onshore active power (VSC #3),
(d) WT rotor speed of OWPP #1,
for the same disturbance as in
Fig. 7. Droop-type WT frequency
controller, with different droop
parameter values.
the case where no power reserve is
maintained, however the provision of
sustained under-frequency response is not

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: (a) System frequency, (b) HVDC
voltage at VSC #3 station, (c)
onshore active power (VSC #3),
(d) WT rotor speed of OWPP #1,
for the same disturbance as in
Fig. 7, assuming operation at
different reserve levels with
combined (droop & inertia)
control.

controller. Comparing Figs. 7(a) and 8(a), it
is evident that the MTDC grid is still able to
filter-out fast frequency excursions even in

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: (a) System frequency, (b) HVDC
voltage at VSC #3 station, (c)
onshore active power (VSC #3),
(d) WT rotor speed of OWPP #1,
following a 200 MW step
increase of bus 7 load at t=10 s,
for alternative frequency control
approaches (RWT=5%, Kin =20).

demonstrated in Fig. 8, for different levels of
the power reserve command r* (0, 10% and
20%), applying the combined frequency

possible, since the WTs are unable to
release additional active power permanently.

(a)

(a)

(a)

(a)
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Impact of communication
system latency

Figure 11: Impact of communication delay
Tcom on the frequency response,
for the same disturbance as in
Fig. 7, with combined droop and
inertia control.

The robustness of the communication-based
approach in the presence of different
communication delays Tcom is demonstrated
in Fig. 11, assuming the application of the
combined WT frequency controller, where it
is evident that even large delays in the
range of 100-500 ms do not alter the
expected
frequency
response
characteristics.

4.4

Nevertheless, such observations may
depend on the particular characteristics of
the study-case system, including the
characteristics of the speed governor and
the power system stabilizer of the individual
generators operating in the onshore AC grid.

The system response using solely the inertia
frequency controller (without droop) is
demonstrated in Fig. 10, for different values
of the synthetic inertia gain Kin. Increased Kin
values are more effective in reducing both
ROCOF and frequency excursions of the
onshore AC grid, resulting in a notable
damping of the system.

To examine the response of the droop-type
frequency controller in more detail,
additional time-domain simulations are
presented in Fig. 9, assuming different
values of the droop constant RWT. From Fig.
9, it is evident that low droops lead to
improved response characteristics during
under-frequency events, however larger WT
rotor speed deviations are excited.

4.3 Effect of droop and virtual
inertia values

Value
0.022 Ω/km
0.191 mH/km
0.295 μF/km

HVDC cable

Resistance
Inductance
Shunt Capacitance

Appendix: System parameters
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The
communication-based
frequency
modulation approach is entirely feasible in
practice, while the impact of communication
system latency on the frequency response is
insignificant, due to the slow nature of
frequency variations in large onshore
systems. For the study-case system
examined in this work, the provision of
frequency response by the MTDC grid
becomes feasible without the need to
implement additional droop-type or inertia
frequency controllers in the control units of
the onshore converter stations.

Results
obtained
from
time-domain
simulations demonstrate an important
potential for the contribution of the MTDC
grid to frequency control. The droop-type
controller of the offshore WTs contributes to
the reduction of post-disturbance frequency
deviations, while the inertia controller
increases the apparent system inertia and
provides substantial damping to the
dominant electromechanical modes of the
power system. It is noteworthy that even if
no power reserve is maintained by the
offshore WTs, the OWPPs are still able to
contribute to frequency regulation, utilizing
the stored kinetic energy of the individual
WTs as an energy buffer during frequency
transients.

In this paper, the contribution of OWPPs
connected through MTDC grids to onshore
frequency regulation has been investigated,
utilizing
the
existing
communication
infrastructure of the VSC-HVDC links in
order to emulate onshore frequency
fluctuations in each offshore AC grid and
thus excite the frequency response
capabilities of the WTs.
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300 MW
300 kV
290 μF
33 mH
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Pole-to-pole DC voltage
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HVDC diode rectifier (HVDC-DR) stations offer substantial benefits in terms of installation and operational
costs for the connection of distant off-shore wind power
plants [1]–[6]. Morevoer, they have been put forward
as one of the most promising solutions for off-shore
WPP connection. HVDC-DR converters use relatively
simple, robust and low cost devices and do not require
complex control installations. Moreover, a substantial
reduction on off-shore platform footprint can be achieved
if reduced filter banks are used [7], together with integrated oil-immersed diode rectifier units and compact SF6
switchgear [6].
Moreover, the HVDC-DR solution also exhibits very
good efficiency figures. These low losses, together with
the inherent robustness of a diode rectifier will contribute
to overall low operational costs.

I. I�����������

Index Terms—Fault analysis, HVDC diode rectifier, HVDC
grid, off-shore wind power plant.

Abstract – The presented work shows the proof-ofconcept operation of a HVDC diode rectifier (DR) station
connected a multi-terminal HVDC grid. Previous work by
the authors and others has shown that a wind power
plant WPP can adequately control the off-shore ac-grid
frequency and current and also deliver optimum power to
the HVDC grid mainly in point-to-point configuration. This
work aims to show the operation of the HVDC-DR in a
multi-terminal HVDC grid and to study up to which extent
the WPP control can be used to minimise the currents
flowing through the HVDC-DR station during cable (poleto-ground) faults. It has been found that reasonably fast
DR station current reduction can be achieved and hence
an active control of the WPP can help on simplifying the
protections of the DR station in a muti-terminal environment.

The proposed system consists of a HVDC grid with
four terminals, Figure 1.
One of the terminals is an off-shore WPP represented
by five aggregated wind turbines of different ratings: 5,

II. S����� D����������

Previous work by the authors and others has shown
that the WPP can adequately control the off-shore ac-grid
frequency and current and also deliver optimum power to
the HVDC grid [1]–[3], [5], [6]
However, there are little previous literature con the
connection of DR stations to multiterminal HVDC grids.
This paper shows a proof-of-concept study for such kind
of connection and how the WPP control deals with cable
(pole-to-ground) faults in different scenarions. It has been
proposed that adequate action on the wind turbines can
help reducing the fault currents during cable faults [?].
Cable faults will cause a voltage dip on the off-shore
ac-grid. At the same time, there will be a sharp increase
on the reactive power demand of the HVDC-DR station.
These two effects can be used by the wind turbines to
detect the fault and act accordingly.
The proposed distributed protection mechanism includes the use of a Voltage Dependent Current Order
Limit (VDCOL) in each wind turbine. The overall wind
turbine current limit is shared between active and reactive
current components. It will be shown that giving priority to
the reactive current component leads to a faster reduction
of fault currents.
The combined action of the VDCOL and the reactive
current priority limit lead to the wind turbine currents to go
to zero very rapidly, based only on local measurements.
When the currents through the HVDC-DR station are
close to zero, the no-load switch of the corresponding
pole is opened. Once the no-load switch is opened, then
power injection is resumed in the healthy pole.
The proposed approach has been verified by means of
detailed simulations using PSCAD, including a clustered
model of the wind farm (5 clusters of different power) and
a wide frequency model of the cables.
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40, 80, 120 and 155 MW. Figure 2 shows the considered
type-4 wind turbines i (i = 1, 2, .., 5). The wind turbines
are connected to the bus PPCF through a full scale backto-back converter and a transformer TWi . ZF R represents
the harmonic filters and CF the reactive power compensation of both the diodes and the rectifier transformers. TR1 and TR2 are the rectifier transformers. These
transformers connect to a bipolar 12-pulse diode-based
rectifier. LR is the rectifier smoothing reactor. Details
about the distributed WPP description and modelling can
be found in [1].
The other three terminals of the HVDC system consist
of three (j = 1, 2, 3) identical bipolar Voltage Source
Converters (VSCs) connected to the on-shore ac-grid
at PCCj , Figure 3. Each converter has two step-up
transformers TVj . The on-shore ac-grid is modelled by













 
























































































During normal operation the on-shore ac-voltages VSj
are set by the on-shore ac-grids represented by VSGj and

A. WPP and HVDC-VSC Station Control

its Thevenin’s equivalent parameters (ZSj and VSGj ).
The HVDC grid consists of submarine cables. As
dc-faults represent very fast electromagnetic transients,
a distributed frequency dependent parameter model is
used, [8]. Description and parameters can be found in [9].
The table in the Appendix includes the parameters for
the different elements of the proposed system.

Fig. 3: HVDC-VSC terminal VSCj (j = 1, 2, 3) connected
to the on-shore PCCj .



Fig. 1: Considered multi-terminal HVDC system




































 

















Fig. 2: Wind turbine cluster i (i = 1, 2, ..5) connected to
the off-shore PCCF .



































  



  





  





  




































During short-circuit faults it is imperative to protect
the components of the WPP and the multi-terminal

C. Fault-ride-through strategy during DC grid faults

The considered protection devices include ac and dc
circuit breakers to isolate parts of the circuit during faults.
BKR,p and BKR,m are the ac-breakers connecting the
WPP to the positive and negative poles of the diode
rectifier, respectively. Figure 3 shows the ac-breakers
of the VSCs, also connected to both poles, BKVj,p and
BKVj,m .
Regarding the HVDC grid, dc-breakers have been
considered on each one of the cables reaching the bus
PCCH , as shown in Figure 1.
Clearly, each one of the cable sections can be isolated
by a combination of ac and dc-breakers.

B. Protection devices

ZSGj . The HVDC link voltages EIj and ER are set by
VSC1 and VSC3 using a voltage droop control. Finally,
the off-shore ac-voltage magnitude VF is clamped to the
HVDC link voltage through the diode rectifier.
The wind turbines limit their front-end active currents
IW d,i in order to operate at optimum power, Figure 4.
When the wind turbine active currents are not saturated,
e.g. during WPP sudden disconnection, they control the
off-shore ac-grid voltage VF d (islanding mode), Figure 5.
The off-shore ac-grid frequency is controlled by the
wind turbine grid-side converter reactive currents IW q,i . A
detailed description of these controls and current sharing
between wind turbines can be found in [1].
The on-shore VSC1 and VSC3 control the HVDC link
voltages EI1,3 and the reactive power QS1,3 .Therefore
they will evacuate the active power injected to the HVDC
grid by the WPP and by converter station 2 (VSC2), which
operates at constant power reference.
Converter station 2 active and reactive power control is
achieved by using standard inner current (IV jd,q ) control
loops. A detailed description of the control loops can be
found in [5].

Fig. 4: Wind turbine grid-side converter current control
loops
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(1)

A rate limiter is applied to the VF d measurement, before
using it to calculate the current limit (|IW i |max ) using the
characteristic in Figure 6. The downwards rate limit on
the VF d measurement is almost non existent to allow for
fast response at the fault onset. On the other hand, the
upwards rate limit can be tailored to avoid large current
di/dt during fault recovery.
This strategy allows for fast wind turbine response

IW iq,max = |IW i |max
√
2
IW id,max = |IW i |2max − IW
iq,max

HVDC system. A Voltage Dependent Current Order Limit
(VDCOL) has been introduced in the wind turbines in
order to limit their ac-currents during faults, as shown
in Figure 5.
The VDCOL operation is relatively straight forward.
The off-shore voltage VF d will drop during cable faults,
leading to the reduction of the current limits |IW i |max
to their corresponding VDCOL characteristic, Figure 6.
The overall current limit is distributed between active
and reactive current components prioritizing frequency
control:

Fig. 5: Off-shore ac-grid frequency (ωF ) and voltage
(VF d ) control loops with optimum power tracking
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This case aims at verifying the co-ordination of the
HVDC-DR station proposed fault-ride-through strategy
with the complete HVDC grid protection mechanism.
To this avail, a pole-to-ground short-circuit is considered at the midpoint of the cable connecting VSC1 to
PCCH . It is assumed that the fault is cleared by the dcbreaker in about 20 ms (including processing delay and
breaker operating time).
Figure 7 shows the relevant voltages and currents of
both diode rectifier station and wind power plant during
the cable short circuit occurring at t = 0.1 s.
The step-by-step evolution from fault onset to recovery
is as follows:
1) At t = 0.1 s the short-circuit reduces both the dcvoltage EHp and the ac-voltage VF d .
2) Then the front-end VDCOL of the wind turbines
reduces de current limits |IW i |max , saturating the
current control loops and driving both active and reactive currents to zero. Active and reactive currents
go to zero in about 11 ms. At this stage, neither the
off-shore grid ac-voltage VF d , nor its frequency ωF
follow their references.
3) At t = 0.12 ms the dc-breaker isolates the VSC1
cable and the fault currents are removed from the
rectifier, VSC2 and VSC3.
4) Wind Power Plant remains blocked for 100 ms to
allow for dc-fault clearance (a relatively large delay
has been introduced for illustration purposes, but
can easily be shortened). At t = 0.2 s, the wind

A. Case 1: Pole-to-ground fault at the midpoint of VSC1PCCH cable

The proposed fault ride through procedure will be
validated by considering positive pole to ground short
circuits at two different locations, namely the midpoint
of the cable connecting converter station 1 (VSC1) to the
bus PCCH and the junction of the positive pole cable with
the DR station. The locations of these faults are clearly
shown in Figure 1

III. C��� S������

during faults, without the need for communication.

Fig. 6: VDCOL characteristic of WT grid-side converters
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Figure 8 shows the ac-grid voltage VF , rectifier transformer and Wind Power Plant currents (IF and IRac
respectively). Clearly, the proposed strategy leads to the
absence of large voltage or current peaks during the fault
and recovery. The aforementioned recovery steps can
also be clearly appreciated, where the wind farm starts
delivering reactive power to control the ac-grid voltage
from t = 0.2 s onwards. Also at t=0.6s the rectifier
transformer current ramps up, as the WPP ramps up its
power production.
Figure 9 shows the total active power delivered by
the rectifier station and by each one of the HVDC-VSC

turbine grid control is resumed, albeit with limited
active power references PF∗ i . At this stage both acgrid voltage VF d and frequency ωF are restored,
see Figure 7.
5) Once the off-shore grid is stabilised, the wind
turbine active power limits are increased and full
power generation in both poles is restored from
t = 0.6 s.

Fig. 7: Rectifier and off-shore grid behaviour during the
VSC1 cable fault (case 1)
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stations. Initially the WPP is delivering its rated power
(400 MW), and VSC2 is delivering its 200 MW power set
point to the ac-grid 2.
VSC stations 1 and 3 participate in the overall droop
control and both deliver 100 MW to complete the power
injected by the WPP.
After the fault, the WPP resumes full power operation,
and VSC2 also reaches its 200 MW set-point. However,
now VSC1 is operating only with a single pole, so now
the power delivered by VSC1 is below 100 MW, and the

Fig. 9: Power delivered by each terminal during VSC1
cable fault (case 1)
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Fig. 8: Wind Farm and rectifier transformer ac currents
(case 1)
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This case assumes that a fault occurs at the junction
of the positive pole cable with the HVDC-DR station, see
Figure 1). This case aims to show up to which extent the
proposed strategy can isolate a fault close to the HVDCDR station switching the ac-side breaker at zero current.
Figure 11 shows the behaviour of the DR station and
the off-shore ac-grid during the diode rectifier cable fault.
The step-by-step evolution from fault onset to recovery
is as follows:

B. Case 2: Pole-to-ground fault at the junction of the
positive pole cable with the HVDC-DR station

additional power is injected into the on-shore grid 3 by
VSC3.
Figure 10 shows the details of the positive pole, negative pole and ac-side voltages for each one of the VSC
stations (EIi,p , EIi,m and Vsi respectively).
The positive pole voltage traces EIi,p clearly show that
the fault propagates almost instantaneously through the
HVDC grid. They also show that the dc-breaker clears the
fault in about 20 ms. Clearly, the positive pole voltage of
the faulted line remains at a very low or zero voltage from
t = 0.1 s onwards.
Negative pole voltages are affected by the fault and
their traces (EIi,m ) show small oscillations, due to the
positive and negative coupling via the corresponding acgrids.
This coupling can be easily seen by looking at the acside voltage traces (Vsi ). Clearly, the cable fault causes
a voltage dip in all the ac-grids. The depth of the ac-side
voltage dip is smaller than that of the dc-side, helped by
the transformer and ac-side line impedances.
Once the dc-fault is cleared, the ac-side voltages of
VSC stations 2 and 3 quickly recover. However, the acside voltage of VSC1 only recovers when the positive
pole ac-breaker finally isolates the faulted pole and cable.

Fig. 10: AC-side, positive and negative pole voltages at
the converter stations (case 1)
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1) A positive pole-to-ground short-circuit reduces both
the dc-voltage ERp and the ac-voltage VF d .
2) At the same time, the reactive current demand of
the rectifier station increases (this happens even
before the voltage dip in VF d is large enough to
generate zero current references). Therefore, the
wind turbine reactive current components increase
while the active components decrease, as reactive
current injection has been prioritised, see Eq. (2).
3) When VF d goes below 0.7 pu, the front-end VDCOL
reduces de current limits |IW i |max and the current
control loops are saturated. The wind turbine currents go to zero in about 10 ms.
4) The dc-side breaker disconnects the faulted cable
in about 20 ms (processing delay plus breaker
operating time).
5) Once the rectifier station ac current IR1 goes to zero
(or to a very small value), the DR ac-side breaker is
tripped. Up to this stage both wind turbine grid-side
converter active and reactive current references are

Fig. 11: Rectifier and off-shore grid behaviour during the
DR cable fault (case 2)
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set to zero, therefore the off-shore ac-grid voltage
(VF ) and frequency (ωF ) cannot follow their references.
6) Once the fault is cleared, the wind turbines start the
energisation procedure with relatively small limits
on the delivered power. The ac-grid voltage is
restored to its rated value in about 200 ms, allowing
for controlled energisation of transformers, cables
and filter banks.
7) When the negative pole rectifier starts conducting,
the power limits are ramped up to 0.5 pu and
the WPP power is delivered through the healthy
negative pole.
As shown in Figure 11, the complete process takes
less than 700 ms, although some waiting times can be
reduced, and some delays are system specific.
Figure 12 shows the detailed behaviour of the WPP
at the onset of the fault. At the beginning of the fault,
the voltage drop in VF d is relatively small, so the wind
turbines tend to keep constant power delivery and hence
Iwid increase slightly.
As the DR station positive pole current increases due
to the fault, the rectifier draws a relatively large amount
of reactive power, which limits the amount of active
current available for power delivery. At t = 0.105 s,
VF d goes below 0.7 pu and the VDCOL reduces both

Fig. 12: Rectifier and off-shore grid behaviour during the
DR cable fault (case 2) (detail)
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active and reactive current references to zero. With the
current system parameters, wind power plant currents
are reduced to zero in about 11 ms.
It is also worth stressing that the positive pole current
reaches it maximum 2.5 pu value 6 ms after the fault
onset. Therefore, its initial reduction is not due to the dcbreaker action.
Note also VF dref is reduced to zero, in preparation to
ramp up the off-shore ac-grid voltage once the breaker
BKR,p clears the fault. In any case, the change of VF dref
does not take any part in wind power plant current
reduction.
Figure 13 shows the ac-grid voltage VF , rectifier transformer and Wind Power Plant current (IF and IRac respectively). These graphs show that BKR, p is operated
at nearly zero current (t = 0.2 s). Clearly, the proposed
strategy leads to the absence of large voltage or current
peaks during the fault and recovery. The aforementioned
recovery steps can also be clearly appreciated, where
the wind farm starts delivering reactive power to control
the ac-grid voltage from t = 0.3 s onwards (IF,b increase
while IRabc,b is still zero). Finally, at t = 0.6 s the rectifier
transformer current ramps up, as the WPP ramps up its
power production.
Figure 14 shows the total active power delivered by
the rectifier station and by each one of the HVDC-VSC
stations. Initially the WPP is delivering its rated power
(400 MW), and VSC2 is delivering its 200 MW power set
point to the ac-grid 2.
VSC stations 1 and 3 participate in the overall droop
control and together deliver the remaining 200 MW to
complete the power injected by the WPP.
After the fault, VSC2 starts delivering its 200 MW
power set point. However, during fault recovery (t = 0.5 s
to t = 0.6 s), the WPP is still not delivering any active

Fig. 13: Wind Farm and rectifier transformer ac currents
(case 2)
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power, so the 200 MW delivered by VSC2 are injected
into the HVDC grid by VSC1 and VSC3, by virtue of their
aforementioned droop control.
After the fault, the WPP can only operate at half
power, as only the healthy negative pole is available for
operation. VSC2 is still operating at a constant 200 MW
set-point. Therefore, both VSC1 and VSC3 will not draw
or inject any power to the HVDC grid.
It is worth stating that if it is desired that both VSC2
poles deliver the same power (100 MW each), additional
losses are incurred in the system. Clearly, the WPP
200 MW are only injected to the negative pole. Therefore
part of the power has to circulate between positive and
negative poles of VSC1 and VSC3. This issue can easily
be solved by using different positive and negative pole
power references for VSC2.
Figure 15 shows the details of the positive pole, negative pole and ac-side voltages for each one of the VSC
stations (EIi,p , EIi,m and Vsi respectively).
The positive pole voltage traces EIi,p clearly show that
the fault propagates almost instantaneously through the
HVDC grid and that the dc-breaker clears the fault in
about 20 ms.
Negative pole voltages are affected by the fault and
their traces (EIi,m ) show small oscillations, due to the
positive and negative coupling via the corresponding acgrids.
This coupling can be easily seen by looking at the acside voltage traces (Vsi ). Clearly, the cable fault causes
a voltage dip in all the ac-grids. The depth of the ac-

Fig. 14: Power delivered by each terminal during DR
cable fault (case 2)
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Clearly, the presented results depend on the particular
installation, therefore, extensive sensitivity studies would
be advisable. One of the main components affecting the
behaviour of the diode rectifier station behaviour is the
smoothing reactance LR .
Therefore, case 2 (i.e. pole-to-ground short circuit at
the diode rectifier terminals) has been studied with different values of the smoothing reactance (50% and 200%
of the original values).
Figures 16 and 17 show the behaviour of the wind
power plant and the diode rectifier station for 50% and
200% of LR . Clearly, the system recovers with dynamics

C. Effect of the smoothing reactance

side voltage dip is smaller than that of the positive pole,
helped by the transformer and ac-side line impedances.

Fig. 16: Pole-to-ground short circuit at the Diode Rectifier
station terminals with 50% LR .
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Fig. 15: AC-side, positive and negative pole voltages at
the converter stations (case 2)
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This work shows the technical feasibility of the connection of a large wind power plant to a multi-terminal HVDC
grid by means of a HVDC Diode Rectifier station.
Particularly, this work has studied the possibility of
using fast current control on the off-shore wind turbines
to reduce short circuit currents through the HVDC-DR
during cable faults in multi-terminal HVDC grids.
For the considered 400 MW wind farm, it has been
found that the proposed approach leads to over-currents
through the HVDC-DR of about 2.5 pu, which is generally
considered within the short-time over-current capability
of diode rectifiers. Afterwards, both ac-side and dc-side
currents reduce to zero reasonably fast.
Two case studies have been carried out, namely response to cable faults not directly connected to the

IV. D��������� ��� �����������

which are very almost the same as the nominal case
(Figure 11).
The key difference between high and low LR is clearly
shown in the detailed traces shown in figures 18 and 19.
Figure 18 shows that the peak value of the positive
pole current (IRdc ) increases to 3pu, while the current
decreases much faster due to the smaller energy stored
in the smoothing reactor.
On the other hand, figure 18 shows that the peak IRdc
fault current is now 2.4 pu. However the fault current
decreases with slower dynamics.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the sensitivity studies:
• It is possible to select a value of LR in order to find
an acceptable
trade-off between peak diode current
∫ 2
and IRdc
dt.
• Diode rectifier station fault current peak time depends on the wind power plant dynamics and is
largely unaffected by changes in LR .

Fig. 17: Pole-to-ground short circuit at the Diode Rectifier
station terminals with 200% LR .
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HVDC-DR station and response to faults on cables connected to the HVDC-DR station.
In the former case, it has been shown that the proposed strategy operates adequately to reduce diode
rectifier fault currents until the distant fault has been
cleared by the corresponding dc-breaker.
For the latter case, the proposed fault-ride-through
strategy can be used, in conjunction with the corresponding dc-breaker, to isolate the faulty cable and converter.
The faulty pole DR converter is isolated by means of
zero-current opening of its ac-side breaker.
The obtained results suggest that, provided the wind
turbine current control is reasonably fast, it might be
feasible to substitute the HVDC ac-side breakers by noload switches.
The presented study considered type-4 wind turbines.
Clearly, type-3 wind turbines current control during faults

Fig. 19: Pole-to-ground short circuit at the Diode Rectifier
station terminals with 200% LR (detail).
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Fig. 18: Pole-to-ground short circuit at the Diode Rectifier
station terminals with 50% LR (detail).
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Aggregated Wind Turbines
Front-end: 6 kVcc, 2 kVac, 50 Hz
TWi : 2/33 kV
RW i = 0.005 pu
LW i = 0.06 pu
Rated powers: 5, 40, 80, 120, 155 MW
HVDC Rectifier (based on Cigre benchmark model [10])
Capacitor Bank: CF = 93, 53 µF
ZF-low frequency filter
Ca1 = 187.1 µF
Ca2 = 2, 079 µF
La = 4.874 mH
Ra1 = 1.063 Ω
Ra2 = 9.357 Ω
ZF-high frequency filter
Cb = 187.1 µF
Rb = 2.977 Ω
Lb = 0.4859 mH
Transformer TR1 and TR2
33/61/61 kV, 240 MVA LR,lk = 0.18 pu
LR,m = 0.01 pu
dc-smoothing reactor: LR = 200 mH
HVDC VSCs (one pole) and ac-grids
VSC: 150 kVcc, 200 MW, 75 kVac, 50 Hz, CI = 35.5 µF
TV : 75/400 kV, 250 MVA, RV = 0.01 pu, LV = 0.17 pu
ac-grid: 400 kV, 500 MVA, Scc=2 pu, 80o
PI Controller Parameters
Front-end voltage VF d :
KP = 203
TI = 68.97 × 10−6
Front-end dq-currents:
KP = 1488
TI = 0.8065 × 10−6
VSC dq-currents:
KP = 310.4
KI = 29.32 × 10−6
VSCs Voltage Droop Parameters
EIlow1 = 146.25 kV
kdroop1 =
0.17778 kA/kV
EIlow3 = 146.25 kV
kdroop3 =
0.08889 kA/kV

is not sufficiently fast. Moreover, a metallic ground return
is considered. Although it is envisaged that configurations
without a metallic ground return would also benefit of the
presented strategy, detailed studies are required at this
point.
This work shows that fast wind turbine current control
can be used to reduce over-currents during cable pole-toground short circuits. Moreover, it shows that it is possible
to reduce the peak value and clear diode rectifier station
fault current in reasonable time by means of wind power
plant control.
A sensitivity study shows that it is possible to select the
value of the smoothing reactance to obtain a reasonable
trade-off
between peak diode station fault current and
∫ 2
IRdc dt.
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(Fig. 2).

transformer having the WT disconnected

have been measured on the MV of the

voltage harmonics coming from the grid

switching at fs=4kHz, and the background

side of the line side converter (Fig. 1)

have been measured directly on the IGBT

The voltage harmonics from the converter

any WF.

as background harmonics before connecting

the voltage harmonics coming from the grid

Line Side Converter on the IGBT output and

the wind turbine level are coming from the

converter, the only sources of harmonics at

As the case analysed deals with a full power

2.1

and the grid; with the voltage harmonic

The intention on this proposal is using the

DSO (Distribution Systems Operators) data.

harmonic impedances of the wind turbine

deviate of the real harmonic distortion.

this

distortions obtained with this approach might

in

methodology. A first model includes the

separately

are

voltages. Hence, the estimation of harmonic

calculated

The converter and grid harmonic currents

converter reaction to background harmonic

2 Evaluation process

with the harmonic grid impedance and the

other sites, it is neglected their dependency

ideal injected harmonic currents are used in
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System model.

Voltage and current
harmonics calculation.

Figure 4.Theoretical harmonic impedance

the voltage distortion assessment.

DSO (Fig. 4) is quite valid for being used for

so the theoretical grid model provided by

measurements and both Zh(f) are so similar,

collated with the Zh obtained by a direct Vh/Ih

The grid model MV impedance has been

Figure 3.Converter, cables and grid model

simulation for getting only the converter

short-circuited.

having then the power converter source

harmonics coming from the grid (Fig. 7) and

rd

th

th

th

, 5 , 7 , 11 ,…,

converter has nothing to do with them.

already existing in the grid and the power

coming from the background harmonics

power quality assessment are normally

which are normally detected in all the WT

lower range, so the 3

The voltage and current harmonics in the

grid model (Fig. 8).

voltage source short-circuited; and the 2nd
voltage

the site.
and the voltage distortion in any point of the

background

current harmonics previously measured on
harmonic impedance (impedance vs freq.),

the background grid harmonics off, i.e.

the

accurately without the real voltage and
obtain the current harmonics on the MV, the

converter harmonics (Fig. 6), having then

to

means the grid could be simulated quite
3-3 [7]. From simulations results we can

calculating only the impact of the power

reaction

direct measurements on the MV side. It
summation rule proposed in the IEC 61000-

calculated separately: the 1st simulation for

The theoretical Zh(h) get with the DSO data

prototype certification).

the same trend to the real Zh=Vh/Ih get by

and

from

current

(“PI” modelled sections + transformers) has
(current

coming

of

harmonics) have been summed using the

terms

are

injection

measurements done in a particular site (WT

which

an

Converter and grid harmonic currents are

two

forcing
harmonics

only

and the grid harmonics background than

voltage

The

by using the voltage harmonics source
method coming from the power converter

distortion on the WF PCC is more realistic

“PI” models) as it is depicted in figure 3.

3 Conclusions

Figure 8. Voltage and current harmonics in
the MV WT side.

different sections (each section modelled in

Figure 7. Voltage and current harmonics in
the MV WT side (Grid source)

Figure 6. Voltage and current harmonics in
the MV WT side (converter source)

The estimation of the voltage and current

Figure 5.Voltage and current harmonics
calculation procedure

Figure 5

each harmonic. The procedure is depicted in

extension of classical Nodal Analysis [6], per

Nodal Analysis (MNA) [5] which is an

been obtained with the method of Modified

The voltage and current harmonics have

2.3

grid data from the DSO [4] to calculate the

turbine data (filters + transformer) and the

The system has modelled using the wind

2.2

Figure 2. Background voltage harmonics at
MV WT side (Grid source)

IGBT side (WT source)

Figure 1. Voltage harmonics at converter
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(3)
(4)

Lf d
igc + ugc
ωeb dt

(6)

iref
rq

Teref

iref
rd =

usq
Ls
−
Qref
ωs Lm
Lm usq s

2
1
· Ωm
= Kopt
g
ωeb /p
Ls ωs ref
=−
T
Lm usq e

Qref
= s
ugq
= f (ugq , v) = k1(v) · ugq .
(11)

(10)

APPROACH TO A LINEAR WIND TURBINE MODEL

(9)

(17)

Ẋ(t) = A · X(t) + F (t),

(8)

where A = M −1 N and F (t) = M −1 S · U (t). This
rearrangement can be carried out due to the existence of
M inverse. Further information about the matrix structure

(16)

M · Ẋ(t) = N · X(t) + S · U (t),

A first order linear differential equation system can be
then deduced and written as:

The wind turbine model can be divided into two parts:
the electrical part and the aerodynamic-mechanical part.
In the next two subsections is discussed how to linearize
both parts.
1) Linear state–space model for the electrical part:
If ωg (t) is assumed as constant along a simulation time
interval τj = [t0j , tfj ], the non–linear integro–differential
electrical part model defined in section II can be arranged in a linear state–space form. The suitability of
this assumption (ωg (t) constant) is based on the fact that
for power system simulations involving grid disturbances
taking time intervals usually lower than 30 seconds, being
possible to assume wind speed values as constant [26].
It must be pointed out that this assumption (ωg (t) as
constant) is only applied for the linearization process of
the electrical part, and it is not considered as a constant
variable along the whole time interval of the simulation.
In fact, the evolution of ωg (t) along a τj = [t0j , tfj ]
is obtained by solving the linearized motion equation
described in Section III-2.
The equation-system can be transformed into a differential equation system by extending the number of
space-state variables. The following change of variables
is proposed, [27], [28], in order to adapt the expresions
of the Proportional Integral controllers of the Rotor Side
Converter and the Grid Side Converter to the state-space
form of the model:

(12)
rd = (iref
rd − ird )

ref
rq = (irq − irq )
(13)

ref
gcd = (igcd − igcd )
(14)

gcq = (iref
(15)
gcq − igcq ).

III. A N

Where iref
gcq is a function of the grid voltage and wind
speed. The constant k1 is dependent on the parameters
of the wind turbine under study and the wind speed.

iref
gcq

iref
gcd

While the Grid–Side Control is modeled as follow:

(7)

Rotor–Side Control is modeled according to the following expressions, involving references and controlled
variables:

ug = Rf if + jωf Lf igc +

DFIG control is usually divided into Grid–Side Control
and Rotor–Side Control. Variables are set in a synchronously rotating (d, q) axis frame with the d axis
aligned along the stator flux vector position, which ensures decoupling control of stator active and reactive
power flows into the grid [18]. This orientation frame leads
to ψsd ≈ |ψs | and ψsq ≈ 0 that means usd ≈ 0 and
usq ≈ |us |. It is also usually to neglect Rs , hypothesis
affordable for a MW class wind turbine connected to a
strong grid [18].
Grid–Side Converter (GSC) is modeled through a current (if ) source. Under these assumptions, the proposed model is suitable for both dynamic simulations
and transient stability studies [23], [24], [25]. This current
source should be able to maintain constant the DC-bus
voltage as well as the power exchange between the rotor
and the grid, Fig. 1. Taking into account the stator flux
alignment of the control reference frame, and assuming
the electrical losses as zero in both converters, if dq
components can be calculated as follows,[21],

B. Grid–Side and Rotor–Side Converter Control Model

d
(5)
2Hg · ωg = Tm − Te ,
dt


1
where ωg = ωeb /p · Ωg is the mechanical speed generator in pu.

being Ls = Lls + Lm and Lr = Llr + Lm , where Lls is
the stator leakage inductance, Llr is the rotor leakage
inductance and Lm is the mutual inductance.
With regard to the motion equation of the generator,
the following expression is proposed,

ψ s = Ls i s + L m i r
ψ r = Lr i r + L m i s ,

where ωeb = 2πfs rad/s, fs = 50 Hz is the grid frequency,
ωs = 1 pu is the synchronous speed, p = 2 is the pair of
poles and Ωg is the mechanical speed of the generator
in rad/s.
The relation between stator and rotor fluxes and currents is given by the following expressions [22]:
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(19)

(20)



∂f 
∂ωg 

ωg0j ,t0j

; V (t) = f (ωg0j , t0j ) + (t − t0j )



∂f 
∂t 

ωg0j ,t0j

− ωg0j


∂f 
∂ωg 

ωg0j ,t0j

.

(21)

where φ(t) is named fundamental matrix of the equation
system and it can be determined according to [9].

t0

Fig. 3 shows schematically the process proposed for
symbolic resolution. The simulated global time interval τ
is divided into n time intervals to be solved analytically,
τ = [τ1 , . . . , τn ]. In this case, X(t) and ωg (t) can be
determined for each specific time interval τj = [t0j , tfj ],
∀t ∈ [t0j , tfj ]. Regarding ωg0j , X(t0j ) and the input
variables of the model (U and the wind speed profile v),
they have to be updated each τj . The value of ωg0j for a
τj time interval (with j > 1) is equal to the value of ωg at
the end of the previous interval, ωg (t0j ) = ωg (tf (j−1) ), to
preserve continuity function properties. A similar process
is carried out to obtain the initial conditions of the statespace variables, X(t0j ) = X(tfj−1 ). In our case, these
values are known before the initialization of the time
interval simulation. Nevertheless, contributions focused
on solving initial value problems for a system of linear
integro–differential equations can be found in [29].
The corresponding state-space system modelling the
electrical part, (17), is solved analytically by the method
of Variation of Parameters described in [9]. The analytical
expression of the solution is:
 t
X(t) = φ(t)φ(t0 )−1 X(t0 ) + φ(t)
φ−1 (s)F (s)ds,

A. Proposed wind turbine model solution

The inputs to the linearized aerodynamic-mechanical
model of the wind turbine are: the profile of
wind speed v(t) and the stator and rotor currents
isq (t), ird (t), isd (t), irq (t) expressed in function of time t.

G(t) = −

with ωg0j = ωg (t0j ) and

dωg
+ G(t) · ωg = V (t),
dt

this non-linear differential equation can be locally linearized as:

dωg
1
=
(Tm (ωg , t) − Te (t)) ,
dt
2H

2) Linear model of aerodynamical-mechanical part:
To obtain the analytical expression for the rotational
generator speed ωg (t) along τj = [t0j , tfj ] time interval,
the motion equation defined in (20) has to be linearized.

ref ref ref T
U (t) = [usd , usq , ugd , ugq , iref
rd , irq , igcd , igcq ] .

X(t) = [isd , isq , ird , irq , rd , rq , igcd , igcq , gcd , gcq ]T
(18)

of (17) can be found in the Appendix. The state-space
variables X(t) and the input vector U (t) are respectively,

−

t
t0
j

G(t) dt

· ωg0j +

t0j

t

V (t) dt · e

t
t0
j

G(t) dt

.

STUDY DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS

A set of simulations considering real–measured stator
voltage waveforms have been carried out to evaluate the
proposed symbolic technique based on symbolic solution
and FDD solution. For FDD solution, software package
MATLAB–Simulink [30] is used to simulate the wind
turbine model according to [31]. Software package Mathematica [32] is selected to solve the process involving
symbolic operations. For the rest of the paper, the non–
linear wind turbine model solved by FDD approach will
be labeled as FDD model, and the linearized wind turbine
model solved by symbolic form will be referred as SYMB
model. The table II contains most relevant parameters of
the DFIG wind turbine used in the simulations, [33].
According to Section III-A, both U (t) input and wind
speed profile must be known a priori for the global time
interval. The numerical values are fitted through a polynomial structure (u(t) = c0 +c1 t+c2 t2 +...+ck tk ) avoiding
high-order polynomials (k > 5) since their computation is
more complex and usually involve a higher number of
local maximum and minimum candidates. Moreover, for
time intervals where there are not transient events it is
recommended (k <= 2) for electrical inputs and (k <= 4)
for wind speed profiles.
The case of study involves a global simulation time of
τ ≈ 30 seconds. The Grid Side Converter is connected
directly to the stator, so ug = us . It has been divided
into three linearization time intervals with different time
durations: τ = [14.32, 0.19, 18.99]. The second time interval involves the voltage dip, [34], that is illustrated in
Fig. 4 in instantaneous values. After being filtered and

IV. C ASE

Finally, the estimation of active and reactive power for
stator, rotor and grid side converter (Ps , Pr , Pgc , Qs , Qr
and Qgc ) along the whole time interval can be calculated.

ωg (t) = e

Considering the linearization of the motion equation
described in Section III-2, ωg (t) can be determined as
the analytical solution of (21) given by [9], ∀t ∈ [t0j , tfj ],






Fig. 3: Scheme of proposed analytical solution considering τ = [τ1 , τ2 , τ3 ]

Fig. 4: Stator voltages profile for case of study.
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components dq calculated, the voltage dip is assumed to
be a three phase balanced voltage dip.
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Something similar occurs with the Grid Side Converter
currents, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. For the igcd component,
associated with power reactive control, both methods
match correctly but for the igcq component, associated
with DC-bus control, there are some differences. This is
caused by how iref
gcq is obtained for to be used as input in
the linearized model. As it was pointed out in (11), iref
gcq is
obtained from the grid voltage and wind speed. In Fig 5
ref
are depicted the grid voltage and the igcq calculated by
the FDD model, it can be appreciated that the behaviour

Fig. 8: Stator currents, isd and isq , FDD vs SYMB comparison detail
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Fig. 7: Stator currents, isd and isq , FDD vs SYMB comparison

Current [pu]

Current [pu]

Current [pu]

Voltage [pu]

Voltage [pu]

80
107
0.6

10−3
160
215
1.1

320
434
2.3

80
1100
0.6

10−4
160
2170
1.1

320
4376
2.3

TABLE I: Size in Megabytes of the output file for a
simulation time τ ≈ 30 [s]

∆t (s)
Number of Wind Turbines
FDD
SYMB

of both variables are related between them. As an initial
approach, the iref
gcq for the SYMB model can be obtained
multipliying the grid voltage by a constant and making
some basic mathematical arrangements. This constant is
obtained from the division in one instant of time between
the grid voltage and iref
gcq (Fig 5). In Fig 6 is show the
comparisson of iref
gcq used by the FDD and SYMB models,
paying attention during the voltage dip. In Fig 15 are
depicted the error between stator currents, rotor currents
and Grid Side Converter currents. It can be observed how
the error is maintained below 9%.
For the case of rotational generator speed ωg (see
Fig. 13) the differences between FDD and SYMB models
are not significant, considering the small values of the
differences in per unit. Regarding the wind speed profile
depicted in Fig. 14, the difference observed is due to
the trade-off of complexity of the polynomial form and
its accuracy respecting the numerical value for the wind
speed profile. The wind speed profile is one of the inputs
to the model and for the analytical model the input must
have a polynomial form, as it was mentioned at the
beginning of this section. A high degree polynomial form
can lead to instability issues when symbolic solution is
applied and increases the computational cost.
With the aim of offering a proper study of the computational cost requirements, the proposed analytical solution
has been divided into two computational times: analytical solving for the local linearized differential equation
systems (SYMB CALC, independent of the size of time
interval and integration step ) and the computational time
required to evaluate those analytical functions (SYMB EV,
that depends on the size of the time vector employed
for the evaluation). FDD represents the wind turbine
model obtained from blocks and solved with discretized
techniques and FDD SS represents the linearized model
solved also with discretized tecnhiques. In Fig 16, Fig 17
and Fig 18 are showed the computational costs of FDD
and SYMB methods for a different number of wind turbines. It can be observed that SYMB method maintains
an appreciable advantage of computational cost respect
to FDD method when the number of wind turbines is high,
a small time step and long time interval is considered.
Moreover, the computational cost is not only related
with the speed of calculus, also must be considered the
amount of memory necessary to store the results. In
Table I is showed the huge difference between the size
of the ouput file for the simulation considering solving
method and number of wind turbines.
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Fig. 11: Grid side converter currents, igcd and igcq , FDD
vs SYMB comparison
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Current [pu]

The stator currents obtained from FDD and SYMB
models are shown in Figs. 7, where the differences along
all simulation time between both approaches can be
neglected. In Fig. 8, the second time interval along the
transient event is depicted in detail. It can be observed
how all SYMB values match accurately the FDD values.
The rotor currents are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, for
ird component both methods match accurately but for
irq component there is a small difference. It is due to
the assumption of ωg constant along the the time interval
(see (9)).
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Fig. 15: Error FDD vs SYMB for is , ir , ig and ωg
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A symbolic method to solve the model of a wind turbine
equipped with DFIG is described and discussed. The aim
of this approach is focused on simulating a large number
of wind turbines with a lower computational cost in terms
of speed and size of memory respect to the traditional
method based on discretized techniques.
The symbolic method is compared with classical
Finite–Difference Discretization technique for typical
time–step values, varying the number of wind turbines
considered in the simulation. These comparisons have
been carried out under real wind speed conditions and
transient disturbance, such as voltage dips. Real wind
speed data have been collected at hub height of a
Spanish wind farm and filtered through an equivalent
wind speed model. The results of the comparisons provide a good agreement between the proposed symbolic
method and FDD technique along the whole simulation
time. Furthermore, the symbolic method presents clearly
advantages in terms of computational time requirements
when large time simulation period and small integrationtime step are considered. Moreover, the storage capacity
necessary for symbolic solutions is very low in comparisson with FDD case, being this difference many orders
of magnitude.
Consequently, the proposed symbolic method is highly
suitable to simulate individually a substantial number of
wind turbines facing different wind speed profiles and
under transients events, although more work is needed in
order to include pitch control and improve the references
signals for the control.
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DFIG parameters [pu]
Stator resistance
Rs = 0.0130
Stator leakage inductance
Lls = 0.1050
Rotor resistance
Rr = 0.0094
Rotor leakage inductance
Llr = 0.1110
Magnetisi ng inductance
Lm = 3.3400
Filter resistance
Rf = 0.0235
Filter inductance
Lf = 0.3519
Mechanical values
Lumped inertia constant
HL = 4.510 [s]
Mechanical speed rated
Ωs = 1686 [rpm]
Pair of poles
p=2
Base values
Power base
Sb = 2 · 106 [W ]
Voltage base
Ub = 563.383 [V ]
Current base
Ib = 23 (Sb /Ub ) [A]
Frequency base
fb = 50 [Hz]
Electrical speed base
ωeb = 2πfb [rad/s]
Mechanical speed base
ωmb = ωeb /p [rad/s]
Inductance base
Lb = I Uωb [H]
b eb
Flux base
ψb = Ub /ωeb [W b]

TABLE II: 2 MW class DFIG wind turbine parameters
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1. INTRODUCTION
The fluctuations of the wind speed caused by
turbulence affect the fatigue of the turbine
blades and tower and consequently the turbine
lifetime. As shown in Frandsen [1], wind turbine
loads, for a given wind speed, are mostly
conditioned by the level of turbulence intensity
(TI) in the flow, and more specifically by the
longitudinal component 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 of the velocity
fluctuation along the main flow direction. For
turbines within a large array, operating in wake
conditions, the Frandsen model [1] for TI is
used as the basis for the IEC Standard 61400-1
edition 3, amendment 1 [2] to derive an
effective TI as a function of wind speed.
Turbine suitability is assessed by verifying that
the site effective TI is below the turbine design
TI for the range of wind speed between 60% of
the rated wind speed and the cut-out wind
speed.
This paper summarises work carried out as part
of the Carbon Trust’s Offshore Wind
Accelerator’s project `Validation of Frandsen
Turbulence Intensity Model and Large Wind
Farm Models` [3]. The objective of this work is
to assess the performance of 1) the Frandsen
model and 2) a computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) code in predicting levels of turbulence
intensity within a large wind farm by comparing

2. SITE
The wind farm investigated is that of Greater
Gabbard, situated in the North Sea, with a
layout as shown in Figure 1. It consists of two
sections, one to the North with 102 Siemens
3.6MW turbines (ℎℎ𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 77.5 m , 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 107 m)
and one to the South, with 38 turbines. The
distance between the southern and northern
part of the array is over 70D. For the flow
directions with regular spacing, turbines are
separated by typically ~9.7D (200˚), ~10D
(247˚) and ~8.3D (315˚). The site has two
meteorological masts, marked by squares in
Figure 1: IGMMX to the south of the Northerly
section, 2.5D upstream of a turbine, and
IGMMZ embedded within the Northerly section.
SCADA data from each turbine alongside
measurements collected at the two masts were
made available for the project by the operator
SSE. Two turbines, IGH08 and IGK02, are
marked as black circles in Figure 1 and were
used to validate model predictions in addition to
the two met masts.
To provide a representation of the freestream
wind conditions, a data set was constructed
from a selection of upstream turbines with the

data from the Greater Gabbard wind farm with
model predictions.

ABSTRACT: The so-called Frandsen model forms the basis for the assessment of wind farm
level turbulence intensity (TI) in the IEC standard 61400-1 edition 3. It is used in the choice of
turbine suitable for a particular wind farm site. The Frandsen model was developed several
years ago using field data when turbines and wind farms were of smaller scale than today.
There is now an interest in the accuracy of models such as that of Frandsen when applied to the
scale of the largest offshore wind farms. In this paper, we present the results of an analysis of
the accuracy of the Frandsen model in predicting TI within the Greater Gabbard offshore wind
farm. A comparison is made between measured data and predictions from: 1) the original
Frandsen model; 2) a simplified version of the Frandsen model and 3) output from the ANSYS
WindModeller CFD model. In general, the Frandsen model was found to perform well in the
prediction of mean levels of TI but less well than a simplified model using either a freestream
ambient TI or a turbine wake TI regardless of distance. Representative or 90% percentile TI
levels are less well predicted under direct wake conditions due to the lack of consideration of
turbine generated variance in turbulence and the manner in which the 90% percentile
freestream TI is incorporated. ANSYS WindModeller was found to perform well in the prediction
of mean TI and has the benefit of not requiring upstream TI data. The CFD model can be used
to predict representative TI, when complemented with a model for the variance of turbulence.
Predictions from the Frandsen model are more sensitive to the choice of freestream data than
those from the CFD model.
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For the comparisons between model and data
for the TI by direction in section 4.1, the data
were binned by freestream wind speed, and
results are shown for the 10m/s (±0.5m/s) bin.
The corresponding wind rose at 10 m/s is
shown in Figure 4.

when

The limited numbers of pulses per
revolution from the anemometers on
IGMMX meant that the recording of
turbulent fluctuations at low wind speed
values (especially below 8m/s) was
subject to error.

•

later

Nacelle anemometers will measure
additional turbulent components that
result from the blades as well as
structures on the nacelle, e.g. handrails;

•

These factors are discussed
validating model predictions.

Nacelle anemometers are in the wake
of the rotor and their measurements
are normally corrected to provide
‘freestream’ values. This process
introduces a degree of uncertainty and
is known to lack rigour when trying to
measure true freestream wind speed;

•

freestream wind direction calculated by
averaging the yaw position of the six turbines
highlighted as open circles in Figure 1, whilst
the freestream wind speed values were
calculated
by
averaging
the
SCADA
measurements from these turbines when they
were individually considered by direction to be
in the freestream flow. Note that the local wind
speed for the turbines is derived from nacelle
anemometry. The accuracy of using nacelle
wind speed to derive turbine upstream
conditions was assessed, by correlating the
wind speed measured at IGMMX with that
measured at IGF10 (2.5D downstream of the
mast). For the wind speed, the linear
correlation between mast and turbine was good
albeit that the slope of the regression line is not
exactly 1 (Figure 2). For the wind speed
standard deviation, the correlation is less good,
and the ratio 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼10 /𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 shows values below
1 at low wind speeds (Figure 3). There are
some important caveats to the use of either
turbine data or mast data for inferring the
freestream wind speed and TI in this study:

Figure 2: Correlation between wind speed at
IGF10 and mast IGMMX, for directions
180°<θ<250° where neither are influenced by
upstream turbines.

Figure 1: Layout of Greater Gabbard Wind
Farm. Turbines marked in black are IGH08 (top
left) and IGK02 (bottom right), the met masts
are shown as squares and the six turbines
used to calculate freestream conditions are
shown as open circles.
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The Frandsen model for the effective TI
(𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈)) is providing a local TI at a location
within the wind farm, but is specified in terms of
wind farm upstream conditions (i.e. conditions

3.1 Frandsen model

3. TURBULENCE INTENSITY

With potential problems associated with using
nacelle anemometry, a second data set to
represent the wind farm upstream conditions
was
generated
by
comparing
the
measurements from mast IGMMX and the wind
turbine IGF10 located just 2.5 diameters away.
Assuming the systematic bias in mean wind
speed measurements between IGMMX and
IGF10 is a constant feature of using data from
turbine nacelles, the values of nacellemeasured mean wind speed were adjusted to
the corresponding values of a mast-measured
data set.

Figure 4. Freestream wind rose for 10m/s wind
speed.

Figure 3: Ratio between wind speed standard
deviation at IGF10 and IGMMX against mast
wind speed, for directions 180°<θ<250° where
neither are influenced by upstream turbines.
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where 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 and 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 are the normalised distances
between turbines in a row and between turbine
rows respectively. The Frandsen model
stipulates that equation (4) shall be used, if the
location is in the direct wake of a turbine less
than 10 rotor diameters away. For directions
with turbines more than 10 diameters away,
where there are more than 5 turbines between
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where 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,0 is the representative wind speed
standard deviation of the freestream flow,
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,0,𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is the representative wind speed
standard deviation of the flow within an infinite
array, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎0,𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the representative wind speed
standard deviation of the flow directly within the
wake of an upstream turbine, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the
normalised distance to the upstream turbine, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
is the turbine thrust coefficient. Chevron
brackets indicate ensemble averaging. The
wind farm ambient (or background) wind speed
standard deviation, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎0,𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , is calculated from the
freestream ambient background (𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎0 ) and wind
farm added wind speed standard deviation
above the wind farm, 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , as follows:
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𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,0 = 〈𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎0 〉 + 1.28𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎0 )

where 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the Wöhler exponent, 𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 is the wind
direction, and 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 is the wind speed. The value of
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎(𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃, 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈) is calculated depending on location
within the wind farm with respect to wind
direction and assuming a regular turbine layout,
via one of the following three equations:

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈) = ��

which can be measured before the wind farm is
operational). It is summarised below, using the
th
representative (i.e. the 90 centile value of the)
wind speed standard deviation in the integrand.
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3.2 CFD simulations
CFD simulations were carried out using ANSYS
WindModeller modelling the wakes with an
actuator
disk
method
under
neutral
atmospheric conditions. Turbulence closure is
provided using a k-ε model with modified
turbulence constants (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 = 0.03, turbulence
decay rate = 0.6), as successfully validated in
earlier work [6]. For the results shown here,
only the Northern section was modelled, using
a simulation domain with a 17km radius, and 5
km height. Separate simulations for the entire
wind farm showed that the effect of the
Southern section is only minimal (increasing
the TI from 5.8% to 7.1% for mast IGMMX) and
only affected the sectors 130˚ to 170˚. The
mesh resolution used a background horizontal
resolution of 60m. In the vertical, the mesh

the selected location and the edge of the wind
farm or if the turbine separation is less than 3
diameters, Equation (3) shall be used. For all
other directions (no turbine or less than 5
turbines upstream, all of them beyond 10D), the
ambient TI calculated via Equation (2) is valid.
Frandsen fitted his model for the direct wake
contribution using data from the Vindeby,
Andros, Taff Ely and Alsvik wind farms [1] and
therefore there may be aspects of the model
which are not suitable for modern offshore
farms that are much larger. An example of this
is the arbitrary 10 diameter cut-off applied to
determine whether an individual turbine wake is
significant to the TI measured at any particular
location. To test the applicability of the 10
diameter cut-off, this work will also investigate a
`Simplified` version of the model which does
not utilise the infinite array concept. Thus, for
the Simplified model, if a turbine exists
upstream of a specified location for the wind
direction of interest, Equation (4) shall be used,
irrespective of its distance, whilst Equation (2)
shall be used for all other directions at that
location.

4.1 TI by direction
The results of applying the Frandsen model
and the Simplified model are shown for the two
met masts in Figure 5 and Figure 6 compared
to values of TI measured on each mast, with
freestream values indicated. The resulting
mean TI from the CFD model is also shown.

4. COMPARISON WITH DATA

When calculating the local TI at mast locations
from the model, local values for the turbulence
kinetic energy 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and the wind speed 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 are
used. For turbine locations, equation (7) is
evaluated using the local value for the
turbulence kinetic energy 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and the turbine
upstream wind speed 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇,𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , itself derived
from the local wind speed at hub height, using
1D actuator disk theory. The reason for using
the turbine upstream wind speed, is an attempt
to mimic what is reported in the wind turbine
SCADA data, where, via the use of nacelle
transfer functions, the turbine wind speed is
supposed to be representative of the wind
speed upstream of the turbine.

resolution follows a geometric progression, with
a first cell height of 2m, and an expansion
factor of 1.16. Simulations have been carried
out for 36 equally spaced directions, and 4
reference wind speeds (6, 10, 12 and 14 m/s)
at hub height.
When carrying out Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes (RANS) simulations, solving for
stationary flow conditions, the resulting flow
fields are assumed to be representing the
mean flow conditions on site. The mean
turbulence intensity from the CFD is calculated
from:
2
(7)
𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 �3 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =
=
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

At mast IGMMX (Figure 5) at the edge of the
northern wind farm cluster, the Frandsen model
provides a good prediction of the mean
turbulence intensity except for the sector 0˚-30˚
and around 150˚. Between 0˚-30˚, the wind
farm ambient TI assumed by Frandsen would
seem to be an over-estimate. The overprediction of the TI around sector 150˚ would
seem to result from the wind farm ambient TI
associated with the Southern section. Arguably,
the wind farm ambient TI in the Frandsen
model is not intended to cater for the effect of a
separate section of the wind farm so far
upstream. The Simplified model seems to
predict much better the TI in these sectors.
The CFD model provides a reasonably good
prediction of the background TI, which affects
the majority of directions at mast IGMMX, but
tends to underestimate the peak TI in the direct
wake (sector 60˚ and 310˚). Additional
simulations at a finer horizontal resolution

showed that the peak TI in the near wake is not
mesh converged. Further refining the mesh
allows the capture of the peak in the near wake
more accurately (not shown).
For directions in the direct wake of a turbine
less than 10D upstream (sectors 60˚ and 310˚),
the difference between the mean and
representative TI from the Frandsen and
Simplified models is small. This may be
because the calculation of the representative
values in the wake only accounts for fluctuation
of the standard deviation in the background
flow and not the direct wake. The fact that the
model underestimates the representative TI
around these sectors may be an indication that
the representative TI in the direct wake should
be derived in a more sophisticated way. In
particular, the inclusion of the standard
deviation of the wind speed standard deviation
under the square root in equation (4) is
questionable. Doing so means that, for a given

Figure 6: Mean (left) and representative (right) values of TI for the northern met mast IGMMZ.

Figure 5: Mean (left) and representative (right) values of TI for the southern met mast IGMMX for a 10
m/s wind farm upstream wind speed.
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2

+ 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎02
(8)

over-estimating for directions where the wind
farm ambient TI over-predicts the actual TI.
The CFD results show a similar trend to the
Simplified model, with reasonable agreement
with the data, except for an underestimate of
the peak around 300˚. Around sector 150˚, the
CFD also produces a peak not seen in the data
because of the reduced availability of turbine
IGE06. Both the Frandsen and Simplified
models struggle to capture the amplitude of the
standard deviation of the wind speed standard
deviation, underestimating the representative TI
most likely for the reasons mentioned above.
Figure 7 compares the model outputs against
the measured values of TI at the locations of
wind turbine IGH08. In general, the Frandsen
model captures the fluctuations in TI due to
nearby turbines though it struggles for
directions where the nearest turbine is more
than 10 diameters away. For example, between
270°<θ<300°, due to the farm layout
irregularity, the Frandsen model reverts to
using the freestream TI value whilst between
40°<θ<120° there are less than the arbitrary 5
turbines required to suggest a wind farm TI has
developed. By contrast, the Simplified model
which uses the direct wake method in Equation
(4) for these sectors, predicts the measured
values well.

Figure 7: Mean (left) and representative (right) values of TI for the wind turbine IGH08.

Figure 6 suggests that deep within the wind
farm the Simplified model predicts the mean TI
well, except near the sector 260˚ and 330˚. The
overestimation around the sector 150˚ was
found to be due to reduced availability of
turbine IGE06, 11.3D upstream of the mast.
The Frandsen model struggles in capturing
trends in mean TI with direction at mast
IGMMZ, sometimes underestimating where
less than five turbines upstream are present, or

+1.28𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎0 )

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎0,𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =

value of background fluctuation 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎0 ), the
absolute change between 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 in
wake conditions, which should be a measure of
1.28 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎) in wake conditions, is smaller
than the 1.28 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎0 ) that results in
freestream conditions. This is in contrast to
what we see in the data at IGMMX for example,
where 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎) for waked sectors tends to be
larger than for freestream sectors. It is
suggested that the representative 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 might be
better captured with:
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4.2 TI vs wind speed
As would be the case for a turbine suitability
assessment, we calculated the effective TI for a
range of wind speed between 60% of the rated
wind speed and the cut-out wind speed,
evaluating equation (1) (using a Wöhler
exponent m =1). As data input for this process,
when using the Frandsen model, we require a
data set representing the wind farm upstream
conditions, characterising the ambient TI as
well as the frequency distribution at each wind
speed. When using a freestream data set
derived from the data at mast IGMMX, we
obtain the resulting 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈) curves at mast
IGMMZ, which are shown in Figure 9. The
results from the Frandsen and Simplified
models are compared to the 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈) from the
wind data and CFD results, calculated from the
local TI and binned by the local wind speed at
IGMMZ. When calculating the mean local TI
from the CFD results shown in Figure 9, we
evaluate TI directly from the solved turbulence
kinetic energy, via equation (7). When using
this method, the only required wind farm
upstream data is the direction distribution at

Figure 8 shows results from the position of
turbine IGK02 and shows similar results to
Figure 7, although the proximity of the farm
edge is more relevant. This is shown best for
directions between 30°<θ<170° where for some
directions within this sector, turbine IGK02
experiences the freestream TI values, and
there are some directions which are affected by
the wakes of other single turbines located
further than 10 diameters. For the direction
sectors relating to these distant individual
turbines, the Frandsen model fails to capture
the significant increases in TI whilst the results
from the Simplified model agree well with the
measured values.
(9)

which was derived from correlating 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎)
with 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 at mast IGMMX for directions unaffected
by wakes. This relationship was also used
when evaluating representative 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 using the
Frandsen and Simplified models in Figure 9,
when working with upstream data derived from
mast IGMMX.
When predicting the mean 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , both the
Frandsen and Simplified models provide a very
good prediction, between 7 and 25 m/s. Both
models are reasonably close to each other,
with the Frandsen model producing slightly
reduced TI below 13 m/s and slightly increased
TI above 13 m/s (compared to the Simplified
model). At low wind speeds, the models lead to
excessive effective TI values. At this point it is
not clear if this is associated with potential
measurement problems at mast IGMMZ, as the
latter has not been maintained as thoroughly as
IGMMX, and anemometers may be suffering
from increased bearing friction at low wind
speed (P. Housley, private communication). As
described above, we also know from our data
analysis that wind speed measurements from
mast IGMMX seem to be affected by problems
when sampling a pulsed anemometer, which
leads to artificially increased wind speed
standard deviations at low wind speeds. The

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎) = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 0.0106, 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 0.0869

any given reference wind speed. Since the
CFD results are stationary solutions, for any
given upstream wind speed and direction, they
provide a unique value for the wind speed
standard deviation, without an associated
fluctuation. To derive representative TI values
from the CFD, we need to complement it with a
model for 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎). In the results presented in
Figure 9, we used a linear relationship

Figure 8: Mean (left) and representative (right) values of TI for the wind turbine IGK02.
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demonstrated in Figure 10, where the 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
calculations were repeated starting from a wind
farm upstream data set derived from nacelle
anemometry. As can be seen from these
results, the effective TI derived from the
Frandsen and Simplified models are very
different from those obtained earlier. The
predicted mean 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 from these models no
longer agree so well with the measured data at
IGMMZ. The results from the CFD model using
the direct method are unchanged. When
deriving 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 from a calibrated CFD model
approach, the CFD model results become
strongly sensitive to the ambient effective TI
too.
In the calibrated approach, the wind farm
upstream wind speed standard deviation is
transposed to the prediction site by scaling it
with the ratio of simulated standard deviation at
the prediction site and upstream of the wind
farm. The 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈) curves derived from the
Frandsen and Simplified model, as well as from
the CFD model using the calibrated approach,
are very sensitive to the assumed ambient
effective TI. Their overall trend is strongly
reminiscent of the trend seen in the ambient
conditions (plotted in Figure 11 for reference).

Figure 9: Mean (left) and representative (right) values of TI integrated across all directions, as
measured at met mast IGMMZ, m=1. TI calculated using wind farm upstream conditions derived from
met mast IGMMX.

CFD model also performs very well between
the range of wind speeds which were simulated
(6-14 m/s). Outside of the simulated range, the
CFD model results are not reliable as they
depend on an extrapolation of the results which
is not physically based.
When calculating the representative 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 , both
the Frandsen and Simplified models provide a
good match to the measured TI between 7 and
13 m/s. At higher wind speed, these models
tend to over-predict the representative
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 .While we noticed from the plots by
direction at 10 m/s (Figure 6) that these models
tended
to
under-estimate
the
peak
representative TI in wake situations, it appears
that when integrating over the direction, underand over-estimated predictions cancel out. It
should be stressed that this may not be true for
all wind farms or indeed for other locations in
this wind farm, being dependent on the relative
weighting between wake affected, wind farm
affected and freestream sectors. The CFD
model using the direct method and the linear
expression (9) for 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎) provides an
accurate effective TI for the range of simulated
wind speeds.
The sensitivity of the 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 predictions to the
assumed wind farm upstream conditions, and
in particular to the ambient 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,0 (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈) curve, is

5. CONCLUSIONS
From the validation comparing TI vs direction at
a constant wind speed of 10 m/s, we conclude
that the model proposed by Frandsen for the
direct wake turbulence (equation (4)) does a
very good job at capturing the mean TI in the
wake of a turbine, even at short range such as
the 2.5D shortest distance we investigated. The
use of a 10D cut-off distance beyond which the
direct wake turbulence is not applied is
arbitrary, and leads to significant TI peaks
being missed when calculating the mean TI vs
direction. Using ambient TI for directions where
less than 5 turbines are located upstream
beyond the 10D cut-off is also questionable as
it leads to underestimated TI. Also, when
applied, the wind farm background TI, tends to
overestimate the measured TI. Because of all

Figure 11. Ambient effective TI vs wind speed
for the wind farm upstream (WFU) data set
derived from data at IGMMX (continuous curve)
and that derived from nacelle anemometry
(dashed curve).

of these observations, the Simplified model
appears to provide a better agreement to the
mean measured values which casts doubt on
the use of a wind farm level ambient turbulence
intensity.
The change in values between the mean and
representative TI seen in the data set is not
captured by the Frandsen model when
considered by direction, likely because the
model only accounts for variability in the wind
speed standard deviation as present in the
background flow, and no variability associated
with the wakes. When averaged over all
directions, the Frandsen model does a much
better job in predicting this change for the case
we have considered, though this is due to
underestimation in some sectors and
overestimation in others. This may well be wind
farm and location specific and we cannot
generally assume that the cancellation of errors
will always lead to accurate predictions when
calculating the directionally averaged value of
the representative TI.
The CFD model used here is capable of
capturing the key features of mean TI vs
direction at the wind speed investigated,
although with a tendency to under-estimate the
peak TI at short range (2.5D). The derivation of
an effective TI from CFD, using the direct
method, also showed encouraging results for
the range of wind speed simulated (6 to 14
m/s). The stationary CFD model was extended
to predict representative TI by assuming a
linear correlation between 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎) and the
wind speed 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈. While this delivered good results
for the site of Greater Gabbard, the applicability
of the selected correlation coefficients to other
sites needs to be proven.
Effective TI, when derived from the Frandsen or
simplified model, as well as from the calibrated
CFD model is very sensitive to the assumed

Figure 10: As Figure 9 but using wind farm upstream conditions derived from nacelle anemometry.
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freestream conditions and results can change
significantly with variations in input data. With
these models, to get an accurate prediction of
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈) within the wind farm, not only is an
accurate wake model required, but an accurate
representation of the wind farm upstream
conditions will be essential too. The CFD model
using the direct method to derive TI has the
advantage that it has no sensitivity to the
assumed mean upstream standard deviation,
instead it relies on the accuracy of the
turbulence model itself.
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This demonstrates that while the floating lidars can produce accurate results, there is still a useful primary place for
the fixed met mast with cup anemometers for producing data with the lowest uncertainty. This becomes significant
when the high capital costs of developing and building offshore wind farms are taken into account and up front
additional costs are less significant compared with the greater prediction accuracy leading to potentially lower
financing costs.

An analysis of results and the production of uncertainty analysis leading to a cost benefit analysis from the
owner/developers perspective has been produced.

A summary of the key results are provided in this paper from both trials along with the deployment lessons, learnt from
an operators/owner’s perspective.

RWE has managed the deployment of the first UK floating lidar trials. With the financial assistance of the Carbon Trust
through the Offshore Accelerator Program, two floating lidar systems have been successfully trialled, for periods of
over six months in the last two years.

Historically all wind measurements for offshore windfarms have been performed using cup anemometers and standalone met masts, usually on monopiles. While these provide excellent datasets, they do so at a high cost and are fixed
in location. The development and steady acceptance of lidar technology has opened up the opportunity for potentially
cheaper technology particularly offshore. The advantages are explored in this paper and also a quantitative analysis of
the errors associated with both sets of measurements is presented.
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anemometers and stand-alone met masts, usually
on monopiles. While these provide excellent
datasets, they do so at a high cost and are fixed in
location. The development and steady acceptance
of lidar technology has opened up the opportunity
for potentially cheaper technology particularly
offshore. The advantages are explored in this
paper and also a quantitative analysis of the
errors associated with both sets of measurements
is presented.
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The offshore met masts are thus required to be
built at ever higher heights to measure the wind
speeds at close to the hub height of the wind
turbines. In addition most masts have been
strategically located so that when the site is
commissioned they are in a suitable location to be
used
for
perform
power
performance
measurements at an adjacent wind turbine. For
this the top anemometers must be within 5% of
the turbine hub height [1]. In some cases (eg Rhyl
Flats) this has necessitated the extension of the
existing mast. Subsequent masts have been
designed to anticipate the hub height variations

Fig. 1 Change of mast height with commissioning
date
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Table: 1 Details of RWE offshore developments
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2005
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Gwynt y Mor
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Plotting the met mast height against the
commissioning dates of the wind farms, Fig. 1, it
can be seen that there is a steady rise in mast
height as would be expected as larger turbines
are being developed.

Met mast height [m AMSL]
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Power

Resilience

Maintenance

Location
Cost

Deployment

Design

New designs
Design codes
not clear.
Quick
deployment.
Moveable
Lower
installation &
maintenance
costs.
Access difficult
in all but calm
seas.
Maintenance of
mooring systems
required.
Little working at
height required.
Work place
usually in
contained area.
Can be taken to
harbours for
servicing.
Added
redundancy can
be difficult due to
weight and
stability issues.
Single lidar:
when that fails
there are no
readings.
Primary lidar
instrumentation
have high power
consumption.

Floating Lidar

Primary
instrumentation –
cup anemometers
have very low
power consumption
and easy
redundancy &
duplication.

Redundancy easy
to design in:
Power systems,
instrumentation,
navigation aids and
additional sensors.

Access generally
similar to turbine
access.
Working at heights
required for
maintenance.
All maintenance to
be at sea.

Known designs,
standard design
codes.
Large construction
costs.
Fixed location
Higher installation
and maintenance
costs.

Met mast

Floating lidars are thus seen as potentially
providing similar measurements at a reduced
cost. There are however advantages and
disadvantages to both methods summarised
below in Table 2.

This leads to one of the main drivers – cost. As
the mast costs increase and sites are more
complex and difficult to develop with certainty, the
high multi-million Euro met mast investment a
number of years prior to construction is a difficult
decision.

Increased height also brings with it increased cost
due to the size of the foundations and mast
structure. The effects can also start to affect the
wind speed measurements as the larger
structures provide more turbulence and blockage
effects. So the booms need to be longer to be
outside the mast influence zone.

for a site or with enough design margin to allow a
subsequent height extension.

More vulnerable
to wave & storm
damage. Less
visible to
shipping.

Environment

All standard
measurements and
parameters possible
Measurements
generally to hub
height only
Lidar systems easily
added to give tip
measurements.
Known systems with
understood
accuracies
Boom and
mast effects
Fixed.
Addition
measurement
systems relatively
easy to add
Provides stable
work platform
offshore.
More vulnerable to
lightning strikes.

Lidar systems

Different systems

Floating lidars fall into two main systems:
Surface buoys and spar buoys
- The surface buoys as the name suggests float in
the upper sea surface and are more subject to
wave motion. In general they are smaller and
easier to deploy. Care needs to be taken with the
lidar systems to compensate for this motion either
with external
gimbals or software motion
compensation.

3.2.

It is worth observing that the beams are generated
from the unit on the ground and that any small
angular movement will be enhanced at the higher
measurement levels. For example a 5° tilt will give
a ~±2.5m change in measurement height at 100m
with a 30° lidar cone angle. One beam will be
above and the other below and the motion of any
system in the sea will mean that over a typical 10minute period, the readings will be averaged out.
The question to answer is how much affect does
this have on overall accuracy.

The lidar works by firing a laser beam into the
atmosphere and then analysing the back scatter
generated from the beam reflecting off aerosol
particles in the air. The change in frequency
(Doppler shift) of the back scatter can be used to
infer a velocity. The velocity is only measured in
the direction of the beam, hence a number of
beams are projected outwards at an angles, (at
least four usually a cone shape) so that x, y and z
velocity components can be derived.

3.1.

Table 2. Merits of different measurement systems

Versatility

Accuracy

Measurements
to rotor tip height
No turbulence
measurements.
No gust
measurements
Wind direction
can be
problematic
Lidar verification
required.
Buoy
movements must
be accounted for
Can be moved
Adding extra
instruments
problematic due
to weight, power
and stability
issues.

Instrumentati
on
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Fig.5 The Flidar buoy on test next to the GYM
mast

Fig. 3 Different lidar measurement systems

The Gwynt-y-Mor wind farm development site
was chosen. It is in the Liverpool Bay area to the
West of the UK in the Irish Sea and is
approximately 15km from land. The met mast on
site was installed in 2005 and has a height of 90m
AMSL. The water depth is 10-15m with a high

The main aims being:
• To gain practical experience of the
development;
• Verify the technology accuracy;
• Get bankability, buy in and bring the cost
down.
4.1. Experimental site Gwynt-y-Mor (GYM)

Our approach has been to facilitate the
experimental deployment of trial floating lidar at its
offshore windfarm sites.
As a company it wants a practical solution at the
right cost.

4. Trials

Fig.4 Gwynt y Mor trial site.

tidal range of just under 10m (i.e MSL is 4.9m
above LAT).

Hybrid type versions have also been proposed
whereby a lidar is co-located with a small met
mast. The height of the lidar readings are thus
gained and the advantages of cup anemometers
also retained for turbulence, gust and low power
readings, albeit at a much lower height. Different
options are considered in Fig. 3. They are:,
clockwise, The Leosphere and Zephir lidar
systems. Mojo maritime hybrid mast, Natural
Power SeaToc, Babcock floating lidar, Flidar, Axis
floating buoy system and Fugro system.

-Spar buoys aim to have minimum movement in
the measurement platform, i.e. they try to simulate
as much as possible a fixed monopile type
foundation. They work in a similar fashion to a
fishing float where they are buoyant and are kept
vertical by tension in the anchor cables to the
seabed. The lidar system is thus most likely to be
mounted directly on the platform. In general they
will require deeper water to deploy and are larger
structures due to their depth.
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Flidar Trials

The Flidar system, is a surface type buoy, the
prototype being made from two marine buoys,
attached together with the lidar, a Leosphere wind
cube, mounted in Gimbels on a platform, which
also
carried
the
power
supply
and
communications systems.

4.2.

Both trials were sponsored by the Carbon Trust
through the OWA program. The lidar data and the
mast data were collected independently, in such
a way that the floating lidar supplier were unable
to see the mast results and thus make their
results agree. Full details are given in reference
[2]. The analysis was also performed by Frazer
Nash, an independent company, to ensure
impartiality to the results.

The mast is a lattice structure mounted on a
monopile foundation. The main instrumentation
comprises Measnet calibrated Vector cup
anemometers. Recent additions for the trials have
included the addition of wave radars and a Zephir300 lidar, powered by wind chargers and solar
panels. A wavebuoy is also located adjacent to
the mast.

Fig.6 GYM met mast showing booms

Fig.8 Flidar results: Plot of Flidar wind speed
against mast wind speed

The results were however very good and are
summarised below but have been presented in
more detail [2]. A scatter plot, Fig. 8, of the Flidar
data on the y-axis and the mast data on the x-axis
is presented in the graph below. All data is tenminute mean values. Table 3 includes the line fit
labelled Xmws which is forced through the origin,
for two mast wind speed filters and two
instrumentation comparison heights. The column
headed “v1” refers to data collected directly from
the Flidar by the independent analysers Frazer
Nash, whereas the column “v2” represents data
with some post processing by Flidar after
collection.

The unit photographed above was deployed in
Oct-2012, the test period being approximately 3
months. The trials were cut short by
communications and power supply problems on
the prototype unit and re-deployment cancelled as
a result of some dockside damage to the system
again detailed in [2].

Fig. 7 Flidar system on test at Gwynt y Mor
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Fig.10 Error in wind speed against wave height

The insensitivity of wind speed with wave height is
presented in the following figure. The wind speed
is on the y-axis presented as a fractional error in
the wind speed ratio (Flidar wind speed/mast wind
speed) at 90m. The x-axis is the significant wave
height in metres.

Fig.9 Flidar results: Plot of Flidar wind direction
against GYM met mast

Wind direction, Fig.9, also showed a good
correlation, though this was after modification to
the measurement systems and data processing.
The Flidar wind direction is on the y-axis and the
mast wind direction on the x-axis.

Table 3. Flidar wind speed line fit and correlations

Babcock floating lidar trials

The data presented in the following graphs are
scatter plots of ten minute mean measurements.
The wind speed correlation between met mast
and floating lidar was again very good. The y-axis
is the Babcock lidar windspeed while the met
mast data is on the x-axis. A wind speed filter on
the mast wind speed below 2m/s has been
applied and is presented below:

The unit was deployed in July-13 and survived
through the winter period though power supply
issues meant it was not operational for most of the
period. After modification, it was redeployed in
April-14 for a period of over 6 months and
operated successfully.

Fig.11 Babcock Floating Lidar

The Babcock unit is a different buoy design
principle being a low motion, low draft spar buoy
design. It consists of a large mass at the bottom,
followed by the buoyancy chamber and the
central tube then links to the platform at the top.
The lidar, a Zephir-300 in this case and power
systems are mounted on the top platform.

4.3.

of

wind

With the longer deployment of this lidar unit
compared with the Flidar, more wave data was
obtained over a larger range of significant wave
heights and demonstrated that there is no bias
with wave height for the range tested. The graph,
Fig. 14 below plots the wind speed on the y-axis
as a fractional error in the wind speed ratio
[Babcock llidar wind speed/mast wind speed] at
90m. The x-axis is the significant wave height in
metres.

Fig.13 Babcock lidar: Comparison
direction lidar against met mast

After the application of an offset correction, due to
incorrect buoy orientation calibration, direction
results showed a good 1 to 1 correlation. The
Babcock lidar data is on the y-axis and the mast
data again on the x-axis.

Fig.12 Babcock lidar wind speed comparison
against the GYM met mast.

Results summary

The results were independently verified and both
units have reached the commercially acceptable
milestones as defined by DNV-GL [5].

Correlations with gust wind speeds were also
found to be poor, [2] &[3].

Correlations between lidar and anemometer
turbulence were made and the correlations were
found to be poor [2] & [3], as also seen in onshore
trials [2] though whether they are worse has not
been fully analysed.

The wind speed correlations on both systems
appeared to be independent of sea conditions.
Availability of the data was also good at all
heights, though degradation of signal availability
was seen as higher heights which is a normal
feature of lidar data.

Correlations with the fixed met mast at a number
of heights were performed which demonstrated
accuracy in wind speed and wind direction
measurements, though both systems required
adjustment to ensure good final wind direction
measurement accuracy.

For both units, there were successful sea trials.
i.e. they survived 3 months [Flidar] and 6 months
[Babcock lidar] at sea with some winter
conditions, significant wave heights up to 2.5m
and mean wind speeds up to 30m/s (measured at
mast hub height)

4.4.

Fig.14 Babcock Lidar: Error in wind speed against
wave height
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Deployment Lessons

Trials Summary
In Summary as a result of the trials, the following
objectives were met.

4.6.

There are also different safety standards to be
aware of between different companies and
different methods of working. That is not to say
any are inherently unsafe, but operators will
demand compliance to slightly different working
methods which can make the initial and
subsequent deployments taxing.

Ease of access and maintenance needs also to
be considered, boats or crew transfer vessels
(CTVs) may vary considerably in different
locations and hamper access. Also having easy to
lift and replace modular units on the buoys are
essential.

In particular, attention must be given to the
resilience and redundancy of the power supply
and power storage systems and also of
communication systems. The lidar units have
much higher power consumptions than that
traditionally associated with solar and wind
powered charging systems and this causes
additional reliability issues.

The sea trials will highlight any design issues in
the system. Unfortunately the nature of offshore
deployments means that rectification can be a
prolonged program. If it is too rough then no
access is possible. This is exacerbated by the
nature of the units which can generally only be
accessed in calm waters of the summer months.
The aim of the trials will be to improve reliability to
a point where commercial deployments in say the
North Sea with a harsher wave climate can be
undertaken with confidence.

Dockside and sea trials for any unit are essential.
The dockside trials of all systems ensure that all
systems are working and integrated. Also sea
trials against a measurement system of known
accuracy is essential.

The key lesson is that of robustness, of all parts of
the system; power supply and power storage,
lidar, data collection and data storage, wiring,
communications, buoy design and mooring.

While the trials were successful, there was also a
steep learning curve for all participants.

4.5.
Technically:
o Accurate wind speed correlations
o Accurate wind direction
correlations
o Reliability proven – after some
work.
o Both at stage 2 of road map [5].
Sea trials proved both useful and
essential
The results were independently verified
Planning/permitting issues better
understood
Operational (O&M) and safety issues
better understood
Results going into IEC guidelines.
Further trials of floating systems
undertaken and planned.

Fig. 15 Photograph of the Fugro Oceanor floating

Table 4 Summary of Floating Lidar deployments
in Europe sponsored by OWA

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Offshore wind farm 1000MW, with 140 – 200
turbines.
Load factor = 37%.
Gives Energy yield (P50) of 3,200 GWh/yr.
Revenue of £400M/yr based on £125/MWh
ref [4].
Site life 25 years, discount rate 10%.
Measurement system(s) installed 5 years
prior to generation.

No mast or lidar, relying only on a Mesoscale
Model Prediction.
An on-site met mast of traditional
construction with hub height cup
anemometers – no lidar assumed.
On site met mast of traditional construction
with hub height cup anemometers and lidar.
Floating lidar in early stages of maturity.
Floating lidar, mature design with significant
testing.
Two floating lidars deployed across a site to
give reduced spatial uncertainty.

The uncertainties are derived below, based on
standard values used within RWE. The

6.

4.
5.

3.

2.

1.

The scenarios analysed are:

•
•

•
•
•

•
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0.0

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

8.3
8.3

3.2
3.2

1.0
1.0

5.2

5.3

6.6

4.9

4.9

7.4

12.1
14.6
12.7
12.5

8.7
9.5
9.3

8.9
12.0

15.7
12.2

13.4

The total uncertainty is then used to generate the
P90 figure from the assumed P50 production
assuming a Rayleigh wind distribution.

Table 6: Uncertainties in power assumptions

6

5

4

3

2

1

Scenario

The other energy related uncertainties have also
been estimated and presented in the table below.
These are combined with the wind uncertainty
from above table converted to energy using an
internal RWE factor of 1.8.

Power Measurments

12.2
12.1
14.6
12.7

8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3

1

2

3

4

5

6

12.5

15.7

8.3

Scenario

Assumptions are:

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

Substation Meetering

A way to quantify and justify the benefits of the
different measurement systems is to estimate the
inherent uncertainties and look at the cost benefits
based on a typical/generic offshore wind farm. A
standard uncertainty methodology has been used
as detailed in Ref: 1.

2.8

3.0

5.0

2.1

3.2

10.0

Table 5: Uncertainties in wind measurements and
modelling

6

5

4

Wind Speed Measurement /
Anemometer Uncertainty

2.2

0.3

Uncert
ainty

Years

Period Representative
of Long-Term
Historical period
representative of the future

5. Cost Benefit

2

3

0.0

0.0

Mesoscale Accuracy
6.0

Total Energy Uncertainty (%)

Fig.16 Photograph of the EOLOS floating lidar
buoy deployed at RWE Ijmuiden mast – results to
be separately reported.

Scenario

1

Wind Flow Modelling Vertical

Array Effects

Other uncertainties

3,243

3,243

3,243

3,243

3,243

3,243

2,723

2,717

2,638

2,742

2,737

2,589

0.840

0.838

0.813

0.845

0.844

0.798

0.0%

-4.1%

-3.9%

-1.5%

-4.7%

-4.6%

Cost [£]
£70k
£6m
£150k
£1.5m

Cost [€]
€97k
€8.3m
€200k
€2m

£342 m
£343 m
£330 m
£340 m
£340 m

2
3
4
5
6

£0.0 m

-£16.8 m

-£16.0 m

-£6.1 m

-£19.1 m

-£18.5 m

£0 m

£152 m

£145 m

£55 m

£173 m

£168 m

£0 m

£95 m

£90 m

£34 m

£108 m

£104 m

£0.07 m

£3.07 m

£1.57 m

£1.57 m

£6.22 m

£6.07 m

£0 m

£92 m

£88 m

£33 m

£101 m

£98 m

5.1. Conclusions Cost Benefit
Onsite measurements provide a considerable
cost benefit to the project, of the order of
€100m. whether they are a fixed lattice mast
or a mature floating lidar.
The fixed lattice mast options (2 & 3) provide
the best cost benefit to a project even taking
into account the additional installation costs.
This is mainly due to the reduced uncertainty
due to calibration of the instruments and
uncertainties due to the deployment of lidars
on a moveable platform offshore.
The commercialisation or verification of new
floating lidars is essential to reduce the
uncertainty that can be attributed to their
measurements. The uncertainty data is based
on that provided by [5].

It should be noted that the figures are indicative
and individual uncertainty assumptions are open
to discussion. The conclusions do however
provide a good indication.

Table 8: Net cost benefit of different measurement
scenarios

£324 m

1

The net benefit of the various options compared
with Option 1 as the base case is thus given in the
last column of table below.

Item
Mesoscale model prediction
Lattice met mast
Additional lidar & installation
Floating lidar & deployment

The cost of various installations are assumed as:

The electricity revenue can then be added and a
change in the present value of the various options
compared to the base case option 1. The present
value at commissioning date and then also at the
mast installation date, assumed to be 5 years in
advance of commissioning are then presented.

Table 7: Total uncertainties converted to P90

Scenario

Wind Flow Modelling Horizontal

Total Energy Uncertainty (%)

P90 Revenue (£ m)

uncertainties for the lidar systems are based on
values quoted by DNV-GL [4].

Assumed Technical Losses

P50 [GWh/yr]

Delta P90 (£ m)

Quality of Correlation

P90 [GWh/yr]

Delta PV at commisioning
date (£ m)

Consistancy of Reference
Source
Total Wind Speed
Components Converted to
Energy

P90/P50

Delta PV at metmast
installation date (£ m)

Total Uncertainty in Wind
Speed
Total Energy Uncertainty (%)

∆P90/P50

Indicitive Costings (£ m)
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Net Cost Benefit (£ m)

lidar buoy deployed at RWE Ijmuiden mast –
results to be separately reported.
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have not been
Lidar systems cannot at present provide
useable turbulence and gust information. This
may well result in conservative values being
used in particular for flow modelling which will
affect wake losses and the array modelling
and potentially turbine spacing. On both tests
reported, turbulence data was compared but
correlations were poor and in the authors
opinion unusable at the current time.
Gust information is not provided by lidar
systems though this is arguably less
important for offshore structures where
extreme loads are dictated by wave loadings.
Coastal effects are also not considered
though some of this will be accounted for by
the higher uncertainty applied to mesoscale
model prediction results.
The multiple deployment of floating lidars to
provide spatial wind speed data across the
site has not been fully explored. This is
estimated as scenario 6. It is a very site
specific phenomena and will decrease in
importance as windfarms are located further
offshore out of the coastal region. However
the size of these further offshore sites means
that spatial measurements would be
beneficial to verify the across site variation.
The accuracies for floating lidar systems are
on the basis that verification has been done
in sea trials at a site where the sea conditions
are similar to the proposed wind farm site. i.e.
Sea trials in the Irish Sea, while useful, may
not have similar met ocean conditions to
those in the North Sea and further offshore,
where wave amplitude and frequency will be
different (higher and slower respectively).

A number of other items
considered in this analysis.

The argument that lidar systems provide
measurements up to 200–300m and thus
cover the whole rotor range is valid when
compared to lattice mast measurements.
However in practice all current and future
offshore masts will also have co-located
lidars or at least be “capable” to have one
retrofitted. This is the reason scenario 3 has
further reduced uncertainty, where the dual
systems will provide a reality check to ensure
accurate measurements and it is theoretically
possible to directly compensate cup
measurements for any boom and mast
blockage effects.
5.2. Further considerations
-

Commercial deployments for a unit are valid
only where trials have been performed in
similar sea conditions. Further trials to
provide verification in different sea states will
increase utility and start to demonstrate an
ocean independent accuracy.
Verification of directional accuracy needs
further work and initial trials showed this was
a weakness in the systems.
Operational issues around maintenance and
local communications in the case of no
access should be investigated.
The ability to provide turbulence and gust
measurement from the units needs further
research. This is more difficult as the platform
motion needs to be accounted for and results
produced verified.
The IEA standard needs completing to give
guidelines enabling a uniform assessment of
the capabilities of different units.

[1]. IEC 61400-12-1 Power Performance
Measurement standard 2006.
[2]. Results and Findings of a Floating LIDAR Trial
in the Irish Sea. EWEA Offshore, 21 Nov 2013,
Frankfurt. Neil Adams and Detlef Stein.
[3]. OWA floating LiDAR campaign: Babcock trial
at Gwynt Y Môr. EWEA Offshore 2015,
Copenhagen, 11 March 2015 Megan Smith.
[4]. UK Government Renewables CfD strike price
results 2014.
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7. Further research

In terms of the trials:
Successful sea trials have been performed on
a number of floating lidar prototypes taking
them from the research to pre-commercial
and commercial stages.
The reliability of the systems have been
proved, by long trials.
The accuracy of the measurements is within
the roadmap criteria.
The results have been independently verified
Operations experience has been gained.
Cost benefit analysis has demonstrated that
mature lidar systems have a net benefit to
offshore wind farm projects.
The same analysis also demonstrates that
the fixed lattice type masts still have the best
net benefit to a project and their versatility in
being
able
to
mount
additional
instrumentation is still useful.

6. Conclusions

On the basis of these trials and other work by the
OWA and other companies a number of
commercial deployments are now underway,
which indicates the increasing acceptance of the
floating lidar technology.
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[7]. Wind Measurement Campaigns Offshore and
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